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Introduction 
JIAN QINAND M.JAY NORTON 
IN THE PAST FEW YEARS, A NUMBER OF research journals in library and 
information science have published review articles or special issues on 
knowledge discovery and data mining (Raghavan et al., 1998; Trybula, 
1997; Vickery, 1997). These publications have primarily discussed back- 
ground, scope and terminology, methods and techniques, and tools re- 
lated to the topic from orientations other than library and information 
science. Research publications in library and information science have 
been implicitly related to knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) in terms 
of methods and techniques, though many of them did not use the termi- 
nology “knowledge discovery in databases” explicitly. This issue is devoted 
to aspects of KDD that are relevant or reflective of the field of library and 
information science. 
Knowledge discovery in databases uses a variety of methods to evalu- 
ate data for relevant relationships that could yield new knowledge. Ac- 
cording to Fayyad et al. (1996): “KDD refers to the overall process of dis- 
covering useful knowledge from data, and data mining refers to a particu- 
lar step in this process” (p. 39). Data mining essentially focuses on identi- 
fylng patterns previously not recognized and is considered only one com- 
ponent of the discovery process. KDD encompasses a growing collection 
of techniques, from a variety of disciplines, for investigating data to ex- 
tract knowledge. The methods employ a broad combination and applica- 
tion of human expertise and information technology. “KDD comprises 
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many steps, which involve data preparation, search for patterns, knowl- 
edge evaluation, and refinement, all repeated in multiple iterations” 
(Fayyad et al., 1996, p. 41). KDD investigates databases to identify pat- 
terns of association, clusters, and rules but it requires significant rigor- 
not all patterns are real or meaningful. The presence of patterns may be 
meaningless and statistically insignificant. The successful use of data min- 
ing in KDD involves “data preparation, data selection, data cleaning, in- 
corporation of appropriate prior knowledge, and proper interpretation 
of results of mining” (Fayyad et al., 1996, p. 39). 
On a fundamental level, library and information services have been 
involved in component processes similar to the current definition of KDD. 
Practitioners and researchers in library and information science have ex- 
pended significant resources-intellectual and physical-on investigating 
and developing methods to identify and exploit patterns within informa- 
tion entities. These methods are used to generate classification schemes 
and organization systems for information retrieval and to address often 
poorly expressed information needs of users. In seeking ways to provide 
better access to information, the field has attempted to determine charac- 
teristics of relevance in query construction and investigated methods for 
improving document retrieval. KDD studies in library and information 
science that Fayyad (1996) identifies relate to and drive KDD and include 
statistics, areas of artificial intelligence, pattern recognition, visualization, 
intelligent agents for distributed and multimedia environments, machine 
learning, databases, management information systems, knowledge acqui- 
sition, information retrieval, and digital libraries (p. 23). In some fields, 
KDD is interpreted as applying whatever computer rigor and capability is 
available for extracting information from databases of all constructions, 
while in others it may have fewer technological implementations but the 
same desired outcome-i.e., the discovery of useful information (Fayyad, 
1996). Practitioners of library and information science may see them- 
selves more as intermediaries, or part of the process, though researchers 
in the field may see themselves as discoverers. KDD is, and will continue 
to be, a complex, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary arena requiring both 
practitioners and researchers. As the field continues to develop, it will be 
interesting to compare the disjointed records of some of the disciplines to 
determine if the same issues arise-i.e., standardization of database con- 
struction, development of algorithm rules related to specific topic collec- 
tions, and questions of subject expert classification versus external classifi- 
cation systems. 
The thirteen articles included in this issue characterize a combina- 
tion of the knowledge discovery in data process components; the emerg- 
ing information technology; and the established information methods such 
as classification, citation analysis, and indexing and abstracting. Norton’s 
article begins the issue by giving an overview of what KDD is and what 
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problems researchers face in KDD applications. She reviews the relation- 
ship between databases and knowledge discovery and the factors affecting 
the database quality that in turn impact the reliability and validity of KDD 
results. The article emphasizes that KDD is not at all a finished product, 
nor is it a panacea for all the research interests or ills of the database 
universe. In the face of many challenges in KDD, human involvement 
plays a vital role in the process. 
Kwasnik discusses the relationship between knowledge representa- 
tion (as manifested in classifications) and the processes of knowledge dis- 
covery and creation. While classifications categorize and interrelate do- 
mains and branches in the knowledge system, the classification process 
has potential to enable or constrain knowing something or discovering 
new knowledge about something. To demonstrate this, Kwasnik first de- 
scribes the structures of a classification, including hierarchies, trees, para- 
digms, and faceted analysis with the goal of identifying how these struc- 
tures serve as knowledge representations and in what ways they can be 
used for knowledge discovery and creation. When one considers that 
classification is built on known information, then KDD and classification 
takes on a new construction. Since a large part of KDD attempts to iden- 
tify information that has previously been overlooked or unavailable, KDD 
will in itself affect classification. Basic constructs will remain the same but 
the underlying knowledge foundations that we apply to classification of 
an information entity will have to become more fluid in order to serve 
and be served by KDD. Kwasnik concludes that classification systems that 
are too rigid will not be applicable in the long term and may actually be 
detrimental to future knowledge discovery. 
Swanson and Smalheiser report in their article the recent develop- 
ment in their text linkage discovery tool, Arrowsmith, a software program 
that draws upon expert knowledge in discovering implicit links among 
documents that have accumulated from the research done by Swanson 
(for a list of publications, see Swanson and Smalheiser’s article in this 
issue of Library Trends)for more than a decade. Swanson’s theory is based 
on the analogy that, if an article reports an association between substance 
A and some physiological parameter B while another reports a relation- 
ship between B and disease C, and a link between A and Cvia B has not 
been published previously, then to bring together the separate articles on 
A-B and B-C may suggest a novel A-C relationship of scientific interest. 
Arrowsmith is designed to develop systematic methods for discovering the 
undiscovered implicit relationships within the biomedical literature. It 
filters the text, matches phrases and concepts, and identifies potentially 
complementary items as pairs, which the researcher then analyzes for 
possible relationships. The software enables the investigator to evaluate 
relatively large bodies of data from a variety of aspects in a knowledge 
discovery mission. Recurrent in this work is the role of the human 
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investigator-Arrowsmith is a tool for discovery but is not the discoverer. 
Software such as Arrowsmith enlarges the scope of our view but does not 
replace the human analysis. The ability to scrutinize substantial databases 
to extract potentially revealing, and previously unnoted, information is a 
result of improving technology that portends tremendous benefits. 
The discussion by Cory describes his experiment using Swanson’s 
methodology to investigate, through document retrieval, whether three 
philosophers from different times in history were influenced by one an- 
other. Discovering the undiscovered text linkages among documents is 
less problematic in the biomedical literature than in the humanities be- 
cause the technical terminology is usually explicit and precise while the 
humanities literature often abounds with synonyms. Will Swanson’s meth- 
ods be applicabk to the humanities literature and yield the same type of 
links among the humanities documents? The literature inquiry about 
three philosophers from different historical times showed evidence of in- 
fluences that the third philosopher received from the second and the 
second received from the first. The search was able to identify publica- 
tions showing that the third philosopher was also influenced by the first. 
While Cory’s method departed significantly from Swanson’s work due to 
the idiosyncrasies of the humanities language, this experiment neverthe- 
less linked logically-related citations that were bibliographically unlinked. 
His article also discusses the problems in discovering hidden knowledge 
in humanities databases because of the nature of humanities research 
and the language used in the humanities literature. 
Small demonstrates in his article how citation links can be used to 
map scientific passages crossing disciplinary boundaries. Both Swanson 
and Cory’s studies indicate the importance of analogy in discovering co- 
vert relationships among documents. While their methodology focuses 
on “recurring” terms or names that are shared by the documents found, 
Small maintains that citation links represent a more direct author-selected 
dependency than vocabulary sharing. This allows citation links to be used 
to establish frequency patterns of co-citation or bibliographic coupling, 
and thus they are more objective in studying the unity of science from a 
global perspective. In his study, Small generated a path by selecting eco- 
nomics as the starting field and astrophysics as the destination field. The 
citation links reveal that this path traverses the fields of economics, psy- 
chology, neuroscience, biomedicine, genetics, chemistry, earth science, 
geoscience, semiconductors, lasers, and physics. The co-citation passage 
from economics to astrophysics embraces interdisciplinary boundary span- 
ning, such as psychiatry to neuroscience, neuroscience to immunology, 
and biology to biochemistry. 
A similar analogy to Swanson’s can be made in co-citation passage 
analysis that, if A is in the starting field, C in the destination field, and B 
the shared concept/method, then A is to B as C is to B. Small suggests 
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that, in future retrieval systems, a user could pick two topics or documents 
and generate a path of documents or topics that connect them, which 
could be used for information discovery and hypothesis generation. 
The discussion by Qin addresses the problem of preprocessing and 
cleansing textual data for discovering semantic patterns in keyword fre- 
quency distributions. Keywords that are used as indexing terms in biblio- 
graphic records are semi-structured data. One challenge in mining such 
semi-structured data is to transform these into the types and structures 
suitable for statistical calculations and modeling. As semantic pattern 
analysis needs accurate data to draw valid and reliable conclusions, all the 
idiosyncrasies existing in natural language, including suffixes, different 
spellings for the same word, and synonyms, need to be normalized. Qin 
proposes the use of brief text codes to normalize the keywords while main- 
taining their original meaning. Besides the methodological aspect of min- 
ing bibliographic data, the frequency distribution patterns in the keyword 
data set suggest the existence of a common intellectual base with a wide 
range of specialties and marginal areas in the subject area studied. In 
normalizing the frequency of keyword occurrences, Qin found that the 
degree of keyword scattering at a certain region-i.e., keyword density- 
can be measured by the ratio of the number of unique keywords to the 
number of ranks at which the unique keywords occurred. The resulting 
values show a difference oftentimes between the specialty and marginal 
keyword regions. The semantic pattern analysis of the keywords from 
bibliographical coupling shows a possibility that simple semantic process- 
ing of natural language (keywords extracted from citation titles in this 
case) may be programmed into information retrieval tools for providing 
“analyzed” search results to users. 
In his article, He reviews the development, applications, and advances 
made in co-word analysis during the last two decades. Though still devel- 
oping as a technique, co-word analysis has been used in a variety of situa- 
tions. Conjunct with its use is the recognition of one of its shortcom- 
ings-i.e., the assignment of keywords and indexing terms by indexers or 
database producers rather than the authors of the material. However, 
improving technology may allow the application of co-word analysis to full 
text to determine the appropriate keywords and indexing terms. It is 
through the application of such methods as co-word analysis that it is pos- 
sible to identify problems in the construction of the databases and to con-
sider the impact of indexers’ choices on future retrieval and understand- 
ing of the semantic structures of a discipline. The creation of knowledge 
discovery methods also results in knowledge discovery as it highlights is- 
sues, concerns, and activities not previously scrutinized under other meth- 
ods. 
The articles mentioned above have concentrated on finding docu- 
ment content linkages and semantic patterns from the data available in 
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bibliographic databases. As digital documents grow exponentially, needs 
for organizing and retrieving these documents also arise. How can the 
subject content of digital full-text documents be represented effectively 
for retrieval purposes? What characteristics exist in these digital docu- 
ments? How can these characteristics be organized and implemented in 
information systems to assist people in knowledge discovery? The follow- 
ing contributions address these questions from three different perspec- 
tives. 
Ahonen’s article analyzes digital document collections by identifying 
descriptive or meaningful word sequences that may be used in a variety of 
knowledge discovery missions. In extracting frequent word sequences from 
full-text documents, Ahonen posits that there may be common measures 
of relevance that can be detected by examining characteristics of word 
sequences. Her discussion provides a detailed account of the methods 
involved and demonstrates the potential of word sequence evaluation for 
knowledge discovery. Patterns in word sequences may be produced, based 
on a combination of pre- and post-processing linked to the specific appli- 
cation and frequency relations defined by rule sets and weight systems. 
The patterns may suggest areas of further investigation, be used to 
preevaluate a document’s relevance without examining the whole docu- 
ment, or provide context for one not familiar with the document collec- 
tion. The subject expert might also discern new information from the 
sequence associations or patterns. 
Chowdhury presents a selection of cases where template mining has 
been successfully applied for information extraction from digital docu- 
ments. Additionally, he reports on template use in Web search engines 
conducting information retrieval rather than information extraction. The 
initial distinction is that information retrieval attempts to locate relevant 
documents from collections while information extraction attempts to pull 
relevant information from documents. Though these are degrees of re- 
trieval to some, the difference can be significant. The templates designed 
to assist the Web user in searching are created by expert searchers who 
organize information into groups and topics that are used to create the 
template structure for the less experienced user to plug into. The tem- 
plate is used to locate documents. The templates he ultimately focuses on 
have the potential advantages of authors using the template system to 
implement a more controlled method for creating document surrogates 
and digital document description to better enable information extraction 
from the documents, not just the collection. Not proposing a single all- 
purpose metadata format at this time, he suggests further research and 
investigation into what would be the most appropriate format. 
Desai et al. developed a virtual library indexing and discovery system 
named CINDI (Concordia INdexing and DIscovery System) that allows 
authors of digital documents to describe their document via completion 
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of a semantic header and use of an expert registry subsystem. An appeal-
ing aspect of knowledge discovery in databases involves locating knowl- 
edge that might otherwise be overlooked. The Internet search engines 
often suffer from a lack of organization and consistency in the collection 
space. An extraordinary number of retrieved documents preclude appro- 
priate evaluation and tend to result in missed opportunities rather than 
recovered data. Some of the more complex endeavors of KDD are seek- 
ing ways to access legacy data that are not organized consistently. Current 
developers of data warehouses are encouraging more standardization as 
future redress for the problem (Bontempo 8c Zagelow,1998). The header 
contains the metadata used by the searching systems to determine the 
appropriateness of retrieving that resource. CINDI provides assistance 
comparable to the expert cataloger or indexer for the author, addressing 
the shortcomings of many current search engines via better metadata de- 
scription. The outcome of the use of CINDI should be a significant im- 
provement in the ability of searchers to locate materials relevant to their 
inquiry. This knowledge discovery approach begins with the initial docu- 
ment, which will produce improved results in the future. It will rely more 
on known relationships than unknown but should enhance retrieval of 
related documents. 
Pinto and Lancaster offer a new view on abstracts and abstracting- 
i.e., that the quality of abstracts is extremely important in knowledge dis- 
covery tasks. Because of the dual roles of content descriptor and retrieval 
tool, abstracts must maintain the quality of accuracy, readability cohe- 
sion/coherence, and brevity. However, the importance of these criteria is 
likely to vary depending on who will be reading the abstracts. For ab- 
stracts intended solely for search purposes, such criteria as readability and 
coherence/cohesion are not important, while other attributes are appli- 
cable in other ways. Pinto and Lancaster maintain that the increasing 
application of computers to text processing has not reduced the value of 
abstracts, and their value should not diminish as more critical or sophisti- 
cated operations, including those of knowledge discovery, are applied to 
the text. 
In exploring knowledge from geospatial information systems (GIS), 
Yu demonstrates, through GeoMatch, a GIS-based prototype system for 
cartographic information retrieval, that coordinates data in MARC records 
can be processed to provide understandable and useful knowledge for 
users in selecting information relevant to their needs. GeoMatch is a 
graphic-based interface that mines the geographical data buried in MARC 
records and other geospatial sources and visualizes the new knowledge 
discovered in these data. Discovering knowledge in geospatial data is dis- 
tinct from text information searching because it uses algorithms to con- 
vert the coordinates information into user-understandable and useful 
knowledge. The main contribution of GeoMatch is the quantitative analysis 
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of overlapping relationships in the retrieval process. Not only can it help 
users to more precisely define their information need and adjust the search- 
ing strategy, but also it can be used to rank the result. The KDD applica-
tions of this type have constructive implications for information retrieval. 
Finishing out this issue is distinguished Professor Emeritus Herbert 
S. White, former dean of Indiana University School of Library and Infor- 
mation Science. In “Librarians and Information Technology: Which is 
the Tail and which is the Dog?”he discusses the role of library profession- 
als in relation to the applications of database technology. He argues that 
some information technology has positioned the librarian contrary to the 
supportive service role that has surrounded the profession. 
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Knowledge Discovery in Databases 
M. JAY NORTON 
ABSTRACT 
KNOWLEDGE
DISCOVERY IN DATABASES (KDD) revolves around the investi- 
gation and creation of knowledge, processes, algorithms, and the mecha- 
nisms for retrieving potential knowledge from data collections. Related 
issues include data collection, database design, the description of entries 
in the database using the most appropriate representation, and data qual- 
ity. This article is an introductory overview of knowledge discovery in 
databases. The rationale and environment of its development and appli- 
cations are discussed. Issues related to database design and collection are 
reviewed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Development of techniques to investigate databases, or the contents 
of databases, is of significant interest. As data storage space becomes less 
expensive, data collection as a tool has become more accessible and more 
used. Organizations are literally stockpiling data in warehouses for future 
investigation. Research is being done to ascertain if there are patterns, 
not just within databases but within documents and disciplines, that con- 
tribute to knowledge retrieval. 
Every discipline has borders that expand and contract with the prac- 
tical and intellectual adventurism of its members. As the collective knowl- 
edge base has grown, it is apparent that aspects of one field cross into 
many other fields. The evolution of information technology also provides 
a bridge across disciplines-in its theories and applications to various 
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disciplines. Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is another manifes- 
tation of the expansion of investigative tools across fields of interest and 
applications. 
Many disciplines contribute to the undertaking of KDD. Some are 
more cognizant than others of the many factors involved with data collec- 
tion. This article is an overview of knowledge discovery in databases. Dis- 
cussion of recurring concerns from different perspectives about the col- 
lection, classification, and quality of data related to applications of KDD is 
presented. 
DATABASESAND KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY 
Dramatic improvements in information technology have encouraged 
the massive collection and storage of data in all areas from commerce to 
research. From operational databases where personnel data are kept; to 
transactional systems that track sales, inventory and patron data; to full- 
text document databases and more; databases are growing in size, num- 
ber, and application. The enormous increase in databases of all sizes and 
designs is evidence of our ability to collect data, but it also creates the 
necessity for better methods to access and analyze data. Human capacity 
to handle the data available in these databases is not adequate for timely 
examination and analysis. Technology presents opportunities to maxi- 
mize the use of these data in an economical and timely fashion. Attempts 
to improve the search and discovery processes when dealing with data- 
bases have generated significant interest across many fields resulting in a 
multidisciplinary approach. Knowledge discovery in databases employs 
diverse fields of interest including statistics, computer science, and busi- 
ness, as well as an array of methodologies, many still evolving: machine 
learning, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, knowledge acquisi- 
tion for expert systems, and more. Knowledge discovery in databases re- 
volves around the investigation and creation of knowledge, processes, al- 
gorithms, and mechanisms for addressing the retrieval of potential knowl- 
edge. An important component of this activity is identification of pat- 
terns or trends, from metadata through, and including, the semantic level, 
which suggest an entity’s relationships. KDD techniques have been suc- 
cessful with large-scale scientific databases, notably in astronomy to clas- 
sify sky objects. In addition, techniques have been used in medical, envi- 
ronmental, political, and census research. Other applications have been 
made with industrial and business-oriented databases in marketing, finance, 
manufacturing, and Internet agents (Fayyad et al., 1996, pp. 37-38;Vickery, 
1997, pp. 107-08). 
The phrase “knowledge discovery in databases” is attributed to a 1989 
workshop on KDD (Fayyad, 1996). The phrase was intended to clarify 
that the end result of investigating data should be the discovery of usable 
knowledge and to differentiate KDD as a whole process, notjust one of its 
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components-i.e., data mining (Fayyad et al., 1996, p. 39). Knowledge 
discovery in databases encompasses all the processes, both automated and 
nonautomated, that enhance or enable the exploration of databases, large 
and small, to extract potential knowledge. The most commonly refer- 
enced component of these processes has been data mining which involves 
activities oriented toward identifying patterns or models in data represen- 
tation, classification, semantics, rules application, and so on (Fayyad et 
al., 1996). 
Emphasis that KDD is a whole process is intended to clarify that knowl- 
edge seeking in data collections involves intellectual and technological 
undertakings designed to seek useful knowledge and not merely stir data. 
Certain basic premises underlie these efforts: (1)  knowledge is a relevant 
term rooted in individual information bases and needs; (2) finding pat- 
terns in data is not equivalent to discovering information; (3) data min- 
ing, to be effective, must be structured; (4) results of any discovery activity 
have to be evaluated within a context; ( 5 )search mechanisms of this type 
of inquiry may require substantial iteration; and (6) many aspects of KDD 
are dynamic and interactive in application. While some facets of KDD are 
best served by technology, the ultimate evaluators and discoverers are the 
human agents generating the initial queries and directing the process 
(Fayyad,1996; Fayyad et al., 1996). 
LEGACYAND DESIGN 
Though one mission of KDD is to automate as many of the basic pro- 
cesses as possible, several factors impede progress in this sector. Intelli- 
gent data analysis techniques are still not sophisticated enough to resolve 
some data problems without intervention. The methods for identifying 
information appropriate to include in a database, adding it to the classifi- 
cation and organizational scheme of the database, and providing access 
points for retrieval are neither trivial nor uniform. Design and imple- 
mentation of databases has relied on the purpose, scope, data characteris- 
tics, and technical limitations of the organization sponsoring the enter- 
prise. The vitality of these databases has been dependent on the imposi- 
tion of appropriate criteria for inclusion, characterization, and mainte- 
nance. Legacy databases designed for specific organizational tasks are 
rarely uniform in structure within a given enterprise, nor is there consis- 
tent data quality, representation, or depth. This diminishes the possibility 
of generalizing even tasks which are common to each discovery effort as 
the description of the database has to be customized, and variations in the 
construction and quality of the data accommodated (Raghavan et al., 1998; 
Deogun & Sever, 1998; Fayyad, 1996). 
Databases are organized collections of data. They can typically be 
separated into reference or source databases. According to Rowley (1992): 
“Refmence databases refer or point the users to another source (such as a 
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document, an organization or an individual for additional information or 
the full text of the document” (p. 14). These databases may contain cita- 
tions, abstracts, addresses, and directory type information that allows the 
user to locate other resources. “Source databases contain the original source 
data” (p. 15) and may include a combination of numeric and text data 
such as corporate reports, stock information, pure numeric data such as 
statistics, or full-text documents (Rowley, 1992). It is common to use sur- 
rogates, which allow for locating information about an entity without hav- 
ing to interact directly with the primary entity or full-text data as a method 
to identify and manipulate the data. Such surrogates could be a title, a 
citation, an abstract, or any attribute that may be identified and associ- 
ated with a specific entity. The surrogates may be what is to be manipu- 
lated in order to understand or react to the entities. An inventory data- 
base could be the collection of information that reflects the holdings of 
the business, the movement of the inventory, the stock, or the vendors. 
Sorting these data can yield information about inventory levels or the speed 
in which a vendor responds to orders. The data may be a surrogate or a 
representation for activities. Properly configured, it may be possible to 
use the database to model activities. For example, if avendor takes longer 
to fulfill an order than another, it might be advisable to have an earlier re- 
order date attached to the stock of that vendor. Full-text databases may 
also contain full and complete documents and may or may not have a 
metadata descriptor set that includes subject fields, though most will have 
minimal fields such as author, title, and publication data. Databases are 
collections based on some relationship-maybe as basic as membership 
in the collection-that causes them to be placed in common or related 
files. The attributes that describe the entity are portions of an overall 
structure that should optimize the collection of data relevant to, and de- 
scriptive of, the entities. Consider a checkbook page; there is a column 
for a date, check number, item description, transaction amount, and trans- 
action. Each column is an attribute and is intended to contain informa- 
tion that describes the checking transaction. Each row forms a single 
record-i.e., the fields or attributes that describe one entity. The entity is 
the checking transaction associated with one check number. When at- 
tributes appropriately and adequately describe an entity, it provides a bet-
ter understanding of the entity and may reveal information about one 
entity’s relationship to another. Information limitations, as well as con-
straints of space and money, impact database design. Collection of data 
may be based on weighing cost and need versus alternative resources and 
attempting to serve the most critical information needs. Designing data- 
bases takes into account what information resources the organization might 
require as well as the costs involved in time and technology in acquiring 
the data. Costs may be related to whether it is incidental to other activi- 
ties, such as purchasing history collected at the checkout counter as part 
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of the inventory control program, or full text of documents acquired as 
part of the publishing process versus directed collection such as survey- 
ing. Designing database systems usually involves modeling the informa- 
tion environment and information mission for which the database is be-
ing implemented. Information limitations and costs are related to what is 
known and not known about the users, the environment, and the corpus 
of resources they might require now and in the future. Information needs, 
environments, and cost factors change over time. 
A consideration of KDD database design and cost is data quality. The 
accuracy of the data’s representation of the entity and environment from 
which it originated, as well as its currency, are factors of data quality. Orr 
(1998) uses the theoretical framework of the feedback-control system 
(FCS) to define data quality as “the measure of the agreement between 
the data views presented by an information system and the same data in 
the real world” (p. 67). His position is that data entered into databases 
and left unused for periods of time, without feedback, may become stag- 
nant in comparison to what occurs to the entity the data originally repre- 
sented. The lack of, or the failure to apply, feedback to data creates a 
discontinuity between static data and the continually changing world. For 
example, if the age of a person is recorded in a database but not the birth 
date or an aging algorithm, the age data remain the same and quickly 
become inaccurate in reflecting the age characteristic of the entity. If the 
attribute of age is not used, the error may go unnoticed, another aspect of 
Orr’s contention that data that are unused may lose representativeness. 
Not utilizing data may result in not recognizing it has been erroneous or 
that it may never have been useful initially. Further, if data are used but 
do not specify criteria surrounding its acquisition, use, and maintenance, 
the value of the data will be decreased. Failing to include attributes to 
handle name changes, or failing to update a record when a name change 
is reported, reduces the accuracy of the record, may impede the location 
of the remainder of the record at a future time, and may miss data related 
to the name change pertinent to the record. Lack of rules governing the 
maintenance of data elements may cause reassignment of a field applica- 
tion without any overt documentation or clear history. For example, when 
it was discovered that there was no field to capture name changes, an- 
other field that did not seem much used might be informally redesig- 
nated as the name change field. At a later date, possibly using KDD tech-
niques, it becomes apparent that the field in question was being used for 
recording the names of beneficiaries for specific insurance plans that were 
not grandfathered into the new plan. Data quality problems of this type 
will tend to multiply over time until the entire database’s quality and use- 
fulness is questionable. 
What can happen to data in these situations can also happen to 
metadata. This perspective of data quality may be an issue of significant 
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importance in light of the trend toward data warehouses-i.e., if data are 
collected but unused, how accurate will it be by the time it is used (Orr, 
1998)? A converse concern might be whether metadata records for docu- 
mentary entities that contain subject descriptions should have the subject 
words modified to reflect new nomenclature or preferred subject terms? 
That is, what should happen if the environment of the information changes 
but the entity must remain the same? Should metadata change? 
Intentional collection of data prior to identification of any specific 
purpose for it results from the recognition that information needs change 
over time and the data may be an unrecognized reservoir of knowledge. 
The emergence of data warehouses as a means to capitalize on an 
organization’s data collection activities has potential as an advantage for 
KDD activities. “Data warehousing is a process, not a product, for assem- 
bling and managing data from various sources for the purpose of gaining 
a single, detailed view of part or all of a business” (Gardner, 1998, p. 54). 
If data warehousing is undertaken in a planned and logical manner, ac- 
cording to Fayyad et al. (1996), it could improve KDD opportunities and 
applications. With future KDD in mind, initial determination of how a 
data warehouse is designed, what attributes will be included, how the struc- 
tures will be related or not will require more attention. Something to be 
considered is what information will be contained in the warehouse and 
how it can best be represented to require the least manipulation to access. 
If the warehousing organization will invest in uniform representation- 
methods for covering missing data and correcting errors-it will signifi-
cantly decrease the preparation of data for KDD. Whether discussing 
databases or data warehouses, the underlying requirements to improve 
access are planning the collection, organizing, and rationally characteriz- 
ing the structure for the best handling of the data with as much flexibility 
as possible. Some anticipation of what information will serve users in the 
future and how to provide access to the data without knowing what might 
be relevant in the future is the challenge (Sen &Jacob, 1998). 
Currently, databases having KDD techniques applied to them were 
not necessarily built with this exploratory methodology in mind. Indeed, 
some of the techniques developed for KDD are in response to the lack of 
uniformity in database construction and omissions in retrieval capacity. 
Selection for inclusion in a database is based on user needs as they are 
identified in the construction process. If the construction process has not 
taken into account potential changes in information requirements, mana- 
gerial decision path modifications, or new product data considerations, 
the database may have limited future value. The combination of currently 
serving users and forecasting what future services will be needed is a sig- 
nificant collection and design problem. Experience with legacy database 
data quality emphasizes the necessity of reviewing and improving plan- 
ning and construction of databases and warehouses. 
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CLASSIFICATION 
Historically, methods to provide access to the collected corpus of in- 
formation have resulted in the imposition of artificial or controlled classi- 
fication structures and languages. An example would be the develop- 
ment of classification systems such as Dewey Decimal or Library of Con- 
gress; both attempt to organize knowledge. Attached to these are subject 
heading or descriptor manuals-e.g., Library of Congress Subject Head- 
ings, MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), or specific thesauri. These tools 
suggest the classification and position in the hierarchy of knowledge of 
materials, permitting both assignment of subject and retrieval of subject 
by conformity to structured headings. Use of a controlled language in 
describing entities entered into a collection provides parameters to be 
employed in both building and searching. The subject headings and con- 
trolled language attempt to address the multiple layers of meaning which 
are part of language. The labeling of entities and meaning of words may 
change dramatically from discipline to discipline but also within subsets 
of disciplines and even over time. The imposed structure allows for infor- 
mation retrieval in relative proportion to the searchers’ ability to manipu- 
late the system and how well the information entered fits the structure. 
Use of controlled languages has resulted in using intermediaries to de- 
code the systems imposed as the searchers were rarely those who classified 
the objects. The controlled structure also lent itself to application of in- 
formation technology as uniform constructs are more easily manipulated 
by machines than natural language. Much machine searching currently 
relies upon matching input to some aspect of the database record. This 
may be simple and effective if the correct terms are entered into the search- 
ing algorithm-very resource intensive if the terms do not match and no 
internal algorithms allow for variations in the matching. When controlled 
language and related tools, such as indexes and thesauri, are implemented, 
it is possible to maximize the effectiveness of searches by using the con- 
trolled language. This naturally assumes that the language has been ap- 
propriately applied. When databases do not have controlled languages, 
the resources to search are more intensively expended, with varying re- 
sults, dependent upon the searcher’s ability to identify what terminology 
has been used to describe what they seek. The combination of machine 
limitations and the advantages of classification schemes impacted the de- 
sign of early databases from both input and retrieval perspectives. An-
other method for organizing data for databases is embedded in the archi- 
tecture of the database. By using a consistent structure exploiting the 
common attributes of the entities that are being entered into the data- 
base, it is possible to use the attribute structure for searching. For ex- 
ample, if the entity is an employee, then using attributes such as ID num-
ber, name, department of employment, supervisor, pension plan, or pay 
scale, could, if the searchware is properly designed, permit the searcher 
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to retrieve all employees from a given department and examine only their 
records or only the records of those on a specific pension plan. Early 
space and memory shortcomings restricted the amount and manner in 
which data could be stored. Data were “abbreviated” and arranged to 
maximize space savings. This resulted in using codes in the attribute fields 
and should have involved the application of value range rules. For ex- 
ample, the pension plan mentioned above may have been noted by a nu- 
meric code tied to a specific pension plan. In this way only a few bytes of 
space would be required to retain the information as long as somewhere 
there was a list (paper or electronic) of the code number associated with 
the pension. In a database of customer data, it might involve recording 
the inventory number of materials purchased rather than a textual de- 
scription, or using a zip code as a region identifier rather than a street 
address. Applying rules to the content of the fields (attributes) would 
include specifying whether the whole name was in a single field or in two 
fields, and if there was a field size limit such that long names would be 
truncated and, if so, how; what date representation will be used-year 
first or last-and how many digits for the year? These concerns, coupled 
with the characteristics of the schema used, perpetuated the need for 
intermediaries. Now KDD is part of the intermediary force that can maxi- 
mize the usefulness of such databases. 
Classification and organization schemes are critical to any retrieval 
activity. To date these have been limited by technology, economics, knowl- 
edge, and tradition to selected access points usually identified by people 
who are not experts in the given discipline. Developing classification 
schemes to accommodate all knowledge has proven to be an evolutionary 
process. As understanding is gained as to the interrelatedness of our world, 
restrictive class structures have to be modified. Classification occurs at 
the database design level. Determining what attributes will describe an 
entity, the governing criteria, and the detail of description will affect what 
retrieval is possible. Seeking additional patterns that may be hidden within 
databases to generate new classification criteria via KDD is complex but 
less so than attempting to expand attribute descriptions to be complete 
classification structures, especially when some characteristics are not ap- 
parent without KDD. The ideal KDD evaluates data for trends or patterns 
that niight be otherwise overlooked and, if statistical relevance is found, 
these may indicate subclasses or relationships. Such relationships might 
be used to further clarify and expand a database’s value. Recognizing 
that this trend exists when it was previously unknown can provide new 
information value that poses new questions requiring further examina- 
tion. Knowledge arises from prior knowledge. 
Full-text searching algorithms for documents and textual databases 
are options but are still technologically cumbersome when working with 
any sizable database. Even when full-text searching becomes more reli- 
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able and economical, representations of documents will continue to be 
employed. Despite the power of web crawlers in recording and tracking 
pages, there is significant discourse about the use of metadata elements 
to represent pages. The bandwidth and time economy of identifymg po- 
tentially desirable documents via surrogates, such as metadata or biblio- 
graphic record notations, is a significant savings. Full-text searching can 
be resource intensive and currently not particularly more effective than 
surrogate searches. Despite the advances in information technology, there 
are still difficulties with searching efficiently in large-scale databases. Seek- 
ing patterns in data is compromised if only portions of the data can be 
evaluated at a time, something that many searching algorithms overlook 
relative to large-scale databases. If the assumption is that all necessary 
data to consider is in memory, when it cannot physically be so, means 
detected trends or patterns are false results. Continued research and de- 
velopment to provide better algorithms for manipulating what may be 
tetrabytes of data in some rational manner is proceeding (Fayyad et al., 
1996). Devising more complex sampling or modeling approaches using 
KDD techniques may yield some advantage. Certainly as the technology 
continues to advance, the application of pure brute processing power may 
be the answer. 
THEPROCESSES 
The actual processes are much more involved and complex than pre- 
sented here. The following is a limited overview of what is a formidable 
undertaking. The application of KDD techniques requires substantial re- 
searcher involvement in determining the problem to explore and fram- 
ing it within a meaningful context. Further, the investigator will, by ne- 
cessity, be engaged in repetitive examination of the processes and results 
to direct or redirect the exploration. The discovery processes may dra- 
matically influence the paths that research must follow. 
Similar to any research endeavor, KDD requires defining the prob- 
lem domain and acquiring underlying information relevant to the inquiry 
to identify the research path to follow. Establishing the parameters of the 
problem and determining the potential goal of the research is followed by 
the selection and possible extraction of the data set or subset to explore. 
Depending on the problem, a test set may be necessary to identify the 
best methodology. In fact, ascertaining the appropriate data to examine 
may in itself be a series of tasks and tests. The data set must then be 
prepared, and rules for dealing with missing data, erroneous data, redun- 
dant attributes, data corruption, and such must be determined and imple- 
mented. The problem of legacy databases-diverse platforms, errors in- 
troduced over time, changes in data entry procedures, poorly organized 
data, or technological limitations-must be adjusted for to enable statisti- 
cal manipulation. (Perhaps the amount of preparation of data involved 
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in the data mining phase of knowledge discovery is why there has been so 
much focus on the data mining process.) The data set is then reduced or 
transformed, if appropriate, and/or standardized in representation and 
structure to enable manipulation, analysis, or modeling. There are a large 
number of possible algorithms to apply depending on the problem or the 
theorized pattern and the goal of the exploration. If patterns emerge, 
they must be analyzed, evaluated, and retested. Any or all of these pro- 
cesses may require repetition or modification along the way in response 
to difficulties encountered and findings that might influence the original 
theory. Selection of the methods to apply in a given situation is related to 
the intention of the research, amount and construct of the available data, 
as well as the quality of the data. There are no hard and fast rules govern- 
ing the application of techniques beyond the appropriateness of one 
method to a particular domain or problem. Like any research effort, pos- 
ing the correct or best inquiry will provide the best results (Fayyad et al., 
1996). KDD is usually invoked to verify or discover; just pulling out data 
patterns is not sufficient. Some additional measures or tests are necessary 
to determine if data patterns have any value to the investigator, whether 
the pattern is an experimental phenomena or an actual recurring pat- 
tern. The expertise at this level of decision, whether there is any valuable 
meaning to derive from any detected patterns, has to come from the hu- 
man investigator. By its nature, research requires human investment; cu- 
riosity is the fountain of knowledge discovery. 
REALITYCHECK 
It would be a disservice to overlook two key points about knowledge 
discovery in databases. First, in the context presented, this is an emerging 
field, an evolving study, and not a finished product. Second, it is not a 
panacea for all the research interests or ills of the database universe. It 
does present momentous potential in its future incarnations in conjunc- 
tion with evolving information technology, especially artificial intelligence 
areas. KDD is already demonstrating its value in its current state. Ongo- 
ing efforts to address the shortcomings of the data it examines and the 
technology employed will result in rapid advances. Many of the challenges 
facing KDD are the same as those which confront the entire information 
community: 
The multiple layers of data quality problems in databases resulting 
from design and implementation shortcomings present serious diffi- 
culty. When both modeling the information environment and the 
information mission have failed or have been incomplete, the data- 
base structure is inadequate to properly represent the data or to en- 
sure consistency-e.g., a database containing student records that has 
no data field for name changes. In such case, a name change may not 
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be recorded or the new information lost, and any requests for the 
student with the new name will fail. When there are no rules for 
selecting data, no attempt to provide meaningful classification for the 
attributes, they do not describe the entities. For example, if customer 
names are to be kept in the database, but there is no rule for inclu- 
sion-such that sometimes names are entered as one field, sometime 
as two-it is possible for more than one record per customer to be 
created and for the search engine to be unable to match any of the 
records. If an inventory database has no timing attributes-that is, no 
date of inventory receipt or inventory decreases-then it is no more 
than a list of inventory which may or may not be present. Problems of 
data currency and accuracy in legacy databases, where the original 
collection of data may have been some time in the distant past and 
there have been no updates to the data, can damage the accuracy of 
the data. Lack of uniformity in the collection and loss of consistency 
as different entry systems changed field context can make a database 
unusable. 
Large databases with many attribute fields and variables pose com- 
plex and, as yet, unresolved computing and search difficulties. Memory 
management of these huge databases makes it difficult to analyze whole 
data sets at one pass, requiring different algorithms to perform analy- 
sis over smaller sets and still produce valid and reliable results. The 
sheer number of fields (attributes) in some databases make analysis 
extremely complex. Determining the influencing factors and fields 
to evaluate becomes a more sophisticated statistical problem as well as 
an information management problem. 
Increased complexity of relationships within databases requires more 
sophisticated search algorithms and more rigorous inspection tech- 
niques. This is a problem related to the depth of fields but also to the 
types of data collected. How datum fits into the database and its role 
in the information environment impacts our ability to analyze it. Why 
is datum included, and why is another not? 
Insufficient tools to incorporate prior knowledge into systems in more 
meaningful ways present special problems. What is the best way to 
make the availabIe domain knowledge accessible to the search sys- 
tems? Training systems to be expert systems is one approach, but this 
is still an evolving field and dependent upon human expertise. Fur- 
ther, as more is known, how should the system be adapted? Can we 
develop algorithms with sufficient robustness to adapt? 
Lack of historic platform integration and proprietary software restric- 
tions contribute to the confusion and frustration of dealing with legacy 
databases. When databases are restricted to a specific platform and a 
specific software interface or program manipulation, it requires in- 
vestment to adapt or overcome the barriers. Sometimes it means 
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re-entering the data in a less restrictive system, which increases the 
likelihood of data corruption. 
Certainly not the last nor the least challenge to KDD is the lack of 
information and knowledge about the human factors and roles in the 
construction, design, collection, classification, and retrieval related to 
databases (Fayyad et al., 1996). The construction of databases is a 
series of complex problems that include modeling the information 
environment as it is perceived and forecast at the time; identifying the 
appropriate information to incorporate into a database; and selecting 
the most representative attributes and the value limitations, to men- 
tion but a few. Each of these decisions is limited by technology-both 
the availability and the designers’ ability to use it. Characterizing en- 
vironments is a human activity that is embedded in belief systems, 
political perspectives, social concerns, and business acumen. The de- 
signers’ background, comprehension of the information problem, the 
needs of the users, and the demands of the future all will impact the 
outcome of the database. How the construction is undertaken, and 
how the rules for validation and inclusion are composed and conveyed 
to the data collectors all affect the database contents. If the database 
design is exceptional and the interface used to enter data is poor, the 
result will be a poor database. The presence of thorough planning, 
construction, and implementation documentation is critical for those 
attempting KDD. Though often not available, such documentation 
could provide context to significantly improve the investigation. Even 
though computers collect data, the human actors design the database, 
create intellectual models for its construction and implementation 
and, ultimately, for its reinterpretation. Leaders in the KDD effort 
stress the role of human involvement in the retrieval processes. It is 
also a critical and little understood factor in the creation processes. 
Understanding the human cognitive processes involved in creating a 
search or determining what is the solution to a search is critical to the 
future of KDD. Better understanding of human cognition and pat- 
tern recognition could yield important clues to improved algorithms 
for computer cognition. 
CONCLUSION 
Emerging fields, new approaches, and knowledge discovery all her- 
ald change. Indeed, KDD does remold some aspects of research by imple- 
mentation of a wide variety of tools from an array of disciplines; it ad- 
vances the interrelatedness of the effort. The techniques have broad po-
tential for application. Some aspects of KDD are indeed rediscovered 
knowledge. Some would argue that much of modern bibliometrics is kin- 
dred to KDD. Others might note that much of it is the application of 
basic statistics to another set of problems. It is clear that the techniques 
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are still very preliminary in their current applications, though many of 
the techniques have existed for some time. Legacy database design prob- 
lems are bound to KDD because the techniques can detect some of them 
and because some of them complicate KDD. There is much more work to 
be done in this area. Clearly, more emphasis and research into designing 
databases and data warehouses is needed 
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The Role of Classification in Knowledge 
Representation and Discovery' 
BARBARAH. KWASNIK 
ABSTRACT 
THELINK BETWEEN CLASSIFICATION AND KNOWLEDGE is explored. Classi- 
fication schemes have properties that enable the representation of enti- 
ties and relationships in structures that reflect knowledge of the domain 
being classified. The strengths and limitations of four classificatory ap- 
proaches are described in terms of their ability to reflect, discover, and 
create new knowledge. These approaches are hierarchies, trees, para- 
digms, and faceted analysis. Examples are provided of the way in which 
knowledge and the classification process affect each other. 
INTRODUCTION 
Developments in our ability to store and retrieve large amounts of' 
information have stimulated an interest in new ways to exploit this infor- 
mation for advancing human knowledge. This article describes the rela- 
tionship between knowledge representation (as manifested in classifica- 
tions) and the processes of knowledge discovery and creation. How does 
the classification process enable or constrain knowing something or dis- 
covering new knowledge about something? In what ways might we de- 
velop classifications that will enhance our ability to discover meaningful 
information in our data stores? 
The first part of the article describes several representative classifica- 
tory structures-hierarchies, trees, paradigms, and faceted analysis-with 
the aim of identifying how these structures serve as knowledge represen- 
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tations and in what ways they can be used for knowledge discovery and 
creation. The second part of the discussion includes examples from exist- 
ing classification schemes and discusses how the schemes reflect or fail to 
reflect knowledge. 
KNOWLEDGE, THEORY, AND CLASSIFICATION 
Scholars in many fields, from philosophy to cybernetics, have long 
discussed the concept of knowledge and the problems of representing 
knowledge in information systems. The distinction is drawn between 
merely observing, perceiving, or even describing things and truly knowing 
them. To know implies a process of integration of facts about objects and 
the context in which the objects and processes exist. Even in colloquial 
usage, knowledge about someone or something is always expressed in terms 
of deep relationships and meanings as well as its place in time and space. 
To know cars means not only understanding car mechanics but also knowl- 
edge of the interplay of the mechanical processes and perhaps even fac- 
tors such as aesthetics, economics, and psychology. 
The process of knowledge discovery and creation in science has tradi- 
tionally followed the path of systematic exploration, observation, descrip- 
tion, analysis, and synthesis and testing of phenomena and facts, all con- 
ducted within the communication framework of a particular research com- 
munity with its accepted methodology and set of techniques. We know 
the process is not entirely rational but often is sparked and then fueled by 
insight, hunches, and leaps of faith (Bronowski, 1978). Moreover, research 
is always conducted within a particular political and cultural reality (Olson, 
1998). Each researcher and, on a larger scale, each research community 
at various points must gather up the disparate pieces and in some way 
communicate what is known, expressing it in such a way as to be useful for 
further discovery and understanding. A variety of formats exist for the 
expression of knowledge-e.g., theories, models, formulas, descriptive re- 
portage of many sorts, and polemical essays. 
Of these formats, science particularly values theories and models 
because they are a “symbolic dimension of experience as opposed to the 
apprehension of brute fact” (Kaplan, 1963,p. 294) and can therefore be 
symbolically extended to cover new experiences. A theory thus explains 
a particular fact by abstracting the relationship of that fact to other facts. 
Grand, or covering, theories explain facts in an especially eloquent way 
and in a very wide (some would say, universal) set of situations. Thus, 
Darwinian, Marxist, or Freudian theories, for example, attempt to ex- 
plain processes and behaviors in many contexts, but they do so at a high 
level of abstraction. There are relatively few grand theories, however, 
and we rely on the explanatory and descriptive usefulness of more “lo- 
cal” theories-theories that explain a more limited domain but with 
greater specificity. 
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CLASSIFICATIONAS KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION 
How are theories built? How does knowledge accumulate and then 
get shaped into a powerful representation? There are, of course, many 
processes involved, but often one of them is the process of classification. 
Classification is the meaningful clustering of experience. The process of 
classification can be used in a formative way and is thus useful during the 
preliminary stages of inquiry as a heuristic tool in discovery, analysis, and 
theorizing (Davies, 1989). Once concepts gel and the relationships among 
concepts become understood, a classification can be used as a rich repre- 
sentation of what is known and is thus useful in communication and in 
generating a fresh cycle of exploration, comparison, and theorizing. 
Kaplan (1963) states that “theory is not the aggregate of the new laws but 
their connectedness, as a bridge consists of girders only in that the girders 
are joined together in a particular way” (p. 297). A good classification 
functions in much the same way that a theory does, connecting concepts 
in a useful structure. If successful, it is, like a theory, descriptive, explana- 
tory, heuristic, fruitful, and perhaps also elegant, parsimonious, and ro- 
bust (Kwasnik, l992b). 
There are many approaches to the process of classification and to the 
construction of the foundation of classification schemes. Each kind of 
classification process has different goals, and each type of classification 
scheme has different structural properties as well as different strengths 
and weaknesses in terms of knowledge representation and knowledge dis- 
covery. The following is a representative sample of some common ap- 
proaches and structures. 
HIERARCHIES 
We have inherited our understanding of hierarchical classifications 
from Aristotle (Ackrill, 1963),who posited that all nature comprised a 
unified whole. The whole could be subdivided, like a chicken leg at the 
joint, into “natural” classes, and each class further into subclasses, and so 
on-this process following an orderly and systematic set of rules of asso- 
ciation and distinction. How do we know what a natural dividing place is, 
and how do we arrive at the rules for division and subdivision? According 
to Aristotle, only exhaustive observation can reveal each entity’s true (es- 
sential) attributes, and only philosophy can guide us in determining the 
necessary and sufficient attributes for membership in any given class. In 
fact, according to Aristotle’s philosophy, it is only when an entity is prop- 
erly classed, and its essential properties identified, that we can say we truly 
know it. This is the aim of science, he claims-i.e., to unambiguously clas- 
sify all phenomena by their essential (true) qualities. 
While Aristotle’s legacy is alive in spirit in modern applications of 
classification, most practitioners recognize that a pure and complete hier- 
archy is essentially possible only in the ideal. Nevertheless, in knowledge 
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domains that have theoretical foundations (such as germ theory in medi- 
cine and the theory of evolution in biology), hierarchies are the preferred 
structures for knowledge representation (see, for example, the excerpt from 
the Medical Subject Headings [MeSH] in Figure 1). 
EYE DISEASES 

CONJUNCTIVAL
DISEASES 

CONJUNCTIVAL
NEOPLASM 
CONJUNCTIVITIS 
CONJUNCTIVITIS,ALLERGIC 
CONJUNCTIVITIS,BACTERIAL. 
OPHTHALMIANEONATORUM 
TRACHOMA 
CONJUNCTIVITIS,VIRAL 
KERATOCONJUNCTIVITIS 
REITER’SDISEASE 
CORNEALDISEASES 

ETC. 

Figure 1. Hierarchy: Excerpt from MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) .* 
Based on the MeSH excerpt in Figure 1,note that hierarchies have strict 
structural requirements: 
Inclmimwss. The top class (in this case, EYEDISEASES)is the most inclu- 
sive class and describes the domain of the classification. The top class 
includes all its subclasses and sub-subclasses. Put another way, all the 
classes in the example are included in the top class: EYEDISEASES. 
Species/diffientia. A true hierarchy has only one type of relationship 
between its super- and subclasses and this is the generic relationship, 
also known as species/differentia, or more colloquially as the is-a rela-
tionship. In a generic relationship, ALLERGIC is aONJUNCTIVITIS 
kind of CONJUNCTIVITIS,which in turn is a kind of CONJUNCTIVAL 
DISEASE,which in turn is a kind of EYEDISEASE. 
Inheritance. This requirement of strict class inclusion ensures that ev-
erything that is true for entities in any given class is also true for enti- 
ties in its subclasses and sub-subclasses. Thus whatever is true of EYE 
DISEASES(as a whole) is also true of CONJUNCTIVAL What-DISEASES. 
ever is true of CONJUNCTIVAL (as a whole) is also true ofDISEASES 
CONJUNCTIVITIS,and so on. This property is called inheritance, that is, 
attributes are inherited by a subclass from its superclass. 
Transitivity. Since attributes are inherited, all sub-subclasses are mem- 
bers of not only their immediate superclass but of every superclass 
above that one. Thus if BACTERIALCONJUNCTIVITISis a kind Of  CON-
JUNCTIVITIS, and CONJUNCTIVITIS is a kind Of CONJUNCTIVAL DISEASE, 
- - 
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then, by the rules of transitivity, BACTERIAL is also aCONJUNCTIVXTIS 
kind of CONJUNCTIVALDISEASE,and so on. This property is called 
transitivity. 
Systematic and predictable rulesfor association and distinction. The rules 
for grouping entities in a class (i.e., creating a species) are determined 
beforehand, as are the rules for creating distinct subclasses (differen- 
tia). Thus all entities in a given class are like each other in some 
predictable (and predetermined) way, and these entities differ from 
entities in sibling classes in some predictable (and predetermined) 
way. In the example above, CONJUNCTIVAL and CORNEALDISEASES 
DISEASES Theyare alike in that they are both kinds of EYEDISEASES. 
are differentiated from each other along some predictable and sys-
tematic criterion of distinction (in this case “part of the eye affected”). 
Mutual exclusivity. A given entity can belong to only one class. This 
property is called mutual exclusivity. 
Necessary and sufficient criteria. In a pure hierarchical classification, 
membership in a given class is determined by rules of inclusion known 
as necessary and sufficientcriteria. To belong to the class, an entity must 
have the prescribed (necessary) attributes; if it has the necessary at- 
tributes, this then constitutes sufficient warrant, and the entity must 
belong to the class. 
Because of these formal properties, hierarchical classification schemes 
continue to have great appeal in knowledge representation and discovery 
for several reasons: 
Complete and comprehensive information. A hierarchical classification is 
usually a fairly comprehensive classification since all rules for aggre- 
gation and distinction must be made a priori. This means that, before 
the structure is established, the designer must know a great deal about 
the extent of the entities, their attributes, and the important criteria 
along which they are similar and different. 
Znheritance and economy ofnotation. The formalism of a hierarchy al- 
lows an economical representation of many complex attributes. Each 
attribute does not have to be repeated at each level but rather is in- 
herited as part of the scheme. Much information can be “carried” by 
the hierarchical structure. 
Inference. For this reason, a hierarchy allows reasoning from incom- 
plete evidence. If it can be established, for instance, that a patient has 
the symptoms of conjunctivitis (as defined by the necessary and suffi- 
cient criteria by which a set of symptoms is given this label), then it is 
possible to know also that, as a kind of eye disease, conjunctivitis will 
share properties with other eye diseases. This is especially useful if 
the shared criteria are not obvious or easily observable. For example, 
if, by observation and comparison with other animals, you assess that 
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an animal is a kind of cat,which is a kind of mammal, you can infer and 
predict that, if it is a female, it will reproduce by bearing live young 
and breast feeding its babies, even though these cat-like characteris- 
tics may not be immediately evident. 
Real definitions. Hierarchical classification enables real definitions, which 
are considered by many to be superior to other types of definitions 
because they provide a way of expressing how an entity is like some-
thing, and also how it is differentin some important way. For instance, 
consider the definition: “Abachelor is an unmarried man.” A bach- 
elor is a man; therefore he shares all the characteristics of men. Men 
can be married or unmarried. A bachelor is of the “unmarried type 
of man. The strength of this definition, as a definition, lies in its 
ability to succinctly describe a complex of attributes of affinity and an 
important aspect of distinction. Two alternative definitional strate- 
gies to real definitions are to list attributes one by one or to point to 
exemplars (“See that guy? He’s a bachelor.” “See that other guy? He’s 
a bachelor too”). A real definition is often the more efficient way of 
describing the nature of the entity and the boundaries of where, by 
definition, that entity ends. 
High-levelview and holistic perspective. If the criteria by which the clas- 
sificatory structure is built are theoretical in the sense that they reveal 
fundamental and meaningful distinctions, then the classification 
scheme as a whole provides a visualization of the phenomena it is 
representing. Such a birdseye perspective enables recognition of over- 
all patterns and anomalies, interesting or problematic relationships, 
and so on. A holistic high-level view is often a trigger for knowledge 
generation, allowing the researcher to step away from the individual 
instances to see them as they fit into a larger context. 
Not every knowledge domain lends itself to being represented by a 
hierarchy, however. While hierarchies are desirable for their economy of 
notation, the richness of description, and the incorporation of knowledge 
about relationships, they are also problematic for a number of reasons: 
Multiple hierarchies. At the top of the list is the fact that, from our 
modern (non-Aristotelian) perspective, we no longer view the world 
as having only one reality-i.e., one way of being parsed neatly at the 
joints. Most phenomena are understood to have several, perhaps over- 
lapping, but separate sets of attributes and relationships, depending 
on the context and goal of the representation. For instance, dogs are 
mammals and knowing they are mammals helps us understand their 
physiological selves. But dogs are also pets and as such belong to the 
domain of domesticated animals and human companions. Knowing 
this aids in understanding the social aspects of dog behavior in a 
particular context, as well as the larger social phenomenon of pet 
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ownership. This suggests that we must have separate classifications 
for “dogs as animals” and “dogs as pets” with perhaps some cross-links 
to show the connections in a tangled, or multihierarchical, structure. 
In any event, no one classification is able to capture all aspects of a 
particular domain. 
Multiple and diverse criteria. There seem to be some practical limits to 
how much information a hierarchy can bear in its structure before it 
becomes too complex. Consider the placement of lions in a classifica- 
tion of animals. Traditional zoological taxonomy, based on morpho- 
logical attributes, places Zions in with other felines. But consider the 
distinction between lions in the wild versus lions in zoos. Are they the 
same entity? A hierarchy is not well designed to accommodate dis- 
tinctions made along two very different sets of criteria. While it is 
possible in theory to further subdivide each animal in a taxonomy of 
animals by whether it is in the wild or in captivity, such a representa-
tion becomes very cumbersome and repetitive. If a hierarchy is 
weighted down by too many perspectives and disparate rules for group- 
ing and differentiation, it loses some of its power as a clear represen- 
tation. One of the difficulties with traditional taxonomies of the liv- 
ing world, in fact, is its inability to accommodate the notion of “habi- 
tat.” The representation of knowledge about living entities in eco- 
logical systems and over time is difficult in a hierarchy that requires 
conformity to the principle of mutual exclusivity. For example, in 
classifying dinosaurs, one must decide whether it is more useful to clus- 
ter a particular dinosaur under the domain of prehistoric creatures (thus 
using “age” as the defining factor) or to separate dinosaurs and clas- 
sify each particular kind under the domain of mammals, birds, reptiles, 
and so on (thus focusing on their attributes as specific types of ani- 
mals rather than on when they lived). To do both simultaneously is 
representationally difficult. 
Lack of complete and comprehensive knowledge. Since hierarchies attempt 
to be comprehensive and to show the relationship of all entities to 
each other in an overall structure, they require relatively complete 
knowledge of the domain in advance. In emerging fields, where the 
extent of the domain is not yet charted, where the relationships are 
not yet fully understood or defined, or where there is no theoretical 
framework on which to build the structure, a hierarchy is both diffi- 
cult and inappropriate to build. It is not just a question of compre- 
hensiveness. If a knowledge domain rushes into a hierarchical repre- 
sentation without adequate grounding or warrant, the result can be a 
representation that is misleading or skewed. Such representations 
can also lead to premature closure in terms of knowledge creation 
because a hierarchy implies clear boundaries and a complete set of 
criteria, while this may not in fact be the case. The sure sign of a 
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“premature” hierarchical structure is the need for a “miscellaneous” 
or “other” category into which the classifier places all those entities 
that do not fit into the logic of the classification system as specified. 
Dz#fermces of scale. In order to maintain the principles of transitivity 
and inheritance, all entities in a hierarchy must be at the same con- 
ceptual level of granularity. For example, in classifying the entity beach, 
it is possible to look at a beach from the global perspective and see “an  
area of demarcation between land and sea,” or from the perspective of a 
human walking on it as “sand, shells, sraweed, etc. ”or through a micro- 
scope as “crystalline structurrs” -same beach, different level of defini- 
tion. Such differences in scale are not easy to accommodate in one 
classification. If combined into one structure, and especially if com- 
bined haphazardly, they weaken the integrity of the knowledge repre- 
sentation. This is because it is not clear at any given point in the 
classification which criteria of association and distinction are being 
invoked: beach as land-mass type, beach as habitat, or beach as physical 
material. 
Lack of transitivity. A hierarchy requires that attributes are passed on 
down the structure intact. So, if A is a subclass of B, and B is a subclass 
of C, then A is also a subclass of C. This neatness does not always 
translate into the way we humans perceive the phenomena around us. 
For example, we might all agree that chairs are a kind of furniture. 
Further, we might agree that rocking chairs, and easy cham, possibly 
stools, and perhaps even tree stumps are a kind of chair-depending on 
the context. But, while most people would agree that a stool is also, 
therefore, a kind of furniture (thus conforming to the principle of tran- 
sitivity), not all people would extend the inheritance and agree that a 
tree stump is a kind of furniture. In other words, somewhere in the 
chain of representation the rules change and not all the attributes of 
furniture get invoked in determining the nature of a tree stump. This 
situation leads to a knowledge representation that subtly shifts. As a 
consequence, it is not possible to use such a representation as a reli- 
able source of inference. 
Rules for class inclusion are too strict. Entities do not always conform to 
the necessary-and-sufficirnt criterion. In a pure hierarchy, entities must 
belong unambiguously to a class. If they possess all the necessary at- 
tributes, they are in; if they lack any of the attributes, they are pre- 
cluded from membership. In a hierarchy, each member of a class is 
therefore as good a representative of its class as any other. Unfortu- 
nately, human beings do not perceive things quite so neatly. Entities 
can belong to a class more or less. The criteria for inclusion might fit 
one entity better than they do another. One entity might be a better 
representative of a class than another. For instance, most people think 
a robin is closer to the prototype of a bird than is a penguin. Put another 
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way, penguins are not unambiguously a member of the bird class, even 
though they may in fact possess all the necessary and sufficient at- 
tributes of bird-ness but not to the same perceived degree as a robin 
does. Furthermore, entities in a class may share some attributes in 
common with each other, but not all might share the same attributes. 
Thus, in my family, there may be a distinctive nose, distinctive eye- 
brows, and a distinctive smile, but not all members must have allthese 
attributes to be perceived as showing a family resemblance. Finally, 
an entity may belong to one class under one set of circumstances, and 
to another class under another set of circumstances, or to both simul- 
taneously. One can be both a parent and a student or sometimes a 
parent and sometimes a .student. It is possible to he sometimes a better 
exemplar of a student (closer to the prototype), while at other times 
less prototypical. This fuzziness requires a different method ofrepre- 
sentation-some mechanism for indicating relative weight and pres- 
ence of attributes and relative closeness or distance from some best- 
example prototype. With permeable membranes and dynamic mem- 
bership in classes, it is difficult to maintain the principles of transitiv-
ity and inheritance. 
In summary, hierarchies are excellent representations for knowledge in 
mature domains in which the nature of the entities, and the nature of 
meaningful relationships, is known. 13ierarchies are useful for entities 
that are well defined and have clear class boundaries. In general, some 
theory or model is necessary to guide the identification of entities, the 
rules of association and distinction, and the order in which these rules are 
invoked: 
Trres. Another type of classificatory structure used to represent entities 
and their relationships is a tree. A tree divides and subdivides its classes 
based on specific rules for distinction just as in a hierarchy but does not 
assume the rules of inheritance. Thus, in a tree, the entities have system- 
atic relationships but not the generic (is-a) relationship. There are many 
types of relationships that can he represented by a tree (see, for example, 
Figure 2 ) .  
GENERAI5 
C O L O N ~ L ~  
CAPIAIN~ 

L I E U I L N A N ~ \  
SEKGL4NT5 
PKIVAI cs 
Figure 2 .  Tree: Chain of Command in the Ai-mv. 
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In this tree, the entities are the names of Army ranks. The relationships 
among the ranks can be described as “chain of command” or “who re- 
ports to whom.” That is, a GENEMI, commands COLONELS, re-COLONELS 
port to GENERALS, commund CAPTAINS,COLONELS and so on. GENERALS 
command PRIVATES is not a as well, although not directly, but a PRIVATE
kind of SERGEANT, is not a kind of LIEUTENANT, and a SERGEANT so the 
principle of division by species/differpntiadoes not apply. Conversely, SER- 
GEANTS do not inherit the attributes of LIEUTENANTS. In terms of knowl- 
edge representation, a tree works well to display a particular relationship 
and the distribution of the entities vis-24s that relationship. This tree 
shows who is on top and who is on the bottom of the chain of command. 
Some inferences can be made about prerogatives and responsibility, but 
only weakly since these inferences are based on pragmatic knowledge and 
not on knowledge that is stored in the structure of the classification itself. 
By knowing something about the domain, it is also possible to guess that 
GENERALS and thus bring “up the ladder” all of the once were PRIVATES 
experiences of going through the ranks, but this is not a formal require- 
ment of the representation either, and may, in fact, be wrong. 
Furthermore, a tree is “flatter” in its representation than is a hierar- 
chy; there is less richness in the representation at each level because there 
is no inheritance or sharing of attributes. For example, there is no indica-
tion of the nature of LIEUTKNANTS-their essence as it were-from their 
position in this classification. In a hierarchy, if‘we know a dogis a mammal, 
we know something about the mammalian attributes of the entity dog 
What are the attributes of a LIEUTENANT that we can learn from the clas- 
sification? Does a LIEUTENANT but has share attributes with a GENERAL 
less of them or different kinds? This type of information is not included 
explicitly. All we can know from this tree is that one rank commands the 
one lower in the pecking order. 
Another kind of tree is one in which the entities are related by the 
partitive relationship. This means that each class is divided into its com- 
ponents, these components into subcomponents, and so on (see, for ex- 
ample, Figure 3) .  
In this example, SYRACUSE which in is part O ONONDAGA COUNTY, 
turn is part of NEWYORK,and so on. The partitive relationship (also known 
as part/whole) is a richer representation than the one shown in Figure 2. 
This is because the principle of inclusion allows more information to be 
shared. For instance, SYRACUSE COUNTY,is not a kind of ONONDAGA so 
what is true of the county as a county is not true for the city in it, but 
SYRACUSE and therefore inherits those at- is part O ONONDAGA COUNTY 
tributes of the county that pertain to all units within it (e.g., location in 
New York State, climate, and so on). This relationship is so rich in repre- 
sentational power, in fact, that in many classification schemes there is 
no distinction made between the purely hierarchical and partitive 
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NORTHAMERICA 
CANADA 
AI,RF:RTA 
+ 
+ 
MEXICO 
+ 
CHJAPAS 
+ 
LTNII.EI) STATES 
ALABAMA 
+ 
+ 
NEW Y O K K  

ONONDAGA
COUNTY 
SYKA(: USE 
t 
+ 
W V o M l N G  
Figure 3. Part/Wliole Relationship 
relationships, and many people refer to both as “hierarchies.” There is 
some psychological support for this, since both pure hierarchies and part/ 
whole classifications convey the notion of going from the more general 
and inclusive to the more specific or elemental. 
Care must be taken, however, in making use of tree representations 
to ensure that the correct attributes are drawn upon in making inferences. 
This problem becomes clearer in another part/whole example (see Fig- 
ure 4). 
AUTOMOBILE 
Bo DY 
ENGINEBLOCK 
PIS rON\  
VAIVES 

I N  I’FRlOR 

+ 
+ 
F i ~ u r e4. Part/Whole Relationshiu. 
VALVESare part ofthe ENGINE BLOCK,but the nature of \!ALVES is distinct 
from the nature of PISTONS,and it would be incorrect to assume (despite 
their sibling position in the classification) that they share many attributes 
in common the way wolves and dogs do. In fact, VALVESand PISTONSare 
not similar entities at all. They share the attribute of being part of the 
ENGINEBLOCK,but that is only a partial explanation of what they are- 
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their essence. It would not be sufficient knowledge for most practical 
purposes the way knowing that dogs and wolves are closely related might 
prove useful. So, trees have the following formal requirements: 
Complete and comprehensiue information. Just like in a hierarchy, the 
entities that will be included in a tree must be decided in advance. 
First, it must be decided what will constitute an entity. Knowledge 
about the entities must be relatively complete in order to decide on 
the scope of the classification and the important criteria of distinc- 
tion. 
Systematic and predictable rules for distinction. The general structure of 
a tree is determined by the relationships among the entities. Part/ 
whole relationships might be appropriate for some knowledge, while 
other relationships (such as cause/effect; starting point/outcome; 
process/product; and so on) might be appropriate for other types of 
knowledge representation. These relationships should be ones that 
best reveal the knowledge of the domain-that is, the way in which all 
the entities interact with each other. 
Citation order. In both hierarchies and trees it is important to decide 
the order in which rules of distinction will be invoked. The most im- 
portant of these decisions is the “first cut” because this determines 
the shape and eventually the representational eloquence of the classi- 
fication. If the first cut is a trivial one, the rest of the tree becomes 
awkward and does not reflect knowledge very well. For example, in 
the biological classification of animals (a hierarchy), the first cut is: 
has a backbone/does not have a backbone (vertebrate/invertebrate). While 
this cut produces a very skewed distribution in terms of numbers of 
species (there are many times more invertebrate species than verte- 
brates), the resulting classification proceeds smoothly down the sub- 
divisions and is able to cluster many attributes that “make sense” with 
respect to what we know about fundamental qualities of animals. In 
trees, the determination of an appropriate citation order is all the 
more important because trees are essentially descriptive, and the pic- 
ture they present will depend on the first branching. For instance, in 
the AUTOMOBILE example presented above, it would be possible to 
make the first division BACKOF CAR/FRONT OF CAR,OF CAR/MIDDLE 
and proceed to decompose those sections into their component parts. 
But would this make sense? Would it present a reasonable division of 
an automobile’s components? Would it help us with knowledge about 
cars? Perhaps for someone in some context. There is no easy answer 
to what constitutes a meaningful division, and the decision often rests 
on consensual models or tradition. 
Trees are useful knowledge representations for the following reasons: 
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Highlight/Display relationship of interest. This is the primary strength of 
a tree. It lays out the entities comprising a domain in a pattern of 
classes that highlights or makes evident the important or defining re- 
lationships among them. 
Distance. A tree reveals the distances between entities (either physical 
distances or metaphorical ones). Thus one can determine that a COLO-
NEL is “closer” to a GENFXAL at least along the di- than is a PRIVATE, 
mension of chain of command. If entities are components of the 
sanie super component, this means they are “closer” in space or in 
function. 
Relativefiequency of entities. This feature of trees is also shared by hier- 
archies. When entities cluster in large numbers under one classifica- 
tion label, this is frequently an opportunity for the creation or discov- 
ery of new rules for distinguishing among them. When a cluster is 
small and has only a few7 entities, these entities tend to be treated as if 
they were all the saine. It  may be neither feasible nor reasonable to 
make distinctions among them, and taking account of any differences 
may not support the enterprise. Once the cluster grows, however, 
and the number of entities reaches a critical mass, it might be usefd 
to further differentiate them. In such a case it is necessary to discover 
new knowledge that will suggest the best way of making these finer 
distinctions. Conversely when a category consistently has a member 
of one orjust a few, it might signal the need for merging categories 
and rethinking the logic behind the division in the first place. In this 
case also, i t  is necessary to generate new knowledge in order to guide 
the merging or shifting ofthe orphan categories. 
The use of trees as knowledge representations shares some of’the same 
problems as does the use of hierarchies: 
Rigidity. Because a tree is characterized by the relationships among 
entities and the citation order, the general shape of the tree-’ its ex-
pressiveness as a knowledge representation-is determined a priori. 
This means that new entities can he added, if they fit into a place in 
the structure but, if the new entity or new knowledge does not fit well, 
the entire structure must be rethought and sometimes rebuilt. 
one-wayflow of information. In a hierarchy, information flows in two 
directions: vertically, between classes, superclasses, and subclasses, and 
also laterally, between sibling classes (classes sharing the same super- 
class). In a tree, even if it is a part/whole representation, the infor- 
mation flows in a vertical direction up and down. Siblings in a class 
may in fact be entirely different types ofobjects. So there are rides for 
species but not for dflueentia. Many people assume that, since Syracuse 
is in New York State and New York City is also in New York State, that 
they are similar when in fact they only share the attribute of being in 
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the same state and little else. Syracuse may be more like some other 
city in another state than it is like New York City. At any rate, the tree 
classification is not particularly good at representing multidirectional 
complex relationships. 
Selective perspective. As with hierarchies, by emphasizing a certain rela- 
tionship, a tree can mask, or fail to reveal, other equally interesting 
relationships. For instance, in the Army ranks example, the only rela- 
tionship available to us is the “who commands whom” relationship. It 
does not touch upon the relationship of ranks when in combat, for 
instance, as opposed to the relationships among ranks of troops sta- 
tioned at home. It does not show the distribution of men to women in 
the various ranks, or the distribution of ethnic or racial groups, and so 
on. It is completely silent on the classification of functional jobs in 
the Army (such as nurses, quartermasters, and so on). In other words, 
there are many other perspectives or lenses through which one could 
“know” the Army. The typology of ranks based on who commands 
whom is but one of them. 
In summary, trees are useful for displaying information about entities 
and their relationships along one dimension of interest. They require 
fairly complete knowledge about a domain or at least about one aspect of 
a domain. A tree representation is good for displaying the relative place- 
ment of entities with respect to each other and their frequency at any 
node. On the other hand, trees are limited in how much they can repre- 
sent, especially in terms of knowledge about entities within the same class. 
Furthermore, trees allow only partial inference. 
Paradigms. A third classificatory structure is one in which entities are de- 
scribed by the intersection of two attributes at a time. The resulting ma- 
trix (or paradigm) reveals the presence or absence and the nature of the 
entity at the intersection (see Figure 5). 
In this representation, we see two axes. The vertical has headings 
designating gender; the horizontal, types of kinship relationships. The 
cells represent the labels or names for this intersection of gender and 
kinship relationship. In this example, we have combined two such para- 
digms: one in English and one in Polish. You could imagine each one 
standing on its own but, for purposes of comparison, we have superim- 
posed one on the other. Paradigms have the following formal require- 
ments: 
Two-wayhierarchicalrelationship. Each cell entity (in this case the label 
signifying a kinship relationship) is related to both the vertical and 
the horizontal axis by a generic relationship. For instance, a Mother is 
a Female, and a Mother is a Parent. Across the row, all the entities are 
related to each other in being a subclass of the row header. So,fathers, 
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KINSHIPhiATIONSHIP 
Parmt Szblzng I’arent’i Szblzng P a r d  ’s Szbltng’s 
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ish. 
brothers, uncles, cousins, and fathers-in-law are all males. Entities in col- 
umns are related to each other by being in the same subclass. So, 
uncles and aun,ts are both sibling~sof parents. There is a shallow hierar- 
chy running in both directions. However, entities are not related to 
each other in a generic relationship. Thus a mother is not a kind of 
father nor do they inherit properties from each other. 
Axes represent two attributes of interest. Each axis represents one attribute 
that might serve to describe the entities in a meaningful way. In the 
example, the two axes represent “the sex of theperson”and “the way the 
person is related.” The interesting feature of a paradigm is that it af-
fords us a view of the entities classified along two dimensions at once. 
Cells may be empty or may have more than one entity. Paradigms not only 
show us the intersection of two attributes, but also show us the pres- 
ence, absence, and frequency of entities at these intersections. 
So, how do we use this classificatory structure to represent and create 
knowledge? 
Naming. Paradigms are frequently used in the study of terminology. 
As mentioned in a previous section, hierarchies enable the creation 
of strong definitions, but paradigms allow the study of patterns of nam- 
ing. When people name things, they are creating an abstraction by 
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incorporating a complex set of attributes under one label. Objects 
that are quite different in many ways but share defining attributes 
may still be given the same name. For instance, animals with a wide 
range of physical attributes are labeled dog if they share the defining 
attributes. Or, when we call something a hamburger,we may include 
under this rubric many slightly different kinds of sandwiches. They 
may have lettuce, or a slice of onion, or ketchup, or not; they may be 
small or large, but if they have a beef patty and a bun they are named 
hamburger. Now, if you add a slice of cheese, the name changes. Two 
hamburgers that are quite similar with respect to lettuce, tomato, on- 
ion, ketchup, and even sesame seeds, will still be named differently if 
one has a slice of American cheese. Naming will vary according to 
context, region, profession, and so on. So terminology indicates clas- 
sificatory decisions, and paradigms serve as descriptive displays of terms 
as well as tools for analysis. 
Distinction and lack of distinction. Paradigms can show the extent to 
which the intersecting criteria have distinct terms. In our example, 
we see that English has a single label for all the relationships displayed, 
while Polish has two terms each for uncles and aunts, and four terms 
for cousins, depending on whether they are related through the mother 
or father. So, in English, there is no distinction at all between cousins, 
and only a gender distinction between labels for your parents’ sib- 
lings. Furthermore, besides being distinguished by side of the family, 
cousins in Polish are not completely distinguished from siblings and 
are given names that have the same root term as do brothers and sisters. 
Patterns of similarity and d$jbmce. In terms of knowledge creation, 
paradigms often provide a heuristic tool for the discovery of regular- 
ity in the patterns of distinction. When distinctions are made in nam- 
ing (that is, when people create different labels for concepts), we as- 
sume that the criterion for having made that distinction is important 
in some way. In this case, the distinction of relationship through ei- 
ther the mother’s or father’s side is important in Polish. Conversely, 
while English has distinct terms for cousins and siblings, Polish uses 
similar terms for both, distinguishing only by gender. The knowledge 
conveyed is that, even though each culture has a great deal of overlap 
in equivalent terminology, there are some subtle differences that may 
have historical or other explanations. In fact, it is interesting to note 
that the Polish distinction between aunts and uncles from different 
sides is fading. Did English once have such distinctions? Does this 
indicate the cultures are merging? 
Empty cells. Empty cells in a paradigm provide an opportunity to inves- 
tigate the reasons for the lack of a term. Does the absence of a term 
indicate the absence of a concept or does it indicate that the criteria 
chosen for the axes are not meaningful ones? Does every language, 
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for instance, have the notion of a “kissing cousin?” Why is there no 
female equivalent of mzsogynist? 
The limitations of paradigms a5 knowledge representation and dis- 
covery tools are as follows: 
Requires knowledge of domain. The expressiveness of a paradigm relies 
on the felicitous choice of the attributes represented on the two axes. 
The fidelity of the picture that a paradigm reveals can be compro- 
mised if the dimensions are trivial and do not reflect fundamental 
concepts. In our example, the axes are chosen from concepts well 
established in the field of cultural anthropology: kinship expressed 
through blood and marriage, as well as distinctions made by gender. 
Paradigms that use dimensions guided by theory or a model usually 
do a better job of reflecting knowledge in the domain because they 
rest on a consensual framework of description. In other words, they 
are using a common vocabulary for communication. In fields where 
the fundamental relationships or concepts are not well understood, it 
is difficult to build a paradigm that reveals essential knowledge. 
Limited perspective. While a well-chosen set of dimensions may pro- 
duce a valid description, it also produces a filter that limits the scope 
of what might be seen. So, in the example, kinship terms are ex- 
pressed using blood/marriage relationships and gender as dimensions 
of distinction. To us these distinctions seem self-explanatory and al- 
most universal, but in fact they are artifacts of our own cultural as- 
sumptions that we then impose on our observations of the world. 
Consider, for instance, that the dimensions do not address other fam- 
ily bonds, such as those that are based on strong affinity, legal adop- 
tion, and other socially invented forms of kinship. Nor do they allow 
for other cultural definitions of the entities themselves, such as alter- 
native views of what constitutes a parent. Thus, the paradigm presented 
in the example is a view through a particular lens. Another set of 
dimensions would present a different view and would most likely pro- 
duce different analytical outcomes. 
Limited explanatory power. Because paradigms invoke dimensions only 
in pairs, they (like most classificatory structures) rarely produce a com- 
plete picture of a phenomenon. While paradigms do use the poten- 
tially rich representation of a hierarchical relationship vertically and 
horizontally, in a paradigm this relationship is shallow-only one 
deep-and therefore not very complex. For this reason, paradigms 
are essentially descriptive. They help clarify; they may suggest patterns 
and anomalies, but these patterns are not inherent to the structure 
and must be interpreted by the person using the paradigm. 
In summary, paradigms are good tools for discovery. They reveal the pres- 
ence or absence of names for entities defined by pairs of attributes. They 
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can be used for comparison and for the display of patterns and anomalies 
with respect to the variety and distribution of terms. Paradigms are heu- 
ristic in that they present a clear view that can then be analyzed and inter- 
preted. Like most classificatory structures, paradigms require knowledge 
of the domain or some guiding principles in order to make a good choice 
of dimensions and, like most classificatory structures, paradigms are usu- 
ally partial and biased representations. 
Faceted Analysis. Faceted classifications are not really a different represen- 
tational structure but rather a different approach to the classification pro- 
cess. rhe notion of facets rests on the belief that there is more than one 
way to view the world, and that even those classifications that are viewed 
as stable are in fact provisional and dynamic. The challenge is to build 
classifications that are flexible and can accommodate new phenomena. 
Faceted classification has its roots in the works of S.R. Ranganathan, 
an Indian scholar, who posited that any complex entity could be viewed 
from a number of perspectives or fawts. He suggests that these fimda- 
mental categories are Personality, Matter, Energy, Space, and Time 
(Ranganathan, 1967). Over the years, Ranganathan’s facets have been 
reinterpreted in many contexts, but it is surprising how well they have 
weathered the test of time. They have been used to classify objects as 
disparate as computer software (for reuse), patents, books, and art ob- 
jects (Kwasnik, 1992a). 
Not all faceted classifications use Ranganathan’s prescribed funda- 
mental categories, but what they do have in common is the process of 
analysis. 
Penod/Stvle Place Procesc Material Obiect 
IsthCentury 
Arts & Crafts 
Japanese 
American 
rdku ceramic 
oak 
vase 
desk 
Figure 6. ,4 Faceted Analvsis of Artifacts. 
Figure 6 shows a possible solution to the classification of material cul- 
ture which, in its diversity, defies easy description and categorization. For 
purposes of demonstration, this is a simplified version of the one used by 
the Art  and Architecture Thesaurus. For any given artifact, there are many 
possible ways of representing it, let alone the “knowledge” that enabled 
its production or its value. The faceted approach follows these steps: 
Choosefacets. Decide, in advance, on the important criteria for de-
scription. These form the facets or fundamental categories. In this 
case we have Period, Place, Process, Material, and Object, following 
closely on what Ranganathan suggested. 
Develop facets. Each facet can be developed/expanded using its own 
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logic and warrant and its own classificatory structure. For example, 
the Period facet can be developed as a timeline; the Materials facet 
can be a hierarchy; the Place facet a part/whole tree, and so on. 
Analyze entities using the facets. In analyzing an entity, choose descrip- 
tors from the appropriate facets to form a string, as shown above. Thus, 
the classification string for object 1 is “19‘”Century Japanese raku ce- 
ramic vase.” The string for object 2 is “Arts & Crafts American oak 
desk.” It is important to note that the process is not one of diui~ion(as 
in a hierarchy) where the entities are subdivided into ever more spe- 
cifically differentiated categories. It is not a process of decomposition 
either (as in a part/whole tree), in which the entities are broken down 
into component parts, each part different from the whole. Instead, 
the process of analysis is to view the object from all its angles-same 
object but seen from different perspectives. So, in the example, the 
vase can be seen from the point of view of its period, the place in 
which it was made, the material and processes, and so on. 
Develop citation order. In organizing the classified objects, choose a 
primary facet that will determine the main attribute and a citation 
order for the other facets. This step is not required and applies only 
in those situations where a physical (rather than a purely intellectual) 
organization is desired. 
The development of a faceted approach has been a great boon to classifi- 
cation because it meshes well with our modern sensibilities about how the 
world is organized. Specifically, it is a useful tool because it: 
Does not require complete knowledge. In building a faceted scheme, it is 
not necessary to know either the full extent of the entities to be ac- 
commodated by the scheme nor the full extent of the relationships 
among the facets. It is thus particularly useful in new and emerging 
fields or in fields that are changing. 
Hospitable. When a classification is hospitable it means it can accom- 
modate new entities smoothly. In a faceted scheme, if the fundamen- 
tal categories are sound, new entities can be described and added. 
This is particularly important in the classification of objects such as 
cultural artifacts, where we have no way of predicting the things that 
will be produced by the human imagination. If an artifact produced 
100years from now could be described by the fundamental categories 
of period, place, material, process, and object, then the classification 
scheme will still be robust. 
flexibility. Since a faceted scheme describes each object by a number 
of independent attributes, these attributes can be invoked in an end- 
lessly flexible way in a sort of Leg0 approach. “Let me see all the iron 
objects made in 17*-century Scotland.” “OK, now all the copper ob- 
jects.” “OK,now iron objects in Italy.. .”. This flexibility can be used to 
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discover new and interesting associations. The approach is called post-
coordination and means that attributes can be mixed and matched at 
the time of retrieval. It is in contrast to the pre-coordinatedcategories 
that are a requirement of most hierarchies in which the rules for class 
inclusion are invoked at the time the entity is classified and stay fixed 
from there on. 
Expressiveness. A faceted approach can be more expressive because 
each facet is free to incorporate the vocabulary and structure that 
best suits the knowledge represented by that facet. 
Does not require a strong theory. Since a faceted classification does not 
have an overall structure, it does not have to have a “theoretical glue” 
to hold it together and to guide the rules for association and distinc- 
tion. It can be constructed ad hoc so long as the fundamental catego- 
ries function well. 
Can accommodate a variety of theoretical structures and models. A faceted 
approach makes it possible to represent a variety of perspectives as 
well. For instance, in facet analyzing a piece of literature, one facet 
may reflect a particular model of genres, another a model of languages, 
and so on. In a traditional hierarchy, it may be extremely difficult or 
impossible to blend the two, while a faceted scheme allows them to co- 
exist. 
Multipleperspectives. One of the most useful features of a faceted ap- 
proach is that it allows entities to be viewed from a variety of perspec- 
tives-a feature that is lacking in hierarchies and trees. In a faceted 
analysis, it is possible to describe a dog as an animal, as a pet, as food, as 
a commodity, and ad infinitum, so long as the fundamental categories 
have been established with which to do this. 
While the flexibility and pragmatic appeal of faceted classifications have 
made this a popular approach, there are some limitations in terms of knowl- 
edge representation and creation: 
Dificulty of establishing appropriate facets. The strength of a faceted 
classification lies in the fundamental categories, which should express 
the important attributes of the entities being classified. Without knowl- 
edge of the domain and of the potential users, this is often difficult to 
do. While it is possible to flexibly add entities, it is not a simple matter 
to add fundamental facets once the general classification is established. 
Lack of relationships amongfacets. Most faceted classifications do not do 
a good job of connecting the various facets in any meaningful way. 
Each facet functions as a separate kingdom, as it were, without much 
guidance as to how to put the parts together. For example, to facet 
analyze motion pictures by genre, country, director, film process, and so 
on, we would still have no insight as to the meaningful relationships 
of, say, a particular country and the popular film genre there or of a 
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particular film process arid the genres it supports. In terms oftheoriz- 
ing and model building, the faceted classification serves as a useful 
and multidimensional description but does not explicitly connect this 
description in an explanatory framework. 
Dzj‘j5iculty ofvisualization. A hierarchy or a tree, and especially a para- 
digm, can be visually displayed in such a way that the entities arid 
their relationships are made evident. This is difficult to do for a fac- 
eted classification, especially if each facet is structured using a differ- 
ent internal logic. As a result, faceted schemes can only be viewed 
along one or t\vo dimensions at a time, even though a more complex 
representation is actually incorporated into the descriptive strings. 
Thus it is difficult to see a vase in the context of other vases, of other 
Japanese artifacts, of other clay objects, of other raku objects, and so 
on, all at the same tima 
Nevertheless, faceted schemes continue to flourish because we recognize 
that they allow at least some systematic way of viewing the world without 
the necessity for a mature and stable internal framework in which to view 
it. Information technology has promise for new ways of enabling multidi- 
mensional visualizatioii and for developing computer-assisted ways of dis- 
covering patterns and anomalies that can possibly lead to new knowledge. 
CLASSIFICATIONA D KNOWLEDGE 
There are many ways in which classification schemes and knowledge 
interact. Sometimes the interaction is so harmonious that the two remain 
linked for a long time. Sometimes knowledge changes and the classifica- 
tion must also change or knowledge changes and the classification is no 
longer adequate to the task. Sometimes the classification itself generates 
new knowledge. The following discussion is representative of ways in which 
knowledge and classifications niutually interact. 
Chanffin,gExplanatorj Frmneworks 
The Periodic Table of Elements, attributed to Mendeleyev, is an ex- 
ample of a classification scheme that has endured through several ex- 
planatory Frameworks. When the Periodic Table was first proposed, there 
was already a body of knowledge about individual elements-i.e., facts 
and observations, including the knowledge of atomic weight. It was ob-
served that elements could be arranged in a systematic order according to 
atomic weight, and this would show a periodic change of properties. This 
early Periodic Table proved to be a very useful tool, leading to the discov- 
ery of new elements and a new understanding of already known elements. 
In terms of theory, the Table “so di\ide[d] its subject matter that it [could] 
enter into many and important true propositions about the subject mat- 
ter...” (Kaplan,1963,p. 50). The rule for determining one element from 
another was atomic weight, a basically descriptive criterion, but it was not 
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until the discovery of atomic theory that the periodicity of the table was 
fully understood. This theory explained (rather than merely described) 
the underlying principles behind the regularity and pattern of the classi- 
fied entities. With this new explanation, many new properties could be 
inferred. The table became a predictive tool for as yet undiscovered ele- 
ments as well as an explanatory tool and a very fruitful descriptive tool. It 
reflected well what was already known about elements and pointed to new 
knowledge (such as the common characteristics of inert gases). What is 
interesting is that the original Periodic Table did not have to undergo 
fundamental changes in structure even though a new explanatory frame- 
work was discovered. 
Changes in Perspective 
Technological advances in measuring and viewing instruments have 
had a profound influence on classifications. This is because new instru- 
ments reveal new knowledge that does not always fit neatly into existing 
knowledge representation structures. Such instruments have included 
carbon dating, the electron microscope, DNA testing, remote sensing, 
and so on. For instance, clouds were traditionally very simply classified by 
shape and by height from the horizon. This classification was developed 
when we could only see clouds from our perspective standing on the earth. 
Now we can measure the moisture, temperature, particulate matter, and 
charge of a cloud. Moreover, clouds can be observed from a satellite 
thereby observing global patterns. We know about the typical life cycle of 
a cloud-how clouds change shape and identity. This new understanding 
of clouds has a profound impact on weather forecasting, navigation, and 
other fields of knowledge, yet the traditional classification is robust as a 
simple and clear form of communication. It remains very popular and co- 
exists with new classifications. 
Sometimes the new way of observation yields a new classification. For 
instance, gems used to be classified on a scale of hardness (with diamonds 
at one end and chalk at the other) and also by color. These attributes 
were visible to the naked eye. Once it was possible to view gems through 
a microscope, it was then necessary, or at least more useful, to alter this 
classification to include knowledge about crystalline structure. 
ChangingEntities 
Sometimes, though, changes in the way we can observe have led to 
fundamental changes not only in the classificatory structures but also in 
the nature of the entities themselves. For instance, a complex problem 
exists in trying to coordinate traditional ways of describing natural habi- 
tats with new ways of observation and measurement. Formerly, scientists 
spoke in terms of rainfall, temperature, growth forms, dominant life forms, 
and so on. These attributes were described and classified according to 
whatever model predominated or was accepted and resulted in such 
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constructs as deserts, tropical rainforpsts, and so on. But today the mapping 
of natural habitats is done by remote sensing data that measure a differ-
ent kind of unit such as reflectance, texture, density, spatial patterns, slope, 
Leaf Area Index, and so on (Muchoney, 1994)-that is, each of these pa- 
rameters does not necessarily correspond to something (an entity) that 
we can unambiguously call “a tree” or a “a camel.” Remote sensing data 
do not require a semantically coherent entity to be the cause of measure- 
ment. All that matters is that measurements can be taken and this mea- 
surement can then be combined, clustered, and analyzed with other mea- 
surements to yield “types.” Put another way, the resulting entities are not 
semantically meaningful in the same way as traditional names. The prob- 
lem arises in communication about the habitats and also in theorizing 
about them-i.e., in making sense of the phenomena. 
Another example of changing entities within a domain has occurred 
in the classification of musical instruments. Instruments are classified 
basically by material and the method of producing sound (striking, blow 
ing, bowing, strumming, and so on). This classification did quite well 
with a few slight adjustments here and there for hybrid instruments, but it 
hit a real snag with the introduction of electronic instruments such as 
synthesizers. The problem lies not so much in squeezing the newcomer 
categories into the old scheme but rather in how well the old criteria fit 
the new entities as meaningful guides for association and discrimination. 
This situation is a classic example of shifts that occur only occasionally at 
first but might eventually lead to a complete overhaul of the classification 
or perhaps to the creation of two parallel classifications. 
Classzfications Built When There is No Consensus 
Many classifications must be built when there is no generally accepted 
theory or model on which to construct or to define the entities. For ex- 
ample, the classification of mental disorders is mandated economically by 
insurance companies and legal requirements. Social institutions require 
that we be able to determine who is legally sane, who must be confined to 
care, and who will be reimbursed for services. This classification is there- 
fore built on factors that are not based on any particular theory of mental 
illness or mental processes but rather on readily observable syniptoms and 
behaviors. It is therefore only a moderately good descriptive tool and an 
almost useless tool for understanding fundamental processes from any 
theoretically coherent perspective. Thus, the classification fails to act as a 
heuristic device by generating provocative questions or providing inter- 
esting insights. 
Classifications Where There are No L’nij?ofOrm or Stable Entities 
Scientists have long been struggling with a classification of smells. 
While we are able to construct useful classifications of colors based on 
what we know about the physics of light, the psychology and aesthetics of 
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color and the human ability to perceive and use colors, we have not had 
the same success with smells. We are forced to refer to smells using analo- 
gies: fruity, citrus, gwen, floral, putrid, and so on. One of the problems is 
that there is no “unit” of smell, no building block that could then be classed 
and differentiated in some systematic way. This lack of a classification has 
led to reliance on the essentially subjective artistry of individuals with re- 
spect to the identification, blending, and general understanding of smell. 
This does not mean that we do not know how smell works in terms of 
perception. Nor does it mean that we do not understand the powerful 
nature of smell in human life, but the fact remains that we have no good 
way of talking about smells as smells. 
A similar problem arises in the classification of viruses. This is not 
because viruses do not exist as entities but, rather, because they change 
and are never in a form unambiguous enough to be pinned down by a 
clear classification. 
The Intersection of Theory and Economic Interests 
Classifications are never created in a political or social vacuum. Ev-
eryone is familiar with the old Department of Agriculture classification of 
food groups: meats, dairy and eggs, grains, fruits and vegetables, and fats. 
From a classification point of view, the dairy and eggs category always 
seemed a rather odd one in that it is not clear on what basis dairy prod- 
ucts and eggs go together, nor along which dimension they are distin- 
guished from the other categories. It is not by source (animals) nor by 
nutritional component (protein). Furthermore, the classification does 
not indicate the relative importance of each group. “At least one from 
each” was the slogan. As it turns out, the classification was the result of a 
strong lobby by the dairy industry. It is amazing how well established this 
classification became and how long it persisted. The new classification is 
really quite elegant. It builds a pyramid with grains on the bottom and 
fats on the top. Dairy and eggs now share a level with meats. This new 
classification reflects modern nutritional science much more coherently. 
It not only classes the foods according to some understandable criteria, 
but also indicates, by the narrowing pyramidal shape, the relative amount 
of foods from each of the groups that should be consumed. This classifi- 
cation may, as it turns out some day, reflect faulty scientific knowledge, 
but at least it reflects it with fidelity and clarity. 
Keys and Other “Thin”Classzfications 
A key is a classification that is built using an easily identifiable, but 
not necessarily theoretical, set of criteria. One example is a field guide to 
flowers. In such a guide, flowers are classed first by their petal color. Petal 
color is a characteristic that is easy to identify but is trivial when compared 
to more fundamentally meaningful attributes of a flower such as plant 
structure or reproductive mechanisms. The petal color yields relatively 
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little fundamental knowledge of the flower, but petals are an easy way to 
narrow the field of possibilities, especially for the novice. A key, there- 
fore, allows easy entry into a deeper classification. However, consider the 
classification of baseball in the Dewey Decimal Classification in Figure 7. 
796 Athletic and outdoor sports and games 
796.3 Ball games 
796.35 Ball driven by club, mallet, bat 
796.357 Baseball 
Figure 7. Dewey Decimal Classification of' Baseball. 
This scheme positions baseball, along with other ball games in which a 
ball is hit with a mallet, club, or bat, right next to field hockey and croquet 
as well as polo. This is not an inaccurate classification. There are no 
factual errors, as it were, but by using the ball and the bat as the defining 
criteria, the classification is reduced to a very thin representation of what 
baseball is. It does not address any of the team aspects; the cultural as-
pects; or the aesthetic, athletic, economic, strategic, or spiritual aspects of 
baseball as a sport. Why? Because this is difficult to do, and there is no 
consensus really of what these attributes might be or how they might be 
expressed. There is no generally accepted theory of games or sports, but 
we can all readily agree that yes, indeed, in baseball you hit a ball with a 
bat. In this case, the classification is structured like a key but does not 
lead to a deeper theoretical representation of baseball in all its complex- 
ity. 
CONCLUSION 
Classification is a way of seeing. Phenomena of interest are repre- 
sented in a context of relationships that, at their best, function as theories 
by providing description, explanation, prediction, heuristics, and the gen- 
eration of new questions. Classifications can be complex or simple, loaded 
with information or rather stingy in what they can reveal. They can re- 
flect knowledge elegantly and parsimoniously, or they can obfuscate and 
hinder understanding. Some classifications enable flexible manipulation 
of knowledge for the purposes of discovery; some are rigid and brittle, 
barely able to stand up under the weight of new knowledge. It is useful to 
understand the properties of various classification structures so we can 
exploit their strengths and work around the weaknesses. In the future, 
classification will be enhanced by new methods of revealing patterns, as-
sociations, and structures of knowledge, and by new ways of visualizing 
them. 
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NOTES 
’ Some of the ideas in this article were first described in a paper presented at the Third 
ASIS SIG/CR Workshop on Classification Research, Pittshurgh, PA, 1992 (Kwasnik, 
l992b).
’ Adapted from an example in Aitchison,Jean and Gilchrist, Alan (eds.). (1987). Thesau-
rus construction, 2“ ed. London, England: Aslib, p. 80. 
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Implicit Text Linkages between Medline Records: 
Using Arrowsmith as an Aid to Scientific Discovery 
DONR. SWANSON AND NEII, R. SMA12HEISER 
ABSTRACT 
THEPROBLEM OF HOW TO FIND INTERESTING but previously unknown im- 
plicit information within the scientific literature is addressed. Useful in- 
formation can go unnoticed by anyone, even its creators, if it can be in- 
ferred only by considering together two (or more) separate articles nei- 
ther of which cites the other and which have no authors in common. The 
two articles (or two sets ofarticles) are in that case said to be complemen- 
tary and noninteractive. During the past twelve years, this project has 
uncovered and reported numerous complementary relationships in the 
biomedical literature that have led to new information of scientific inter- 
est. Several of these literature-based discoveries subsequently have been 
corroborated through clinical or laboratory investigations. We describe 
how to use software that can create suggestive juxtapositions of Medline 
records, the purpose being to help biomedical researchers detect new 
and useful relationships. This software, called Arrowsmith, has also proved 
valuable as a tool for investigating patterns of complementary relation- 
ships in natural language text (Arrowsmith can be used free of charge at 
http://kiwi.uchicago.edu). 
INTRODUCTION 
The juxtaposition of certain natural language text passages from dif- 
ferent biomedical journal articles can reveal or suggest new information 
not contained in the original passages considered separately. For example, 
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one article might report an association or link between substance A and 
some physiological parameter or property B while another reports a rela- 
tionship between B and disease C. If nothing has been published con- 
cerning a link between A and C via B, then to bring together the separate 
articles on A-B and B-C may suggest a novel AC relationship of scientific 
interest. There are now about 9 million records in the Medline database, 
and hence about 40 trillion (40,000,000,000,000) possible pairings of 
records. Clearly the vast majority of record pairs and article pairs have 
never been considered together. It is plausible to think that there are 
many undiscovered implicit relationships within the biomedical literature, 
at least some of which might be important (Swanson, 1993, pp. 611-19). 
It is important, therefore, to develop systematic methods for finding them. 
The possibility of literature-based discovery implied by the above model 
underscores two important properties of sets of scientific articles- 
complementarity and noninteractivity. Two sets of articles are defined 
here as complementary if together they can reveal useful information not 
apparent in the two sets considered separately; two sets are defined as 
noninteractive if they are disjoint and if no article in either set cites, or is 
co-cited with, any member of the other set (Swanson, l987,1990a, 1991). 
The first three examples of “undiscovered public knowledge” 
(Swanson, 1986a, 1986b, 1988,1990~) demonstrated that complementary 
noninteractive structures actually do exist within the biomedical litera- 
ture and can lead to the discovery of apparently new and interesting im- 
plicit relationships. In at least two of these cases (Swanson, 1986a, 1988) 
the hypothesis was subsequently corroborated experimentally by medical 
researchers. We have cited and discussed these corroborations elsewhere 
(Swanson, 1993; Smalheiser & Swanson, 1994). The hypothesis advanced 
in Swanson (1990c)-that the anabolic effects of arginine are brought 
about by systemic or local release of somatomedin C-has also received 
direct supporting evidence in three recent studies (see Kirk, 1993; Hurson, 
1995; Chevalley, 1998); a fourth study by Corpas (1993) reported negative 
results. Gordon and Lindsay (1996) re-examined, replicated, and extended 
Swanson’s work (1986a). 
The above structures were found through innovative, partially sys- 
tematic, database search strategies (Swanson, 1989a, 1989b). Computer- 
assisted processing of the downloaded output enhanced the user’s ability 
to discover novel implicit relationships (Swanson, 1991). This software 
evolved into a system called Arrowsmith that processes article records down- 
loaded from large bibliographic databases such as Medline. Text passages 
within database records provide the raw material that suggests or points 
to underlying linkages (such as AB and BG above) between separately 
published scientific findings or arguments. Our goal has been to create a 
research tool for studying complementary noninteractive structures in the 
scientific literature and at the same time to create a working system useful 
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to biomedical scientists (Swanson, 1991; Swanson & Smalheiser, 1997; 
Smalheiser & Swanson, 199Rb). 
With the help of Arrowsmith, we have developed five additional ex- 
amples of complementary noninteractive literature structures (Swanson 
& Smalheiser, 199’7; Smalheiser 8c Swanson, 1994, 1996a, 1996b, 1998a), 
each of which led to a novel, plausible, and testable medical hypothesis. 
One of these studies (Smalheiser & Swanson, 199th) elicited publication 
of a concurring letter from an author whose work was the basis for a new 
hypothesis that we proposed (Ross, 1998). 
THEPROCESSOF INFERKINGTEXTLINKAGES 
Given two Medline titles that appear to be linked, the process of in- 
ferring a biologically meaningful linkage may be more subtle than it seems 
at first sight. We consider here examples taken from Swanson (1988): 
1. “The Relation of Migraine and Epilepsy” (p. 551) 
2. 	“Preliminary Report: The Magnesium-Deficient Rat as a Model of Epi- 
lepsy” (p. 556). 
The two titles taken together appear to provide a link, via epilepsy, 
between migraine and magnesium deficiency (epilepsy being just one of 
the eleven links reported). The role of‘Arrowsmith in this example is only 
to bring the two titles together in order to create a suggestive juxtaposi- 
tion. Whether the relationship thus revealed might merit further investi- 
gation then depends on human judgment. Such judgment in general 
would be difficult to replace by a computer procedure, for it almost inevi- 
tably entails certain background knowledge, context, and presuppositions 
that are commonly, though perhaps not always consciously, brought to 
bear by the user. For example, the word “model” in the second title is 
understood against a substantive background of information about ani- 
mal models of human disease, and in that context implies that magne- 
sium deficiency causes a disorder resembling epilepsy in the rat. Several 
hundred analogous title pairs were examined in the course of the mi- 
graine-magnesium study, for most of which the linkage was less obvious 
than in the case above. The user often must make just an educated guess 
as to which leads are most promising (Swanson, 1991). 
The problem we identify in this example therefore is not how or 
whether to draw an inference about the possible effect of magnesium 
on migraine, given the above two titles, but rather how these two titles 
(or Medline records), and other pairs analogous to them, could have 
been found and brought together in the first place without knowing in 
advance about any specific link such as epilepsy. That task cannot be 
done using only a conventional Medline search. However, if one first 
uses Medline to form a local file consisting of all titles with “migraine,” 
and a second file that consists of all titles with “magnesium,” then a 
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straightforward computer procedure can produce a list of all words com- 
mon to the two sets of titles. “Epilepsy” would be on the list. One can 
think of this procedure, which Arrowsmith takes as its point of depar- 
ture, as a “higher order Medline search.” Arrowsmith then automati- 
cally filters out noninteresting words (by means of an exclusion list, or 
stoplist, compiled in advance and built into the system), makes certain 
morphological transformations (such as plural to singular), constructs 
and matches phrases, and otherwise exploits information from the 
Medline record to juxtapose pairs of text passages for the user to con- 
sider as possibly complementary. (Arrowsmith can process abstracts as 
well as titles but, for files of more than 1,000 or so records, it is more 
efficient and more effective to search, download, and subsequently ex- 
amine just titles. The restricted context makes it easy to see and assess 
the A-B relationships when both A and B are in a title and similarly for 
B-C.) Any inferences about the significance or nature of the linkage 
between the above two titles, once they have been brought together, are 
left to the user. Arrowsmith, by creating suggestive juxtapositions of 
database records, is an aid to scientific discovery but not in itself a mecha- 
nism of scientific discovery. 
AUTOMATIC OF A CANDIDATEGENERATION LISTFOR A 
Arrowsmith can also do more than help uncover linkages between an 
initially given A and C. Assume that at the outset only C, the disease 
under investigation, is given, and the user does not have in mind a spe- 
cific hypothesis for A (an agent that might act as cause or cure). Then, 
instead of a specific A, a broad category (AA) may be chosen; such a choice 
can be simple and effective. In general, categories of exogenous sub- 
stances that may enter the body and might conceivably have beneficial or 
adverse effects on C are of interest. Especially important are dietary fac- 
tors (or deficiencies), toxins, and categories of pharmaceutical agents or 
their targets (Swanson, 1991). Arrowsmith can then begin with Medline 
files for C and AA and from these derive a list of specific candidates for A. 
For example, Arrowsmith was able to start with pre-1988 literature on “mi- 
graine” as C, use a category based on dietary or deficiency factors (AA), 
and produce “magnesium” as a top-ranking candidate for A (Swanson, 
1991; Swanson & Smalheiser, 1997). 
DIRECTA-C SEARCHAS FIRSTSTEP 
It is important for the user who wishes to investigate indirect or im- 
plicit connections between A and C to understand that the first step- 
prior to using Arrowsmith-is to find all articles that are explicitly about 
both A AND C by means of a conventional or “direct” Medline search. 
Insofar as indirect linkages are already known (i.e., published), one would 
expect to find a discussion of them in articles belonging to the A-C 
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intersection. Failure to understand the contents of the AG intersection 
may result in failure to distinguish new from old in the Arrowsmith out- 
put. 
To conduct a good direct search, some skill and experience with 
Medline searching is required and in particular familiarity with the medi- 
cal subject heading (MeSH) hierarchical structure, the superimposed sub- 
heading structure, and the organization of the Medline record. Search- 
ing of other major biomedical databases, including BIOSIS, EMBASE, and 
the Science Citation Index, is also important. In some cases, the exist- 
ence of a sizable direct literature does not necessarily imply that the A 
and C literatures are well-integrated. For example, in our study of magne- 
sium in the central nervous system, we found a substantial direct litera- 
ture. But a citation analysis revealed a highly fragmented structure, not at 
all characteristic of researchers investigating a common problem who cite 
each other, and are co-cited, extensively (Smalheiser & Swanson, 1994, 
pp. 5-8). In other cases, we encountered small direct literatures that have 
never been cited at all in one or the other of the A or C literatures, indi- 
cating that new connections were published but then ignored. Our expe- 
rience underscores the importance of conventional database searching 
and citation analysis prior to using Arrowsmith for a literature-synthesis 
study. 
In any event, in the more straightforward case in which a well-con- 
structed direct search turns up little or nothing in any of the major appro- 
priate databases, a conventional database search cannot then go any fur- 
ther toward discovering unknown indirect links such as epilepsy in the 
above example. Arrowsmith is designed to solve that problem. We next 
explain what Arrowsmith does and how to use it on the Internet. 
ARROWSMITH ON THE WEB 
Arrowsmith may be used free of charge at the Web site: http:// 
kiwi.uchicago.edu. The input to Arrowsmith consists of two files that the 
user first creates by searching Medline and downloading the resulting 
records to the user's local computer. We refer to these two local files as 
File A and File C, both of which must then be transmitted to the server 
kiwiuchicago in order to be processed by Arrowsmith. Uploading local 
files to a remote server can be implemented using Netscape. 
Prepam'ng the Input Files 
The user begins with some problem (which may be a medical disor- 
der of unknown cause, such as migraine) and conducts a Medline search 
for records about that disorder (a title-word search is preferable for large 
files), then downloads the resulting records or titles to a local File C. Simi-
larly, a second Medline search creates a target literature, A (such as mag- 
nesium), or some broader category (AA), that is downloaded to File A. 
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The intersection A AND C is presumed to have been investigated before- 
hand as noted above. The Arrowsmith software operates in five stages. 
The user normally will exit after each stage and reconnect at a later stage 
when results are ready (e-mail addresses are used to identify individual 
files and results). 
Stage 1: Transmitting the Two Input Files to the Server kiwiuchicago 
The kiwi Web site is designed to accept large files transmitted by 
Netscape. The user provides the local pathname/filename. After 
Arrowsmith receives File C and File A, it creates a list of all “important” 
words and phrases common to the two files. This list of terms provides 
the source for intermediate linkages (B) between A and C. The distinc- 
tion between words that are “important” and words that are not is imple- 
mented by means of a large stoplist (words to be excluded) compiled in 
advance by applying human judgment and then built into Arrowsmith for 
all applications. Certain variant word forms are also matched. The out- 
put of this stage is a preliminary list of B-terms made available to the user 
(at Stage 2) five to thirty minutes (depending on file sizes) after Files C 
and A are received. 
Stage 2: Editing the B-List 
The preliminary B-list may contain several hundred terms and should 
be edited by the user. Notwithstanding the stoplist filter, the B-list often 
contains many terms that the user would not consider of potential inter- 
est as linkages in light of the particular problem at hand. At the Web site, 
the preliminary B-list appears in a scrollable “option” window that permits 
multiple selection of terms. The selected (highlighted) terms are then 
automatically deleted from the B-list. 
Stage 3: Organized Display of Medline &cords as Output 
The edited B-list is displayed in a window in which each B-term is a 
pointer to the subset of Medline records from File A containing that term, 
a subset called the “AB”records. Each AB display contains a pointer to 
the corresponding set of BC records, thus facilitating a systematic, orga- 
nized process of point-and-click browsing of Medline records. For each B-
term, the corresponding AB records are, in effect, juxtaposed with BC 
records to help the user notice a possible AC relationship. Successful use 
of Arrowsmith depends on the user’s subject knowledge, ingenuity, and 
ability to see promising connections suggested by comparing AB records 
with BC records for each B, as illustrated earlier in comparing a magne- 
sium-epilepsy title with an epilepsy-migraine title. 
An online example of Arrowsmith title-browsing has been prepared 
as an interactive demonstration (dem2) at Stage 3 of the kiwi Web site. 
The example is based on 2,800 migraine titles and 8,000 magnesium titles 
(all pre-1988, the time frame of the original study [Swanson, 19881). The 
computer-produced B-list consisted of 260 terms and was edited manually 
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to about 100 terms. The user may click on any term in the B-list to see the 
corresponding magnesium titles, then click on BC to see the migraine 
titles for that same B-term. The next two stages show what can be done if 
the user had not considered magnesium at the outset as a possible solu- 
tion to the migraine problem. 
Stage 4: Ranking Individual “A”Terms 
Stages 4 and 5 do not apply if File A, above, was based on a specific 
substance (such as magnesium). However, if File A was created by searching 
a broader category (such as dietary substances), then we refer to it here as 
File Ah and it becomes of interest to identify more specific A-terms that 
occur in the records within the AA category. Arrowsmith derives, from 
the AAB records, a list of words and phrases that become candidates for 
these more specific terms. The list of candidates is called the A-list. Each 
term on the A-list is associated with all B-terms that co-occur with it in the 
AAB records. 
The A-list terms are then ranked by the number of their associated 
terms from the B-list. This method is a simplified version of the ranking 
method discussed in Swanson and Smalheiser (1997). Thus, the output 
of Stage 4 is a (preliminary) ranked A-list. Returning to our example 
using “migraine” to create File C and a dietary/deficiency category to 
create File AA, the word “magnesium” appeared at the top of the result- 
ing A-list. 
Stage 5:Editing and Grouping Terns on the A-List 
As was the case for the B-list, the A-list may contain many terms of 
no interest that should be manually deleted, and it may contain syn- 
onyms or related terms that should be grouped together for purposes of 
ranking. Stage 5 presents the A-list within a scrollable option window 
that permits multiple selection. Two modes of‘operation are offered-a 
deletion mode and a grouping mode. In the first mode, all terms se- 
lected are deleted just as in Stage 2 .  In the second mode, all terms 
selected by the user are grouped together and treated as synonymous 
for the purpose of ranking. For example, the A-list might contain ascor- 
bate, ascorbic acid, and vitamin C. In one pass through the window, 
clicking on these three terms will create a group in which all associated 
B-terms from each of the three are combined into a single new total; 
repeating the ranking procedure then gives the group a higher rank 
than any of its component A-terms. Or the user may choose to form a 
broader grouping such as all terms that refer to antioxidants, which would 
include the vitamin C terms above. Alternation between the deletion 
mode and the grouping mode is permitted using each mode as many 
times as desired. The final A-list is then reranked. 
Nothing in the foregoing process determines whether any term on 
the A-list does or does not co-occur directly with C in Medline records; 
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such co-occurrence should be separately determined by means of a con- 
ventional Medline search. Extensive co-occurrence probably indicates that 
the relationship with C is already well known, and so the A-term in question 
may not be of further interest (however, see the earlier discussion of the 
direct search and the possibility of encountering fragmented structures). 
The sole purpose of the A-list is to offer some automatically gener- 
ated promising choices of specific A-terms for the user’s consideration. 
Once the user has chosen a single specific A (such as magnesium) that 
seems promising as the basis for File A, then the next step is to re-run 
Arrowsmith beginning again at Stage 1. The category restriction may be 
omitted altogether (thus leading to the largest B-list for the A and C un-
der consideration) or it (or perhaps a revised version) may be included as 
part of the Medline search that creates File A. 
SYNONYM SUBJECTRECOGNITION AND THE ROLEOF MEDICAL 
HEADINGS(MeSH) 
Thc heart of Arrowsmith is the computerized process of finding and 
matching words and phrases that occur in both input files (Files A, C) as 
an approach to helping the user identify complementary passages of text 
from titles or abstracts. In addition to matching identical terms, ’4rrowsmith 
also matches certain morphological vdriants, including most cases of sin- 
gular versus plural, and it can identift. synonyms insofar as they are in- 
dexed by a common subject heading (MeSH). To take advantage of the 
synonym matching capability, MeSH terms must be included for each 
record in the input files A and C. 
The output of the matching process consists of a list of terms (the B- 
list) that itself may contain synonyms or context-dependent equivalencies 
that the user may wish to take into account. A future yersion ofArrowsmith 
will provide more assistance by presenting to the user a list of word (and 
phrase) pairs that are candidates for synonyms or “surrogate synonyms” 
(sometimes called “searchonyms”) that could serve as an aid to editing 
(Stage 2, 5 ) , browsing (Stage 3) ,  and forming groups (Stage 5 ) .  Words 
will be paired if they tend to appear in similar contexts as defined with the 
help of statistics based on second order co-occurrence data. Two words 
that are synonymous or equivalent tend not to co-occur in a highly re- 
stricted context such as a title and so do not have a strong first order title 
co-occurrence correlation. But their tendency to occur in similar con- 
texts gives rise to relatively stronger second order title co-occurrence cor- 
relation. 
Synonyms, searchonyms, variant word forms, and co-occurrence sta- 
tistics can at best provide only a partial solution to the difficult problems 
of detecting complementary or suggestive pairs of text passages, but 
Arrowsmith is especially valuable for developing and testing improved 
approaches and techniques. 
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PATTERNSOF COMPLEMENTARITYANT) SUGGESTIVITY 
“A causes B, B causes C; hence A causes C” can be taken as a para- 
digm for complementarity, but it is an idealization. &, we have gained 
experience using Arrowsmith, it has become clear that transitivity is almost 
never assured, and we have to settle for the less formal arid less tidy idea 
of suggestibility (Swanson, 1991). The problcms of suggestivity and 
complementarity as expressed in natural language text are complex and 
subtle. Nonetheless, Arrowsmith is now able to produce large numbers of 
suggestive juxtapositions of Medline titles or records, and it is reasonable 
to expect further improvement with the accumulation of additional inel- 
egant ad hoc empirical rules with little else to recommend them except 
that they seem to work. 
In studying links that actually occur in the natural language text of 
title words and phrases, we have identified a few regularities or patterns 
that may become the basis for useful rules. For example, the A-B and B-C 
relationships largely fall into three groups that can be called “influence,” 
“similarity,” and “focus.” The concept of “influence” (ofA on B or B on 
C) can be expressed by many different words, including: increases, de- 
creases, attenuates, reduces, promotes, inhibits, ameliorates, exacerbates, 
enhances, causes, accelerates, facilitates, triggers, catalyzes, competes with, 
interferes with, or acts synergistically. The direction of influence may also 
be reversed, with B influencing A. The software is indifferent and sym- 
metric with respect to the direction of any relationship. The concept of 
“similarity” can be important either alone (A is siniilar to B and B is simi- 
lar to C) or in conjunction with “influence”: A influences B and B is simi- 
lar to C, thus suggesting that A might influence C: (e.g., magnesium defi- 
ciency triggers or exacerbates epileptiform seizures; migraine in some re- 
spects is similar to epilepsy, suggesting therefore that magnesium defi- 
ciency may trigger or exacerbate migraine attacks). The category “focus” 
refers loosely to a cluster of relationships between some disease and its 
manifestations in specific cell types, processes, mechanisms, pathways, 
markers, and organs, or at any anatomic locale at which a focal pathology 
is a characteristic kature. “A” may be a drug or other substance that is 
active at such a focus, B, in which case the “influence” category probably 
applies. The relationship between a disease and its manifestations (e.g., 
pathologic markers for it) may be more difficult to categorize, so “focus” 
is used simply as a tentative collective name for possibly several types of 
relationship. 
For example, indomethacin inhibits a variety of cholinergic responses; 
cholinergic deficits are characteristic of Alzheimer’s disease. (Thus in- 
domethacin, which is thought to have a protective effect in Alzheimer 
patients on the basis of clinical trials, might also have unexpected adverse 
effects [Smalheiser & Swanson, 1996al.) 
The foregoing regularities notwithstanding, natural language is richly 
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expressive, and the variety of ways in which meaningful biological link- 
ages can be suggested to the expert human observer may be so great as to 
defeat any attempt to formalize and automate thc recognition and infer- 
ence process. Arrowsmith in its present form does not attempt to do so 
but instead is designed to organize and display records so as to facilitate 
human recognition of implicit connections. Investigating patterns of 
complementarity, however, may lead to richer and improved displays of 
information to the user and so perhaps to improved stimulation of hy- 
potheses. Arrowsmith is not only a practical tool that can aid the biomedi- 
cal researcher, it is also a research tool for investigating the problems of 
finding and identifying natural language text linkages. 
THEROLE OF HUMANINTELLIGENCE 
At several points in the procedure, Arrowsmith receives a boost from 
human input that helps it perform as if it were intelligent. The first 
boost is the choice of the problem and its literature C, plus the choice of 
A as a specific target, or AA as a more general target category. Using A, 
AA,and C to construct a good Medline search also requires knowledge, 
experience, andjudgment at the outset. The second boost is the stoplist 
filter, which greatly reduces the number of useless connections that oth- 
erwise would clutter the output. The stoplist is compiled using human 
judgment (and guesswork) concerning which words probably could not 
play any useful role in forming biologically meaningful and helpful link- 
ages. It is intended as a one-time compilation, not ad hoc for each 
Arrowsmith application, but the stoplist does grow as the human com- 
piler gains experience with Arrowsmith and now includes about 7,000 
words. The remaining boosts come from the user in editing the B-list 
and A-list and in forming groups within the A-list. Finally, given the 
juxtaposed AB-BC titles or abstracts, any identification of promising im- 
plicit linkages of biological importance depends on the knowledge and 
perspicacity of the user. 
ASSESSMENTS BY OTHERSOF ARROWSMITH 
This project has been analyzed, enhanced, and extended in a num-
ber of recent papers (Chen, 1993; Cory, 1998; Davies, 1989; Finn, 1998; 
Garfield, 1994; Gordon & Lindsay, 1996; Gordon & Dumais, 1998; Kostoff, 
1998; Rikken, 1998; Spasser, 1997). Analogous work on computer-gener- 
ated discovery in chemical reaction pathways has also been reported 
(Valdes-Perez 1994). Valdes-Perez (1999) has assessed four successful com- 
puter-assisted discovery programs in chemistry (MECHEM) , medicine 
(ARROWSMITH), mathematics (GRAFFITI), and linguistics (MPD/KIN- 
SHIP). He explains why he believes that each of them has produced re- 
sults that are novel, interesting, plausible, and intelligible. 
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Discovering Hidden Analogies in an 
Online Humanities Database* 
KENNETHA. CORY 
ABSTRACT 
VOLUMINOUSDATABASES CONTAIN HIDDEN KNowLmm-i.e., literatures 
that are logically but not bibliographically linked. Unlinked literatures 
containing academically interesting commonalities cannot be retrieved 
via normal searching methods. Extracting hidden knowledge from hu- 
manities databases is especially problematic because the literature, writ- 
ten in “everyday” rather than technical language, lacks the precision re- 
quired for efficient retrieval, and because humanities scholars seek new 
analogies rather than causes. Drawing upon an efficacious method for 
discovering previously unknown causes of medical syndromes and search- 
ing in the Humanities Index, a periodical index included in WILS, the 
Wilson Database, an illuminating new humanities analogy was found by 
constructing a search statement in which proper names were coupled with 
associated concepts. 
PROBLEMSTATEMENT 
Journal articles are logically linked if they deal with the same subject(s) . 
If, within online databases, their citations share common terms, they are 
also bibliographically linked. Retrieving them is simply a matter of input- 
ting a common term. Unfortunately, many logically connected citations 
lack common terms. Conventional searching methods cannot retrieve 
these “noninteractive” citations. Swanson (1986b,1988),working in medi- 
cal databases, developed a novel searching technique that retrieved hidden 
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knowledge-i.e., logically connected but bibliographically unconnected 
citations. The intent of this study was to determine if humanists could 
apply Swanson’s methodology. 
Extracting hidden knowledge from humanities databases is problem- 
atic because the literature, written in “everyday” rather than technical 
language, lacks the precision required for efficient retrieval, and because 
humanists more often seek new analogies rather than causes. This re- 
searcher overcame those obstacles by constructing a search statement in 
which proper names were coupled with associated concepts. The discov- 
ery of a previously unnoticed analogy between the epistemological ideas 
of Robert Frost and the ancient Greek philosopher Carneades suggests 
that the voluminous contents of online databases may collectively be a 
new kind of primary source. 
Discovering new humanities knowledge is crucially important because 
humanities scholars rarely have access to new information sources. Natu- 
ral and social scientists create new knowledge via experimentation. The 
latter also rely on surveys. And from economic, political, and social statis- 
tics, they have replenishing sources on which to base novel conclusions. 
Humanists rely on primary sources, something not available in humani- 
ties databases. Therefore, if humanists could “create” new knowledge by 
finding links between and among existing citations, that would accelerate 
their research efforts. 
Accelerating the research process is also a practical necessity. Online 
searching is expensive. Telecommunication connect charges consume 
roughly half the cost of all searches and apply even when nothing of value 
is found. Researchers would value any technique, however imperfect, 
that cost-effectively retrieves worthwhile citations. 
Scholars of different humanities disciplines consult different data- 
bases, each of which has its idiosyncrasies. To ensure that database pecu- 
liarities would not confound the research findings, this study was focused 
on finding new knowledge in a single electronic literary database. 
THEORETICALFRAMEWORK 
Summarizing arguments from philosophy and information science, 
Davies (1989) concluded that the sum of the world’s knowledge is vastly 
more than the sum of all knowledge within publications. Potentially, each 
concept can generate logical consequences, the results of which cannot 
be anticipated. This implies the existence of hidden knowledge within 
databases. 
Swanson (1986a, 1986b,1988,1989a, 1989b, 1990a, 1990b, 1991,1993) 
published a remarkable series of papers calling attention to this reality by 
finding previously unknown causes of medical syndromes. His success 
and his challenge to librarians to develop searching methods to find other 
logically linked noninteractive documents inspired this study. Obviously, 
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if electronic medical databases contain vast quantities of undiscovered 
knowledge, so may all large electronic databases, including those in the 
humanities. 
Two INHERENTPROBLEMS 
In planning this study, considerable doubt existed that Swanson’s pro- 
cedure would yield new humanities knowledge. One major problem in- 
volves the nature of words appearing in bibliographic citations. In 
Swanson’s methodolog, searchers must retrieve a large number of titles 
in order to identify frequently reappearing words. These words must be 
specific and descriptive. Because medical terminology is technical and 
technical terms tend to lack synonyms, rnedical titles tend to be descrip- 
tive of an article’s contents. This is a convention of’all technical litera- 
ture. Humanities titles often are nondescriptive, even inlagillative. There 
are few technical terms, and synonyms abound for almost every word. 
Benaud arid Bordeinanu (1995) describe the problem succinctly: 
Several fictors make database searching in the humanities particu- 
larly difficult. Chicf among these is the semantic ambiguity attached 
to many hiimanistir terms. The high occurrence of natural language 
writing that impedes the selection of index terms also 
ulties for bibliographic retrieyal. For example, the title 
Thp Mirror- arid thP Lamnf),written by M. H. Abrains in 1953,~ u l dnot 
alert the databast. searcher. that he found a work o n  romantic theory 
and the critical tradition. (pp. 42-43) 
4 second problem inheres in the differing nature of the knowledge 
sought. Medical researchers commonly look for causes. In contrast, hu- 
manistic researchers, especially those seeking literary knowledge, com- 
monly seek to provide new interpretations. Stone (1982),explaining the 
tendency of humanists to work alone, emphasized that “the individual 
scholar’s interpretation is paramount” (p. 294). The subjective nature of 
an interpretation renders empirical verification moot. Instead, as reported 
by Wiberley (1991),peer acceptance is the normal criterion of an inter- 
pretation. One could say that peer confirmation is the equivalent of hy-
pothesis confirmation in the sciences. For these reasons, information sci- 
entists hoping to discover significant new humanities knowledge are seek- 
ing intrinsically elusive material. They can do no more than call attention 
to information appearing to support new interpretations. 
FOCUSING ANALOGIESON HIDDEN 
Because analogies often establish illuminating interpretations, seek- 
ing new interpretations commonly requires seeking analogous materials. 
Analogies are the “comparison of two things, alike in certain respects; 
particularly a method of exposition by which one unfamiliar object or 
idea is explained by comparing it to something more Familiar” (Holman 
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8c Harmon, 1992, p. 20). The practical value of finding a hidden analogy 
between certain authors is that knowing the ideas of one may help ex- 
plain similar ideas of the other. 
As humanists know, the weakness of an analogy is that few different 
objects or ideas are essentially the same to more than a superficial ob- 
server or thinker (Holman & Harmon, 1992). Nevertheless, though of- 
ten meaningless, analogies occasionally form the basis of new interpreta- 
tions. 
Considerable searching failed to locate any systematic attempts to dis- 
cover hidden analogies. Davies (1989), in his delineation of the catego- 
ries of hidden knowledge, mentioned that Farradane, as early as 1961, 
hoped that relational indexing might be developed that would be capable 
of “recognizing analogies between subjects.” Davies (1989) provided a 
reason to believe that hidden analogies could be found. “According to 
von Bertalanffy, there are many instances where identical principles were 
discovered several times because the workers in one field were unaware 
that the theoretical structure required was already well developed in some 
other field” (p. 284). Davies’s conviction that hidden analogies could be 
discovered encouraged this investigator to believe that shifting the focus 
from causation to analogies could uncover hidden knowledge in humani- 
ties databases. 
LIMITATIONS 
There are limitations to using analogies: 
1. Analogies are subjective concepts. They cannot be laboratory tested. 
Therefore, any report of new knowledge must be understood as tenta- 
tive-something appearing to be significant and worth pursuing by 
humanist scholars. 
2. 	Replication may produce nothing of value. A method is verified if 
identical results are consistently produced from identical testing con- 
ditions. Replicating the method employed in the following search 
procedure may produce an analogous relationship, but that relation- 
ship may not be meaningful. 
3.  	Database searching is an inexact science. Success is partially depen- 
dent on the educational level and intelligent imagination of the 
searcher. 
4. 	 Searching for analogies may only be successful when the search is 
phrased in terms of “Whoor what influenced someone or something?” 
Influence questions are essentially causal in nature. And, as Swanson 
has demonstrated, unknown causes can be discovered. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Because of Swanson’s success, and because the method he employed 
to search for hidden transitive relations is also recommended by Davies 
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(1989) for finding hidden analogies, this researcher proceeded from that 
method while searching for hidden analogous knowledge in the humani- 
ties. This systematic trial-and-error strategy was best described by Davies 
(1989): 
1. X search statement is constructed based on the subject under investi- 
gation. 
2. A lengthy list of title citations is retrieved. 
3. 	Titles are examined for recurring words or phrases. These words or 
phrases must not be synonymous with the original subject. 
4. 	These recurring terms are used, one at a time, to construct a search 
statement for a second round of searching. In the second round, the 
original search term is omitted from the search statement. 
5. 	The resulting titles are examined. Here, the researcher makes a stra- 
tegic guess. Articles with titles that seem logically related to the origi- 
nal subject are retrieved and read. The researcher attempts to deter- 
mine whether or not the contents of particular articles might signifi- 
cantly illuminate the original subject. If so, 
6. The researcher attempts to determine whether or not an article is bib- 
liographically linked to the original subject. As described below, this 
is done by conventional searching (p. 294). 
A SPECIFICEXAMPLE 	 METHODAPPLIEDOF THE SWANSON 	 TO 
A MEDICALDATABASE 
Swanson identified magnesium deficiency as a causal agent in the 
occurrence of migraine headaches. At that time, the causes of migraine 
headaches were unknown. 
His original search term was “migraine.” That produced a plethora of 
title citations containing “migraine.” These were examined for recurring 
words or phrases. Among these were “calcium entry blockers” and “plate- 
lets.” They were included in a second round of searching in which mi- 
graine was omitted. Eventually, searching produced several sets of cita- 
tions, with two citations in each set. In each of the first list of titles, “mi- 
graine” appeared, along with a chemical or condition known to be present 
in migraine sufferers. In each of the second list of titles of the corre- 
sponding set, the same chemical or condition appeared but not migraine. 
In the following examples, note that magnesium is not mentioned in rela- 
tion to migraines but does appear in reference to a condition known to be 
associated with migraine: 
a: 	Role of calcium entry blockers in the prophylaxis of migraine 
b: 	Magnesium: nature’s physiologic calcium blocker 
a: Evidenceof enhanced platelet agffressionin platelet sensitivity in migraine 
patients 
b: 	Protective effects of dietary calcium and magnesium on platelet function 
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Swanson (1993) concluded: “Because of the shared ‘linkage’ terms 
shown in italics, each of the. . . pairs of titles raises the question of whether 
magnesium deficiency might be implicated in migraine.” He labeled these 
sets “‘complementary literatures,’ [or] a pair in which one literature ap- 
pears to contain a potential solution to a problem posed in the other” (p. 
620). Bringing together complementary citations allows even a nonex-
pert to notice a possible causal relationship. Eventually, one must read 
the articles. Merely matching citations is insufficient. 
APPLICATION METHODOLOGYOF SWANSON’S TO 
HUMANITIESDATABASES 
Ovmomang the Limitationv of Humanities Language 
Because of the “ordinaiy language” found in humanities citations, a 
searching method had to be developed using substitutes for recurring 
words and phrases. The one type of recurring term found in humanities 
citations for which there are virtually no synonyms is names. 
Using Names to ControlImprPcise Searches 
Names meet the crucial criteria of Swanson’s searching method: they 
recur and, because they commonly refer to a single person, they are spe- 
cific. Names are not ambiguous. Names have no synonyms. Of course, a 
name may be logically linked to more than a single concept. Searching 
with “Wagner, richard” might retrieve citations pertaining to the develop- 
ment of the leitmotif, Tannhauser, or revolutionary activity in nineteenth- 
century Germany. Admittedly, names do lack the precision of medical 
terms. Nevertheless, using names to construct search statements consid- 
erably reduces the ambiguity inherent in humanities terminology. Tibbo 
(1991) quotes Wiberley who, “in a study of terms taken from encyclope- 
dias and dictionaries in the humanities, confirms the importance of sin- 
gular proper terms, especially the names of persons. He concludes that 
subject access is far more straightforward than has been recognized if sub- 
jects are expressed through such proper names” (p. 300). 
Because names are often associated with multiple concepts, they can- 
not, by themselves, be used as search statements when attempting to dis- 
cover new knowledge. However, when names are associated with specific 
concepts, they can serve as controlling terms that direct a second round 
of searching. 
The following is a detailed example of how three graduate students 
discovered a new analogy. Note a major departure from Swanson’s method. 
These researchers did not look for recurring words or phrases. Any name, 
even if mentioned only once, may be profitably used in the second round 
of searching. The important precepts are to: (1)couple the name with an 
associated concept, and (2) omit the original term in the second search- 
ing round. 
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CARNEADES/WII,I,IAM FROSTJAMES/RORERT 
iUethodoloD 
Responding to an inquiry about Robert Frost (1874-1963), student 
researchers produced several citations pertaining to the nineteenth-cen- 
tury American pragmatic philosopher, Miilliam James (1842-1910). Sub-
sequent reading revealed that Robert Frost had definite philosophical 
convictions pertaining to how truths can be verified. His ideas were influ- 
enced byJames, so much so that knowing the underlying philosophy of 
James clarifies the epistemological ideas of Frost. 
An intriguing question evolved: Could there be an unknown literary 
or philoscjphical antecedent ofJarnes, the discovery of whom might assist 
in understanding Frost? Certainly humanists are aware that the works of 
Frost are a compendium of the works of earlier thinkers in addition to James. 
Even those who may not have shaped Frost’s thinking directly may have 
had a significant influence and would thus be worth knowing about be- 
cause they can assist one to understand Frost’s ideas. The question be- 
came: M%at author (s) not known to have directly influenced Frost’s poetry 
have nonetheless indirectly influenced it via someone else? Would know- 
ing the ideas of this author contribute to a better understanding of Frost? 
Frost became the C in the equation: Unknown author (A) -+James 
( R )  +Frost (C). The algebraic equation, If A = B, and B = C, then A = C, 
is true for numbers. For humanities connections, it is sometimes mean- 
ingful but usually not. Nevertheless, it is a worthwhile mental model for 
seeking logical connections among citations. 
Results from preliminary searching indicated that the most promis- 
ing database was the Humanities Index, one of eight periodical indexes 
included in the Wilson database, also known as WILS. ‘The Modern Lan- 
guage Association’s M U - C D  was rejected as it lacks pure philosophy, which 
limits its usefulness for searching about WilliamJarnes. The Humanities 
Index was selected because of the breadth of its contents: folklore, his- 
tory, language and literature, literary and political criticism, performing 
arts, philosophy, and religion and theolocgy. Ccverage is extensive with 
articles from over 1,000periodicals indexed. Moreover, its time coverage, 
1983to the present, is fairly lengthy and is updated monthly. 
In the second round of searching, the name “William James” was 
employed. The intention was to retrieve names associated with James 
that would suggest promising avenues of additional searching. As stated 
above, the retrieved names must be associated not only with the subject 
under investigation-i.e., James-they must also be coupled with a con- 
cept common to Frost and James. After reading that Frost’s interest in 
James was epistemological-i.e., he acceptedJames’s methods of verifying 
ideas-epistemolo<gy was chosen as the associated concept. The search 
statement was “james and epistemolo<gy.” That produced only thirty useful 
citations. The search needed to be broadened. Clearly, “epistemology” 
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by itselfwas insufficient. A quick inquiry into a standard reference source 
was informative. James’s epistemological thinking led him to pragmatism. 
Therefore, pragmatism was included in the next search (Duran, 1953, pp. 
510-13). The search statement “james and (epistemology or pragmatism)” 
produced eighty citations. 
Retrieved titles not containing a name associated with James were 
eliminated. Forty-four citations containing names associated with James 
and pragmatism looked promising. These included: Carneades (circa 2 1 4  
129 BCE), Bernard of Clairvaux (eleventh century), John Dewey (1859- 
1952), and C. S. Pierce (1839-1914). Conventional searching-i.e., a key- 
word search: “k = [name of an author appearing in a retrieved citation] 
and frost” demonstrated that there were bibliographic links between Frost 
and thr other authors except Carneades. 
Two citations seemed promising. One indicated a logical link be- 
tween the pragmatic philosophy of Carneades and James and the other 
indicated a logical link between the pragmatic philosophy of James and 
Frost. These formed a set: 
Doty, R. (1986). “Carneades, a forerunner of William James’s pragma- 
tism.” Journal ofthe History of Ideas,47(l) ,133-138. 
Shaw, W. D. (1986). “The poetics of pragmatism: Robert Frost and 
William James.” The New Englund Quarterly, 59(2),159-188. 
Note that ‘Tames” and “pragmatism” appear in each citation. Also, 
note that “Carneades” appears as a forerunner of James and James ap- 
pears as a forerunner of Frost. All three names are logically linked to 
pragmatism with William James being common to both. Reading the ar- 
ticles verified that both dealt with epistemological subjects. These cita- 
tions are bibliographically unlinked as indicated by the fact that nothing 
in the Doty article refers to Frost; nothing in the Shaw article refers to 
Carneades. Therefore, conventional searching could not retrieve these 
citations together. That is, searching by “frost, robert” would retrieve cita- 
tions pertaining to James but not to Carneades. 
Next, the searchers had to determine if the logical connection was 
already known. They determined that it was not, by searching to see if 
either of the authors of the set cited each other (Doty citing Shaw or Shaw 
citing Doty in an article (s) about Carneades and Frost). Also, they checked 
to see if any third author cited both of them (x cites both Doty and Shaw 
in an article about either Frost or Carneades). Because both searches 
produced negative hits, the connection was presumed to be unknown 
among academicians. 
Analyszs of the Articles 
Briefly analyzing the retrieved articles helps one appreciate the ne- 
cessity of subjective insight. Although there is an efficacious methodology 
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to report, its efficacy depends upon a well-educated searcher. In the hu- 
manities, a single name, identified as relevant, can uncover a significant 
analogy provided that the searcher can perceive a logical link between 
citations. A searcher need not be a refined scholar, but he or she must be 
academically knowledgeable. 
Carneades, James, and Frost 
Doty (1986) contends that Carneades and James developed compa- 
rable theories of truth. Doty found no evidence proving that James had 
read Carneades. He accounts for their parallelism by proposing that both 
men faced similar opponents and reacted in like fashion. Carneades 
founded the New Academy, which espoused skepticism as an alternative 
to stoicism. Similarly, James, reacting against rationalist philosophy, de- 
veloped his theory of pragmatism. 
Carneades believed that individuals do not perceive certainty or “truth” 
in their experiences--or at least what they believe to be truth. In order to 
determine the validity of experience, Carneades developed three criteria: 
the probable, the irreversible, and the tested. These criteria parallelJames’s 
correspondence test of truth, coherence test, and pragmatic truth-test. 
Thus, both men “present a truth-test consisting of the verification of a 
hypothesis by empirical methods” (p. 136). However, James’s test is one 
of truth presumed to be knowable, and truth for him is the product of 
empirical verification. Carneades, on the other hand, rejects truth as be- 
ing beyond human knowing and offers a test of probability. Despite that 
difference, Doty’s article clearly establishes a logical link between Carneades 
and James. 
Next, reading Shaw’s (1986) essay described how James influenced 
Frost. Frost had extensively read James. Frost’s poems often explored the 
consequences of James’s pragmatic concept of truth. To Frost, the “pos- 
session of true thoughts means everywhere the possession of invaluable 
instruments of action” (quoted in Shaw, 1986, p. 161). Shaw contends 
that one of the most prominent features of this definition is the impossi- 
bility of developing a philosophically or critically interesting theory con- 
cerning the dictionary or essential meaning of a word. This establishes an 
apparent congruence of thought between Carneades and Frost. Further 
reading revealed that, throughout the poems of debate, Frost has one of 
his characters substitute a blueprint for action for a conventional dictio- 
nary definition. This corresponds to a statement of James’s about being 
lost in the woods and how the true thought of a house is useful “because 
the house which is its object is useful” (quoted in Shaw, 1986, p. 162). 
James did not believe that a pragmatic definition required an experi- 
ment to prove that it was true, and Frost exemplifies this concept in a 
number of poems such as “The Mountain.” In this poem, Frost has his 
farmer establish conditions under which his statement could be verified- 
yet he does not then actually have the farmer verify the statement. 
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James often used the term “tough-minded” to describe the skeptical 
and empirical temperament that he admired. In his poems, Frost shows 
“tough-minded” speakers (i.e., skeptics) debating with what he called “ten- 
der-minded’’ speakers who were dogmatic idealists. Frost parallels James 
in his belief that “all attempts to ground practice in traditional theology 
or metaphysics are attempts to make a god-term of some useless wheel 
that plays no active part in the cosmic mechanism” (Shaw, 1986, p. 175). 
Frost exhibits this belief in several poems, most notably in “AMasque of 
Mercy” and “A Masque of Reason.” He argues instead for a workable 
theism that possesses three qualities in which he believed. Theism, Frost 
proposed, must be open and free, must be plural, and must be purposive 
and partly intelligible. 
Frost and James also agree upon the notion of freedom. Both believe 
that freedom exists only when one has to make choices that will produce 
results that are mutually exclusive. This is evident in “The Road Not Taken.” 
In what are collectively called his poems of departure, Frost also shows the 
benefits and problems of having the freedom to choose. 
The searchers concluded by postulating a logical connection between 
Carneades and Frost. They reported that Carneades’s three criteria are 
similar to James’s three tests of truth. Furthermore, Frost utilized those 
tests in his poetry. For example, the farmer in “The Mountain” employs 
two of Carneades’s criteria when he sees a stream (the probable) and 
discusses the possibility of it originating at the top of the mountain (the 
irreversible). Thus it seems possible to analyze Frost’s poetry by employ- 
ing Carneades’s method of verification. 
The student researchers were academically reluctant to insist that their 
finding qualified as an important new analogy. They did claim, and justi- 
fiably in the opinion of their professor, sufficient grounds for recommend- 
ing that humanist scholars read Carneades’s works and compare them to 
the poetry of Frost. The novel idea that the epistemological tests of an 
obscure ancient Greek may serve as an illuminating philosophical prefig- 
urement of Frost’s epistemology does seem worth pursuing. More impor- 
tantly, whatever the scholarly value of this particular finding, the fact that 
a previously unrealized analogy has been discovered establishes the effi- 
cacy of the described searching method. 
Preliminary Conclusion 
This study had two objectives: (1)  to develop a methodology that would 
accelerate humanities research by discovering significant hidden analo- 
gies within electronic humanities databases; (2)  to prove the efficacy of 
that method by actually discovering a significant analogy that could not 
be discovered by means of conventional searching. 
The result was encouraging. The investigators did link logically re- 
lated citations that were bibliographically unlinked. “Related is a subjective 
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decision, but the principal investigator is confident that sufficient sup- 
porting evidence was furnished to make a reasonable case that an impor- 
tant analogy was discovered. And, of course, the primary objective of this 
project was not to actually discover hidden knowledge but to discover a 
means of accelerating humanities research via online searching. That has 
been accomplished. 
In any discipline, the possibility of discovering hidden or unlinked 
knowledge offers improved services, substantial financial savings as com- 
pared with trial and error research, and increased status for librarians 
involved in successfill searching. Moreover, for researchers who enjoy 
both searching challenges and academic subject matter, searching for 
undiscovered public knowledge offers a new source of personal iritellec- 
tual excitement. 
FUTUREPLANSAND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURERESEARCH 
Additional searches are required to confirm and to refine the method 
in various humanities disciplines. Librarians and/or information scien- 
tists are invited to apply Swanson’s method or the variation described herein 
in all subject disciplines, including the natural and social sciences. If, as 
has been demonstrated in this study, the method can work for humanities 
topics, it can certainly be employed in disciplines using more technical 
terminology and in which causation is an important question. 
This author is active in the imaging industry. Imaging is the conver- 
sion of information from paper, microform, photographic, or voice for- 
mat into digital format. Iniaging vendors are constructing a multitude of 
large business, scientific, and technical databases that will contain more 
information than can be retrieved by engaging conventional searching 
methods. Especially for companies involved in solving technical or envi- 
ronmental problems, information managers searching for new knowledge 
will find unexpected benefits. Eventually, online databases may be per- 
ceived less as static information repositories and more as knowledge gen- 
erating machines. 
CONCLUDINGNOTE 
The student investigator, Mark Bowden, offered an appropriate con- 
cluding perspective: 
Perhaps humanities scholars will find the greatest benefit of this 
method is the ivdy it orients one’s view of’a subject toward aspects or 
relationships previously unknown. New investigative avenues are 
opened,new hypotheses are formulated, and new syntheses proposed. 
At the very least it is a method for scholars to devise original research 
ideas; at the most it is a powerfill tool for revealing hidden conncc- 
tions between persons, places, and events. 
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A Passage Through Science: 
Crossing Disciplinary Boundaries 
HENRYSMALL 
ABSTRACT 
A METHODOLOGY IS PRESENTED FOR CREATING pathways through the sci- 
entific literature following strong co-citation links. A specific path is de-
scribed starting in economics and ending in astrophysics traversing 331 
documents. Special attention is given to where the path crosses disciplin- 
ary boundaries and how analogy can be used to model the thought pro- 
cesses involved in such transitions. Implications of information pathways 
for retrieval, the unity of science, discovery, epistemology, and evaluation 
are discussed. 
INFORMATION AND ZNFORMATIONRETRIEVAL TRANSITIONS 
A great deal of information science is concerned with retrieving all 
the documents from a database that precisely match a user’s query. In 
this magic bullet model of information retrieval, the documents retrieved 
will ideally be homogeneous in character. Such an ideal is, of course, 
rarely achieved. In practice, a wide array of documents of varying rel- 
evance is retrieved, resembling more an ecology of information than a 
uniform set. 
Less often under consideration is how to understand the diversity 
and breadth of information that most queries generate, how one topic 
relates to another, or the transitions from one document to another. Ques- 
tions such as these naturally arise for large samples of documents and 
especially multidisciplinary databases. For example, a user interested in a 
topic such as asthma might retrieve a large number of hits and find that 
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some deal with treatment options, age factors, psychological aspects, he- 
reditary tendencies, environmental factors, and so on. The question is 
how to make sense of this diversity. 
One reason questions of subject diversity do not come up more often 
is the tacit assumption that topics or subjects are relatively isolated and 
distinct from one another, each representing a more or less separate ho- 
mogeneous entity. Another reason is the assumption that users’ informa- 
tion needs are simple and highly specific. This contrasts with the view 
that information seeking is more like a gradually unfolding discovery pro- 
cess in which the initial query is only the first step in a longjourney, each 
step depending on what came before (Kuhlthau, 1999). 
INFORMATION AND THE UNITYOF SCIENCETRANSITIONS 
Earlier discussions of the unity of science (Neurath, 1938) or its mod-
ern incarnation in E.O. Wilson’s (1998) consilience, view scientific knowl- 
edge as an interconnected fabric of fields and disciplines. In the sociol- 
ogy of science, it is commonplace to say that a great deal of scientific and 
technological innovation takes place at the boundaries between disciplines 
(Lemaine et al., 1976) or by individuals who have crossed from one field 
to another. Cross-fertilization of fields is another term for this, when an 
idea in one field finds fertile ground in a neighboring field (Crane, 1972). 
Information scientists have begun to explore these issues by attempting 
to find unconnected subject areas which, if connected, might yield new 
discoveries (Swanson & Smalheiser, 1997). Attempts to visualize informa- 
tion spaces also address subject connections since a visualization must 
depict the relationships among diverse set5 of documents (White &McCain, 
1997). It seems likely that future information retrieval systems based on 
the visual paradigm will have the equivalent of road signs telling the user 
what direction to travel to reach a particular topic. 
CITATIONSAND THE STRUCTUREOF SCIENCE 
One of the best ways of studying the connectedness of information is 
to use reference or citation links. While connections can also be estab- 
lished by shared vocabulary or indexing terms, a citation link represents a 
more direct author-selected dependency. By taking a wide-ranging sample 
of documents across many fields, the unity of scientific information can 
be examined from a global perspective. 
Vannevar Bush’s (1945) idea of associative information trails is a natu- 
ral consequence of the unity of science and the connectedness of knowl- 
edge. Hummon and Doreian (1989) attempted to demonstrate this on a 
small scale by finding a critical path through a DNA citation network. 
Path analysis has more recently been undertaken for documents in the 
area of hypertext research using author co-citations (Chen & Carr, 1999). 
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Taking citation links as the basis o f  a structural analysis of science, it is 
natural to suppose that it would be possible to travel from any topic or 
field to any other (Small, 1999) just as in the world of the Internet we 
might follow a series of hypertext links tu reach any desired Web site. In 
the abstract, this is equivalent to traversing a network, but there is no 
guarantee the structure is in fact connected. In science, citations are very 
unevenly distributed, concentrating in narrowly defined pockets which 
correspond roughly to specialties or invisible colleges of’researchers (Small 
& Griffith, 1974). The boundaries of these regions of’high density are not 
well defined, however. Yet the most interesting links in the chain from 
one end of science to the other are those which cross disciplinary bound- 
aries. Interdisciplinary links represent a kind of intellectual leap from 
one domain to another. 
In the world of citation analysis, strong links can be established by 
frequent patterns of co-citation (Small, 1973) or bibliographic coupling 
(Kessler,1963). Co-citation links are a second order form of citation link- 
age that depends on the joint citing of two earlier documents by later 
documents. Unlike direct citation links, co-citations are nondirectional 
and can be weighted by frequency of occurrence. By simple “thresholding,” 
it is possible to identify regions of high co-citation density. Thresholding 
is in fact equivalent to the method of clustering called “single-linkage” 
(Hartigan, 1975). 
In a map based on co-citation clusters, an interdisciplinary link can 
occur when an author co-cites across the boundary of two disciplinary 
clusters. If the author cites predominantly into one cluster, as is often the 
case, the interdisciplinary co-citation reaches out beyond the author’s home 
cluster (see Figure 1). This reaching out or stretching can import or 
export methods, ideas, models, or empirical results from the author’s field 
to the other field. This is an act requiring a broad awareness of literature 
plus the creative imagination to see how the outside information fi1.s with 
the author’s problem domain. The author of such a paper is going out on 
a limb to integrate ideas from another discipline. 
The objective of the present study is to examine the nature of the 
connections that tie the scientific literature together, focusing particu- 
larly on links crossing disciplinary boundaries. The question is whether 
interdisciplinary transitions are gradual or abrupt or based on shared fea- 
tures, analogies, creative insights, or perhaps even questionable assump- 
tions-in short, how far the author had to stretch to make the connec- 
tion. In another sense it is an examination of the creative process of 
moving from one domain of knowledge to another. If citation relation- 
ships capture authors’ decisions or selections on what documents are rel- 
evant to a problem, paths that follow citation links may in some sense 
capture steps in problem-solving behavior, logical thinking, or intuition. 
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Co-citing paper 
Intra- Inter-disciplinary citation 
disciplinary 
citations 
Discipline A Discipline B 
Figure 1. Cross-Disciplinary Citations. A schematic representation of citation 
patterns from a single citing paper (black square) to four prior cited documents 
(black ovals), three of which are situated in one research area and one in another. 
One of the citations crosses a disciplinary boundary thereby creating a link between 
the two disciplines. 
INFORMATIONPATHWAYS 
The basic requirement of a pathway through science is that the linked 
objects form a chain of significant connections. Ideally each connection 
represents a relationship whose logic can be determined by some form of 
content analysis. In an abstract sense, an information pathway could be 
defined as a sequence or succession of information objects or events (docu- 
ments, descriptors, topics) such that each object along the path bears 
some kind of relationship to the objects that precede it. Of course, the 
zero order case is a random path or walk in which there is no relationship, 
or at least an arbitrary one, between successive objects. Order can be 
imposed on this succession by introducing various types of formal restric- 
tions. For example, a path through scientific papers might be required to 
follow citation or co-citation links or other form of document association. 
Other types of restrictions are whether to allow the repetition of objects 
along the path, whether the path is exhaustive or complete-that is, all 
objects must be visited-or whether the path is to be as short as possible 
(Harary, 1972). Optimal paths of various kinds can be defined such as the 
shortest path that visits all nodes in the network, called the “traveling 
salesman” problem (Simon, 1969). 
Due to the complexity of the citation graph, it is impossible to create 
a nonrepeating, linear path through all of science, touching all papers 
only once if the path is constrained to follow specific links. Only the 
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simplest of graph structures would allow this. IHowever, nonrepeating se- 
quences of objects can be formed by relaxing the requirement that each 
document must be linked to its predecessor. The depth- or breadth-first 
search techniques are effective when a complete tour of objects is desired 
that remains as coherent as possible (Sedgewick, 1983). The depth-first 
search was used to transform a co-citation graph for a cancer research 
area into a linear narrative (Small, 1986). 
Linear nonrepetitive paths necessarily exist through a network con- 
necting any two arbitrarily selected points, provided of course the graph is 
connected and contains no unreachable subcomponents (Hillier & 
Lieberman, 1967). This is the type of path illustrated below. The path 
should follow strong links but need not be the shortest path. Shortest 
paths are reminiscent of the small world experiments in sociology 
(Milgram, 1967; Garfield, 1981; Kochen, 1989) where the smallest num- 
ber of intervening acquaintances between two arbitrarily selected indi- 
viduals is sought. In the citation world, short paths might arise, for ex- 
ample, if a paper in astrophysics cites a paper in sociology. Such paths, 
though occasionally seen, are not the norm and usually are idiosyncratic 
and have low frequency. More interesting are paths that follow links es- 
tablished by multiple authors and hence represent a consensus or con- 
gruence of opinion. These might be called high frequency or well trav- 
eled paths. 
CO-CITATIONMAPPINGMETHODS 
The creation of pathways through science begins with a hierarchical 
clustering of highly cited papers in which co-citation serves as the mea- 
sure of association between papers (Small, 1999). This is carried out in a 
series of iterations until as much as possible of the corpus of scientific 
literature can be amalgamated into a single hierarchical structure several 
levels deep. The number of levels required depends on the number of 
starting documents which in turn depends on the thresholds set for defin- 
ing what is considered highly cited. A fractional citation counting method 
is used to ensure that papers are sampled across the various disciplines of 
science without biasing the selection to fields that inherently cite more 
than others (Small & Sweeney, 1985). In addition, an integer citation 
count threshold is used to avoid selection of infrequently cited papers. 
In clustering an annual multidisciplinary database, several iterations 
of clustering are required to build up an overall structure. The output of 
each iteration becomes the input to the next, and residual co-citation 
links are recalculated to refer to the clustered objects at each step. At the 
end of the process, what is left are large-scale aggregates connected by 
rather weak links. These weak links make the macro-structure somewhat 
unstable over time, but they represent boundary-spanning events of con- 
siderable interest. 
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An integral part of the clustering process is creation of a spatial ar- 
rangement of the objects at each level or iteration. This is achieved by a 
geometric triangulation procedure that converts each link into a distance 
measure (Lee et al., 1977). The unit of distance is called the Garfield and 
is given by the formula: 
Distance A-E = (1- similarity)/ (1- similarity threshold) 
Similarity = co-cites A-E/sqrt (cites A* cites B) 
Note: When the similarity is equal to the similarity threshold, the distance 
is equal to one Garfield-the distance associated with the weakest link on 
the map. 
The positioning of objects is accomplished by taking the two stron-
gest links (shortest distances) for each object to be added to the map 
(Small, 1997). After each cluster is configured by triangulating on the 
strongest links, the structures are integrated hierarchically. This involves 
expanding the higher level objects and translating the coordinates of lower 
level objects so that they fit into them. In two dimensions, objects are 
represented as circles whether they are clusters or documents and, be- 
cause the structure is hierarchical, the larger circles contain smaller circles, 
the smallest ones being the documents themselves. In three dimensions, 
circles become spheres containing smaller spheres. 
THE1996 MAPOF SCIENCE 
The procedure for generating the science map for 1996 was similar 
to that used for a 1995 map (Small, 1999). An integer citation threshold 
of six (6) and a fractional threshold of 1.0were set to select papers cited 
in the 1996 Science Citation Indexa (SCZ) file. The cited references were 
restricted to publication dates in a fifteen-year period 1982 to 1996. Only 
the results for the main cluster hierarchy will be presented here. These 
are the papers included in the largest hierarchical grouping. Table 1shows 
the number of clusters and documents for each of the five levels. Thus 
39,964 highly cited documents are contained in 4,723 level 1clusters con- 
taining two or more documents. The 4,723 clusters are in turn contained 
in 757 level 2 clusters, which aggregate to form 159 level 3 objects. These 
Table 1. 
OBJECTSIN THE MAINCLUSTERHIERARCHY 
Level Number of Number of Mean Mean 
Clusters Objects Objects Documents 
1 4,723 39,964 8.5 8.5 
2 757 4,723 6.2 52.8 
3 159 757 4.8 251.3 
4 43 159 3.7 929.4 
5 1 43 43.0 39,964.0 
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form 43 level 4 clusters, which amalgamate to a single group of 43 level 4 
clusters at l e d  5, including all lower level clusters. 
The map of science for 1996 (see Figure 2) is a linked structure of 
disciplines and research areas similar to those obtained for earlier annual 
files of the SCI. The map is predominantly linear in its progression from 
social science, biomedicine, chemistry, to physics. The social science ar- 
eas are situated at the lower right and physics areas are in the upper left, 
although there is no significance to this general orient ation. Neuroscience 
is situated above psycholo<gy and economics, and above neuroscience is a 
large central biomedical region. To the left and closely allied with bio- 
medicine is protein chemistry and above it general chemistry. Ecology is 
situated to the left of chemistry and geoscience is to its left. Geoscience is 
just below physics, and above physics are surface science, materials, and 
optics. Computer science is at the social science/medicine pole of the 
map, linked to imaging and neural networks. 
Figure 2 .  1996Map of Science. hnetwork representation of the 43 fourth level 
clusters based on data from the 1996 Science C;Zkz~ionIndex representing major 
scientific fields in social sciences, biomedicine, chemistry, arid physics. Each 
high level cluster is represented by a circle and the links connecting thcm are 
aggregate document co-citations. 
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A PATHFROM ECONOMICSTO PHYSICS 
A path through science was generated by selecting starting and desti- 
nation fields from among the forty-four high level clusters. To illustrate 
as wide a range of topics as possible, economics, shown at the lower right 
of Figure 2, was selected as the starting area and physics at the upper left 
was selected as the destination. Not only were these fields at opposite 
ends of the map, but they seemed at opposite intellectual poles-one in 
the worldly realm of human behavior the other in the extra-terrestrial. 
Specific papers within these regions were not specified, so the path algo- 
rithm was required only to find one beginning and one ending paper 
within each region. 
The cluster hierarchy greatly simplifies finding strongly linked paths 
because the relatively few large-scale objects at the higher levels of aggre- 
gation can be traversed before descending to lower level objects, making 
the process one of gradually emerging detail and avoiding cornbinatorial 
complexity. The approach is to move down the hierarchy one level at a 
time. The path through the largest scale objects of course must begin and 
end with the starting and destination points. Among the objects at a given 
level, a minimal spanning tree is formed using the strongest co-citation 
links. A high level path is formed by navigating only those branches of the 
tree necessary to connect the starting and destination nodes. Then, mov- 
ing down to the next level, for each successive pair of large-scale objects 
along this path, a pair of lower level objects is found that are most strongly 
linked by co-citation. This lower level pair thus links the larger objects. 
This defines starting and ending points within each large-scale object that 
can be navigated using the minimal spanning tree approach. Hence the 
process proceeds by alternating between finding paths through objects at 
some level and finding pairs of lower level objects spanning the higher-level 
Figure 3. Path Formation: Steps and Jumps. A schematic representation of the 
two modes of traversal from node to node on the map. One mode, a step, follows 
a strong co-citation link between two objects that are contained in the same cluster. 
The other mode, ajump, follows a link between two objects not contained in the 
same cluster. Jumps tend to be weaker than steps. 
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object path. This continues until the document level is reached and a 
complete document pathway is formed. 
Thus, the two kinds of patbforming processes are: (1) finding a se-
quence of lower level objects within a higher level object, and (2) finding 
the most strongly linked lower level objects within two adjacent higher- 
level objects. The two modes of traversal might be termed stepping and 
jumping, the one akin to stepping from stone to stone along a garden 
path, the other like jumping from one path to another. These are illus- 
trated in Figure 3. The “jumps,” of course, can involve traversing more 
weakly connected or distant objects and may entail larger shifts in subject 
matter while the “steps” are more strongly linked and closer in topic. 
Table 2 gives the number of objects from each level touched by the 
completed path from economics to physics. Clearly the number of ob- 
jects in the path decreases as the level increases, while the percentage of 
total objects increases. A total of 331 documents make up the final path 
corresponding to 330 transitions (either steps or jumps) from beginning 
to end. Table 3 shows how the transitions from object to object are dis- 
tributed for each of the levels. For the document and first levels, there 
are about two steps for everyjump. For higher levels (except the highest) 
there are about equal numbers ofjumps and steps. Note that the sum of 
jumps and steps for a given level must equal the number ofjumps at the 
next lower level. 
Table 2. 
OBJECTSIN THK PATH 
Level Number Percentage 
of Objects of Total 
Docs 331 0.8 
1 121 2.6 
2 42 5.5 
3 23 14.5 
4 11 25.6 
It is also possible to compute the mean document co-citation strengths 
for transitions from object to object. The last column of Table 3 shows 
these mean values for steps (excluding jumps) between objects of each 
level. Mean co-citation strength diminishes with increasing level (except 
for the third and fourth levels), indicating that the larger aggregates are 
bound by weaker document co-citation links than the smaller aggregates. 
This is to be expected since ties are stronger at the local level. 
DESCRIPTIONOF THE PATHFROM 
ECONOMICSTO ASTROPHYSICS 
The dotted line on Figure 2 shows how the path connects the highest 
level objects on the map of science. The path traverses the broad areas of 
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Table 3. 

PATHSTATISTICS 

Level Jumps Steps Transitions Objects Mean 
Document Co-citations 
120 210 330 331 14.7 
1 41 79 120 121 11.5 
2 22 19 41 42 10.8 
3 10 12 22 23 6.0 
4 0 10 10 11 7.9 
economics, psychology, neuroscience, biomedicine, proteins, chemistry, 
ecology, geoscience, surface science, optics, and physics. Within econom- 
ics, the starting point is a paper entitled “Making Fast Strategic Decisions 
in High-Velocity Environments.” From here the path makes a transition 
from economics to psychology and moves into the psychology of work 
teams. The last paper in the path is a physics paper entitled “Wave Func- 
tion of the Universe.” Just prior to reaching this physics destination, the 
path traverses the topic of quantum field theory. The 331 documents 
comprising the full path are given in the Appendix. Headings interspersed 
in this list show the major subdivisions by cluster and subcluster, and the 
indentation of the heading indicates the hierarchical level of the subdivi- 
sion. 
Another way to view the progression from economics to physics is to 
plot co-citation frequency as a function of the position on the path (Fig- 
ure 4). The number of co-citations is counted for each successive pair of 
documents. The figure is labeled with the subject matter of the highest 
level objects, indicating the points of transition between each by arrows 
along the vertical axis. The highest co-citation rates are concentrated in 
biomedicine, neuroscience, and proteins. High co-citation rates are some- 
times correlated with subject matter. For example, within neuroscience, 
high rates are observed in the section dealing with nitric oxide as a neu- 
ronal messenger, and in surface science, for the topic of quantum dots. 
The steep spikes occasionally emerging above the terrain indicate the link- 
ing of highly cited technique papers. 
A detailed interpretation of the entire path will not be attempted 
here. However, discussion of fifty or so documents comprising the psy- 
chology section should suffice to give a general flavor. The starting paper 
on decision making leads to the psychology of work teams and team lead- 
ership. Work teams then move to the more general concept of groups 
and differences in male and female participation. This leads to gender 
stereotypes and a focus on category-based versus individual impression 
formation. The role of memory in judgment emerges from this and how 
expectations interact with memory. Memory of persons gives way to attri- 
bution of cause and effect and causal thinking. The role of positive and 
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Co-citation frequency 
Figure 4. Co-citation Density along Path. The graph plots the co-citation 
frequencies of adjacent papers along the path from economics to physics. There 
are 331 papers and thus 330 links connecting them. The ranges of papers in 
major disciplines are indicated by brackets, and arrows on the vertical axis indicate 
the Doints of transition between disciDlines. 
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negative events on thinking leads to perceptions of one’s own health. 
Negative feelings on health then progress to measuring affect, and in turn 
to scales for assessing depression. Measuring depression links to treat- 
ments for depression and recurrent depression. Rapid cycling emerges 
from recurrent depression, then progressing to bipolar disorder. Expressed 
emotion is a common diagnostic method for both bipolar disorder and 
schizophrenia, which is the next topic. Drug treatment of schizophrenia 
moves to studies of cerebral blood flow, eventually ending up in the field 
of neuroscience with the study of the normal brain. 
The above description exemplifies many of the types of shifts seen in 
the path as a whole: movement from the specific to the general, from the 
normal to the abnormal, from the aggregate to the disaggregate, the macro 
to the micro, and so on. But these shifts do not tell the whole story. For 
example, the gradual transition from studies of thinking to studies of de- 
pression is particularly striking. It appears to be mediated by the percep- 
tion of‘well-being and specifically negative thinking and emotion regard- 
ing one’s health. Health complaints are, in effect, generalized to adverse 
emotional states that then progress to depression or anxiety. 
Table 4 summarizes the path in terms of the main subtopics visited 
and the corresponding range of documents traversed. The subtopic list 
corresponds to divisions at clustering levels below the fourth level, and 
the intent was to break the path into segments of approximately equal 
length. The document ranges correspond to the numbering scheme in 
the Appendix. The approximate nature of the boundaries established by 
clustering are evident in the case of geoscience and its transition to sur- 
face science. Some solid-state topics, such as the equation of state for 
solids and ah-initio molecular dynamics, have been incorporated into geo- 
science that might more logically have been assigned to surface science. 
Despite this boundary question, the topics progress from one to another 
in a logical and regular manner. 
The sequence of research areas reflects a plausible scenario for inter- 
weaving the scientific fabric. From the broadest perspective there is the 
progression from human to biological to physical sciences. Moving down 
a level, there is a progression of general themes. Starting with social groups, 
the progression is to individual behavior. Normal behavior leads to con-
siderations of abnormal behavior. In trying to understand the basic biol- 
ogy of abnormal behavior, the path leads back to study of the normal 
brain in neuroscience. Within the nervous system, the level of the neu- 
ron is reached, at which point chemical neurotransmitters enter the pic- 
ture. This biochemical level moves from the nervous system to the im- 
mune system and immune disease. The attempt to understand the bio- 
chemistry of AIDS leads to structural analysis of biochemical molecules 
and to chemistry in general. The traversal of chemistry follows catalytic 
processes and ends up with photosynthesis, which leads in turn to 
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Table 4. 

Topics ALONG THE PATH 

Leud 4 Cluster 
Economics 
Psychology 
Neuroscience 
Biomedicine 
Proteins 
Chemistry 
EcoIo<gy 
Geoscience 
Surface science 
Optics 
Physics 
Subtopzc (Le-oels 3 - I )  
Decision making 
Social groups 
Well-being 
Depression 
Expressed emotion 
Schizophrenia 
Visual cortex 
Thalainic neurons 
Synaptic transmission 
Nitric-oxide messenger 
Nuclear factor kappaB 
Tumor necrosis factor 
Interlrukin 
Drug resistant HIV 
Protein structure 
Metallocene catalysis 
Khand reaction 
Palladium catalysis 
Asymmetric catalysis 
Porphyrins 
Atmospheric CO, 
Models of biosphere 
Climate cycles 
Earth’s geoid 
Earth’s mantle 
Seismic velocity 
Equation of state for solids 
Ab-initio molecular dynamics 
Diamond surface 
Epitaxial surface growth 
Quantum dots 
Quantum wells 
Quantum field theory 
Astrophysics 
Document Range 
1 

2 - 1 7  

18- 2.5 

26 - 37 

38 - 42 

43 - 51 

52 - 65 

67 - 72 

78 - 86 

88 - 101 

102 - 104 

105 - 108 

109 - 114 

115 - 128 

130 - 135 

137 - 140 

141 - 146 

147 - 154 

156 - 168 

I69 - 189 

193- 216 

217 - 227 

228 - 237 

238 - 248 

2.50 - 253 

256 - 258 

263 - 266 

269 - 273 

274 - 281 

282 - 295 

296 - 302 

303 - 322 

323 - 330 

331 

considerations of the earth’s atmosphere. Climate studies follow, and we 
land back on the earth’s crust and the physical processes that govern the 
earth’s mantle. Moving down to the atomic level for understanding sol- 
ids, the focus turns to the surfaces of solids. Descending to yet finer scales, 
quantum phenomena are encountered and their abstract mathematical 
treatment, leading finally to theories of the universe as a whole within the 
field of astrophysics. 
The most striking aspect of this broad brush discussion of main themes 
is how the focus alternates from large to small scale, from the group to the 
individual, from diseases to molecules, from molecules to the atmosphere, 
from the earth back down to the atomic and quantum levels, and finally 
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up again to the universe. But, to understand the logic behind these shifts 
in topic, it is necessary to consider transitions at the document to docu- 
ment level. 
UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN DISCIPLINESTRANSITIONS 
A proper analysis of the nature of the topic transitions would require 
a content analysis of the co-citation passages for pairs of documents along 
the path. However, a first order approximation to understanding the na- 
ture of the transitions can be based on a close examination of the titles of 
the linked documents. Many of the transitions resemble what might be 
called substitution around a stable point of reference in which one aspect 
or theme changes while another remains constant. The following cases 
illustrate this principle using some of the main disciplinary transitions 
along the path. 
The transition from psychology to neuroscience starts with the study 
of patterns of cerebral blood flow in schizophrenia using positron emis- 
sion tomography (PET). PET can also be used to study willed action and 
word usage in the normal prefrontal cortex. Schizophrenia then leads to 
the study of the normal human cortex via the reference point provided by 
the PET technique, and a normal activity is substituted for the abnormal 
condition. 
The transition from neuroscience to immunology involves going from 
the neuronal messenger nitric oxide to HIV. The common link is a sub- 
stance that appears to play a role in controlling their biochemistry. Nitric 
oxide in the nervous system is synthesized by the nitric oxide synthase 
gene, and the encoding of the gene is induced by a substance called nuclear 
factor kappa-B. This substance also plays a role in the immune system 
where it can activate HIV. Thus the topic transition occurs around a point 
of reference provided by the substance nuclear factor Kappa-B with HIV 
activation being substituted for the stimulation of the nitric-oxide gene. 
In the transition from biomedicine to biochemistry, the topic moves 
from the study of biologically important proteins, in particular DNA-poly- 
merase, to the use of computer plotting methods, such as molscript or 
electron density mapping, to study protein structure. Here the reference 
point is the protein molecule, while biological function of the molecule is 
exchanged for the physical depiction of its structure. 
The transition from protein structure to chemistry proper is more 
subtle but seems to hinge on the structural specificity of catalytic reac- 
tions. The study of molecular structure by x-ray diffraction thus leads to 
the mechanism of catalytic reactions. The point of reference is molecular 
structure itself, and the study of catalytic reactions replaces the methodol- 
ogy of x-ray diffraction. 
The transition from chemistry to ecology is simpler and involves go- 
ing from the study of artificial photosynthesis to natural photosynthesis in 
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bacteria, photosynthesis being the common thread. From ecology to geo- 
scienre involves going from the development of meteorological models of 
general atmospheric circulation to the study of climate changes over long 
periods of time. Climate is the common thread, and historical cycles sub- 
stitute for model building. Hence, each of the interdisciplinary transi- 
tions seems to involve a common thread and a substitution. 
CONCLUSION 
Examination of these mqor topic shifts suggests that some general 
principles may be at work. Since the transitions are brought about by the 
behavior of the co-citing authors, understanding these patterns hill ulti-
mately invo1r.e an examination of creative information seeking by authors 
and, in particular, how authors in one field reach out for information in 
another field. Based on this preliminary content analysis, i t  is possible to 
identify some possible mechanisms and strategies authors use to bridge 
information gaps. 
First, there is the mechanism of extending a topic with a gradual shift 
in its scope. For example, in psychology, negative affect was extended to 
depression and hence to rapid mood cycling and bipolar disorder. Ex- 
tending can also be literal, importing a concept or method into another 
domain without modification, as in the case of PET in the transition from 
psychology to neuroscience. Extension provides the common point of 
reference in many of the interdisciplinary transitions. The second mecha- 
nism is the substitution of one entity for another. This was seen in many 
of the cross-disciplinary transitions-e.g., the HIV substitution for nitric 
oxide in going from neuroscience to biomedicine. 
The joint operation of extension and substitution might be seen as a 
simple kind of progression by analo<gy in which “A is to R as B is to @‘ 
where B is the common thread or point of reference. True analogies of 
the form “ Ais to R as C is to LY are also possible and could emerge, for 
example, if an extension of topic B transformed it into a distinct entity D. 
True analogies are also more tenuous than extension with substitution. It 
is tempting to postulate that the author first sees the possibility of a link 
up with another domain as a true analygy but, as his or her thinking firms 
up, there is a realization that B and D can be made equivalent in some 
sense, perhaps by transforming one into the other by logical extension. 
Thus the concrete transition emerges from the initial glimmer of an anal- 
o g .
It seems plausible that the creative nse of information involves some 
form of thinking by analo<gy and the recognition of similar structures in 
disparate domains. Returning to the retrieval example at the beginning 
of this article, it would be as if we were to take two apparently unrelated 
items from a search output and ask subjects to think of ways the two items 
might be related or brought into a common framework. If a path-finding 
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algorithm were in place within the retrieval system, then a document path 
between them could be generated. This might reveal new ways that seem- 
ingly unrelated pieces of information can be related and thereby provide 
creative insights, new hypotheses, or perhaps even aid in discovery. It also 
suggests that the ability of users to see the relevance of apparently 
nonrelevant pieces of information is a key step in the discovery process. 
Path-finding techniques might offer a new approach to revealing such 
hidden or potential relevance. 
EPISTEMOLOGY OF SCIENCEAND THE UNITY 
In addition to information discovery, path creation might have appli- 
cation to the evaluation of information and to an epistemological warrant 
for science. There appears to be a movement in philosophy toward mak- 
ing scientific belief more a function of group than individual cognition 
(Schmitt, 1994). It seems reasonable to postulate that the unity and co- 
herence of science, and therefore the existence of pathways, is related to 
the solidity of the scientific findings (Small, 1998). This is based on the 
notion that of all the documents vying for attention, the most promising 
ones are those most closely tied to the existing body of strongly verified 
knowledge (Stent, 1972). Assuming that it were possible to identify a core 
of strongly verified documents in science, an attempt could be made to 
connect any new document to the verified core by a pathfinding algo- 
rithm. 
A text with connections to strongly confirmed or verified knowledge 
would deserve more serious attention than one without such connections. 
Texts lacking connections would be treated with greater caution and skep- 
ticism. Topic connections may offer a way of evaluating uncontrolled in- 
formation sources on the Web (Kleinberg, 1998). Grafton (1997) points 
out, however, the mere existence of linkages or the quoting of sources 
does not guarantee truth or objectivity. Thus the nature as well as num- 
ber of links is critical, and the existence of a path could only be consid- 
ered an indicator, not an infallible guide. 
While this article has focused on linear paths that connect arbitrarily 
selected beginning and ending documents, other kinds of paths may also 
be of interest, particularly those that provide a complete tour of the net- 
work. Complete paths, if properly constructed, could provide a compre- 
hensive review of a subject area and ultimately an excursion through the 
entire fabric of science. A promising approach for achieving this is the 
identification of the longest linear routes through the minimal spanning 
tree representation for each cluster, to preserve, as far as possible, a co- 
herent sequential flow of ideas. This could be coupled with a breadth- 
first search on the tree to explore side branches, much as one would di- 
gress from a main topic. Since the structure is hierarchical, this process 
could progress down the hierarchy until the document level is reached, 
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piecing together the document sequences like strands of DNA. The final 
result would be a linear ordering of all the documents in the structure, a 
kind of complete genome sequence of science. 
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APPENDIX 
DOCUMENT TO PHYSICSPATHFROM ECONOMICS 
ECONOMICS 
1 EISENHARDT KR;I,ACADMGMTJ,vol0032,page0543,1989,cites= 33,M.MNG FAST 
STRATEGIC DECISIONS INHIGH-VELOCITY ENVIRONMENTS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIAL GROUPS 
2 GERSICKCJG,AC;ZD MGMT J,rol003 1,page 0009,1988,cites= I2,TIME AND T U N -
STTION IN M'ORK TEAMS - TOM.'ARD A NEM' MOUEI. O F  GROUP DEVELOPMENT 
3 SUNDSTROM E,AM PSYCHOI.,vol 0043,page 01 20,1990,cites= 17,WORK TEAMS -
APPLICATIONSAND EFFECTIVENESS 
4 MAN% CC,AI>M SCI QVA,vol 0032,page 0106,l987,cites= 11,LEADTNG WORKERS 
T O  LEAD THEMSELl'ES - THE EXTERNAL LEADERSHIP O F  SELF-MANAGING 
M'ORK TEAMS 
5 U'HEELAN SA,SEX ROLES,vol 0027,pagc 0001 ,l992,cites= 6,DIFFERENCES IN 
MALE AND FEMALE PATTERNS O F  COMMUNICATION IN GROUPS - A METII-
ODOLOGICXL ARTIFACT 
6 U'OOD M',PSYGHOI, B,rol0102,page 00.53,1987,cites= 8,META-ANALYTIC REVIEW 
O F  SEX-DIFFERENCES IN GROUP-PERFORMANCE 
7 EAGIS A H J  PERS SOC,vol 0060,page O685,199l,rites= 15,GENDER AND THE 
ELMERGENCE O F  LEADERS - A METrMN;U.YSIS 
8 EAGLY AH,PSYCHOL B,vol 0108,page 0233,1990,cites= 25,GENDER AND L E W -  
ERSHIP-SIYLE - A METAANALYSIS 
9 EAGLY A H J  PERS SOC,vol0046,page0735,1984,cites= 17,GENDER STEREOTYPES 
STEM FROM THE DISTRIBL'TION OF WOMEN AND MEN INTO SOCIAL ROLES 
10 FISKE ST,ADV EXP SOC,VOI 1990,cites= 53,A CONTINUUM O F  
IMPRESSION-FORMATION, FR BASED TO INDIVIDUATING PRO- 
CESSES - INFLUENCES OF INF D MOTIVATION ON ATTENTION 
AND INTERPRETATION 
11 SRUIL TK,PSYCHOL REV.vol OO96,page0058,1989,cites= 30,PERSON MEMORY 
AND JUDGMENT 
12 STANGOR C,PSYCHOL B,vol Oll1,page 0042,1992,cites= 20,MEMORY FOR EX- 
PECTANCY-CONGRUENT AND EXPECTAN~-INCONGRUE~ 'T  I N F O R U T I O N  -
A REVIEW O F  THE SOCIAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENTAL LITERATLJRES 
13 SRULL TK,J EXP PSY I,,vol 0011,page 0316,1983,cites= 14,ASSOCIATIVE STOK- 
AGE AND RETRIEVA1.-PROCESSES IN PERSON MEMORY 
14 HASTIE RJ PERS SOC,vol0046,page 0044,1984,cites= 19,CAUSES AND EFFECTS 
OF CAUSAL ATTRIBUTION 
15 WEINER B,PSYCHOI, B,vol 0097,page 0074,1985,ciies= 1 .?,SPONTANEOUS 
CAUSAL THINKING 
16  ROESE NJ,J PERS SOC,vol 0066,page O805,1994,cites= 7,THE FUNCTIONAL BA- 
SIS OF COUNTERFACTUALTHINKING 
17TAYLOR SE,PSYCHOL K,vol 01l0,page 0067,1991 ,cites= 29,ASYMMETRICAL EF- 
FECTS O F  POSITrVE AND NEGATTVE EVENTS - THE MOBII~IZATION MINIMIZA- 
TION HYPOTHESIS 
WELL-BEING 
18 TAYLOR SE,PSYC 0103,page 0193,1988,cites= 114,ILLUSION AND 
U'EILBEING - A SO( O1,OGICAL PERSPECTIVE ON MENTAL-HEALTH 
19 SCHEIER MF,HEA ,vol0004,page0219,1985,cites= 78,0PTIMISM, COP-
ING, AND HEALTH -ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS OF GENERALIZED OUT- 
COME EXPECTANCIES 
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20 WATSON D,PSYCHOL REV,vol 0096,page 0234,1989,cites= 77,HEALTH COM-
PLAINTS, STRESS, AND DISTRESS - EXPLORING THE CENTRAL ROLE OF NEGA- 
TIVE AFFECTIVITY 
21 WATSON D,PSYCHOL B,vol 0096,page 0465,1984,cites= 97,NEGATIVE AFFEC- 
TIVITY - THE DISPOSITION T O  EXPERIENCE AVERSIVE EMOTIONAL STATES 
22 WATSON D,PSYCHOL B,vol 0098,page 0219,1985,cites= X0,TOWARD A CONSEN-
SUAL STRUCTURE OF MOOD 
23 WATSON DJ PERS SOCyol0054,page 1063,1988,cites= 116,DEVELOPMENT AND 
VALIDATION OF BRIEF MEASURES OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE AFFECT - THE 
PANAS SCALES 
24 CLARKLAJABN PSYCH,vol0100,page 0316,1991,cites= 41,TRIPARTITE MODEL 
OF ANXIETYAND DEPRESSION - PSYCHOMETRIC EVIDENCE AND TAXONOMIC 
IMPLICATIONS 
25 BECKAT,CLIN PSYCH,vol0008,page 0077,1988,cites= 134,PSYCHOMETRIC PROP- 
ERTIES OF THE BECK DEPRESSION INVENTORY - 25 YEARS OF EVALUATION 
DEPRESSION 
26 ELKIN 1,ARCH G PSYC,vol0046,page 0971,1989,cites= 75,NATIONALINSTITUTE- 
OF-MENTAL-HEALTH TREATMENT OF DEPRESSION COLLABORATIVE RE- 
SEARCH-PROGRAM - GENERAL EFFECTIVENESS OF TREATMENTS 
27 BELSHER G,PSYCHOL B,vol 0104,page 0084,1988,cites= 13,RELAPSE AFTER 
RECOVERY FROM UNIPOLAR DEPRESSION - A CRITICAL-REVIEW 
28 KELLER MBJ AM MED A,vol 0250,page 3299,1983,cites= 15,PREDICTORS OF 
RELAPSE IN MAJOR DEPRESSIVE DISORDER 
29 KELLER MB,ARCH G PSYC,vol0049,page 0809,1992,cites= 31,TIME T O  RECOV- 
ERY, CHRONICITY, AND LEVELS OF PSYCHOPATHOLOGY IN MAJOR DEPRES- 
SION - A  5-YEAR PROSPECTIVE FOLLOWUP OF 431 SUBJECTS 
30 FRANK E,ARCH G PSYC,vol 0047,page 1093,l 990,cites= 46,3-YEAR OUTCOMES 
FOR MAINTENANCE THERAPIES IN RECURRENT DEPRESSION 
31 PRIEN RF,ARCH G PSYC,vol0041,page1096,1984,cites= 33,DRUGTHERAPY IN 
THE PREVENTION OF RECURRENCES IN UNIPOLAR AND BIPOLAR AFFECT1VE- 
DISORDERS - REPORT OF THE NIMH COLLABORATIVE STUDY-GROUP COM-
PARING LITHIUM-CARBONATE, IMIPRAMINE, AND A LITHIUM- 
CARBONATE IMIPRAMINE COMBINATION 
32 CORYELL W,ARCH G PSYC,vol0049,page 0126,1992,cites= 13,RAPIDLY CYCLING 
AFFECTIVE-DISORDER - DEMOGRAPHICS, DIAGNOSIS, FAMILY HISTORY, AND 
COURSE 
33 BAUER MS,AM J PSYCH1,vol 0151,page 0506,1994,cites= 13,MULTISITE DATA 
REANALYSIS OF THE VALIDITY OF RAPID-CYCLING AS A COURSE MODIFIER 
FOR BIPOLAR DISORDER IN DSM-IV 
34 WEHR TA,AM J PSYCH1,vol 0144,page 1403,1987,cites= 19,CAN ANTIDEPRES- 
SANTS CAUSE MANIA AND WORSEN THE COURSE OF AFFECTIVE-ILLNESS 
35 PEET M,BR J PSYCHI,vol0164,page 0549,1994,cites= 14,INDUCTION OF MANIA 
WITH SELECTIVE SEROTONIN REUPTAKE INHIBITORS AND TRICYCLIC ANTI- 
DEPRESSANTS 
36 SACHS GSJ CLIN PSY,vol0055,page O391,1994,cites= 15,ADOUBLE-BLIND TRIAL 
OF BUPROPION VERSUS DESIPRAMINE FOR BIPOLAR DEPRESSION 
37 GELENBERG AJ,N ENG J MED,vol0321,page 1489,1989,cites= 22,COMPARISON 
OF STANDARD AND LOW SERUM LEVELS OF LITHIUM FOR MAINTENANCE 
TREATMENT OF BIPOLAR DISORDER 
EXPRESSED EMOTION 
38 MIKLOWITZ DJ,ARCH G PSYC,vol 0045,page 0225,1988,cites= 20,FAMILY FAC- 
TORS AND THE COURSE OF BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE-DISORDER 
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39 HOOLEI'JM,BR J PSYCH1,vol 0148,page 0642,1986,cites= 18,LEVELS O F  EX- 
PRESSED EMOTION AND RELAPSE IN DEPRESSED-PATIENTS 
40 KAVANAGH DJ,BRJ PSYCHLvol 0160,page 0601,1992,cites= 32,RECENl DEVEL-
EXPRESSED EMOTION AND S(:HIZOPHRENIA 
41 TARRIER N,BRJ  PSYCH1,vol 0153,page 0532,1988,cites= 22,THE COMMUNITY 
MAN\;BGEMENT OF SCHIZOPHRENIA - A CONTRO1,LED TRIAL OF A BEHAV-
IORAL INTERVENTION WITH FAMIIJES TO REDUCE RELAPSE 
42 HOGARTY GE,ARCH G PSYC,vol 0043,page  0633,1986,cites= 36,FAMILY 
PSYCHOEDUCATION. SOCIAL SKILLS TRAINING, AND MAINTENANCE CHEMO- 
THERAPY IN THE AFTERCARE TREATMENT O F  SCHIZOPHRENIA .1.ONE-YEAR 
EFFECTS OF A CONTROLLEDSTUIIY O N  RELAPSE AND EXPRESSED EMOTION 
SCHIZOPHRENIA 
43 HOGARTY GE,ARC€I G PSYC,vol 0045,page 0797,1988,cites= 18,DOSE OF 
FLUPHENAZINE, FAM11,IALF.XPRESSED EMOTION, AND OUTCOME IN SCHIZO-
PHRF.NIA - RESULTS OF A 2-YEAR CONTROLLED-STUDY 
44 MARDEK SR,ARCH G PSYC,vol 0044,page 0518,1987,cites= 14,LOWDOSE AND 
CONVENTIONA1,-DOSE MAINTENANCE THERAPY WITH FLUPHENAZINE 
DECANOATE - 2-YEAR OUTCOME 
45 BALDESSARINI RJ,ARC:H C, PSYC,vol 0045,page 0079,1988,cites= 34,SIGNIFI-
CL4NCE O F  NEUROLEPTIC DOSE AND PLASMA-LEVEL 1N THE PHMUWCOLOGI- 
CAL TREATMENT OF PSYCHOSES 
46 I\/IARDER SR,AM J PSYCH1,vol 0151,page O825,1994,cites= 92,RISPERIDONE IN 
THE TREATMENT O F  SCHIZOPHRENIA 
47 KANEJ,ARCH C PSYC,vol0045,page 0789,1988,cites= 184,CLOZAPINE FOR THE 
TRE~~TMENT-RES1ST'~NTSCllIZOPHRENIC - A DOUBLE-BLIND COMPARISON 
N'ITH CHLORPROMAZTNE 
48 CARPENTER MT,AMJ PSYCH1,vol 0145,page 0578,1988,cites= 52,DEFICIT AND 
NONDEFICIT FORMS O F  SCkIIZOPHRENIA - THE CONCEPT 
49 MCGWSIIAN TH,ARCH G PSYC,vol OO49,page 0063,1992,cites= 20,THE POSI- 
TIVE-NEGATIVE DISTINCTION IN SCHIZOPHRENIA - REVIEW OF NATURAL-
HISTORY VALIDATORS 
50 LIDDLE PF,BRJ PSYCH1,rol 0151,page 0145,1987,cites= 47,THE SYMPTOMS O F  
CHRONICSCHIZOPHRENM- A REEXAMINATION O F  THE POSITIVF-NEGATIVE 
DICHOTOMY 
51 LIDDLE PF,BR J PSYCHI,vol0160,page 0179,1992,cites= 67,PATTERNS O F  CERE- 
BRAL BLOOD-FLOW IN SCHIZOPHRENIA NEUROSCIENCE 
VISUAL CORTEX 
52 FRITH CD,P ROY SOC B,vol0244,page 0241,1991,cites= 58,WILLED ACTION AND 
THE PREFRONTAL CORTEX IN MAN - A STUDY WITH PET 
53 PETERSEN SE,NATURE,vol 0331,page 0585,1988,cites= 108,POSITRON EMIS- 
SION TOMOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF THE CORTICAI> ANATOMY O F  SINGLE- 
54  FRISTON K J J  CEREBRB,vol0011,page 0690,1991,cites= 123,COMPARING FUNC- 
TIONAL %PET< IMAGES - THE ASSESSMENT O F  SIGNIFICANT CHANGE 
5.5 WATSON JDG,CEREB C;ORT,vol0003,page 0079,1993,cites= 53,AREA-V5 O F  THE 
HUMAN BRAIN - EVIDENCE FROM A COMBINED STUDY USING POSITRON 
EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY AND MAGNETIC-RESONANCE- 
IMAGING 
56 Z E N  SJ NEUROSC,vol0011,page 0641,199l,cites= 55,A DIRECT DEMONSTRA- 
TION OF FUNCTIONAL SPECIALIZATION IN HUMAN VISUAI-CORTEX 
57 CORBETTA MJ NEUROSC,vol 0011,page 2383,1991,cites= 57,SELECTIVE AND 
DIVIDED ATTENTION DURINGVISUAL DISCRIMINATIONS O F  SHAPE, COLOR, 
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281 HARRIS SJ,APPL PHYS L,vol 0056,page 2298,19YO,cites= 31,MECHANISM FOR 
DIAMOND GROWTH FROM METHYL RADICALS 
EPITAXIAL SURFACE GROWTH 
282 TSUNO TJPN J A P l,vol0030,page l063,1991,cites= 23,EPITAXIALLY GROWN 
DIAMOND %001< 2Xl/ lX2 SURFACE INVESTIGATED BY SCANNING TUNNEL- 
ING MICROSCOPY IN AIR 
283 BADZIAN A,DIAM RELAT,vol 0002,page O147,1993,cites= 11,DIAMOND 
HOMOEPITAXY BY CHEMICAI>-VAPOR- 
DEPOSITION 
284 HOEVEN AJ,PHYS REV L,vol 0063,page 1830,1989,cites= 13,SCANNINGTUN- 
NELINGMICROSCOPY STUDY OF SINGLE-DOMAIN SI%001< SURFACES GROWN 
BY MOLECULAR-BEAM EPITAXY 
285 HAMERS RJ,ULTRAMICROS,vol 0031,page 0010,1989,cites= 15,NUCLEATION 
AND GROWTH O F  EPITAXIAL SILICON ON SI%00I<AND SI%II l<  SURFACES 
BY SCANNING TUNNELING MICROSCOPY 
286 TSONG TT,REP PR PHYS,vol 0051,page 0759,1988,cites= 11,EXPERIMENTAL 
STUDIES OF THE BEHAVIOR OF SINGLE ADSORBED ATOMS ON SOLID-SUR- 
FACES 
287 KELLOGG GL,SURF SCI R,vol 0021,page 0001,1994,cites= 28,FIELD-ION MI- 
CROSCOPE STUDIES OF SINGLE-
ATOM SURFACE-DIFFUSION AND CLUSTER NUCLEATION O N  METAL-SUR- 
FACES 
288 MICHELY T,PHYS REV L,vol 0070,page 3943,1993,cites= 27,INVERSION OF 
GROWTH SPEED ANISOTROPY IN 2-
DIMENSIONS 
289 BRUNE H,NATURE,vol 0369,page 0469,1994,cites= 16,MECHANISM OF THE 
TRANSITION FROM FRACTAL T O  DENDRITIC GROWTH OF SURFACE AGGRI- 
GATES 
290 HWANG RQPHYS REV L,vol0067,page 3279,1991 ,cites= 22,FRACTAL GROWTH 
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OF 2-DIMENSIONAL ISLANDS - AU ON RU%0001< 
291 BOTT M,SURF SC1,vol 0272,page 0161,1992,cites= 24,THE HOMOEPITAXIAL 
GROWTH OF PT ON PT% 11I< STUDIED WITH STM 
292 ESCH S,PHYS REV L,vol 0072,page O518,1994,cites= 16,ORIGIN OF OXYGEN- 
INDUCED LAYER-BY-LAYER GROWTH IN HOMOEPITAXY ON PT%111< 
293 V4NDERVEGT HA,PHYS REV L,vol0068,pagc 3335,1992,cites= 34,SURFACTANT- 
INDUCED LAYER-BY-LAYER GROWTH OF AG ON AG% 111< 
294 COPEL M,PHYS REV I,,vol 0063,page 0632,1989,cites= 69,SURFACTANTS IN 
EPITAXIAIrGROWTH 
295 COPEL M,PHYS REV B,vol004'L,page 1682,1990,cites= 33,INFLUENCE OF SUR- 
FACTANTS IN GE AND SI EPITAXY ON SI%OOl< 
QUANTUM DOTS 
296 EAGLESHAM DJ,PHYS REV L,vol0064,page 1943,l990,cites= 91 ,DISLOCATION- 
FREE STRANSKI-KRASTANOW GROWTH OF GE O N  SI%lOO< 
297 LEONARD D,APPI, PHYS L,vol 0063,page 3203,1993,cites= 113,DIRECT FOR- 
MATION OF QUANTUM-SIZED DOTS FROM UNIFORM COHERENT ISLANDS OF 
INGAAS ON GAAS-SURFACES 
298 BF.NISTYH,PHYSREV B,vol0044,pagc 0945,1991,cites= 48,INTRINSIC MECHA- 
NISM FOR THE POOR LUMINESCENCE PROPERTIES OF QUANTUM-BOX SYS- 
TEMS 
299 BOCKELMANN U,PHYS REV B,vol 0042,page 8947,1990,cites= 38,PHONON- 
SCATTERING AND ENERGY RELAXATION IN 2-DIMENSIONAL, ONE-DIMEN- 
SIONAL, AND ZERO-DIMENSIONAL ELECTRON GASES 
300 BRUNNER K,PHYS REV L,vol0069,page 3216,1992,cites= 32,PHOTOLUMINES- 
CENCE FROM A SINGLE GAAS/ALGAAS QUANTUM DOT 
301 ZRENNER A,PHYS RE\' L,vol0072,page 3382,1994,cites= 23,QUANTUM DOTS 
FORMED BY INTERFACE FLUCTUATIONS IN ALAS/GAAS COUPLED-QUANTUM- 
WELL STRUCTURES 
302 BRUNNER K,APPI, PHYS L,vol0064,page 3320,1994,cites= 20,SHARl'-LINE PHO- 
TOLUMINESCENCE OF EXCITONS LOCALIZED AT GAAS/ALGAAS QUANTUM- 
WELL INHOMOGENEITIES 
OPTICS 
QUANTUMWELLS 
303 BASTARD G,PHYS REV B,vol 0029,page 7042,1984,cites= 12,LOW-TEMPERA- 
TURE EXCITON TRAPPING ON INTERFACE DEFECTS IN SEMICONDUCTOR 
QUANTUM WELLS 
304YANG F,PHYS REV L,vol0070,page 0323,1993,cites= 10,ORIGIN OF THE STOKES 
SHIFT - A  GEOMETRICAL MODEL OF EXCITON SPECTRA IN 2D SEMICONDUC- 
TORS 
305 KOPF RF,APPL PHYS L,vol 0058,page O631,199l,cites= 10,PHOTOLUMINES- 
CENCE OF GAAS QUANTUM-WELLS GROWN BY MOLECULAR-BEAM EPITAXY 
WITH GROWTH INTERRUPTIONS 
306 GAMMON D,PHYS REV L,vol O067,page 1547,1991,cites= 12,EXCITONS, 
PHONONS, AND INTERFACES IN GAAS/AIAS QUANTUM-WELL STRUCTURES 
307 KOHL M,PHYS REV B,vol 0039,page 7736,1989,cites= 8,OPTICAL INVESTIGA- 
TION OF THE EXCITON TRANSFER BETWEEN GROWTH ISLANDS OF DIFFER- 
ENT WELL WIDTHS IN GAAS/ALXGAl-X AS QUANTUM WELLS 
308 DEVEAUD B,APPL PHYS L,vol 0051,page 0828,1987,cites= 8,DYNAMICS O F  
EXCITON TRANSFER BETWEENMONOLAYER-FLAT ISLANDS IN SINGLE QUAN- 
TUM WELLS 
309 HEGARTY J,PHYS REV B,vol 0030,page 7346,1984,cites= 15,LOCALIZED AND 
SMALL/CROSSING DISCIPLINARY BOUNDARIES 107 
DELOCALIZED TWO-DIMENSIONAL EXCITONS IN GAAS-ALGAAS MULTIPLE- 
QUANTUM-WELL STRUCTURES 
310 HILLMER H,PHYS REV B,vol0039,page O901,1989,cites= 13,OPTICAL INVEST& 
CATIONS ON THE MOBILITY OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL EXCITONS IN GAAS/GAI- 
XALXAS QUANTUM WELLS 
311 OBERHAUSERD,PHYS REVB,vol0047,page 6827,1993,cites= 7,EXCITON SCAT- 
TERING IN QUANTUM-WELLS AT LOW-TEMPERATURES 
312 LUGLI P,APPL PHYS L,vol 0050,page 1251,1987,cites= 6,MONTE-CARLO AL-
GORITHM FOR HOT PHONONS IN POLAR SEMICONDUCTORS 
313 AMNVD T,PHYS REV B,vol0050,page 1624,1994,cites= 7,EXCITON FORMATION 
AND HOLE-SPIN RELAXATION IN INTRINSIC QUANTUM-WELLS 
314 TAKAGAHARA T,PHYS REV B,vol0031,page 6552,1985,cites= 13,LOCALIZATION 
AND ENERGY-TRANSFER OF QUASI-2-DIMENSIONAL EXCITONS IN GAAS-ALAS 
QUANTUM-WELL HETEROSTRUCTURES 
315 DAMEN TC,PHYS REV B,vol 0042,page 7434,1990,cites= 32,DYNAMICS OF EX- 
CITON FORMATION AND RELAXATION IN GAAS QUANTUM-WELLS 
316 MARTINEZPASTORJ,PHYS REV B,vol0047,page O456,1993,cites= 13,TEMPERA- 
TURE-DEPENDENCE OF EXCITON LIFETIMES IN GAAS/ALXGAl-XAS SINGLE 
QUANTUM-WELLS 
317 ANDREANI LC,SOL ST COMM,vol 0077,page 0641,1991,cites= 39,RADLATIVE 
LIFETIME OF FREE-EXCITONS IN QUANTUM-WELLS 
318 CITRIN DSJEEE J Q EL,vol 0030,page 0997,1994,cites= 15,CONTROLLED EX- 
CITON SPONTANEOUS EMISSION IN OPTICAL-MICROCAVITY-EMBEDDED 
QUANTUM-WELLS 
319 HOUDRE R,PHYS REV L,vol0073,page 2043,1994,cites= 30,MEASUREMENT OF 
CAVITY-POLARITON DISPERSION CURVE FROM ANGLE-RESOLVED PHOTOLU- 
MINESCENCE EXPERIMENTS 
320 WEISBUCH C,PHYS REV L,vol 0069,page 3314,1992,cites= 68,OBSERVATION 
OF THE COUPLED EXCITON- 
PHOTON MODE SPLITTING IN A SEMICONDUCTOR QUANTUM MICROCAVITY 
321 ZHU YF,PHYS REV L,vol 0064,page 2499,1990,cites= 28,VACUUM M I SPLIT-
TING AS A FEATURE OF LINEAR- 
DISPERSION THEORY - ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL-OBSERVATIONS 
322 THOMPSON RJ,PHYSREV L,vol0068,page l132,1992,cites= 26,OBSERVATION 
OF NORMAL-MODE SPLITTING FOR AN ATOM IN AN OPTICAL CAVITY 
QUANTUM FIELD THEORY 
323 REMPE G,PHYS REV L,vol 0058,page 0353,1987,cites= 52,OBSERVATION OF 
QUANTUM COLLAPSE ANDREVIVAL IN A ONE-ATOM MASER 
324 BRUNE M,PHYS REV L,vol 0065,page 0976,1990,cites= 27,QUANTUM 
NONDEMOLITION MEASUREMENT O F  SMALL P H O T O N  NUMBERS BY 
RYDBERGATOM PHASE-SENSITIVE DETECTION 
325 BRUNE M,PHYS REV A,vol0045,page 5193,1992,cites= 41,MANIPULATION OF 
PHOTONS IN A CAVITY BY DISPERSIVE ATOM-FIELD COUPLING - QUANTUM-
NONDEMOLITION MEASUREMENTS AND GENERATION OF SCHRODINGER 
CAT STATES 
326 WRKE B,PHYS REV L,vol0057,page O013,1986,cites= 46,GENERATING QUAN- 
TUM-MECHANICAL SUPERPOSITIONS OF MACROSCOPICALLY DISTINGUISH- 
ABLE STATES VIA AMPLITUDE DISPERSION 
327 DAVIDOVICH L,PHYS REV L,vol 0071,page 2360,1993,cites= 17,QUANTUM 
SWITCHES AND NONLOCAL MICROWAVE FIELDS 
328 CALDEIRA AO,PHYS REV A,vol 0031,page 1059,1985,cites= 15,INFLUENCE OF 
DAMPING ON QUANTUM INTERFERENCE - AN EXACTLY SOLUBLE MODEL 
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329 ZUREK WH,PHYS REV D,vol 0026,page 1862,1982,cites= 44,ENVIRONMENT- 
INDUCED SUPER-SELECTION RULES 
330 GRIFFITHS RB,J STAT PHYS,vol 0036,page 0219,1984,cites= 31,CONSISTENT 
HISTORIES AND THE INTERPRETATION OF QUANTUM-MECHANICS 
PHYSICS 
ASTROPHYSICS 
331 HARTLE JB,PHYS REV D,vol 0028,page 2960,1983,cites=52,WAVEFUNCTION 
OF THE UNIVERSE 
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Discovering Semantic Patterns in Bibliographically 
Coupled Documents 
JIAN QIN 
~~ ~ 
ABSTRACT 
ISSUESIN DISCOVERING KNOWLEDGE IN BIBLIOGRAPHIC databases are ad- 
dressed. An example of semantic pattern analysis is used to demonstrate 
the methodological aspects of knowledge discovery in bibliographic data- 
bases. The semantic pattern analysis is based on the keywords selected 
from the documents grouped by bibliographical coupling. The frequency 
distribution patterns suggest the existence of a common intellectual base 
with a wide range of specialties and marginal areas in the antibiotic resis- 
tance literature. The resulting values for keyword density per rank show a 
difference of ten times between the specialty and marginal keyword den- 
sities. The possibilities and further studies of' incorporating knowledge 
discovery results into information retrieval are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is considered a process of 
nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially use- 
ful information (such as knowledge rules, constraints, regularities) from 
data in databases (Chen, Han, &Yu, 1996, p. 866). Most research on KDD 
has focused on applications in business operations and well-structured 
data. Knowledge discovery in textual databases has been underemphasized 
(Trybula, 1997). Among the limited publications on KD in textual data- 
bases, the full-text document data are the primary source of analysis. Lent, 
Agrawal, and Srikant (1997) developed a patent mining system at IBM for 
identifjmg trends in large textual databases over a period of time. They 
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used sequential pattern mining to identify recurring phrases and gener- 
ate histories of phrases, after which they then extracted phrases that satis- 
fied a specific trend. Discovering associations among the keywords in 
texts is another area of research in Ku in textual databases. Using back- 
ground knowledge about the relationships of keywords, Feldman and Hirsh 
(1996) studied associations among the keywords or concepts represent- 
ing the documents. The knowledge base they built supplies unary or bi-
nary relations among the keywords representing the documents. Feldman, 
Dagan, and Hirsh (1998) developed a system for Knowledge Discovery in 
Text (KDT) that extracts keywords to represent document contents and 
allows users to browse a list of keywords that co-occur with another 
keyword(s) for knowledge discovery purposes. 
Mining in full-text documents attempts to extract useful associations 
and patterns for representing the document content, including cluster- 
ing, categorization, summarization, and feature extraction. While many 
studies using data from bibliographic databases were not conducted in 
terms of KDD or data mining, they nevertheless bear the marks of KDD’s 
techniques and analysis. Such examples can be found in citation and co- 
citation analysis (Kassler, 1965;Small, 1973; Small & Sweeney, 1985; Braam, 
Moed, & van Raan, 1991), keyword classifications (Sparck Jones &Jack- 
son, 1970), investigation of indexing similarities between keywords and 
controlled vocabularies (Shaw, 1990; Qin, in press), and author mapping 
(Logan & Shaw, 1987). Discovering knowledge through mining textual 
data in bibliographic databases presents more problems than mining nu- 
merical data. One problem is that most fields in a bibliographic database 
have long character strings-e.g., author name, title, affiliation, journal 
title, and indexing terms (from both keywords and controlled vocabular- 
ies). Such long strings are usually difficult for statistical packages or data 
mining software to perform computational tasks. Unlike the full-text docu- 
ment source, bibliographic data are semi-structured. Although it may be 
an advantage over completely unstructured full-text documents, it also 
creates a challenge for mining tools that the data in the structured fields 
should not be mixed up when extracting data sets and performing analy- 
sis. Linguistic problems (such as singulars and plurals, stems and suf- 
fixes) and inconsistencies in abbreviating journal titles and institution 
names can also be challenging issues in mining bibliographic data. To 
obtain valid and reliable data for discovering trends and patterns in sub- 
ject fields and research, data preprocessing and cleansing can become 
very time-consuming and both labor and intellectually intensive. How- 
ever, the most challenging issue remains whether there is a chance for 
information retrieval systems to “be extended to become knowledge dis- 
covery systems,” or whether “the kinds of record existing in bibliographi- 
cal and textual databases offer any possibility of analysis in ways similar to 
those in more structured factual databases” (Vickery, 1997, pp. 119-20). 
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This study selected a set of bibliographic records as the data source 
for discovering semantic patterns among the keywords in these records. 
The purpose of this keyword analysis was to discover if any semantic pat- 
terns existed in the keywords extracted from bibliographically coupled 
documents regarding antibiotic resistance in pneumonia. 
Also, if such patterns did exist, how the discovered knowledge about 
a subject field can be used to improve the effectiveness of knowledge rep- 
resentation and information retrieval. A preliminary test of antibiotic 
resistance in pneumonia literature found that documents citing the same 
publication not only co-cited other publications but also contained se- 
mantically similar or same keywords in the titles of cited publications. The 
frequency distributions of these keywords characterized three distinctive 
strata: a very small number of keywords falling into the highest frequency 
region, a relatively larger group with moderate occurrences, and a major- 
ity of them appearing only once or twice. If the terms occurring most 
frequently represent the intellectual base in this subject area (Small, 1973; 
Small & Sweeney, 1985) and the ones with medium occurrences repre- 
sent the specialties, then the terms occurring least frequently represent 
the marginal terms. These marginal terms may be the links between the 
mainstream of the antibiotic resistance research to the less overt but prom- 
ising research. The citation-semantic analysis is aimed at discovering se- 
mantic patterns of the antibiotic resistance literature so that the analysis 
process and semantic patterns can be programmed into tools that can assist 
information searchers in building search queries and customizing their post- 
search analysis. Specifically, this project studied whether the distribution 
follows the three strata described earlier, how such distribution can be mea- 
sured, and to what extent the keywords in these strata reflect the research 
front in antibiotic resistance. The methods used to preprocess and analyze 
the data are discussed in detail in the following sections. 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
The first and most important step in KDD is to clarify what kinds of 
knowledge are to be discovered, because this decides what types of data or 
database one needs to work on and what techniques to use for discovering 
the knowledge anticipated. In general, mining data in any type of data- 
base includes association rule generalization, multilevel data character- 
ization, data classification, data clustering, pattern-based similarity search, 
and mining path traversal patterns (Chen, Han, &Yu, 1996). This project 
was to identify semantic patterns in antibiotic resistance literature, which 
would be based on the frequency analysis of keyword occurrences. To 
achieve this goal, one can obtain a set of working data either by selecting 
keywords directly from individual records or by obtaining a more coher- 
ent pool(s) of source documents by applying a citation restriction such as 
bibliographical coupling. When the bibliographical coupling method is 
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used to select source documents, at least one similar publication is cited 
in all the source docunierits of a l~ibliographical coupling pool. By this 
criterion, the documents can be considered coherent in content. Be-
cause of this, the keyword data were collected from pools of soiirce docu- 
ments through bibliographical coupling. 
DATACOLLECTION 
The Science CitationIndex ( X I )database was used to collect data. The 
following search query was formulated to achieve relative precision and 
recall: 
SEL,ECT (ATNTIBIOTIC? (W) RESISTAN?)AND PNEUMONI? 
The query was executed in May 1996 and resulted in a total of 360 
postings. After ranking by CR (Cited Reference) field, the number of 
records was reduced to 340 due to the fact that some records did not 
include references. In Figure 1, these articles are represented by a,, a2, 
a?, . . . , u,,. A total of 8,753 publications (cI, c,, c3, . . ., ckin Figure 1) were 
cited in 340 papers. The highest frequency that a paper was cited was 
seventy-two times, which means the largest pool of source documents 
identified via bibliographical coupling contained seventy-two articles (see 
Table 1). The pools with the same number of source documents were 
treated as the same rank. All thirty-three ranks in this data set were 
grouped into three categories: 1through 10were large pools, those from 
11 to 20 the medium, and the rest the small. The first five pools of 
source documents were selected from each category for extracting key- 
word data because of’the time constraints for the project. Separate key- 
word files (i.e., w i , wp,7 u 3 ,  . . .,w,, in Figure 1)were downloaded for each 
pool of documents. 
Table 1. 

TOP 10 MOST FREQUENTLY IN ANTIBIOTIC IN
CITEDDOCUMENTS RESISTANCE 
PNRUMOKIALITEKATURE 
Rank Frequency
o f  Being Cited 
Author Name and Source 
~ 
1 72 KLUGMANKP, 1990,V3, P171, CLINMICROBIOLREV 
2 45 MARTON A, 1991, V163, P542, J INFECT DIS 
3 41 JACOBS MR, 1978, V299, P735, NEW ENGLJ MED 
4 
5 
38 
34 
FENOLL A, 1991,\’13, P.56, REV INFECT DIS 
HANSMAN D, 1967, V2, P264, LANCET 
6 
7 
33 
32 
APPELBAUM PC, 1992, V15, P77, CLIN INFECT DIS 
SPIK4 JS, 1991, Vl63, P1273,J INFECT DIS 
8 28 PALLARES R, 1987, V317, P18, NEW ENCLJ MED 
9 26 APPELBAUM PC, 1987, V6, P367, EURJ CLIN MICRO 
9 
10 
26 
25 
WhRD J, 1981, V3, P254, REV INFECT DIS 
JORGENSENJH, 1990, V34, P2075,ANTIMICROB AGE 
10 25 MUNOZ R, 1991, V164, P302, J INFECT DIS 
10 25 PHILIPPONA, 1989, V33, P1131,ANTIMICROBAGEN 
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Items retiieved: ul n 
Ranked citations: 
Pools of articlesfrom 
B l b ~ o ~ a p ~ € ~coupling: 
w, ... wjKeyword pools resulted '"PI Wa w3 

from article pools: 

by o c ~ e n c e s :  t, t ,  t, t, t ,  t ,  ti. I .  

Figure 1. Flowchart of Keyword Extraction. 
DATAPREPROcESsING 
The first step in preprocessing is cleaning the downloaded keyword 
files and converting them into tables. This can be done easily with a word 
processor's FIND and REPLACE functions. Macros or programs can also be 
written to read the text files into database tables. Data preprocessed 
through either way would need to be checked for errors, missing values, 
and the irregular labels missed by the REPLACE command. The next step is 
then to assign to keywords the text codes that can be computed by ana- 
lytic tools (see Appendix). As mentioned earlier, textual data mining faces 
difficulty in handling long character strings and normalizing terms lin- 
guistically. Long strings would not be suitable for calculating frequencies 
or performing other statistical analysis. The text codes designed for the 
keywords in this subject field are mnemonic and, in most cases, compre- 
hensible without the help of the original forms. A dictionary or a knowl- 
edge base for linking text codes to their keywords can be built for auto- 
matic coding. In coding keywords for this data set, a general rule was 
made to maintain as much of the original form and semantics of the key- 
words as possible. Other coding rules were set as follows: 
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The same codes were assigned to both singular and plural forms of the 
same keywords, e.g., invit = invitro activity/invitro activities, child = 
child/children. 
The same codes were assigned to those having the same stem but dif- 
ferent suffixes, e.g., pn-r = penicillin-resistance/penicillin-resistant, 
ther = therapeutic and therapy. 
Key phrases were coded by the noun with its modifying adjective or 
noun as a modifier, e.g., pnu-k = klebsiella pneumoniae, pnu-r = resis-
tant pnuemoniae, pnu-s = streptococcus pnuemoniae. 
A few keywords that were semantically the same but morphologically 
different were given the same code for the purpose of joining those 
with the same meanings. Only two keywords fell into this category in 
this data set: child was used for coding child, children, infants, and 
pediatric patients; and 3rdw for third-world and developing-countries. 
The text coding process was done semi-manually since building the 
initial code dictionary often needs human intelligence to analyze and trans- 
late a keyword or phrase into an appropriate code. The coding consis- 
tency (i.e., the same keyword is given the same code or vice versa through- 
out the data set) was double checked by sorting the data in the order of 
keyword and text code and then the order of text code and keyword. 
DATAANALYSIS 
Data analysis in KDD processes is associated with data generalization 
and summarization which “presents the general characteristics or a sum-
marized high-level view over a set of user-specified data in a database” 
(Chen, Han, &Yu,1996, p. 866). The semantic patterns of keywords can 
be generalized from different perspectives-the simple frequency of oc- 
currences and co-occurrences, or the number of unique keywords per 
rank (frequency), each of which uses a different measure to analyze the 
data. The simple frequency of occurrences counts how many times a key- 
word appears in a bibliographic coupling pool. It draws a high-level view 
of the semantic patterns from keyword frequency distribution. How often 
a keyword occurred is often decided by the size of the keyword pool. 
Obviously, the larger a keyword pool is, the more likely it is for a keyword 
to occur more frequently. When comparing the simple keyword frequency 
of a large pool of source documents with that of a smaller one, the result 
can be misleading because of the uneven bases for comparison. A more 
meaningful and reliable measure would be relative occurrences-i.e., per-
centage of times that a keyword appears in the total occurrences. 
The frequency of co-occurrences is useful for measuring the impor- 
tance of a keyword in the subject area, but it needs to be used with care. 
This data set was divided into large, medium, and small groups of source 
document pools. A complete coordination of all possible co-occurrences 
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would involve those between groups 1and 2 , l  and 3 , 2  and 3, and among 
all three. Even though a keyword may appear in two or three groups at 
the same time, its frequency of occurrences may vary greatly in different 
groups. There were also large variations in the numbers of total ranks or 
frequencies of keyword occurrences: thirty-three in the large group, twenty- 
four in the medium, and eleven in the small. These can lead to an invalid 
comparison for the same keyword with the same rank number but in dif- 
ferent groups. For instance, a keyword ranked at eleven in the large group, 
which was considered high in its group, would have meant the lowest rank 
in the small group. 
To normalize the frequency of occurrences, a measure of keyword 
density per rank was used. The keyword density per rank can be inter- 
preted as the ratio of the number of unique keywords to the number of 
ranks at which the unique keywords occurred. It can be expressed in the 
following formula: 
n 
Where D(t) = Average number of keywords tl, t2, . . ., tLper rank, 
r, = Numberofranks, 
n 
t, = Total number of unique keywords included from ranks 1through 
i = 1 n. 
Figure 2 shows how the keyword density was calculated. 
Keyword occurrences: 
Occwences ofunique t,=7 tz=5 L3=4 4 = 4  ... ti=3 
keywords: 
Rank ofKeywords: 1 2 3 3 ... 4 
Number of unique 
keywordsper rank: 1 1 2 1 
Figure 2. Computation of Keyword Density per Rank. 
This measure eliminates the defects of simple frequency and co-oc- 
currences and focuses on how many unique keywords scatter in a region. 
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This region is denoted by the frequency rank, and its size can be set ac- 
cording to the distribution shape. In Equation [11,the least possible D(t) 
is 1, that is, both the number of unique keywords and the number of 
ranks are the same. For example, three unique keywords were found to 
have appeared in three different frequencies (or frequency ranks), then 
3 / 3  = 1. The largest possible D(t) can be an infinite in theory, which 
means that all unique keywords appeared at the same one rank. It is clear 
that the keyword density will increase as a rank contains more unique 
keywords. 
FINDINGS 
Frequency Distribution 
There were a total of 2,994 keywords in the fifteen pools of source 
documents. The number of keywords in the large group (source docu- 
ment pools 1-5)consists of 54.5 percent of the total. The medium group 
had slightly over 40 percent keywords, and the small group only about 10 
percent (see Table 2) .  The decrease in the number of keywords was mainly 
due to the decrease in the size of document pools; the average number of 
keywords (7') per record remained approximately the same for each pool. 
Nonetheless, the frequency distribution of keywords in all three groups 
was very similar: a majority of the keywords appeared less than five times 
in each of the groups; as the occurrences increased, the percentage of 
keywords decreased (see Figure 3 ) .  
1.00 
8 0.80 
;!5 0.60 
'3 
0.40 
Figure 3. Cumulative Relative Frequency Distribution of Keywords in Three 
Groups. 
0.20 
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Table 2. 
NUMBER RECORDS FOR THE SOURCE IDEN-OF KEYWORDSIN INDEXING DOCUMENTS 
TIFIED THROUGH COUPLINGBIBLIOGRAPHICAL 
Group Size by 
Number of Document Number of Number of Percentage Cumulative 
Documents Pool Documents Kevwords Percentage 
Large 1 72 512 17.1 17.1 
(Pools of 
source 2 45 316 10.6 27.7 
documents 
identified 3 41 291 9.7 37.4 
through 
bibliographic
coupling) 
4 38 273 9.1 46.5 
5 34 241 8.0 54.5 
Medium 6 25 200 6.7 61.2 
7 25 208 7.0 68.2 
8 23 207 7.0 75.2 
9 23 171 5.7 80.9 
10 23 202 6.7 87.6 
Small 11 11 78 2.6 90.2 
12 11 77 2.6 92.8 
13  10 73 2.4 95.2 
14 10 67 2.2 97.4 
15 10 78 2.6 100.0 
Total 40 1 2,994 100.0 
Although the percentage of keywords declined dramatically as the 
group size decreased, all three groups shared the same top three key- 
words-antibiotic resistance, antimicrobial resistance, and streptococcus- 
pneumoniae. This suggests that a common “intellectual base” existed 
among all three groups (see Table 3).  The percentage of these three 
keywords dropped in medium and small groups compared to the large 
group. A close examination of data revealed that the lower occurrences 
were caused mainly by fluctuations in individual groups (see Figure 4). 
Figure 4 suggests that such fluctuations became wider as the group size 
shrunk to the next level. 
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1 2 3 4 5 	 B ? 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 S  
Source documentpools 
Figure 4. Frequency Distribution of the Intellectual-Base Keywords in 15Document 
Pools (1-5 = Large Group, 6-10 = Medium Group, and 11-13 = Small Group). 
Co-Occurrence of Kpywords 
In addition to the base keywords, other keywords co-occurred in ei- 
ther all three groups or two of the three. The largest number of keywords 
(eighty-five) co-occurred in all three groups. Only seven keywords co- 
occurred in both the large and small groups besides the eighty-five (see 
Table 4). The number of unique keywords that occurred in only one 
group was surprisingly similar: 25, 33, and 33 in the large, medium, and 
small groups respectively. Among the eighty-five keywords in “all groups” 
in Table 4, there existed large variations that the same keyword appeared 
with varied frequencies in different groups. The highest occurrences con- 
centrated in the large group, then declined as the rank of the document 
pool went down (see Table 5). For example, “children” had sixty-nine 
occurrences in the large group but decreased to twenty-six and nine re- 
spectively in the medium arid small groups. While the numbers of unique 
keywords in the three groups did not differ significantly ( p  < 0.05), the 
relative occurrences (4.2, 2.6, 2.5 respectively) show that more records in 
the large group had this keyword. This similar phenomenon happened 
throughout most other co-occurring keywords in either all three groups 
or any of the two groups together. Very few keywords that occurred in the 
small group outnumbered the occurrences in the medium or large group- 
ie. ,  although keywords co-occurred in different groups, they did not ap- 
pear at the same frequency. Keywords co-occurring in only two groups 
were mostly those with lower frequencies. Figure 4 depicts the number of 
Table 3. 
Ktywords 
United 
Day-care 
centers 
patients 
7 2.2 
5 3.0 
4 3.4 
FREQUENCIES OF KEYWORDS IN THE FIRST 25PERCENTILES IN THREE GROUPS 
Large Group Medium Group Small Group 
Rank Rel. freq. Rank Rel. freq. Rank Rel.ji-eq. 
1 7.8 1 6.0 1 4.6 
2 5.2 2 5.2 2 3.2 
3 5.1 3 4.0 3 2.9 
patients 
4 4.2 6 2.6 4 2.2 
5 3.7 6 1.9 
6 1.9 
6 1.9 
5 2.1 
6 1.9 
ventilated 6 1.9 
protein 7 2.2 
RELATIVE ~~ 
Antibiotic-
resistance 
Antimicrobial 
resistance 
Streptococcus-
pneumoniae
Children/Infants/ 
Pediatric 
Susceptibility 
Infection/infections 
center/ 
States 
Haemophilus-influenza 
3rd-generation 
cephalosporins 
Escherichia-co 
Mechanically 
Penicillin-binding 
Largr Group 25 46 7 
Mrdiiini Group 46 33 28 
Snidll GI oup 7 28 33 
All G1oups 83 83 85 85 
Total 163 192 153 
TAKLF5 
P O R T I O h  O F  I HI FRIQUFNC 1 4 h D  PERCENTAGE Ok THF KEYUO R D 5  T H A T  CO-
OCC I J R R t D  
Ke~wordsOccurring Larxe Chub Mediurn Groub Small Grouh 
in All T h e  G?-oiips Freq. ”/o Freq. ?& Freq. ’% 
Children/Infants/ 69 4.2 26 2.6 9 2.5 
Pediatric patients 
Susceptibility 60 3.7 3 0.3 7 1.9 
Pneumococci 47 2.9 21 2.1 4 1.1 
Infection/infections 44 2.7 13 1.3 7 1.9 
Day-care 42 2.6 22 2.2 5 1.3 
United States 37 2.3 6 0.6 7 1.9 
Haemophilus-influrri~a 32 2.0 34 3.4 3 0.8 
Therapy/therapeutic 30 1.8 1 0.1 7 1.9 
Penicillin resistance 28 1.7 19 1.9 4 1.1 
Penicillin-binding protein 24 1.5 22 2.2 5 1.3 
Penicillin 22 1.3 6 0.6 1 0.3 
Strains 21 1.3 2 0.2 1 0.3 
Disease 18 1.1 6 0.6 3 0.8 
Epidemiology 17 1.0 11 1.1 2 0.5 
Failure 17 1.0 9 0.9 4 1.1 
Otitis-media 16 1.0 9 0.9 1 0.3 
Vaccine/conjugate 16 1.0 2 0.2 2 0.5 
vaccine 
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Figure 5. Frequency Distribution of Unique Keywords Occurring in All Three 
Groum. 
unique keywords having occurrences one through more than nineteen. 
Most unique keywords in the large group occurred more frequently but 
much less frequently (only one, two, or three times) in the small group. 
THEKEYWORDDENSITY 
To compute the keyword density per rank, the frequency distribution 
of keyword occurrences was plotted for each of the three groups after the 
intellectual base keywords had been excluded. Figure 6 reveals a sharp 
turn at four, which was then used as a dividing point between the mar- 
ginal and specialty keywords in the sample. In other words, keywords 
occurring three or fewer times in the sample were assumed to be mar- 
ginal in the subject under study, and those with four or more times to be 
the specialties. Applying Formula [11 in the Data Analysis section, the 
keyword density was calculated according to the data in Table 6. When 
calculating the keyword density, ranks that had no keyword occurrences 
were treated as missing cases and ignored because only the actual number 
of frequency ranks reflected the keyword density. Thus the number of 
ranks for specialty keywords in the large group would be 42 minus 3 (in-
tellectual base ranks) minus 3 (marginal ranks) minus 5 (missing cases) 
equal 31, and so forth for the other two groups. Results in Table 7 show 
that the density for marginal keywords is approximately ten times greater 
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than those of specialty keywords in all three groups. Further studies are 
needed to explore whether this is only a coincidence for this particular 
data set or a phenomenon existing across disciplines. 
Table 6. 

FREQUENCY OF KEYWORD IN THREEGROUPSEx-
DISTRIBUTION OCCURRENCES 
CISJDINC THE THREE INTEILECTUAI~ BASEKEYWORDS 
Number of Unique 
~ 
Number of Unique 
Ktywords (t,) Keyword5 (t,) 
Keyword Large MQdium Small Kqword Large Medium Small 
No. Occurrencrs Group Croup Croup Vo.  Ocrurrences Group Group Group-
1 1 33 72 83  22 24 1 
2 2 26 30 24 23 28 1 
3 3 18 26 15 24 30 1 1 
4 4 10 9 0 25 32 2 
5 5 8 5 7 26 34 1 
6 6 9 8 2 27 36 1 
7 7 1 4 8 28 37 1 
8 8 6 5 1 29 40 1 
9 9 5 6 1 30 42 1 
10 10 5 31 43 1 
11 11 2 4 1 32 44 1 
12 12 2 2 1 33 47 1 
13 13 .5 2 34 48 1 
14 14 4 2 35 51 1 
15 1.5 1 1 36 52 1 
16 16 4 3 37 59 1 
17 17 3 1 38 60 1 
18 18 I 2 39 69 1 
19 19 3 40 84 1 
20 21 1 1 41 85 1 
21 22 1 2 42 129 1 
Total 163 192 153 
Table 7. 

KEYWORD ENSITYIN GROUPS 

Kryruord Intellectual Base Speczalty Marginal 
Densaty (0) Keywords ( 2 )  Keywords (s) Ktywmds (m) 
Large D(li)=3/3=1 D (1s) =83/31=2.68 D (lm) =77/3=25.67 
Group (1) 
Medium D(mi)=3/3=1 D(ms)=61/ 19=3.21 D (mm) =128/3=42.67 
Group (m) 
Small D (si)=3/3=1 D(ss)=28/6=4.67 D(sm)=122/3=40.67 
Group (s) 
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79 26 12 9 10 8 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 4 
KepdO E C u r m N e a  
Figure 6. Frequency Distribution of Keyword Occurrences in Three Groups. 
A further examination was made for keywords in the specialty and 
marginal groups. Several patterns emerged in the specialty keywords (see 
Tables 8,9, and 10): 
Keywords co-occurring in two or three groups tended to be more ge- 
neric or disciplinarily generic than non-co-occurring ones. Examples 
included children, day-care, failure, infections, prevalence, United 
States, genes. 
There were more microbial names and related infections in the key- 
words co-occurring than in the ones not co-occurring. Examples in- 
cluded pneumococci, enterococcus/enterococci, Escherichia-coli, 
Klebsiella-pneumonia, Neisseria-gonorrhoea, haemophilus-influenza, 
streptococcus-pneumonicoccal meningitis, Branhamella-catarrhalis. 
There was a clear tendency in the keywords both co-occurring and 
non-co-occurring (the latter happened in the first two groups only) 
that antibiotic resistance in pneumonia was investigated from perspec- 
tives of genetics (binding protein gene, penicillin-binding proteins, 
multiresistant clone), microbiology (invitro activities), and immunol- 
ogy (pneumococcal polysaccharide) . However, this tendency in co- 
occurring keywords seemed to be more toward pharmaceutical aspects 
in relation to the microbes and infections they caused (spectrum beta- 
lactam, chloramphenicol therapy, third-generation cephalosporins) , 
and more pathologically oriented in non-co-occurring keywords (se- 
rotype distribution, strains, antimicrobial susceptibility, plasmids) . 
The keyword density in double digits were generally more specific than 
those in single digits, though there did exist a few general ones (see 
Table 10). 
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Table 8 
SPEC141T Y  b Y U O R I I S  TH4T CO-OCCURRYII I N  TWO OR THREEGROUPS 
N o  
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
L m g ~Group h?dzurn Group Small Group 
k q w o r d s  Ereq 76 F r q  % Freq % 
Children/Infants/ 69 4.2 26 2.6 9 2.4 
Pediatric patients 
Pneumococci 47 2.9 21 2.1 4 1.1 
Infection/infections 
Day-care/Day-care 
44 
42 
2.7 
2.6 
13 
22 
1.3 
2.2 
7 
5 
1.9 
1.3 
centers 
United States 37 2.3 6 0.6 7 1.9 
Penicillin resistance 28 1.7 19 1.9 4 1.1 
Penicillin-binding 24 1.5 22 2.2 5 1.3 
Failure 
proteins 
17 1.0 9 0.9 4 1.1 
Gene/genes 14 0.9 15 1.5 4 1.1 
Pneumococcal 14 0.9 7 0.7 7 1.9 
polysaccharide 
Prevalence 13 0.8 I 1  1.1 5 1.3 
Enterococcus/ 
enterococci 6 0.4 16 1.6 4 1.1 
Escherichia-coli 5 0.3 16 1.6 7 1.9 
Spectrum beta-lactam 5 0.3 18 1.8 5 1.3 
Klebsiella-pneumoni 4 0.2 9 0.9 6 1.6 
Neisseria-gonorrhoea 4 0.2 4 0.4 6 1.6 
Chloramphenicol 
Meningitis 
36 
5 2  
2.5 
3.2 16 
8 
1.6 
0.8 
therapy 
Haemophilus- 32 2.0 34 3.4 
influenza 
Penicillin 22 1.3 6 0.6 
Disease 18 1.1 6 0.6 
Epidemiology 17 1.0 11 1.1 
Binding protein gene 16 1.0 14 1.4 
Otitis-media 16 1.0 9 0.9 
Streptococcus- 15 0.9 14 1.4 
pneumonicoccal 
meningitis 
Bacterial-meningitis 14 0.9 11  1.1 
Bacteria 13 0.8 6 0.6 
Beta-lactam 13 0.8 8 0.8 
antibiotics 
Branhaniella- 12 0.7 7 0.7 
catarrhalis 
Multiresistant clone 12 0.7 8 0.8 
Antibiotics 11 0.7 9 0.9 
Influenzae type-b 11 0.7 11 1.1 
Invitro activities 10 0.6 5 0.5 
Carriage 9 0.6 4 0.4 
Diagnose 9 0.6 4 0.4 
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36 Resistance 9 0.6 6 0.6 
37 Erythromycin 8 0.5 4 0.4 
38 Staphylococcus-aureu 8 0.5 11 1.1 
39 Influenzae 4 0.2 5 0.5 
40 Tuberculosis 4 0.2 6 0.6 
41 
42 
Susceptibility 
Therapy/ 
60 
30 
3.7 
1.8 
7 
7 
1.9 
1.9 
Therapeutic 
43 Emergence 8 0.5 4 1.1 
44 Protective efficacy 5 0.3 4 1.1 
45 3rd-generation 6 0.6 8 2.2 
46 
cephalosporins 
Enterobacter/ 7 0.7 5 1.3 
Enterobacteriaceae 
47 Respiratory-tract 4 0.4 4 1.1 
infection 
Table 9. 

SPECIALTY OCCURRING GROUP
KEYWORDS IN A SINGLE 
Kpywords Unique Keywords Unique 
in the Large in the Medium 
No. Group Freq. % No. Croup Freq. % 
1 Serotype distribution 48 2.9 37 UK 30 3 
2 Spain 32 2.0 38 Sulbac tam 19 1.9 
3 Strains 21 1.3 39 Resistant staphyl- 18 1.8 
ococcuci 
4 New-Guinea/ 17 1.0 40 Nucleotide- 13 1.3 
Papua-New-Guinea sequences 
5 Vaccine/Conjugate 16 1.0 41 Sri-Lanka 12 1.2 
vaccine 
6 Pneumococcal 14 0.9 42 Cephalosporins 9 0.9 
meningitis 
7 Systemic infections 13 0.8 43 Pneumococ- 9 0.9 
cal serotype 
8 Penicillin-resistant 13 0.8 44 Tetracycline 8 0.8 
pneumoniae 
9 Resistant pneumo- 10 0.6 45 Transpeptidase 8 0.8 
coccus pneumoniae 
10 Upper respiratory 10 0.6 46 Mechanism 6 0.6 
-tract 
11 Community-acquired 10 0.6 47 Catarrhalis 5 0.5 
pnuemoniae be ta-lactamase 
12 Immune-deficiency 9 0.6 48 Pneumococcal 5 0.5 
syndrome vaccine 
13 Antibody 9 0.6 49 Postsplenectomy 5 0.5 
sepsis 
14 Vancomycin 8 0.5 50 Ampicillin 4 0.4 
15 Horizontal transfer 8 0.5 51 Gram-negative 4 0.4 
bacilli 
16 Antimicrobial 8 0.5 52 Plasmid/plasmids 4 0.4 
susceptibility 
continued on page 126 
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table 9 continued 
Kqyruords Unique Keywords Unique 
in  the Medium in thp Small 
L\To, Group Fre4. 5% A J O .  Gmup Freq. % 
17 Hungary 7 0.4 53 Mechanically 7 1.9 
18 Iceland 6 0.4 ventilated patients 
19 lnvasive disease 6 0.4 54 Patients/critically 7 I .9 
20 Patterns 6 0.4 ill patients 
21 Pneumococcal 6 0.4 55 Intensive-care unit 5 1.3 
infections (AIDS) 
22 Acquired immuno 6 0.4 56 Nosocomial infection 5 1.3 
defficiency syndrome 57 Transferable 4 1.1 
23 Bacterial pneumonia 6 0.4 resistance 
24 <:crebrospinal-tluid 6 0.4 
25 Co-trimoxazole 6 0.4 
26 Requiring 5 0.3 
hospitalization 
27 Sensitivity 5 0.3 
28 Septic arthritis 5 0.3 
29 Human-Immuno 5 0.3 
deficiency Virus 
( HIV)
30 Capsular poly- .i0.3 
saccharide 
31 Molecular 4 0.2 
epidemiology 
32 Invasive pneum- 4 0.2 
ococcal infections 
33 Arieniia 4 0.2 
34 Binding proteins 4 0.2 
35 Capsular types 4 0.2 
36 Ciprofloxacin 4 0.2 
Table 10. 

MARGINALb,YWORDS THAT CO-OCCURRED 1N EITHERALLTHREEOR TWO OF 

THE THREEGROUPS 
Keywords Large Group 
Freq. 5% 
Medium Group 
Freq. % 
Small Group 
Freq. % 
Pseudomonas-aeruginosa 
Management 
3 
3 
0.2 
0.2 
3 
3 
0.3 
0.3 
2 
1 
0.5 
0.3 
Etiology 
Isolate/clinical isolate 
Coagulase-negatives 
Aminoglycoside resistance 
Legionnaires-diseasc 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
I 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.6 
0.3 
Microdilution system 
Blood cultures 
2 
2 
0.1 
0.1 
1 
2 
0.1 
0.2 
1 
1 
0.3 
0.3 
Trimethoprim-sulfame 1 0.1 2 0.2 1 0.3 
Methicillin-resistant I 0.1 2 0.2 1 0.3 
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Refractory periodont 
Outer-membrane 
permeability 
Outbreak 
Nosocomial outbreak 
Colonization 
2x 
Anti-inflammatory agent 
An tibiotic-therapy 
Aspiration 
Broth 
Cefamandole 
Ceftriaxone 
Clarithromycin 
Clindamycin 
Clones 
Common organization 
D-alanine ligase 
Directions 
Group-a 
High-level resistance 
Invasive pneumococcal 
infections 
Nasopharyngeal carriage 
Neisseria-meningitis 
Pathogen 
Populations 
Quinolones 
South -Africa 
Spread 
Streptococcus-
pneumoniae strains 
Structural-changes 
Ampicillin 
Antimicrobial agents 
Bacterium legionella 
Catarrhalis beta-lactamase 
Cephalosporins 
Dirithromycin 
Mechanism 
Norfloxacin 
Nucleotide-sequences 
Plasmid/plasmids 
Pneumococcal vaccine 
Spectrum 
Affairs-medical-cen ter 
Anemia 
An tibody 
Aztreonam 
Broad-spectrum cepha 
Calcoaceticus var anitratus 
Capsular polysaccharide 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
3 
3 
2 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0.I 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.I 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.I 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
3 
0.1 1 0.3 
0.3 1 0.3 
0.3 1 0.3 
0.3 2 0.5 
0.3 3 0.8 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.3 
0.1 
0.1 
0.3 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
1 0.3 
1 0.3 
1 0.3 
1 0.3 
3 0.8 
1 0.3 
2 0.5 
1 0.3 
2 0.5 
2 0.5 
1 0.3 
1 0.3 
0.2 1 0.3 
0.1 1 0.3 
0.3 1 0.3 
0.1 1 0.3 
0.1 1 0.3 
0.2 1 0.3 
0.3 1 0.3 
continued on page 128 
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table 10 continued 
Keyword5 
LargeGroup 
f h q .  % 
Mtdium Group 
Frty. 5% 
Small Group 
Frq. % 
Ceftazidime resistance 3 0.3 1 0.3 
Cerebrospinal-fluid 3 0.3 2 0.5 
Ciprofloxacin 3 0.3 1 0.3 
Classification 2 0.2 1 0.3 
Community-acquired 2 0.2 2 0.5 
pnuemoniae 
Digestive-trac t 1 0.1 3 0.8 
DNA 3 0.3 3 0.8 
Enzymatic resistance 3 0.3 2 0.5 
HoriLontal transfer 1 0.I 2 0..5 
Identification 1 0.1 1 0.3 
Imipenein-cilastatin 3 0.3 3 0.8 
India 1 0.1 1 0.3 
Kursing-home patient 3 0.3 1 0.3 
Patterns 1 0.1 1 0.3 
Penicillin-resistant 3 0.3 1 0.3 
pneumoniae 
Pneumococcal meningitis 3 0.3 3 0.8 
Resistmt pneumococcus 3 0.3 1 0.3 
pneiirnoiiiae 
Salmonella-typhi 1 0.1 1 0.3 
Selective decontamination 2 0.2 3 0.8 
Staphylococcus-au t-eu 3 0.3 2 0.3 
Steady-state treatment 2 0.2 1 0.3 
Strains 2 0.2 1 0.3 
Substitution 1 0.1 1 0.3 
Systemic infections 2 0.2 1 0.3 
Third-world countries 1 0.1 2 0.5 
Transposition 1 0.1 1 0.3 
Upper respiratory-tract 2 0.2 3 0.8 
Vancomycin 1 0.1 1 0.3 
CONCLUSION 
Knowledge discovery in bibliographic databases is distinctive compared 
to KD in full-text document and numerical databases. One challenge is 
transforming semi-structured textual data into the types and structures 
suitable for calculations and modeling. In the case of subject keywords, 
all the idiosyncrasies existing in natural language. including suffixes, dif- 
ferent spellings for the same word, and synonyms, need to be normalized 
before analysis. 
Similar work on this type of term normalization has been done in 
automatic indexing, such as stem stripping (Paice, 1990; Porter, 1980). 
Harman and Candela (1990) argue that term normalization such as stern 
stripping is not worth the effort for large full-text databases because this 
operation has little impact on other methods (e.g., frequency counts) of 
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indexing. While this may be true in indexing full-text documents, prepro- 
cessing of this kind is a necessity in discovering knowledge from biblio- 
graphic databases. The reason is obvious: semantic analysis of subject 
keywords needs to have accurate data to draw reliable and valid conclu- 
sions. The unnormalized keyword data set can present false patterns or 
trends in keywords. Although term normalization is a time-consuming 
operation, it can be improved by making use of the prior research and 
database technology mentioned earlier. In this study, as the initial text 
code base took shape, coding became easier and quicker as more and 
more text codes were established. It was found that semantic coding, 
while resembling vocabulary control, is different from vocabulary control 
in indexing. Semantic coding groups semantically same and/or similar 
keywords together by using simple codes that can be easily constructed. 
Using these codes, original terms can be preserved with semantic value- 
added processing, thus there is no need for using totally different “con- 
trolled” terms to substitute the keywords used in the publications. It quan-
tifies the information analysis process and turns the jobs requiring expert 
knowledge into relatively simple tasks. This method is particularly suit- 
able for specialized and interdisciplinary subject fields. 
Presentation of the knowledge discovered is an important part of 
the KDD process. Visualizing the patterns, trends, and associations in a 
subject field can be very challenging because of the size of the screen 
and the number of text values that one data field can contain. This 
study of semantic patterns in keywords was by no means a large one in 
scale, but the total number of keywords made it difficult to draw any 
legible charts for the whole data set. An inclusion of even one group of 
keywords would clutter the chart badly and cause the keywords on the 
chart to be unrecognizable. Substituting long keywords with shorter 
and mnemonic text codes normalized the inconsistencies in keywords as 
well as leaving more room for visual presentation of the knowledge dis- 
covered. 
The semantic patterns discovered in this data set suggest that differ- 
ent keyword density regions may be used as a controlling mechanism for 
better targeted searching. Traditionally, query expansion is one of the 
main techniques used to improve retrieval performance (Sparck Jones 
&Jackson, 1970; Salton, Fox, & Voorhees, 1983; Salton & Buckley, 1990; 
Harman, 1992). Query expansion allows searchers to browse the index- 
ing term list or give relevance feedback to searchers through frequency 
ranking or term weighting. While performance was reported to have 
improved to a high percentage in small testing collections, it is still un- 
proven that these techniques would achieve the same performance in 
large collections in the real world (Korfhage, 1997). Keyword density 
may provide a new solution to this uncertainty because it is computed 
on the basis of a collection of keywords extracted from bibliographically 
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coupled source documents. By implementing keyword density analysis 
into an algorithm, it is possible that a simple search query to the 
database(s) would generate a group of keywords stratified by their density 
regions. Information searchers can then select keywords from different 
density regions according to their own definition of relevance. 
The semantic patterns found in non-co-occurring and co-occurring 
keywords suggest that it is necessary and possible to design new search 
tools that will deliver “analyzed” search results to users. In retrieving in- 
formation from terabyte databases, the most challenging task in informa- 
tion retrieval is probably how to find most relevant information, in a man-
ageable amount, in the easiest way. Conventional information systems 
have applied various sophisticated methods to accomplish this task but 
were limited by their design which requires equally sophisticated search 
techniques to find the information and leaves the information filtration 
to users themselves. The development of science and the growth of scien- 
tific literature has made filtering relevant information more difficult than 
ever in highly interdisciplinary scientific research areas. The semantic 
pattern analysis of the keywords from bibliographical coupling shows a 
possibility that simple semantic processing to natural language (keywords 
extracted from citations in this case) may be programmed and serve as a 
tool for providing “analyzed” search results to users. 
The results in this study are only preliminary. It is unknown whether 
the semantic patterns identified in this data set are a coincidence or a 
common phenomenon across subject fields. Further studies are needed 
tG discover whether the subject category of keywords is related to the den- 
sity region and whether the stratified keyword distribution and density 
can contribute to customizing the selection of a targeted group of docu- 
ments and post-search analysis. 
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APPENDIX 
EXAMPLESOF KEYWORDS AND THEIR SEMANTIC CODES IN THE SAMPLE 
Keyword 
2x 
ANTI-INFLAMM-
ATORY AGENT 
AID 
ANTIMICROBIAL 
SUSCEPTIBILITY 
ASPIRATION 
BARCELONA 
BINDING PROTEINS 
BINDING PROTEIN 
GENE 
BROTH 
CAPSULAR TYPES 
CARRIAGE 
NASOPHARYNGEAL 
CARRIGE 
CEFAMANDOLE 
CEFTRIAXONE 
CHLORAMPHEN 
-1COL THERAPY 
CLARITHROMYCIN 
CLINDAMYCIN 
CLONES 
MULTIRESISTANT 
CLONE 
DIRECTIONS 
D-ALANINE LIGASE 
E RITHROMYC IN 
GROUP-A 
Code 
2x 
agnt 
Saids 
sus-am 
aspirat 
bare 
bP 
bpg 
broth 
capt 
carrig 
carr-n 
cefam 
ceftri 
ther-chl 
clarith 
clindaw 
clone 
clone-m 
direct 
ligase 
erythr 
grp-a 
Keyword 
HUMAN-IMMUNO-
DEFICIENCY VIRUS 
HUNGARY 
IMMUNE-DEFICIENCY 
SYNDROM 
INVASIVE PNEUMO- 
COCCAL INFECTION 
PNEUMOCOCCAL 
INFECTIONS 
INVASrVE DISEASE 
MENINGITIS/ 
MENINGEAL 
MOLECULAR 
EPIDEMIOLOGY 
NEW-GUINEA/ 
PAPUA-NEW 
COMMON ORGAN- 
IZATION 
PATHOGEN 
BACTERIAL 
PNEUMONIA 
QUINOLONES 
HIGH-LEVEL 
RESISTANCE 
SOUTH-AFRICA 
SENSITMTY 
POSTSPLE- SEPSIS 
NECTOMY 
SPREAD 
STREPTOCOCCUS 
-PNEUMONIAE 
STRAINS 
SOUTH-AFRICAN 
STRAIN 
STRUCTURAL-
CHANGES 
TETRACYCLINE 
ANTIBIOTIC-THERAPY 
Code 
hiv 
hungary 
Eids 
Sinf-pnu 
inf-pnu 
invasiv 
meningi 
epi-mol 
ng 
0% 
pathoge 
pnu-b 
quinolo 
res-hi 
sa 
sensiti 
sepsi-p 
spread 
stra-s 
stra-sa 
struct 
tetracy 
ther-a 
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Knowledge Discovery Through Co-Word Analysis 
QINHE 
ABSTRACT 
IN THE LAST HALF CENTURY, AS THE SCIENCE I,ITERATURE has increased 
dramatically, scientists found it increasingly difficult to locate needed data, 
and it is increasingly difficult for policymakers to understand the complex 
interrelationship of science in order to achieve effective research plan- 
ning. Some quantitative techniques have been developed to ameliorate 
these problems; co-word analysis is one of these techniques. Based on the 
co-occurrence frequency of pairs of words or phrases, co-word analysis is 
used to discover linkages among subjects in a research field and thus to 
trace the development of science. Within the last two decades, this tech- 
nique, implemented by several research groups, has proved to be a power-
ful tool for knowledge discovery in databases. This article reviews the 
development of co-word analysis, summarizes the advantages and disad- 
vantages of this method, and discusses several research issues. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since World War 11, the scope and volume of scientific research have 
increased dramatically. This is well reflected in the growth of the litera- 
ture. In the 1960s, the amount of scientific literature was estimated to be 
doubling approximately every ten years (Price, 1963). Three decades later, 
in the 199Os, along with developments in information technolo<y, espe- 
cially in the area of data storage, the amount of information in the world is 
estimated to be doubling every twenty months (Frdwley et al., 1991). In 
such a situation, it is hard for scientists to detect the subject areas and the 
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linkages among these areas in their research fields, and policy makers have 
difficulties in mapping the dynamics of science to do research planning. 
The traditional way to map the relationships among concepts, ideas, 
and problems in science is to seek the views of a relatively small number of 
experts. Even though such methods are indispensable for some purposes, 
as Law and Whittaker (1992) said, they also have certain drawbacks: 
First, they are extremely expensive unless the survey of experts is 
very small. Second, if the survey is small, then its representativeness 
is open to question. Third, the problem of collating a range of views 
about the way in which science has developed or is developing is 
complex. (pp. 417-418) 
For these reasons, quantitative methods for mapping the structure of sci- 
ence have been developed; they include co-citation analysis, co-nomina- 
tion analysis, and co-word analysis. This article reviews the development 
of the co-word analysis technique. 
Co-word analysis is a content analysis technique that uses patterns of 
co-occurrence of pairs of items (i.e., words or noun phrases) in a corpus 
of texts to identify the relationships between ideas within the subject ar- 
eas presented in these texts. Indexes based on the co-occurrence fre- 
quency of items, such as an inclusion index and a proximity index, are 
used to measure the strength of relationships between items. Based on 
these indexes, items are clustered into groups and displayed in network 
maps. For example, an inclusion map is used to highlight the central 
themes in a domain, and a proximity map is used to reveal the connec- 
tions between minor areas hidden behind the central ones. Some other 
indexes, such as those based on density and centrality, are employed to 
evaluate the shape of each map, which shows the degree to which each 
area is centrally structured and the extent to which each area is central to 
the others. By comparing the network maps for different time periods, 
the dynamic of science can be detected. 
The co-word analysis technique was first developed in collaboration 
between the Centre de Sociologie de 1’Innovation of the Ecole Nationale 
Superieure des Mines of Paris and the CNRS (Centre National de la Re-
cherche Scientifique) of France during the 198Os, and their system was 
called “LEXIMAPPE.” For about twenty years, this technique has been 
employed to map the dynamic development of several research fields. 
One of the early studies was carried out by Serge Bauin (1986) to map the 
dynamics of aquaculture from 1979 to 1981. Based on the inclusion and 
proximity indexes, inclusion and proximity maps were created for 19’19 
and 1981. 
With the decomposition of keywords into central poles and mediator 
words, the inclusion map for 1979 is shown in Figure 1and that for 1981 is 
shown in Figure 2. 
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aquaculture 
development 
freshwater fishery 
aquaculture development 
growth 
salmo gairdneri 
induced 
fish 
culture 
breeding 
disease 
control 
production 
(biological) 
rearing 
thermal 
aquaculture 
Cyprinus 
carpio 
aquaculture algae 
crustacean culture 
shellfish culture 
oyster culture 
artificial feeding 
Figure 1. Main Central and Mediator Words, 1979 (Bauin, 1986, p. 127.) 
Reprinted with kind permission of Macmillan Press, Ltd. 
aquaculture algae/ technique 
freshwater 
aquaculture 
(salmonidae) 
Salmo gairdneri 
fish culture growth 
(Pisces) rearing 
(cyprinidea) 
Cyprinus carpio 
artificial feeding diets 
induced breeding 
aquaculture fishery development 
development <brackishwater 
aquaculture 
crustacean culture 
(malacostraca) 
(bivalvia) 	 oyster culture 
mollusc culture 
Figure 2. Main Central and Mediator Words, 1981 (Bauin, 1986, p. 128.) 
Reprinted with kind permission of Macmillan Press, Ltd. 
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In the map for 1979, “Salmogail-dneri, ” a  fish species which has been 
bred less extensively in Norway’s seas since the 195Os, remained unex- 
pectedly as a high frequency mediator word. However, in the map for 
1981, this term was replaced by “salmonidae.” One of the more signifi- 
cant changes is that the central pole “aquaculture” in the 1979 map has 
disappeared. It has been replaced by two new poles-”aquaculture devel-
opment” and “aquaculture techniques.” In addition, the word “artificial 
feeding” loses its sratus as a central pole in the map for 1979 and appears 
under “fish culture” in the map for 1981. 
The proximity maps for 1979 and 1981 respectively are shown in Fig-
ures 3 and 4. 
feeding & 
nutrition 
brackishwater
stock 

assessment 
 3 
Figure 3. Proximity Map, 1979 (Bauin, 1986, p. 133). Reprinted with kind 
permission of Macmillan Press, 1,td. 
Figure 4. Proximity Map, 1981 (Bauin, 1986, p. 134). Reprinted with kind 
permission of Macmillan Press, Ltd. 
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Comparing the two maps, it is noted that, from 1979 to 1981, some 
clusters, such as “feeding and nutrition,” become extended and more struc- 
tured-i.e., the average number of links per word has increased. Overall, 
the average number of links per word in the complete maps has increased 
from 2.33 to 2.95. This might be an indication of the beginning of the 
integration of the whole field. 
This and other examples (e.g., Turner & Callon, 1986; Callon, 1986; 
Courtial & Law, 1989; Law & Whittaker, 1992; Coulter et al., 1998) reveal 
that co-word analysis is a promising method for discovering associations 
among research areas in science and for revealing significant linkages that 
may otherwise be difficult to detect. It is a powerful tool that makes it 
possible to trace the structure and evolution of a socio-cognitive network 
(Bauin, 1986). As such, it offers a significant approach to knowledge dis- 
covery. 
THEDEVELOPMENT ANALYSISOF CO-WORD 
In 1986, Callon, Law, and Rip (1986) edited a book titled Mupping the 
Dynamics of Science and Technology, This is a milestone work on co-word 
analysis. The first part of the book is an introduction on how to study the 
force of science. The second part is an analysis of the power of texts in 
science and technology, in which the authors have presented the theo- 
retical foundation of co-word analysis, that is, “actor network.” The third 
part is a detailed description of co-word analysis with examples. The last 
part is a conclusion. 
Since publishing this book, co-word analysis has spread to research- 
ers from not only France, but also the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, 
the United States, and some other countries. The process, measurement, 
and interpretation of co-word analysis has been improved to a great ex- 
tent through these subsequent studies. 
Theoretical Foundation-Actor Network 
The co-word analysis technique was first proposed to map the dynam- 
ics of science. The most feasible way to understand the dynamics of sci- 
ence is to take the force of science in present-day societies into account. 
“Actor network is the theoretical foundation for co-word analysis to map 
the dynamics of science (Callon, 1986). 
Laboratories and literatures are considered as two powerful tools for 
scientists to change the world-they build complex worlds in laboratories 
and enforce them on paper (Latour, 1987). This implies that scientists 
attach particular importance to texts. They are not only using texts to 
publish their world built in the lab but also using texts as a way to build a 
world and enroll others. Even though science cannot be reduced to texts 
only, texts are still a prime source for studies on how worlds are created 
and transformed in the laboratory. Therefore, instead of following the 
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actors to see how they change the world, following the texts is another way 
to map the dynamics of science. 
Based on the co-occurrence of pairs of words, co-word analysis seeks 
to extract the themes of science and detect the linkages among these 
themes directly from the subject content of texts. It does not rely on any 
a priori definition of research themes in science. This enables us to fol- 
low actors objectively and detect the dynamics of science without reduc- 
ing them to the extremes of either internalism or externalism (Callon et 
al., 1986b). 
Overall, co-word analysis considers the dynamics of science as a result 
of actor strategies. Changes in the content of a subject area are the com- 
bined effect of a large number of individual strategies. This technique 
should allow us in principle to identi@ the actors and explain the global 
dynamic (Callon et al., 1991). 
Inclusion Index, Proximity Index, and Equiuabnce Coefficient 
The first step of co-word analysis involves extracting keywords from 
records in indexing databases. After keywords are extracted from each 
document, a co-occurrence matrix of keywords can be constructed. Ana- 
lyzing the interesting features of the co-occurrence matrix is the final and 
most important step of co-word analysis. 
As different questions may be asked about the network of science, 
the co-occurrence matrix is subjected to various operations. A general co- 
word analysis is focused on two of these questions: one is to detect the 
hierarchies among the areas of a research problem, and the other is to 
detect the minor but potentially growing areas. In the early studies of co- 
word analysis, two indexes were introduced to address these two questions 
(Callon et al., 1986~).  
The hierarchies of subject areas in a research problem can be de- 
tected by calculating an index, called the inclusion index (Iij): 
I, = C4/ min (Ci,Cj) (1) 
where, 
Cljis the number of documents in which the keyword pair (M, and 
M,) appears; 
Ci is the occurrence frequency of keyword Mi in the set of articles; 
CJis the occurrence frequency of keyword M. in the set of articles; 
niin (Ci,Cj) is the minimum of the two freqdencies C,and Cj. 
I0has a value between 0 and 1, and it can be interpreted as a conditional 
probability. When C, > Ci, that is, Mi is more general than M, and includes 
MJ sometimes, Igmeasures the probability of finding Mi in an article given 
that M, appears in it. An extreme case is that when I, = 1, Mj is fully 
included by Mi, that is, the Mj always co-occurs with Mi in the same article. 
The probability of finding Mi is 1,given M. is found in the same article. 
.I  
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However, sometimes, even though Iqhas a low value, it is still signifi- 
cantly greater than the unconditional probability of finding M, in any one 
of the N articles in the collection. Such a situation implies that there are 
some mediator keywords, which have a relatively low occurrence frequency 
but still have significant relationships with some of the peripheral key- 
words. To bring out such patterns, a proximity index Pgis defined: 
P, = (Cij/ CiCj) N (2) 
C,, C,, and Cghave the same meaning as in formula (1). N is the number 
of articles in the collection. The mediator and peripheral keywords pulled 
out by Pgrepresent minor but potentially growing areas. 
In later co-word studies (e.g., Turner et al., 1988; Whittaker, 1989; 
Law 8c Whittaker, 1992; Coulter et al., 1996; Coulter et al., 1998), another 
index is employed to calculate the association values between word pairs. 
This coefficient is called the equivalence index (e-coefficient) (Callon et 
al., 1991) or strength (Coulter et al., 1998). It is defined as follows, where 
C,, CJ,and Cghave the same meanings as in formula (1): 
Eghas a value between 0 and 1. Similar to (l),Egmeasures the probability 
of word i appearing simultaneously in a document set indexed by word j 
and, inversely, the probability of word j ifword i appears, given the respec- 
tive collection frequencies of the two words. For this reason, Eqis called 
“a coefficient of mutual inclusion” by Turner and his colleagues (Turner 
et al., 1988). 
Inclusion Map, Proximity Map, and Sub-Networks 
After the inclusion and proximity indexes are calculated, inclusion 
and proximity maps are created. The inclusion maps are designed to 
discover the central themes in a domain and depict their relationship to 
keywords that occur less frequently. The proximity maps are designed to 
discover connections between minor ideas hidden behind the central 
themes. These two kinds of maps correspond to two general types of 
studies. The first type of study involves getting more information about a 
certain theme. The second category of study concerns the analysis of the 
links between themes. 
To create inclusion maps, the link that has the highest inclusion in- 
dex value is selected first. These linked nodes become the starting points 
for the first inclusion map (subnetwork). Other links and their corre- 
sponding nodes are then added into the map in the decreasing order of 
their inclusion index until the threshold I, is reached. All nodes con- 
tained in the resulting cluster are removed from consideration as candi- 
dates in subsequent maps. The next map then starts with the link of high- 
est inclusion index value of the remaining links. Keywords that appear on 
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the top level of inclusion maps are called “central poles” of the domain of 
research. Keywords that are included in the central poles, and themselves 
include some other words at lower levels, are called “mediator words” 
(Callon et al., 1986~) .  
The process to create proximity maps is similar to that for inclusion 
maps. The difference is that the proximity index is used instead of the 
inclusion index. If the threshold P, is lowered enough, more proximity 
connections between keywords will appear in the map and, eventually, 
the mediators and central poles found in inclusion maps will reappear. In 
this wdy, the relationship between minor issues and central poles can be 
studied (Callon et al., 1986~) .  
There is another method to construct clusters (orsubnetworks) con- 
sisting of keywords that are more strongly linked internally than with key- 
words external to this sub-network (Callon et al., 1991). Essentially, this is 
similar to the inclusion maps above. The clusters could correspond to 
centers of interest in the research problem that are intensively studied by 
researchers. However, instead of using the inclusion index and threshold 
I,,, an e-coefficient is used in this method to measure the strength be- 
tween keywords, and a threshold of‘ten is used to limit the number of 
words in one subnetwork. The procedure still starts from the link with 
the highest e-coefficient. When a cluster already has 10 words in it, the 
next link will be refused. The value of this link that is first refused is 
called the saturation threshold. After a cluster saturates, a new cluster is 
started. The e-coefficient value of the first link of this new cluster is called 
the “ceiling threshold.” Based on the association value of the inter-cluster 
link and external links and the value of the ceiling threshold and satura- 
tion threshold, three distinct categories of clusters can be identified. The 
first category is isolated clusters, which are characterized by an absence 
(or low intensity) of links with other clusters. The second is secondary 
clusters, whose external links with other clusters above the ceiling thresh- 
old are sufficiently strong that it is legitimate to consider that they are the 
natural extension of one of these. The third is principal clusters, to which 
one or more other (secondary) clusters are associated by links whose value 
is lower than the saturation threshold. 
Coulter et al. (1998) have divided the process of constructing subnet- 
works into two “passes.” During Pass-], the network is constructed similar 
to the process of creating inclusion maps above, but the e-coefficient is 
used to measure the strength of association between two keywords. In 
Pass-2, the network is extended by adding Pass-:! links. To be a Pass-:! link, 
both nodes of the link must be included in some Pass-1 network. 
Density, Cmtrality, and  Strategic Diagram 
An earlier study was carried out to compare citation, co-citation: and 
co-word analyses of the state of five disciplines (Healey et al., 1986). It was 
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found difficult to analyze and accept the preliminary co-word results, and 
some experts doubted the reliability of the findings. The co-word tech- 
nique evaluated in this study is called the “first generation” of co-word 
analysis by Law et al. (1988). A “second generation” analysis is presented 
in the same article to overcome the problems encountered in the com- 
parison study. 
In the “second generation” co-word analysis, a strategic diagram is 
used to illustrate the “local” and “global” contexts of research themes. 
This diagram is created by putting the strength of global context on the X 
axis and putting the strength of local context on the Yaxis. This diagram 
is used in many later co-word studies. Two kinds of indexes (i.e., density 
and centrality) are used to measure the strength of local context and glo- 
bal context respectively. 
Density. Density is used to measure the strength of the links that tie to- 
gether the words making up the cluster; that is the internal strength of a 
cluster. It provides a good representation of the cluster’s capacity to main- 
tain itself and to develop over the course of time in the field under consid- 
eration (Callon et al., 1991). Ranking subject areas (clusters) in terms of 
their internal coherence (density) is designed to provide information for 
systematic discussion of a major policy alternative. Further, sorting the 
keywords by decreasing order of density can provide a precise description 
of the areas (Bauin et al., 1991). 
The value of the density of a given cluster can be measured in several 
ways. Generally, the index value for links between each word pair is calcu- 
lated first. Then, the density value can be the average value (mean) of 
internal links (e.g., Turner et al., 1988; Coulter et al., 1998), the median 
value of internal links (e.g., Courtial et al., 1993), or the sum of the squares 
of the value of internal links (e.g., Bauin et al., 1991). An internal link 
means both of the words linked by it are within the cluster. 
Centrality. Centrality is used to measure the strength of a subject area’s 
interaction with other subject areas. Ranking subject areas (clusters) with 
respect to their centrality shows the extent to which each area is central 
within a global research network. The greater the number and strength 
of a subject area’s connections with other subject areas, the more central 
this subject area will be in the research network (Bauin et al., 1991). 
For a given cluster (area), its centrality can be the sum of all external 
link values (e.g., Turner et al., 1988; Courtial et al., 1993) or the square 
root of the sum of the squares of all external link values (e.g., Coulter et 
al., 1998). More simply, it can be the mean of the values of the first six 
external links (e.g., Callon et al., 1991). An external link is a link that 
goes from a word belonging to a cluster to a word external to the cluster. 
Strategic Diagram. A strategic diagram that offers a global representation 
of the structure of any field or subfield can be created by plotting centrality 
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and density into a two-dimensional diagram (Law et al., 1988). Typically, 
the horizontal axis represents centrality, the vertical axis represents den- 
sity, and the origin of the graph is at the median of the respective axis 
values. This map situates each subject area within a two-dimensional space 
divided into four quadrants. 
The strategic diagram is used in many co-word analysis studies (e.g., 
Turner et al., 1988; Courtial &Law, 1989; Turner Sc Rojouan, 1991; Callon 
et al., 1991; Coulter et al., 1998) and the analysis based on it is similar 
among these studies. Generally, the subject areas in quadrant 1 are both 
internally coherent and central to the research network in question. 
However, those areas in quadrant 4 seem to be of only marginal interest 
to work in the global research network. Coherent subject-specific areas 
always appear in quadrant 3 of the diagram. These areas are internally 
well structured and indicate that a constituted social group is active in 
them. However, they appear to be rather peripheral to the work being 
carried out in the global research network. Weakly structured areas are 
found in quadrant 2. These subjects, individually, are linked strongly to 
specific research interests throughout the network but are only weakly 
linked together. In other words, work in these areas appears to be under- 
developed, but it could potentially be of considerable significance to the 
entire research network. All these characteristics of a strategic diagram 
can be summarized in Figure 5. 
Peripheral and developed Central and developed 
+ 
Centrality 
Peripheral and undeveloped Central and undeveloped 
Quadrant 4 Quadrant 2 
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Comparative Analysis of Networks 
The Stability of Networks. A striking feature of some strategic diagrams is 
the radical change in the configuration of the research network at two 
periods. This reflects the dynamics of science. Based on the strategic 
diagram, we can analyze the stability of the networks and foresee their 
changes in the future. This issue is addressed in many studies, and the 
methods used in these studies fall into two categories. 
The first method used to study the stability of networks is directly 
based on the strategic diagrams (e.g., Callon et al., 1991; Turner & 
Rojouan, 1991). The findings can be summarized as showing that the 
probability for the research content of themes situated in quadrants 2 
and 3 to change over time is significantly higher than it is for themes 
which are situated in quadrant 1. With a low density, the unstructured 
themes in quadrant 2 tend to undergo an internal structuring to im- 
prove their cohesiveness. With a low centrality, the scope of themes in 
quadrant 3 is likely to be extended in order to better articulate what is 
being done in the rest of the network. The reason as well as the goal for 
all these changes is to situate their work at the heart of their research 
network (quadrant 1).This can be done either by enlarging its scope or 
by improving its visibility through conceptual developments in the defi- 
nition of a research program. 
The second method is based on the ratio of centrality to density (c/ 
d) (e.g., Courtial et al., 1993; Turner et al., 1994). The ratio (c/d) is 
considered as a meaningful indicator of the development stage of science 
and technology by many researchers. On the one hand, the findings show 
that, if this ratio tends toward 1, it indicates that this area is serving as a 
mainstream in the research network and is capable of redefining the glo- 
bal configuration of the system. On the other hand, if this ratio tends 
away from 1, it indicates the theme is falling out of favor and could well 
disappear as a subject of interest in the research network. However, 
Leydesdorff (1992a) claims “the c/d ratio is indeed a measure ofthe mutual 
information provided between the word distribution and the document 
distribution in that part of the structure” (p. 310) and cannot be used for 
this purpose. 
Network Comparison. In co-word analysis studies, several subnetworks can 
be constructed concurrently while each network changes over time. To 
detect the difference among subnetworks simultaneously or subnetworks 
at different times is another issue studied by many researchers. 
The comparison of two networks, N, and N,, which might be two net- 
works at different times or two distinct networks at the same time, can be 
done by a three-stage method (Callon et al., 1991). 
The first stage is to compare the clusters. Let Cl,be the set of clusters 
of network N, and C,, be the set of clusters of network N,. A transformation 
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index (also called a dissimilarity index) is defined to measure the degree 
of dissimilarity between two given clusters. This index is defined as: 
t = (Wi + Wj) / Wij (4) 
where, 
WIis the number of words in cluster Ci; 
M'J is the number of words in cluster CI;and 
W, is the number of words common to C, and C,. 
For example, if the cluster Cl is defined by seven words and the cluster CI 
by four words, and if four words among these eleven words are common 
to the two clusters, the transformation index is t = 11 / 4 = 2.8. 
The second stage is to compare the positions in the strategic diagrams 
of those clusters demonstrated to be similar in stage one. This compari- 
son can go beyond a simple enumeration of correspondences between 
clusters and bring out the relative position and degree of development of 
similar clusters within their respective networks. 
The third stage is to create the life cycle curve of clusters in the case 
of dynamic analysis for a research network at times To,TI,T, . .. T,". Sup-
pose a set of similar clusters is identified in a comparative analysis at dif- 
ferent times where C,,, from T,corresponds to C , , from T,; C,, corresponds 
to C, from T,3; and so on. This set of similar clusters is called a series. 
Clearly, the more stable a network is, the more series there are indicating 
the temporal propagation of its clusters. The existence of these series 
provides information about the progressive transforniation of the clusters 
through time. 
The transformation of networks and their intersections with other 
networks across time periods provides insights into the emergence of re-
search themes. The similarity of networks in different time periods is also 
studied by Coulter et al. (1998). In this study, the authors employ the 
similarity index (SI),which comes from Callon's dissimilarity (or transfor- 
mation) index above. It is defined as follows: 
SI = 2 ( Wg / ( wi+ Wj,) ( 5 )  
where, 
W, is the number of descriptors in network N,; 
M: is the number of descriptors in network Ni; and 
WiJis the number of descriptors common to Ni and N,. 
A constant 2 is multiplied to make the maximum value of SI to 1,which 
occurs when N, and NI have identical nodes. SI is used to measure the 
intersection of the descriptors in two networks and to examine the emer- 
gence of a network during a particular period. 
Index ofInJluence and Provenance. Another comparative analysis is done by 
Law and Whittaker (1992) to highlight the overlap between themes on 
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similar subjects in succeeding time periods. Two indexes, the Index of 
Influence (I) and the Index of Provenance (P), are employed to measure 
the degree of continuity between themes in generations. These two in- 
dexes are calculated as follows: 
I..!I = (2.M.. + Ln..) / (2*Ni); 
where, 
M, is the number of words in both theme i and (succeeding) theme 
j; 
Lnij is the number ofwords in both theme i and linked to subsequent 
themej but belonging to no other theme in this generation; and 
Ni is the number of words in theme i. 
P, = ( 2 M, + Ln, ) / Nj; (7) 
where, 
M, is the number of words in both theme j and (preceding) theme i; 
Ln, is the number of words in both theme j and linked to preceding 
theme i but belonging to no other theme in this generation; and 
NJ is the number of words in theme j. 
The index I!i shows the proportion of the words within a theme in one 
generation attached to any given theme in the next generation. A high I, 
means that the ‘‘influence” of a first generation theme on one of the sec- 
ond generation is high. The P, index shows the proportion of words within 
a second generation theme that come from any given theme in the pre- 
ceding generation. A high P, means that the “provenance” of a second 
generation theme primarily lies in a single theme of the first generation. 
Using these two indexes, the authors analyzed the continuities between 
themes and identified the lines of work in the field of acidification re- 
search. They were satisfied that they had detected a number of relatively 
stable themes by means of I and P indexes. 
Frequency Analysis, Proximity Analysis, and Database Tomography 
Database Tomography is a patented system for analyzing large amounts 
of textual computerized material (Kostoff et al., 1995). It can be consid- 
ered as another generation of co-word analysis. Algorithms for extracting 
multi-word phrase frequencies and performing phrase proximity analysis 
are included in this system. Phrase frequency analysis can be used to 
discover the pervasive thcmes of a database while the phrase proximity 
analysis can be used to detect the relationships among these themes and 
between these themes and subthemes (Kostoff et al., 1997a). The in- 
dexes used in Database Tomography are similar to those used by tradi- 
tional co-word analysis, such as the E, equivalence index. But the co- 
occurrence of keywords is limited to k 50 words within the text. 
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Similar to co-word analysis, Database Tomography can identify the 
main intellectual thrust areas and the relationship among these thrust 
areas. It provides a comprehensive overview of a research network and 
allows specific starting points to be chosen rationally for more detailed 
investigations into a topic of interest. Kostoff and his colleagues have 
employed Database Tomography tools to study chemical literature (Kostoff 
et al., 1997a). There are two appendixes in their article that show Data- 
base Tomography can be used for the generation of taxonomies and the 
identification of promising research directions. 
Based on the term co-occurrence information, Database Tomogra- 
phy can also be used to expand the initial query in information retrieval 
(IR) systems and, in turn, allow the retrieval of relevant documents that 
would not have been retrieved with the initial query (Kostoff et al., 1997b). 
Simulated nucleation is the name given to the form of Database Tomogra- 
phy adapted to IR. In simulated nucleation, a core nucleus is developed 
first, and similar material is added as time develops until the desired amount 
of material is obtained. Then the main algorithms of Database Tomogra- 
phy (phrase frequency and phrase proximity analysis) operate on this core 
group of documents to identify patterns of word combinations in existing 
fields and generate new search term combinations that follow the newly 
identified patterns. The process is repeated until convergence is obtained, 
where relatively few new documents are found even though new search 
terms are added. Thus, simulated nucleation is running in a self-correct- 
ing cybernetic homeostatic model. It continually expands the coverage 
and improves the quality of the retrieval results. 
Rotto and Morgan (1997) have employed frequency analysis and 
phrase proximity analysis techniques to study if the work in a dissertation 
abstract is potentially applicable to industry. The study first counts the 
frequency of every single-, double-, and triple-word phrase. Then, using 
the most frequently occurring technology-related word phrases as theme 
words, phrase proximity analysis is applied to construct clusters of word 
phrases that co-occur within abstracts. These clusters are then examined 
to investigate whether research subspecialties or related research focuses 
could be identified. 
THEADVANTAGES OF CO-WORDAND LIMITATIONS ANALYSIS 
Advantages of Co-Word Analysis 
Quantitative Over Qualitative. The drawbacks of qualitative methods have 
already been addressed at the beginning of this discussion. The advan- 
tages of co-word analysis over qualitative analysis were recognized by re- 
searchers from the time of its introduction. In the book by Callon et al. 
(1986a), the advantages of co-word analysis over qualitative methods have 
been shown at several points, for example: 
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The problem of distinguishing between the successful and the less 
successful strategies of translation in qualitative analysis is solved by 
quantitative means: the aggregation of the co-occurrences of signal- 
words across a population of texts and the depiction of significant 
levels of such co-occurrences by graphical methods . . . . Using the 
quantitative in pursuit of the qualitative, we are also able to highlight 
features of scientific fields that have not always been recognized. The 
heterogeneity of scientific world-building is preserved in co-word 
analysis, where experimental findings, research methods, concepts, 
social problems, material artifacts and locations may appear together 
on the maps. (Callon et al., 1986d, pp. 225-26) 
Qualitativists often jump from detailed analyses of scientific controversy 
to general explanations posed in terms of social interests: 
[Qiialititativists] are unable to make the connection in a more de- 
tailed and less perilous manner. By contrast, the co-word approach, 
by summarizing articles in terms of forceful words and counting oc- 
currences and co-occurrences to trace developments at an aggregate 
level, not only allows successful translations to be traced and distin- 
guished from those that quickly disappear; it also makes it possible 
to uncover the many direct and indirect links that exist between trans- 
lations whether or not these lead rapidly to social problems and in- 
terests. (Callon et al., 1986c, p. 108) 
Flexibility. Compared with other methods of analysis that focus on texts, 
co-word analysis is much more flexible in that it shows the research net- 
work with graphs. On the one hand, these graphs can be simplified to 
show the overall structure of the network. On the other hand, one can 
zoom in on certain areas and trace the co-word patterns in as much detail 
as one wishes. 
When Callon (1986) studied a collection of patents using co-word 
analysis, he took the flexibility advantage of co-word analysis and applied 
two techniques to analyze the maps. The first technique was to simplify 
the maps. It was found that certain words unified the whole of the field 
without really adding new information. When theywere deleted, the struc- 
ture of the maps was simplified but not altered. The second technique 
was to zoom in on a pole. The author used zooms as a means to carry out 
a detailed study of why a concept (ie., “enzyme”) totally disappeared from 
the inclusion maps in 1981 after having been a central pole in 1980. This 
zooming technique showed that this abrupt change between the two peri-
ods was more than a simple fluctuation; it was linked to the appearance of 
a small number of patents that introduced new centers of interest and 
reorganized existing relationships. 
The technique of zooming in on certain areas to get more informa- 
tion on a specific word of medium frequency has also been used in other 
studies (e.g., Callon et al., 1986d). In addition, there is a technique pro- 
posed to do variable level clustering, which is another flexible way to show 
the maps of research areas at different levels (Turner et al., 1988). 
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Limitations of Co-MbrdAnalpis 
It is obvious that the quality of results from co-word analysis depends 
on a variety of factors, such as the quality of keywords and index terms, 
the scope of the database, and the adequacy of statistical methods for 
simplifying and representing the findings (Law et al., 1988). Solely mak- 
ing use of keywords and index words was the biggest problem of early co- 
word analysis. It was called “indexer effect” and was addressed by many 
researchers. 
Callon et al. (1986d) mentioned one such problem when dependence 
was on indexing: 
Indexing is an intervention between the text and the co-word analy- 
sis, and the validity of the map will depend, to a certain extent, on 
the nature of the indexing. Yet since indexers try to capture what it 
is about a text that is interesting, they partially reproduce the reatl- 
iiigs that the texts are given within the field itself’. Thus, despite the 
fact that indexing is not entirely reliable, validity is never totally ah- 
sent. (p. 226) 
Turner et al. (1988) questioned the schemes used in co-word analysis as 
follows: 
However, most of the work done in this area has used the classifira- 
tioii schemes o f the  data base producers to draw conclusions. Dc-
signed for document retrieval, these schemes are generally not suited 
for monitoring changes in the state of technological art at any given 
moment in time. (pp. 320-21) 
Whittaker (1989) has pointed out that the results of co-word analysis are 
dependent on how the indexers choose the keywords to conceptualize 
the scientific fields. However, the results from indexing are more akin to 
the conceptualizations of indexers than to those of the scientists whose 
work is being studied. 
In addition to the “indexer effect,” some other limitations of co-word 
analysis are also recognized by researchers, which include, but are not 
limited to, the following: 
1) The representations of the results given by co-word analysis are 
too difficult to read. (Whittaker, 1989) 
2) 	The coverage of database is incomplete. Certain types of literaturc, 
such as patents arid the”grey literature,” lie outside of the 
publication circuit and are not indexed in the database. This 
means that the results from co-word analysis cannot reflect the 
whole picture of thc research field in question. 
3) 	The delay between the writing of a document and the moment 
when it is indexed and entered into a database causes the co- 
word analysis to fail to detect emerging research themes at an 
early stage. (Callon et  al., 1986) 
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SOMEISSUESIN CO-WORDANALYSIS 
Assumptions 
The assumptions of co-word analysis are presented by Whittaker (1989) 
as follows: 
It [co-word analysis] relies upon the argument that (i) authors of 
scientific articles choose their technical terms carefully; (ii) when 
different terms are used in the same articles it is therefore because 
the author is either recognizing or postulating some non-trivial rela- 
tionship between their referents; and (iii) if enough different au- 
thors appear to recognize the same relationship, then that relation- 
ship may be assumed to have some significance within the area of 
science concerned. (p. 473) 
A fourth premise, that the keywords chosen by trained indexers as de-
scriptors of the contents of articles are in fact a reliable indication of the 
scientific concepts referenced in them, makes it possible to use the key- 
words as the basic data for co-word analysis. 
Later, Law and Whittaker (1992) have restated two of the assump- 
tions above. First. co-word analysis assumes that the keywords used by 
indexers to index a paper reflect the present stages of the scientific re- 
search in question. Then, co-word analysis assumes that arguments re- 
ceived by other scientists will lead to the publication of further scientific 
papers that are indexed by similar sets of keywords. 
If all these are reasonable assumptions, it is then possible for co-word 
analysis to make use of the frequencies of word pairs in an article set as a 
way to map the structure of concepts embodied in the articles. 
Indexer Effect 
As noted before, the indexer effect is one serious problem with co- 
word analysis. The main criticism against co-word analysis is also because 
of this. Many researchers tried to address this issue, and some tests have 
been done to overcome this problem. 
One result of the indexer effect is that keywords assigned to the ar- 
ticles by the indexers are out of date. There are three sources contribut- 
ing to this problem: (1)the lexicon used by indexers is itself out of date; 
(2) the indexers may use combinations of keywords that reflect the con- 
ventional views of science as they were previously; and ( 3 ) the inevitable 
delay between the publication of an article and the appearance of an en- 
try in the database causes a problem (Whittaker, 1989). 
In Law and Whittaker’s study (19927, some experts are asked to evalu- 
ate the keywords assigned by indexers in the PASCAL database. Even 
though most comments are positive, three kinds of complaints are posed. 
First, some keywords assigned by indexers are too general. Second, one 
or two specific terms had been omitted from the satisfactory list. Third, 
errors and misplaced specificity are found-i.e., the indexer puts the wrong 
emphasis, or even a mistaken emphasis, in keywording. 
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Some tests have been carried out to overcome the indexer effect of 
co-word analysis. Generally, these tests make use of some mechanism to 
automatically index the database. Two examples are as follows: 
Test with QUESTEI2LUS. QUESTEL-PLUS is a full text information 
retrieval system used by TELESYSTEMES in France. In collaboration 
with TELESYSTEMES, Callon and his colleagues (Callon et al., 1986) 
combined different techniques with QUESTEL-PLUS and ran 
LEXIMAPPE together with them. This established a completely com- 
puterized chain of procedure running from a QUESTEL-PLUS treat- 
ment of full-text literature to the automatic establishment of inclu- 
sion or proximity maps by the LEXIMAPPE. 
The study has tested the chain on a small dietary fiber file. In com- 
parison with the manually indexed file, the results obtained are en- 
couraging in three aspects. First, the general and redundant words, 
which complicate the maps without adding new information, are elimi- 
nated. Second, a much larger number of specific peripheral issues 
appear in the inclusion maps. Third, the structure of the proximity 
maps is much richer and more detailed. 
Test 702th LEXINET. Turner et al. (1988)have carried out a test to over- 
come the limits of manual indexing through the use of a computer- 
assisted indexing system known as LEXINET. The goal of the LEXINET 
system is to help an expert construct an indexing vocabulary suitable 
for a particular area of study by an interactive validation process be- 
tween the expert and the system. 
The study shows that, with LEXINET, the indexing process is con- 
siderably accelerated. Since part of the delay between the writing of a 
document and the moment it is available for analysis is caused by 
manual indexing, using LEXINET can reduce the time lag consider- 
ably. Consequently, it improves the quality of the information avail- 
able for a co-word analysis and essentially reduces the indexer effect. 
During the last two decades, much progress has been made in the 
field of automatic indexing. With the development of automatic index- 
ing, we should be able to considerably reduce, if not eliminate, the “in- 
dexer effect” found in the results of co-word analysis. 
Related Statistical Methock 
The statistical method used in co-word analysis is similar to the single 
linkage cluster algorithm. This method is simple and considered unreli- 
able. Some other statistical methods have been studied to consider the 
possibility of using them in co-word analysis. 
Courtial (1986) has compared correspondence analysis and multidi- 
mensional scaling with co-word analysis and indicated the limitation of 
the first two methods as follows: 
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Since the goal of correspondence analysis is to extract a set of dimen- 
sions of decreasing importance in the same way as principal compo- 
nent analysis does for quantitative characteristics, the representation 
of objects or characteristics is limited to the space created by the first 
two dimensions. Applying this method in a test, the two first dimen- 
sions merely “explain” 11.2percent of the total distances between key- 
words. The reason is that keyword coded scientific articles never have 
the usual features of characteristics attributed to objects. There is an 
inherent difference between keywords and characteristics. Keywords 
cannot be treated as characteristics if the associations between these 
characteristics must be the combinations of a small number of inde- 
pendent dimensions. 
Multidimensional scaling suffers from the same sort of difficulties. The 
goal of this method is to identify a configuration of words such that 
the calculated distances between the words can reflect the geometric 
distances as much as possible. This is done within a space, which is set 
at two or three dimensions beforehand. When applying this method 
in a test, it is possible to find some global properties of the field. But 
the results do not allow any more detailed analysis because the stress 
is far from negligible (pp. 190-92). 
Leydesdorff has employed factor and clustering analysis techniques 
in his co-word analysis. The approach is described as follows: 
Co-word analysis generates a symmetrical matrix with an empty di- 
agonal, i.e. word A AND word B happens as many times as BAND A. 
The matrices are factor-analyzed using both orthogonal and oblique 
rotations (to check for inter-factorial relations). For graphic repre- 
sentation, cluster analysis was pursued using Wards’ mode of analysis 
with the cosine as the similarity coefficient. (as cited in Whittaker, 
1989,p. 489) 
There is an important difference between Leydesdorff‘s co-word analysis 
and the co-word analysis we have described here. The former uses some 
complicated statistical techniques to assign words into clusters while the 
latter does not. The latter rests more upon the assumption that there is a 
cluster-type structure and its algorithm is set to build those clusters link by 
link according to the relative frequencies of words and co-words in the 
document. The goal of the former method is to identiQ, list, and mea- 
sure the distance between classes to create distinction rather than empha- 
sizing connection and continuity. By contrast, the goal of the latter is to 
describe a network of words and explore the qualitative character of the 
links between them by concentrating on, and tracing out, connections 
and crossroads in that network. So, the two methods are actually doing 
differentjobs and are appropriate for different purposes. Whittaker (1989) 
compared these two methods in his study. He thinks that, if one is dealing 
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with a relatively homogeneous set of documents, it may be reasonable to 
assume that all the nontrivial title words should be included in the cluster 
structure. If the task is more complicated and the analysis is on a large 
and heterogeneous set, such an assumption seems unwarranted, and the 
method v7e ha-e described here offers significant. advantages. 
Turner et al. (1994) have studied the co-word analysis techniques in 
connection with the local components analysis ILCA) in the GEODE (La 
Gestion Optimisee des Documents Electroniques) project. LCA is a neu- 
ral algorithm designed to identify “data poles” and their “influence areas” 
in a document set. It can reveal local data structures in a very large data 
set. In this study, LCA was used to produce a data pole map. Each data 
pole is a constructed object in the GEODE system and described in the 
same way as the LEXIMAPPE generated objects-i.e., by a list of keywords. 
However, the LCA technique can supply additional information: it ranks 
the documents in a data flow according to their contribution to defining 
the emergence of a data pole. 
Nederhof and van Wijk (1997) analyzed a co-occurrence matrix of 
the 104 most frequent nontrivial topics and 63 SSCIjournal groups. They 
computed and transformed a discipline by topic correlation matrix into a 
discipline by discipline matrix. Disciplines with high correlation (Pearson 
Y> 0.88) were merged. T h  data sets were analyzed in this study. One set 
consisted of topics on which publication changed greatly, and that gives 
rise to a “dynamic” map. The other set consisted of a matrix of about 100 
nontrivial topics that most frequently occurred in SSCI in 1986-1990, 
through which the “static” map was generated. Both sets of matrices are 
analyzed by means of combined cluster analysis and correspondence analy- 
sis. Both topics and disciplines were clustered separately but analyzed 
jointly in the correspondence analysis. Compared to co-word methods, 
this set mapping method has the important advantage that it related not 
just words to words, but also, in one single map, disciplines to disciplines 
and topics to disciplines. 
Measurements 
In addition to the measurements described in previous sections, re- 
searchers have also studied the probability of making use of some other 
measurements. 
The usability of the Jaccard index and “statistical coefficient” was stud- 
ied by Courtial (1986) as follows: 
The Jaccard index is often used to express the degree of intersection 
between two document sets and it is defined as: 
J, = (C,) / (Ci+ Cj-C..) (8) 
This index can be used to measure the relative degree of overlap be- 
tween “semantic areas” of words within a given database. However, it 
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cannot handle associations be tween low-frequency and high-frequency 
words very well, because it will have low values even when the low- 
frequency word always appears together with the high-frequency word. 
Therefore, the author thinks, this index can only be used to explore 
overlap between medium-frequency words. 
“Statistical coefficient” is similar to the proximity coefficient. It can be 
used to compare the observed frequency (C,J / N) of a pair of words 
with the expected frequency of that pair if the words were indepen- 
dent (Cl / N C,/ N). Compared with the proximity coefficient, this 
coefficient has the advantage of being symmetrical and normalized. 
It is calculated as: 
S, = 1 / S (CU-CiCj/N) (9) 
where S is the standard deviation of the hypergeometrical distribu- 
tion. According to Courtial, this coefficient is not usually used be- 
cause the strength of association is not an important variable in the 
graphs. In addition, the computation of this coefficient takes a long 
time, while the extra information is not essential for interpretation. 
In the study of Coulter et al. (1998), co-word analysis has been used 
to get an evolutionary perspective of software engineering. In order to 
measure the complexity of networks, they use the ratio of links to nodes 
L/N as a measurement. As (N-1)/N L/N (N-1)/2, the minimum value 
for L/N is M. “Percentage of connectivity”is another related and normal- 
ized measure of a network’s complexity. It is based on the ratio of the 
number of links in a network to its maximum possible number of links, 
that is, 2L/(N(N-1)). This value will be greater for simple stand-alone 
networks or subnetworks than that of larger networks because the num- 
bers of nodes and links are fewer. 
How to Interpret the Map 
The maps obtained by co-word analysis are generally considered very 
difficult to understand by themselves. They have to be interpreted with 
caution. It is suggested by Callon et al. (1986) that the interpretation 
must be active and based on the comparison of inclusion and proximity 
maps. In some cases, it is necessary to make use of zooms and examine 
the original documents (or at least their descriptors). Collaborating with 
the experts is another way to improve the interpretation. 
As the goal of co-word analysis is not to photograph a field of knowl-
edge bnt to reveal the strategies by which actors mutually define one an- 
other, Callon and his colleagues (1991) suggest that the maps cannot be 
considered statistically and they must be interpreted dynamically. Atten- 
tion should be paid to not only the internal dynamics of each network but 
also the interactions between networks. For the internal dynamics, we 
need to analyze the appearances, disappearances, transformations, and 
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movements in the series of clusters and the overall life cycles of clusters. 
For the interactions between networks, possible interactions include aca- 
demic networks to general network, applied research to academic research, 
and some other complex interactions. 
Whew Should the Words Comefrom? 
In 1987, Leydesdorff criticized the co-word analysis technique for the 
indexer effect, and his answer to this problem was to use title words in- 
stead of keywords as the basis of co-word analysis (as cited in Whittaker, 
1989). This idea looks attractive because it might allow more direct access 
to the views of authors, and the descriptions can give more confidence to 
those who have doubts about the indexing process. 
However, Whittaker (1989) points out that there are two difficulties 
in using title words. One is that authors might choose their title words 
deliberately in order to address a particular readership and produce an 
“audience effect.” The other concerns the usage of nonstandard titles 
such as those in the form of a rhetorical question. To discover whether 
title words are preferable to keywords for co-word analysis, Whittaker has 
carried out a comparative study. He found that keyword analysis gener- 
ates a picture similar to, but substantially more detailed than, that created 
by title word analysis. It does not show that either form of analysis is 
superior to the other. To some extent, this also proves the indexer effect 
is not a problem, at least in this case. 
A literature review shows that the words used in co-word analysis are 
expanding from keywords in a lexicon to words in the full-text. In early 
studies, only keywords from a lexicon are used (e.g., Bauin, 1986). Later, 
the documents are indexed by title, summary, and a certain number of 
restricted keywords (descriptors) drawn from a lexicon from the study by 
Callon et al. (1991). Recently, Rotto and Morgan (1997) suggested co-word 
analysis could be performed on abstracts using words suggested by industry 
experts to help identify more specific research focuses within the research 
area of need. Finally, in Database Tomography, full-text words are used. 
One of the many advantages of full text over key or index words is the 
ability to retain low frequency but highly important phrases, since the key- 
word approach ignores the low frequency phrases (Kostoff et al., 1997a). 
To What Extent Should the Words be Normalized? 
Even after we have decided where to get the words, we still need to 
“normalize” them before we do a co-word analysis. Normalization has 
been addressed and done in several previous studies. 
Turner et al. (1988) note that databases for information retrieval gen- 
erally have to be “cleaned up”when they are used as a science evaluation 
tool. Strategies have to be devised to normalize institutional addresses, 
and country and author names, overcome the limits of manual indexing, 
and deal with multi-authored papers. 
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In the study by Courtial et al. (1993), the normalized title is used as a 
list of keywords. The WPIL patent database used in their study provides 
a normalized title for each patent family of the database, which is given by 
WPIL editors. These improved titles are based on the whole text of the 
priority documents. In addition, WPIL also makes use of thesaurus terms. 
Word processing is even used to improve the list of uniterms by joining a 
set of two succeeding words, such as joining “ice cream” to make 
“ice*cream.” All these pre-processes on keywords enable the authors to 
obtain meaningful results in the study. 
Nederhof and van Wijk (1997) have studied the association among 
topics in a discipline. The topics in the study are derived from words in 
the title of each article. To exclude idiosyncratic terms, only topics occur- 
ring at least ten times in a five-year period are analyzed. Many words for 
which British and American spellings differ have been standardized to 
the American spelling by the Institute for Scientific Information when 
they are put into the citation index databases. 
Validationof the Method 
Validationof LEXIMPPE. Leydesdorff (1992a) has employed information 
theory to evaluate the LEXIMAPPE method of co-word analysis of scien-
tific texts. LEXIMAPPE is criticized as follows: 
In LEXIMAPPE, only the strength of the association is computed, 
the strength of the association is not tested against an expected value 
for significance in terms of the distribution. As a consequence, two 
words which most strongly differ in terms of “Structural equivalence ” 
may occur in one cluster, and twowords which do correlate signifi- 
cantly in terms of their distribution over the document set may oc- 
cur in different clusters. The basic model is a graph-analytic rela- 
tional model limited to diadic relations only. (p. 297) 
In summary, Leydesdorff has shown that LEXIMAPPE uses rather dif- 
ferent mechanisms to cut the “cake”: on the basis of the comparisons of 
distributions, one finds completely different groupings than those ab- 
stracted on the basis of single co-occurrences. 
In reply to Leydesdorff, Courtial (1992) first questions whether infor- 
mation theory can be used as an evaluation tool. He thinks information 
theory, when dealing with codes in a universe that are infinite, such as 
knowledge, confuses equiprobability and information, thus confusing dis- 
order and information. In general, Courtial thinks Leydesdorff‘s article 
seems to deplore the attention paid by co-word analysis to infrequent but 
strong links to the detriment of global statistics. 
Leydesdorff (1992b) gives the following reply to Courtial’s comments. 
He thinks the relational algorithm (in LEXIMAPPE) informs us only about 
how the system reconstructs the information in the data and nothing about 
what this change means within the network. The relational approach 
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exhibits relations and hierarchies, not position and dimensions. In order 
to assess change and continuity, Leydesdorff thinks, one needs a hypoth- 
esis with respect to dimension (e.g., in order to know how to assess the 
author correlation in the data). 
Reprpsentati-iienp,~.~of Co-Word Analysis. In another article, Leydesdorff (1997) 
questions co-word analysis again. He thinks words and co-words cannot 
map the development of science, because words change position not only 
in terms of the dimensional scheme of “theory,” “methods,” and “observa- 
tion results,” but also change in meaning from one text to another. By 
using the distribution of words over the sections, a clear distinction among 
“theoretical,” “observational,” and “methodological” terminolo<gy can be 
made in individual articles but not at the level of the set. 
Courtial (1998) has given some comments on Leydesdorff‘s article 
above. He claims words are not used as linguistic items to mean some- 
thing in co-word analysis, but as indicators of links between texts, what- 
ever they mean. In co-word analysis, words are chain indexes, allowing 
one to compute translation networks. What is important for co-word analy- 
sis is not the exact meaning or definition of a word, but the fact that this 
word is linked to word Xin one case and word Yin another case. 
Again, Leydesdorff ( 1998) insists relational indexes cannot warrant 
inferences about strategic positions and that information calculus pro- 
vides a useful tool for combining the static and dynamic analysis. 
Selection of ibfpthod 
The appearance of co-word analysis added another choice in the area 
of bibliometrics and provided another way to discover knowledge in data- 
bases. Similar to co-citation analysis, co-word analysis is also a kind of 
relational study based on the idea that publications should not be consid- 
ered as discrete units. Instead, each is built upon others (Turner et al., 
1988). 
Co-citation and co-word analysis are the two most common methods 
used for constructing the thematic and strategic map of a field. Then 
which one should be selected? 
In the study by Bauin et al. (1991),there were two reasons for choos- 
ing the co-word analysis method. The first reason is because they wanted 
to study the knowledge structure of the field rather than the relationship 
between researchers. Co-word analysis is based on  the scientific content 
of publications and it serves their purpose directly. The second reason 
was methodological. They wanted to test the usefulness of co-word analy- 
sis in the process of strategic planning to see if it could be used as a tool in 
science management. 
Callon et al. (1991) have shown why co-word is better than co-citation 
to study interactions between academic and technological research. The 
reason is the indicators used by co-citation only show the existence of a 
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link and cannot give any information on the subject or problem area in 
question. In order to know if it is scientific research or technology that 
has been the prime mover of an invention or an innovation, it is necessary 
to return to the documents themselves and to read the contents of the 
articles and patents identified. As the indicators used in co-word analysis 
can reflect the subject themselves, it is not necessary to go back to the 
original documents in all cases. 
A review of the previous studies on co-word analysis shows the tech- 
nique has been employed in the following types of studies: 
Mapping the dynamics of science (Callon et al., 1986a; Courtial & Law, 
1989; Coulter et al., 1998). 
Mapping the structure of scientific inquiry (Whittaker, 1989). 
Mapping interaction between basic and technological research (Gallon 
et al., 1991). 
Evaluating input/output relationships in a regional research network 
(Turner & Rojouan, 1991). 
In addition, it is suggested by Callon and his colleagues (Callon et al., 
1986) that co-word analysis should also be useful in the documentation 
field. It can be employed as a means to classify documents in terms of 
their evolving centers of interest. From this point of view, it should be 
useful both for retrospective retrieval and the construction and updating 
of thesauri. 
CONCLUSION 
Previous studies have shown co-word analysis to be a powerful tool to 
discover knowledge in databases. It has been used to detect the themes in 
a given research area, the relationship between these themes, the extent 
to which these themes are central to the whole area, and the degree to 
which these themes are internally structured. In the last twenty years, co- 
word analysis has been improved in many aspects. The main progress ran 
be found in two fields: 
1. 	 Source of words. The early tests used the keywords assigned by index- 
ers. Later, words in the title, summary, and abstract are used. Cur-
rently, the technical developments in full-text indexing make it pos- 
sible to use words in full-text to do a co-word analysis. This will reduce 
the indexer effects greatly, 
2. 	 Meusurements. The measurements used in co-word analysis have im- 
proved. The early co-word analysis used the inclusion and proximity 
indexes. A more general index, e-coefficient, was proposed later. 
Density and centrality are two other important measures that enable 
us to draw a strategic diagram. 
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However, there are still various kinds of problems remaining in the 
use of‘this method. One of the problems is the clustering algorithm. The 
clustering algorithm in current co-word analysis is very simple. Perhaps 
the other statistical clustering algorithms would work better. Another prob- 
lem is the measurements. There are many ways to calculate the value of 
each index or coefficient. Research is needed to determine the relative 
effectiveness of the approaches. In addition, the procedure to select the 
files in the test collection, the elimination of “noise” from the data files, 
and so on also need further study. Improvements in the method will es- 
sentially depend on how it is used. 
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Knowledge Discovery in Documents by Extracting 
Frequent Word Sequences 
HELENAAHONEN 
ABSTRACT 
AS ONE APPROACH TO ADDRESS T H E  N E W  INFORMATION needs caused by 
the increasing amount of available digital data, the notion of knowledge 
discovery has been developed. Knowledge discovery methods typically 
attempt to reveal general patterns and regularities in data instead of spe- 
cific facts, the kind of information that is hardly possible for any human 
being to find. In this article, a method for extracting iiiuximtil ft-~quent 
sequences in a set of documents is presented. A maximal frequent sequence 
is a sequence ofwords that is frequent in the document collection and, 
moreover, that is not contained in any other longer frequent sequence. A 
sequence is considered to be frequent if it appears in at least n documents 
when n is the frequency threshold given. Frequent maximal sequences 
can be used, for instance, as content descriptors for documeiit 
ment is represented as a set of sequences, which can then be used to 
discover other regularities in the document collection. As the sequences 
are frequent, their combination of words is not accidental. Moreover, a 
sequence has exactly the same form in many documents, providing a pos-
sibility to do similarity mappings for information retrieval, hypertext link- 
ing, clustering, and discovery of frequent co-occurrences. A set of se- 
quences, particularly the longer ones, as such may also give a concise sum-
mary of the topic of the document. 
INTROIIUCTION 
The research field of knowledge discovery in databases (or data min- 
ing) has in the last years produced methods for finding patterns and 
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regularities in structured data, mainly in databases. The studies have in- 
cluded efforts to utilize the existing data about, for example, clients, prod- 
ucts, and competition. For instance, patterns in client behavior have been 
extracted. Unstructured data, particularly free running text, place new 
demands on knowledge discovery methodology. The representations of 
knowledge discovered are typically sets of frequently co-occurring items, 
or clusters of items, that seem to behave similarly in some sense. When 
the data are structured, they are usually easy to define, that is, what are 
the parts of data-the occurrence or behavior of the data-that are inter- 
esting? Regarding unstructured data, however, this is not at all obvious. 
When documents are concerned, the words of these documents may 
appear to be natural item candidates. The more established fields of in- 
formation retrieval and natural language processing have traditionally 
concentrated on words and phrases. The phrases may be linguistic phrases, 
usually noun phrases, or statistical phrases, which are most often frequent 
noun-noun or adjective-noun pairs. In data mining research, the solution 
has been to use keywords from a controlled vocabulary (Feldman & Dagan, 
1995; Feldman, Dagan, & Klosgen, 1996), names (of people, companies, 
etc.), or rigid technical terms that usually are noun phrases. However, 
verb phrases may also carry important hints on acts and processes similar 
to the following sequences of words: 
bank england provided money market assistance 
board declared stock split payable april 
boost domestic demand 
In this article, a method for extracting frequent word sequences from 
documents is presented. These sequences can be used as items for fur- 
ther knowledge discovery, but they already represent nontrivial and use- 
ful knowledge about documents and the entire document collection. 
Particularly, the method is able to find the maximal frequent word se- 
quences, which are sequences ofwords that are frequent in the document 
collection and, moreover, that are not contained in any other longer fre- 
quent sequence. A sequence is considered to be frequent if it appears in 
at least n documents, when n is the frequency threshold given. The spe- 
cific demands, due to the characteristics of textual data, include the facts 
that frequent sequences can be very long and that the frequency thresh- 
old has to be set rather low to find any interesting sequences. 
Frequent maximal sequences can be used, for instance, as content 
descriptors for documents: a document is represented as a set of sequences, 
which can then be used to discover other regularities in the document 
collection. As the sequences are frequent, their combination of words is 
not accidental, and a sequence has exactly the same form in many docu- 
ments, giving a possibility to do similarity mappings for information re- 
trieval, hypertext linking, clustering, and discovery of frequent 
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co-occurrences. A set of sequences, particularly the longer ones, may also 
give a concise summary of the topic of the document. 
In the next section of this discussion, the entire word sequence dis- 
covery process is described, including preprocessing the documents, dis- 
covery of maximal sequences, assessing the quality of the discovered word 
sequences and, finally, the usage possibilities of the sequences. The last 
section presents experiments conducted using a newswire collection. 
EXTRACTINGFREQUENT WORDSEQUENCES 
The core of knowledge discovery are the algorithms that extract regu- 
lar patterns in the data. In a practical application domain, however, it is 
essential to see knowledge discovery not just consisting of fast algorithms 
but as a process that starts from the data as it is available and ends up in 
the use of the discovered knowledge for some purpose. In the context of 
this article, the knowledge discovery process contains the following phases: 
Preprocessing of the documents 

Discovery of word sequences 

Ordering the word sequences 

Use of the discovered knowledge 

The starting point of the process is ordinary running text. The discovery 
method to be presented in this section has been developed with such a 
document collection in mind-i.e., the documents are rather brief. Hence, 
if longer documents are to be used, it might be necessary to use some 
kind of fragmentation-e.g., consider each paragraph as a document or 
use some other advanced method for dividing text into fragments (Hearst, 
1995; Heinonen, 1998). 
BASICDEFINITIONS 
In order to formulate the approach presented in this article, some 
terms have to be defined. Assume that there is a document collection 
that contains a set of documents. Each document can be seen as a se- 
quence of words and word-like characters. Each word has a unique index 
that identifies the location of the word both in the document and in the 
document collection. For instance, in the following, portions of three 
documents can be seen: 
(The,70) (Congress,71) (subcommittee,72) (backed,73) (away,74) 
(from ,75) (mandat ing ,  76) (specific,77) (retaliation, 78) 
(against,79) (foreign,80) (countries,81) (for,82) (unfair,83) 
(foreign, 84) (trade,85) (practices,86) 
(He,105) (u rged , l06 )  (Congress,l07) ( to ,  108) (reject, 109) 
(provisions,llO) ( tha t , l l l )  (would,llZ) (mandate,llS) (U.S.,114) 
(retaliation,l15) (against, 116) (foreign,l17) (unfair,118)  
(trade,l19) (practices,lZO) 
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(Washington,407) (charged,408) (France,409) (West,4lO) 
(Germany,411) (the,412) (U.K.,413) (Spain, 414) (and,415) 
(the,416) (EC,417) (Commission,418) (with,419) (unfair,420) 
(practices,421) (on,422) (behalf,423) (of,424) (Airbus,425) 
Actually, the documents are seldom processed as such but rather prepro- 
cessed before knowledge is extracted. The possibilities and benefits of 
preprocessing are discussed in detail later in this article. 
Usually knowledge discovery methods express the extracted knowl- 
edge as some kind of regular pattern appearing in the data. In the cur- 
rent approach, these patterns are represented as word sequences. Like the 
text itself, a word sequence consists of a sequence of words. It is said that 
a word sequence occurs in a document if all the words contained in the 
word sequence can be found in the document in the same order as within 
the word sequence. For instance, in the previous sample documents, the 
word sequence (retaliation, against, foreign, unfair; trade, practices) occurs in 
the first two documents in the locations (78, 79, 80, 83, 85,86) and (115, 
116,117,118,119,120). The word sequence (unfair; practices) occurs in all 
the documents, namely in locations (83,86), (118,120), and (420, 421). 
Naturally, a very large number of word sequences can be found in any 
document, particularly if sequences of all lengths are considered. The set 
of all sequences, furthermore, does not contain any knowledge that would 
not be already contained in the text of the documents. On the contrary, 
any knowledge would be even more difficult to find. Hence, it is impor- 
tant to consider only word sequences that are frequent in the document 
collection. A word sequence is said to be frequent if it occurs in enough 
documents to equal at least the given frequency threshold. For instance, 
assuming that the frequency threshold is 10, a word sequence is frequent 
if it occurs in ten or more documents. Note that only one occurrence of a 
sequence in a document is counted: several occurrences within one docu- 
ment do not make the sequence more frequent. Different definitions in 
this respect are, of course, possible. 
To restrict the number of word sequences further, a maximal gap be-
tween words in a sequence is given. That is, the original locations of any 
two consecutive words of the sequence can have only n words between 
them at the most if n is the maximal gap. Without this restriction, a large 
number of short frequent sequences, the words of which are located very 
far away in the text, would be found-e.g., in the previous example, the 
sequences (Congress, foreign), (Congress, practices), and (against, practices). 
If a word sequence occurs in a document, it is also a subsequenceof the 
sequence of words that constitutes the document. In a similar way, a se- 
quence s is a subsequence of any sequence s’ if all the words of s occur in 
s’ in the same order as in s. 
If some word sequence is frequent, all of its subsequences are fre- 
quent. Hence, if there exists a frequent word sequence of length 10, 
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1,012 frequent word sequences of length 2-9 are returned. Similarly, if 
(dow, jones, industrial, average) is a frequent word sequence in the collec- 
tion, all the following sequences are found: 
dow jones industrial average 

dow jones 

dow industrial 

dow average 

jones industrial 

jones average 

industrial average 

dotvjones industrial 

dow jones average 

jones industrial average 

Often, however, the longest possible sequences are the most interest- 
ing, and their subsequences do not give more information. Hence, a se- 
quence is returned only if it is a maximalfrequent sequence. Aword sequence 
sis a maximal frequent sequence in the document collection if there does 
not exist any sequence .s’in the collection such that s is a subsequence of 
.$’ands’is frequent in the collection. That is, a frequent word sequence is 
maximal if it is not contained in any other frequent word sequence. 
Clearly, when a subsequence does not have any independent mean- 
ing, it is rather useless. However, sometimes a subsequence is much more 
frequent than the respective maximal frequent sequence, which indicates 
that the subsequence also appears in other contexts and, therefore, has a 
meaning beyond the maximal sequence context. For instance, the follow- 
ing two maximal frequent sequences contain clearly independent parts, 
which can be found if they also appear elsewhere-e.g., the name “Oskar 
Lafontaine”without the title “jinance minister”: 
finance minister Theo Waigel 
finance minister Oskar Lafontaine 
finance minister 
Theo Waigel 
Oskar Lafontaine 
PREPROCESSING 
The preprocessing phase is to transform documents into a represen- 
tation that can be used by the discovery algorithm. Text includes various 
constituents-e.g., words, punctuation, special characters, and numbers. 
Basically, the discovery method accepts any sequence of these constitu- 
ents and returns the frequent sequences. However, there are two reasons 
why some preprocessing is useful. First, some frequent words and charac- 
ters may combine with other constituents in a way that can be regarded as 
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accidental-i.e., although the combination occurs frequently, it is more 
due to the frequency of the single words than due to the special meaning 
this combination carries. Second, the discovery method executes remark- 
ably faster when some constituents have been removed, particularly words 
and characters that often occur several times within one document. Ex- 
amples of these are prepositions like ‘‘of’’ or articles like “the.” In the ex- 
periments presented in the last part of this discussion, a stoplist of 400 
words was used. Furthermore, all numbers that occurred separately were 
removed. However, words like “G7-countries”remained. If the documents 
are in some structured form, like SGML (Standard Generalized Markup 
Language) or XML (Extensible Markup Language), either the structure 
tags have to be removed or the structure must be taken into account some- 
how. In the current approach, the structure is ignored. 
In addition to pruning, the words can also be modified. For instance, 
stemming can be used to reduce inflected words to their stems. The ben- 
efit of stemming is that sequences, which have almost the same meaning 
but a slightly different form, are combined. If the words are not stemmed, 
some word sequences may be ignored, as they are not frequent enough, 
although the slight variations together might exceed the frequency thresh- 
old. For instance, if the following sequences both have a frequency of 7 
and the frequency threshold is 10, neither of the sequences is discovered. 
agricultural production 
agricultural products 
However, these sequences would guarantee a frequency of 14 for a stemmed 
sequence-e.g., ‘~a~‘cu1turproduct .” 
On the other hand, stemming may join sequences that have rather 
different meanings. More sophisticated preprocessing may be provided 
by using some natural language processing like morphological analysis. 
Morphological analysis can reduce the words to their base forms, though 
at the same time retaining the knowledge on the inflected form of the 
word. Hence, it might be possible to combine the word forms only if the 
single forms are not frequent enough. This approach is not implemented 
yet. After all, when morphologically rich languages, like Finnish, are con- 
sidered, morphological analysis clearly surpasses the stemming process. 
Moreover, grammatical features can be used to prune words. For instance, 
the discovery process may be easily restricted to nouns only. As an ex- 
ample of some preprocessing steps, consider the sentence 
Documents are a n  interesting application field for data mzning techniques. 
The sentence can be first preprocessed using morphological analysis 
into the following tagged form: 
( d o c u m e n t - N - P L ,  1) (be-V-PRES-PL,  2 )  ( a n - D E T } ,  3)  
( interest incA-POS,  4) 
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(application -N-SG, 5 )  Cfield -N-SG, 6) (for-€’€’, 7 )  (data-N-SG, 8 )  

( m i n i n g N - S G  , 9 )  

( technique-N-PL, 10) 

In the following step, uninteresting parts are pruned, resulting in 
(document -N-PL, 1) (interesting-A-POS, 4) (application -N-SG, 5 )  

Vield-N-SG, 6) 

(dak-N-SG, 8 )  (mining-N-SG, 9) (technique-N-PL, 10) 

The text may also be pruned to contain, for example, only nouns, 
(document-N-PL, 1) (application-N-SG, 5 )  (field-N-SG, 6 )  (data-N-SG, 
8) 
( m i n i n g N - S G ,  9) (tcchnique-N-PL, 10) 
or, depending on the goal of the research, the word itself may be dis- 
carded and only the morphological information retained: 
(N-PL,  1) (A-POS,  4) (N-SG, 5) (N-SG, 6) 
(N-SG, 8 )  (N-SG,  9) (N-PL,  10) 
At the end of the preprocessing phase, the text is transformed into a long 
sequence with a running index. The word “###document###” is used to 
separate the documents in the sequence. The running index guarantees 
that each occurrence of a word has a unique location number. 
FINDINGMAXIMALFREQUENT WORDSEQUENCES 
As defined in an earlier section, maximal frequent sequences are se- 
quences of words that appear often in the document collection and are 
not included in another longer frequent sequence. It is not possible to 
decide locally whether a sequence is frequent or not-i.e., all the instances 
of the sequence in the collection must be counted. Given a document 
with a length of twenty words, there are over 1million possible sequences 
to be considered. Even if the distance of consecutive words is restricted to 
two, the number is still as large as 6,500. This number of candidate se- 
quences is computationally prohibitive. Hence, a straightforward way, 
which includes generating the sequences for each document and then 
computing the sums of occurrences, is not possible in practice. Addition- 
ally, only a small fraction of sequences finally turn out to be frequent in 
the collection. 
In the data mining community, several discovery methods have been 
presented. The related research includes discovery of frequent sets 
(Agrawal, Mannila, Srikant, Toivonen, &Verkamo, 1996) and discovery of 
sequential patterns (Agrawal & Srikant, 1995; Mannila, Toivonen, & 
Verkamo, 1995). In our context of textual data, a frequent set would be a 
set of words that co-occur frequently in documents-i.e., the order of the 
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words is not significant and one word may occur only once in a set. The 
approaches to discover sequential patterns are usually modifications of 
the methods for finding frequent sets. Most of these approaches use bot- 
tom-up processing: first, the frequent sets, or sequences, of size 1are found, 
then longer frequent sequences are iteratively formed from the shorter 
ones, using the pruning principle that if a sequence is not frequent, none 
of the sequences in which it is included can be frequent. Finally, all the 
maximal sets or sequences are also found. The problem is that, when the 
maximal sequences are long, the number of shorter sequences is rather 
prohibitive. Hence, it is not possible to generate, or even consider, all the 
subsequences of the maximal sequences. Some approaches exist that at- 
tempt to compute the maximal sets directly; for example, in Gunopulos, 
Khardon, Mannila, and Toivonen (1997), a randomized algorithm is used. 
In Bayardo (1998), the particular goal is to handle large maximal sets. To 
summarize, the methods to discover sequential patterns also find maxi- 
mal frequent sequences but, due to performance reasons, they do not 
succeed with text documents, whereas no other methods for directly find- 
ing frequent maximal sequences exist. 
In the method presented in this article, the bottom-up approach is 
combined with the direct discovery of maximal sequences. The method is 
divided into two phases: initialization and discovery. First, in the initial- 
ization phase, all the frequent pairs are collected from the documents. 
This is done by collecting all the pairs in which the words of the pair have 
at most two words in between. The quantity of documents for each pair is 
then computed, and the pairs that occur frequently enough form the ini- 
tial set of sequences for the discovery phase. 
Assume the document collection contains the following six documents 
in which the words are replaced by letters: 
1: (A,ll) (B,12) (C,13) (D,14) (E,15) 
2: (P,21) (B,22) (C,23) (D,24) (K,25) 
3: (A,31) (B,32) (C,33) (H,34) (D,35) (K,36) 
4: (P,41) (€442) (C,43) (D,44) (E,45) (N,46) 
5: (P,51) (B,52) (C,53) (K,54) (E,55) (L,56) (M,57) 
6: (R,61) (H,62) (863)  (L,64) (M,65) 
In order to be counted as an instance of a pair in the initialization 
phase, two words in a document can have between them at most two other 
words. Assume that the frequency threshold is set to 2: 
AB:2 BE:3 CK:3 EL:1 HM:1 PC:3 
AC:2 BH:1 CL:1 EM:1 KE:1 PD:2 
AD:1 B K 2  CN:1 EN:l KL:2 P K 1  
AH:1 CD:4 DE:2 HD:1 KM:2 RH:1 
BC:5 CE:3 D K 2  H K 2  LM:2 IUC1 
BD:4 CH:1 DN:1 HL:1 PB:3 RL:1 
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As longer sequences are constructed from the shorter ones, a container 
of the current sequences has to be maintained. This container is called 
the set of ,Turns, and the sequences contained in this set are called k-grams 
in which k is the length of the gram. After the initialization phase, the set 
of grams contains all the pairs-i.e., 2-grams that have a frequency of at 
least 2: {AB,AC, BC, BD, BE, BK, CD, CE, CK, DE, DK, HK, KL, KM, LM, 
PB, PC, PD}. 
The discovery phase, in turn, is divided into three steps: the expan- 
sion, the join, and the prune steps. In the expansion step, a new word is 
added to the pair and, if the resulting 3-gram is still frequent, the same is 
repeated until the resulting sequence is no more frequent. The last fre- 
quent sequence is now a maximal frequent sequence. 
Continuing with the previous example, the processing starts from the 
pair AB. The set of grams is used 10 find candidate words to be added 
since only sequences that are constructed from the frequent pairs can be 
frequent. A candidate sequence ABC can be constructed using the grams, 
and its frequency, when checked against the documents, is found to be 2. 
A new attempt is made to add a word: the sequence ABCD is again found 
to be frequent. However, all other attempts to make the sequence longer 
fail since the possible candidate sequences ABCDE and ABCDK are not 
frequent. Hence, the sequence ABCD is a maximal frequent sequence. 
The other pairs are processed in a similar way. However, to ensure 
that the same maximal sequences are not produced several times, a pair is 
not expanded if it is already a subsequence of some maximal sequence. 
M7hen all the pairs have been processed, every pair belongs to some maxi- 
mal sequence. If some pair cannot be expanded, it is itself a maximal 
sequence. A pair that is a maximal sequence can be removed from the set 
of grams as it cannot be a part of any other maximal sequence. 
In the previous example, the pairs AC, BC, and BD are subsequences 
of ABCD and, hence, are not expanded. The pair BE can be expanded to 
the sequence BCDE, BK to BCDK, KL to KLM, and PD to PBCD. The pair 
HK cannot be expanded, and it is removed from the set of grams. All 
other pairs are subsequences of some maximal sequence. Hence, after 
the first expansion step, the set of maximal frequent sequences is (ABCD, 
BCDE, BCDK, KLM, PBCD, HK}. 
In the expansion step, all the possibilities to expand may have to be 
checked-i.e., the new word can be added to the end, to the front, or to 
the middle of the sequence. If one expansion does not produce a fre- 
quent sequence, other alternatives have to be considered. However, when 
a suitable word is found, other alternatives can be ignored. 
As seen earlier, the test for frequency of some sequence has to be 
done regularly. Due to efficiency reasons, it is not reasonable to check 
the frequency from the documents. Therefore, the occurrences of the 
frequent pairs found from the documents are stored in a separate data 
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structure. For instance, for the pairs AB, AC, and BC, the following occur- 
rences are stored: 
AB: [ll-12][31-321 
4C: [11-13]pi-331 
BC: [12-13] [22-23][32-33][42-43) [52-531 
If the frequency of the sequence ABC has to be found, the data structure 
is first searched to find the occurrences of AB, in this case [ll-121 and 
[31-321. Then those occurrences of BC that are continuations of the oc- 
currences of AB are found, namely [12-131 and [32-33]. Finally the oc- 
currences for the entire sequence ABC can be combined: [ll-131 and 
[31-331. The number of these occurrences is returned as the frequency 
of the sequence. 
In the join step, the pairs-i.e., 2-grams-are joined to form 3-grams. 
For instance, if there are pairs AB,BC, and BD, new sequences ABC and 
ABD are formed. Within the example, the following 3-grams are included 
in the new set of grams, but the 3-gram KLM can be removed since it is 
already known to be maximal: 
ABC ACK CDE PCD BKM 
ABD BCD CDK PCE CKL 
ABE BCE PRC PCK CKM 
ABK BCK PBD PDE DKL 
ACD BDE PKE PDK DKM 
ACE BDK PBK BKL (KLM) 
Now the expansion step is repeated: all 3-grams are processed and ex- 
panded. The difference, however, is that the 3-grams are not necessarily 
frequent. Actually, a 3-gram formed byjoining two 2-grams does not nec- 
essarily occur at all in the documents. For instance, if there are pairs AB 
and BC but BC always occurs before AB in the documents, the sequence 
ABC never occurs. The 3-grams that are not frequent are pruned away 
from the set of grams. 
The 3-grams ABC and ABD are subsequences of ABCD, which is maxi- 
mal. The 3-gram ABE occurs only once in the documents and can be 
removed from the set of grams. In fact, there are only two 3-grams, name- 
ly PBE and PBK, that are frequent but are not already subsequences of 
maximal sequences. These grams are expanded to maximal sequences 
PBCE and PBCK, respectively. 
After the expansion step, the set of grams looks like the following: 
ABC BCE CDE PBE PCK 
ABD BCK CDK PBK 
ACD BDE PBC PCD 
BCD BDK PBD PCE 
The expansion and join steps are iterated in a similar way as explained 
above: k-grams are expanded to maximal sequences and then joined to 
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form k+l-grams. As all the grams that are itself maximal sequences are 
removed, as well as the grams that are not frequent, the processing stops 
when the set of grams is empty. In practice, when the sequences can be 
long (e.g., twenty-two words), it is necessary to apply pruning, which makes 
it possible to remove grams before the gram length is the same as the 
length of the maximal sequence. The prune step is explained shortly 
below. 
The following 4grams belong to the set of grams. The grams ABCD, 
BCDE, BCDK, PBCD, PBCE, and PBCK are maximal, the other grams be- 
come infrequent. Hence, the processing stops after this expansion step: 
(ABCD) ABDK (BCDK) PBDE 
ABCE ACDE (PBCD) PBDK 
ABCK ACDK (PBCE) PCDE 
ABDE (BCDE) (PBCK) PCDK 
Finally, the set of maximal frequent sequences includes the sequences 
( A B O ,  B O E ,  B O K ,  KLM, P B O ,  HK, P B B ,  PBCPJ. All of these maximal 
sequences have a frequency of 2. 
The basic version of the algorithm proceeds to as many levels as is the 
length of the longest maximal sequence. When there exist long maximal 
sequences, this can be prohibitive, since on every level the join operation 
increases exponentially the number of the grams contained in the maxi- 
mal sequences. However, often it is unnecessary to wait until the length 
of the grams is the same as the length of the maximal sequence in order 
to remove the grams of the maximal sequence from the set of grams. As 
there must always be grams from at least two maximal sequences to form a 
new maximal sequence, we can check, for each maximal sequence m, 
whether there are any other maximal sequences that can still contribute 
in forming new sequences and, hence, can preclude the removal of the 
grams of m. If no such other maximal sequences are found, the maximal 
sequence is declared to be final. 
For instance, the following principles can be used on the level k to 
decide whether a maximal sequence is final: 
A maximal sequence is final if it does not share any k-1-prefixes or 
suffixes of grams with another maximal sequence in at least n docu-
ments in which n is the frequency threshold. 
Let Mbe the set of maximal sequences that share a k-1-prefix or -suffix 
of a gram with the maximal sequence m. For each m’in M, we align m 
and m’to know which subsequences of m are also subsequences of m ’. 
If there is a common subsequence which is longer than the maximal 
gap, the sequence m’bindsm. Otherwise, if there are no subsequences, 
such that the respective positions in m have a distance larger than k, 
the sequence m’does not bind m. If no m’ in M binds m, m is final. 
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The pruning of maximal sequences proceeds as follows. After a join 
step on level k, as the set of grams contains k+l-grams, the maximal se- 
quences are processed. First, if a maximal sequence is of size k + l ,  the 
respective gram is removed from the set of grams. Second, for all the 
longer maximal sequences, it has to be decided whether the sequence is 
final. Finally, after all the maximal sequences have been considered, any 
gram that is a subsequence of final maximal sequences only is removed. 
Only the grams of a maximal sequence are removed; the sequence is not 
removed from the set of maximal sequences in order to assure that the 
new sequences are not already subsequences of some maximal sequence. 
Above, a method for discovering maximal frequent sequences was 
presented. After all the maximal frequent sequences have been discov- 
ered, their subsequences that are more frequent than the corresponding 
maximal sequence can also be found. The more frequent subsequences 
are found for each maximal sequence in turn. Continuing the running 
example, first, a set of grams is formed from the pairs contained in the 
maximal sequence ABCD-i.e., the set contains the 2-grams {AB,AC, AD, 
BC, BD, CD). Second, two grams are joined to form a 3-gram if the fre- 
quency of the 3-gram is higher than the frequency of the maximal se- 
quence-i.e., in this case, higher than 2. Only one such 3-gram can be 
formed-i.e., BCD, which has a frequency of 4. As a subsequence can also 
be a subsequence of some other subsequence of the maximal sequence, it 
is only considered interesting if it is more frequent than any of the other 
subsequences that contain it. Hence, a 2-gram is included in the set of 
more frequent subsequences if it is more frequent than the maximal se- 
quence, and either it is not included in any 3-gram or it is more frequent 
than any of the 3-grams in which it is contained. From the 2-grams in the 
set of grams above, only the gram BC fulfills the requirements. The grams 
BD and CD are more frequent than the maximal sequence ABCD, but 
these are contained in BCD and have the same frequency as it has, namely 
4. These steps, joining of the k-grams to form k+l-grams and checking 
whether the k-grams fulfill the requirements, are repeated until the set of 
grams is empty. This procedure is done for each maximal frequent se- 
quence. Within the previous example, the final set of more frequent sub- 
sequences looks like the following (the number in parentheses is the fre- 
quency of the sequence) : 
ABCD (2) : BCD(4), BC(5) 

BCDE (2): BCD(4), BCE(3), BC(5) 

BCDK(2): BCD (4), BCK( 3) ,  BC( 5) 

KLM(2): no more frequent subsequences 

PBCD (2): PBC(3), BCD(4), BC(5) 

HK(2) : no subsequences 

PBCE(2): PBC(3), BCE(3), BC(5) 

PBCK( 2) : PBC(3), BCE(3), BC(5) 
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Examples of both maximal frequent sequences and their more frequent 
subsequences, as extracted from a newswire text collection, can be found 
in the Examples and Experiments section. 
ORDERINC, WORDSEQUENCESAND PRUNING 
Some decisions will now be presented which reduce the number of 
word sequences found in the documents. First, to be counted as a word 
sequence, the sequence cannot contain gaps that are longer than the maxi- 
mal gap given. Second, the word sequence has to be frequent. Third, a 
word sequence has to be a maximal sequence or a subsequence of some 
maximal sequence such that the subsequence has to be more frequent 
than the respective maximal sequence. However, even after these restric- 
tions, the number of word sequences found may be rather large, at least 
for sonie application purposes. In this section, some postprocessing op- 
portunities are presented that make it possible to find an ordering for the 
word scquences. If the word sequences are ordered according to their 
assumed quality, the less valuable sequences can be pruned if necessary. 
Also, even a large set of sequences is easier to utilize if the sequences are 
presented in the order of their assumed quality. 
A central problem with the knowledge discovery approaches is to de- 
fine the notion of interestinLpess. The basic methods usually return large 
sets of information, and some extra effort is needed to evaluate the re- 
sults and decide which are interesting for the given application. 
With the approach presented in the previous sections, interesting- 
ness is in the first place determined by the frequency of the sequence. 
Actually, with long sequences, i t  is a very good measure since the frequency 
guarantees that the combination is not accidental. On the other hand, 
long sequences hardly appear so often that they lose their interestingness 
value. However, with single words and short sequences, it may happen 
that a high frequency indicates that the sequence has no describing power 
and that its interestingness is low. Hence, some further measures have to 
be considered to focus on good sequences. 
In data mining, typically the relevance of a pattern is very strongly 
dependent on the application. One of our hypotheses is that there are 
measures of relevance that are common to all documents independent of 
the semantic content of the texts. However, different usage needs also 
affect application of the measures. In the following, a set of measures is 
introduced. Each of these measures attempts to describe one aspect of 
interestingness using knowledge gathered from the word sequences. The 
measures are: 
Length:The absolute length wlen of a word sequence is the number of 
words it contains. The relative length len is defined as 1- (l/wlen). 
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Frequency:The frequency f of a word sequence is the number of docu- 
ments in which the sequence occurs. We also consider separately the 
number of occurrences of a word sequence within a document. This 
frequency is denoted as $ 
Tightness:If'the first word of a sequence appears in location xand the 
last word in location y, the window of the occurrence is defined as y - x 
+ 1. If zuin is the average of all the windows of the occurrences of a 
sequence, the tightness t of the sequence is 1- ( (win- wlen)/win). 
" -1  
Stability:A word sequence s of absolute length n contains P = 2 ( E  ) 
subsequences. k = 2  
Assume there are subsequences sl, . . ., sk with the frequencies higher 
than the frequency of s, and for each sz,cont(s) is the number of subse- 
quences sL itself contains. Additionally, let Sbe the sum of these sets, 
i.e., S = cont(s,)+ ...+ cont(s,). Furthermore, the relative frequency of 
these subsets is computed as F= cont(s,) x f(s)/f(sJ + ...+ cont(s,) x f(s)/ 
f(sJ in which f (s) ,  1 I i _< k, are the frequencies of the subsequences 
s~,..., sk, respectively. The stability st of the word sequence s is now 
computed as st = (F/S + (1 - S/P))/2. 
Inverse Document Frequency (IDF): The IDF is computed as idf= - Zog 
(number of documents containing the sequence / number of docu- 
ments in the collection). This measure is also scaled to receive values 
between 0 - 1. The relative IDF is computed by dividing idf by the 
maximal IDF value max-id& which is obtained when a word sequence 
occurs in n documents, in which n is the frequency threshold-i.e., 
rel-idf = i d !/ max-idt 
In order to illustrate the measures of tightness and stability, which are not 
as intuitive as the other measures, some examples are given in the follow- 
ing: 
Tightness depicts the number of gaps that can be found, on the average, 
in the occurrences of the word sequence in the documents. All the 
occurrences are counted-i.e., also the duplicate occurrences in one 
document. In the first example of this article, three documents were 
presented. In these documents, a word sequence (unfair, practices) 
occurred in locations (83, 86), (118,120), and (420, 421). The aver- 
age window is now 3, and the length of the sequence is 2. Hence, the 
tightness is I - (3-2) /3= 1- 1/3 = 0.67. 
Stability attempts to reveal the ties between the constituents of the word 
sequence. If the subsequences of the sequence occur in the context 
of the sequence only, which is depicted by the fact that they have the 
same frequency as the sequence itself, the stability is 1. If, however, 
there are subsequences that are more frequent, the stability gets a 
value between 0 and 1. 
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In the following, one word sequence and its more frequent subsequences 
with frequencies are presented: 
available export enhancement program initiative announced 11 
-program initiative 22 
-program announced 37 
-enhancement initiative 25 
-enhancement announced 20 
-available export 25 
-export initiative announced 19 
As the length of the sequence is 6, the sequence has 56 subsequences- 
i.e., P = 56. Only subsequences longer than 2 are counted. Therefore, 
from the more frequent subsequences, only the last one, which itself has a 
length of 3, has subsequences of its own. The sum of more frequent sub- 
sequences is 8-i.e., S =  8. F= 11/22 + 11/37 + 11/25 + 11/20 + 11/25 + 3 
x 11/19 = 3.97. The stability is now computed as s t =  (3.97/8 + ( 1  - 8/56)) 
/ 2 = 0.68. 
The ranking of word sequences within a document is computed by 
combining the above measures. It can be done in several ways, depend- 
ing on the emphasis given to each measure. As the frequency is consid- 
ered to be the central factor, the weight w is computed by multiplying the 
frequency of a word sequence within a document by a combination of the 
other measures. In the experiments presented in this article, the weight 
is computed as w = tf x (len+ t + st + rel-idj /4. After each word sequence 
has a weight, it is possible to select the best word sequences and prune 
away the sequences with a weight less than a given threshold. The thresh- 
old can have a predefined fixed value or a dynamic value depending on, 
for example, the number of the word sequences found in the collection. 
USEOF FREQUENT WORDSEQUENCES 
In this section, some possible uses of frequent word sequences are 
discussed. These uses include applying word sequences within some ex- 
isting applications, but t.his technology may also make available new ways 
to face information overload. 
For instance, imagine the following situation. The user makes a query 
that may contain single words or a more complicated search expression. 
Instead of returning the documents that fulfill the conditions of the query, 
the search engine returns only the maximal frequent word sequences. 
The user can see the contexts of the query terms and use this knowledge 
to decide which maximal sequences correspond to his or her information 
need. Assume the user has given a query term “agriculture.” If stemming 
is used, the following word sequences might be returned: 
agricultural exports 
agricultural production 
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agricultural products 
agricultural stabilization conservation service 
agricultural subsidies 
agricultural trade 
U.S. agriculture

agriculture department usda 

agriculture department wheat 

agriculture hearing 

agriculture minister 

agriculture officials 

agriculture subcommittee 

agriculture undersecretary daniel amstutz 

common agricultural policy 

ec agriculture ministers 

european community agriculture

food agriculture 

house agriculture committee 

If the user chooses the sequence “apcul tural  subsidies,” the search engine 
can return the documents containing this sequence. Instead of choosing 
one sequence only, also several sequences, connected by Boolean opera- 
tors, can be chosen. 
Before seeing the entire documents, the user could also ask, Which 
other word sequences appear in the same documents with the sequence 
“agricultural subsidies?” That is, instead of the text of the documents, the 
set of word sequences for each document would be returned. This repre- 
sentation would give the user an overview to the documents, particularly 
if not only the plain word sequence is returned but also the entire sen- 
tence or paragraph in which the word sequence occurs. 
Furthermore, the user could choose some documents to be viewed. 
If some document looks promising, the entire document can be used as a 
query to search other documents that are somehow similar. The similar- 
ity comparison that is needed to implement this functionality can be based 
on the frequent word sequences as a representation of a document. 
In particular, the word sequences might support information seeking 
when the user does not have a very clear idea what he or she is looking for, 
and when the user is not familiar with the document collection. The 
frequent word sequences offer a mediating level, which can be used to 
expand even very short queries. As today ordinary users can directly search 
large full-text document collections without the help of a professional 
librarian, new challenges are to be addressed. According to some studies 
(Grefenstette, 1997), users tend to use few words only in their queries 
even if search engines offer more advanced search expressions. Hence, 
new simple tools should be offered users. The word sequences are close 
to the normal text and probably easy to accept. 
In addition to the information searching process where the user has 
even some kind of an idea what he or she is looking for, the word se- 
quences also support knowledge discovery where the user is looking for 
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new, interesting, and surprising knowledge contained in the documents. 
For instance, a discovery process might find associations between word 
sequences-e.g., that names of two companies seem to occur more often 
in the same documents than what is LObe expected. Moreover, the docu- 
ments can be clustered using the word sequences. Clusters give an over- 
view to the collection, and these can also be a way to restrict the scope of 
further searching to a subset of the documents. Finally, as the word se- 
quences inherently have exactly the same form in several documents, they 
can be used to automatically generate hypertext links between documents. 
In practice, the set of word sequences for a document should prob- 
ably be expanded by frequent content-bearing single words of the docu- 
ment. Some words that have an important meaning occur in many con- 
texts, which may preclude them participating in frequent word sequences. 
Furthermore, in many languages other than English, composite words are 
favored instead of phrases of several words. 
EXAMPLESAND EXPERIMENTS 
The publicly available Keuters-21578 newswire collection, which con- 
tains about 19,000 documents, has been used for experiments (see 
http://~y~.~..research.att.com/-lewis/reuters21578.html).The average 
length of the dociiments is 135 words. Originally, the documents con- 
tained 2.5 million words. After stopword pruning against a list of 400 
stopwords, the amount of words is reduced to 1.3million, which are in- 
stances of 50,000 distinct words. 
The list of stopwords contains, for example, single letters, pronouns, 
prepositions, some common abbreLiations from the Reuters collection (e.g., 
pct, dlr, cts, shr), and some other common words that do not have any 
content-bearing role in text phrases. On the other hand, many common 
verbs are not stopwords since they may add some necessary context into 
phrases (e.g., call, bring, and sell). In addition to stopwords, all numbers 
are removed from the documents. Stopword pruning is necessary, since 
the efficiency of the algorithm may be ruined if there are many words that 
appear several times in one document. Frequency of words as such is not a 
problem, although they naturally increase the size of data, and sequences 
containing very frequent words only may not be very interesting. 
Experiments have been performed with frequency thresholds 10 and 
15. Table 1 summarizes how many pairs and occurrences were found in 
the initial phase. 
Table 1. 

FKEQUENTPAIRSAND NUMBEROF THEIROCCXTKRENCES 

Frequency 10 15 
Frequent pairs 22,273 2,071 
Occurrences .556,522 427,775 
Pairs/document (average) 30 23 
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Additionally, there were 406 documents without any frequent pairs. Table 
2 shows some performance figures of the execution with a frequency thresh- 
old of 10. Before the first pass over the set of grams, 3.40 minutes were 
needed to construct the initial data structures. As can be seen from the 
table, most of the time is used on the first level (actually level 2),  when 
most of the maximal sequences, also the longer ones, are extracted. Al-
though the longest maximal sequences are twenty-five words long, the 
process ends after the fourth round. Hence, the pruning of grams of the 
maximal sequences is effective. 
Table 2. 

TIMEAND SPACh CON5UMPTION WITH A FREQUENCY 10 

Level 2 3 4 
Pass time over the 
set of grams (niin) 44.30 2.33 0.06 
Join time (min) 7.27 0.19 0.00 
Grams in the set 22,273 4,849 152 
Grams that not-in- 
maximal when seen 17,089 3,898 136 
New maximal sequences 17,089 796 32 
Grams that are maximal 13,984 709 31 
Nonfrequent grams 0 3,102 104 
Final maximal sequences 17,007 a77 33 
Maximal sequences 
remain 82 1 0 
Grams after join 12,042 1,544 21 
Grams after pruning 4,849 152 0 
With a frequency 15, the total time of the execution was 30.42 minutes 
and the algorithm proceeded, as with the frequency 10, through levels 2, 
3, and 4. The numbers of frequent maximal sequences of various sizes are 
shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. 

NUMBERSOF MAXIMALFREQUENT SEQUENCES OE’DIFFERENTLENGTH 

Length 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
0=10 43,273 8,417 1,963 764 321 116 38 34 21 18 15 10 
0=15 21,635 4,169 1,002 394 171 62 22 19 10 9 7 6 
Length 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
0=10 4 2 2 1 6 2 2 1 4 2 
0=15 2 1 1 8 1 1 1 2 
As an example of word sequences discovered for one document, consider 
the following sequences: 
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power station 1 1  

immediately after 26 

co operations 1 1  

effective april 63 

company’s operations 20 

unit nuclear 12 

unit power 16 

early week 42 

senior management 28 

nuclear regulatory commission 14 

-regulatory commission 34 

nuclear power plant 26 

-power plant 55 

-nuclear power 42 

-nuclear plant 42 

electric co 143 

The document describes how the Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ordered one nuclear power plant to be shut down after determining that 
operators were sleeping on duty. Moreover, the action of the electric com- 
pany to improve the situation is stated. As the discovery ofword sequences 
is based on frequency, the word sequences extracted tell more about the 
domain than about the details covered in this specific story. 
In addition to the discovery of maximal frequent word sequences, 
more frequent subsequences were also found. Instead of accepting subse- 
quences that are only slightly more frequent, it was required that a sub- 
sequence occur at least in seven documents more than for the correspond- 
ing maximal sequence. In the experiments, the number of maximal se- 
quences that had subsequences that were more frequent than the maxi- 
mal sequence itself was 2,264 within the average of two subsequences. As 
an example of a long word sequence that has several more frequent sub- 
sequences, consider the following sequence: 
previous business day treasury latest budget statement 

balances tax loan note accounts fell respective days 

treasury’s operating cash balance totaled 

The frequency of the sequence is 13 and contains the following subse- 
quences that are more frequent: 
operating cash 29 

cash balance 29 

business day 33 

treasury statement 24 

statement tax 22 

statement loan 25 

latest statement 23 

previous day 25 

previous treasury 21 

budget statement 22 
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budget tax 37 

tax loan 23 

tax note 27 

Finally, for each word sequence, the measures described in an earlier sec- 
tion were computed. In Table 4, the measures for the document already 
discussed can be seen. The word sequence nuclear regulatory cornmission, 
and hence also the sequence regulatory commission, occurs in the docu- 
ment twice, which contributes to the high weight. It can be seen from the 
tightness ( t )values that the sequences power station, nuclear regulatory com- 
mission, and nuclear power are very rigid compositions, as they never allow 
other words within them. The sequence nuclearpowerplant receives rather 
poor stability (st)value, since all of its subsequences are clearly more fre- 
quent. Furthermore, the sequence electm'c co has the worst relative IDF 
(rel-idf) value due to its frequency in the document collection. 
Table 4. 
WEIGHTINGMEASURES (F =FREQUENCY,FOR WORDSEQUENCES OF ONEDOCUMENT 
T = TIGHTNESS, S T  = STABILITY, REL-IDF = RELATIVE INVERTED DOCUMENT FRE- 
QUENCY, LEN = LENGTH) 
Word Sequence f t st rel-idf len weight 
power station 11 1.oo 0.99 0.50 0.83 
immediately after 26 0.98 0.87 0.50 0.78 
co operations 11 0.63 0.99 0.50 0.71 
effective april 63 0.98 0.75 0.50 0.74 
company's operations 20 0.65 0.91 0.50 0.68 
unit nuclear 12 0.67 0.98 0.50 0.71 
unit power 16 0.55 0.94 0.50 0.66 
early week 42 0.92 0.81 0.50 0.74 
senior management 28 0.98 0.86 0.50 0.78 
nuclear regulatory 
commission 14 1.oo 0.54 0.95 0.67 1.58 
- regulatory commission 34 0.99 0.84 0.50 1.54 
nuclear power plant 26 0.99 0.29 0.87 0.67 0.70 
- power plant 55 0.93 0.77 0.50 0.74 
- nuclear power 42 1.oo 0.81 0.50 0.77 
- nuclear plant 42 0.77 0.81 0.50 0.69 
electric co 143 0.86 0.65 0.50 0.67 
CONCLUSION 
In this article, a method for extracting maximal frequent word se- 
quences from documents was presented, and its possible uses in several 
tasks were discussed. A maximal frequent word sequence is a sequence of 
words that is frequent in the document collection and, moreover, is not 
contained in any longer frequent sequence. A sequence is considered to 
be frequent if it appears in at least n documents, when n is the frequency 
threshold given. 
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The process for extracting useful word sequences contains several 
phases. In the preprocessing phase, some common words and numbers 
are pruned from documents, and the documents are transformed into a 
sequence of words. In the discovery phase, on the one hand, longer word 
sequences are constructed from shorter ones; on the other hand, maxi- 
mal sequences are discovered directly in order to avoid a prohibitive num- 
ber of intermediate sequences. Subsequences which are more frequent 
than the corresponding maximal sequence can also be found in a sepa- 
rate postprocessing step. When each document has received a set of fre-
quent word sequences, the sequences are ordered according to a set of 
measures that assess the quality of the sequences. If necessary, the set of 
sequences can be pruned based on the ordering. 
The representation of a document as a set of frequent word sequences 
can form a basis for several different information searching tools. First, 
the word sequences can serve as content descriptors that can be used for 
similarity computations needed-e.g., in clustering, automatic hypertext 
link generation, and matching documents with a query. Second, after a 
user query, the word sequences can be shown as an intermediate repre- 
sentation of the documents before the user makes the final decision to 
see the entire texts. Third, the word sequences may act as a set of features 
for further knowledge discovery. For instance, associations between word 
sequences, and hence between documents, can be discovered. 
The discovery method and ordering principles have been imple- 
mented in the Per1 programming language. In experiments, the Reuters- 
21578 newswire collection was used. Further research in the area includes 
applying the method to the information searching tasks described earlier. 
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Template Mining for Information Extraction 
from Digtal Documents 
GOBINDAG. CHOWDHURY 
ABSTRACT 
WITHT H E  RAPID GROWTH OF DIGITAL INFORMATION RESOURCES, informa-
tion extraction (1E)-the process of automatically extracting informa- 
tion from natural language texts-is becoming more important. A num-
ber of IE systems, particularly in the areas of news/fact retrieval and in 
domain-specific areas, such as in chemical and patent information retrieval, 
have been developed in the recent past using the template mining ap- 
proach that involves a natural language processing (NLP) technique to 
extract data directly from text if either the data and/or text surrounding 
the data form recognizable patterns. When text matches a template, the 
system extracts data according to the instructions associated with that tem- 
plate. This article briefly reviews template mining research. It also shows 
how templates are used in Web search engines-such as Alta Vista-and 
in meta-search engines-such as Ask Jeeves-for helping end-users gen- 
erate natural language search expressions. Some potential areas of appli- 
cation of template mining for extraction of different kinds of information 
from digital documents are highlighted, and how such applications are 
used are indicated. It is suggested that, in order to facilitate template 
mining, standardization in the presentation. and layout of information 
within digital documents has to be ensured, and this can be done by gen- 
erating various templates that authors can easily download and use while 
preparing digital documents. 
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INFORMATIONEXTRACTION MININGAND TEMPLATE 
Information extraction (IE) ,the process of automatically extracting 
information from natural language texts, is gaining more and more im- 
portance due to the fast growth of digital information resources. Most 
work on IE has emerged from research into rule-based systems in natural 
language processing. Croft (1995) suggested that IE techniques, prima- 
rily developed in the context of the Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(ARF’A) Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs), are designed to 
identify database entities, attributes, and relationships in full text. 
Gaizauskas and Wilks (1998) defined IE as the activity of automatically 
extracting pre-specified sorts of information from short natural language 
texts typically, but by no means exclusively, newswire articles. Although 
works related to IE date back to the 1960s, perhaps the first detailed re- 
view of IE as an area of research interest in its own right was by Cowie and 
Lehnert (1996). However, a detailed review dividing the literature on IE 
into three different groups-namely, the early work on template filling, 
the Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs), and other works on 
information extraction-has recently been published by Gaizauskas and 
Wilks (1998). 
Template mining is a particular technique used in IE. Lawson et al. 
(1996) defined template mining as a natural language processing (NLP) 
technique used to extract data directly from text if either the data and/ 
or text surrounding the data form recognizable patterns. When text 
matches a template, the system extracts data according to instructions 
associated with that template. Although different techniques are used 
for information extraction and knowledge discovery-as described by 
Cowie and Lehnert (1996), Gaizauskas and Wilks (1998), and Vickery 
(1997)-template mining is probably the oldest information extraction 
technique. Gaizauskas and Wilks (1998) reported that templates were 
used to extract data from natural language texts against which “fact re- 
trieval” could be carried out in the Linguistic String Project at New York 
University that began in the mid-1960s and continued into the 1980s 
(reported by Sager, 1981). Numerous studies have been conducted, 
though most of them are domain-specific, using templates for extract- 
ing information from texts. This article briefly reviews some of these 
works. It also shows how templates are used for information retrieval 
purposes in major Web search engines like AltaVista (ht tp: / /  
www.altavista.com). This discussion proposes that template mining has 
great potential in extracting different kinds of information from docu- 
ments in a digital library environment. To justify this proposition, this 
article reports some preliminary tests carried out on digital documents, 
more specifically on some articles published in the D-Lib Muguzine 
(http://www.dilib.org/dilib). 
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WORKSON TEMPLATEMINING 
Template mining has been used successfully in different area: 
extraction of proper names by Coates-Stephens (1992), Wakao et al. 

(1996),and by Co~7ey arid Lehnert (1996); 

extraction of facts from press releases rciatect to company and finan- 

cial information in systems like ATRAYS (Lytinrn & Gershman, 1986), 

SCISOR (Jacobs & Rau, l990), JASPER (Xndersen, et al., 1992; 

Andersen & Huettner, 1994), LOLITA (Costantino, Morgan, & 

Collingham, 1996), and FlES (Chong & Goh, 1997); 

abstracting scientific papers by Jones and Paice (1992); 

summarizing new product information by Shuldberg et al. (1993); 

extraction of data from analytical chemistry papers by Postma et al. 

(1990a, 1990b) and Postma and Kateman (1993); 

extraction of reaction information from experimental sections of pa-

pers in chemistry journals by Zaniora and Blower (1984aJ984b); 

processing of generic and specific chemical designations from chemi- 

cal patents by Chowdhury and Lynch (1992a,l992b) and by Kemp 

(1995); and 

extraction of bibliographic citations from the full texts of patents by 

Lawson et al. (1996). 

Template mining has largely been used for extraction of information 
from news sources arid from texts in a specific domain. Gaizauskas and 
M’ilks (1998) reported that applied work on filling structured records from 
natural language texts originated in two long-term research projects: The 
Linguistic String project (Sager, 1981) at New York University and the 
research on language understanding and story comprehension carried 
out atYale University by Schank and his associates (Schank, 1975; Schank 
& Abelson, 1977; Schank & Riesbeck, 1981). The first research was con-
ducted in the medical science domain, particularly involving radiology 
reports and hospital discharge summaries, while the second research led 
to many other research works in the early 1980s that used the principles 
and techiiiques of IF, to develop practical applications such as the FRUMP 
system developed bj7 De Jong (1982). FRUMP used a simplified version of 
SCRIPTS, proposed by Schank (Schank, 1975; Schank & Abelson, 1977; 
Schank & Riesbeck, 1981), to process text from a newswire source to gen- 
erate story summaries. 
ATRANS (Lytinen & Gershman, 1986), another IE system, was soon 
developed and commercially applied. ATRANS used the sc+t approach 
(Schank & Abelson, 1977; Schank & Riesbeck, 1981) for automatic pro- 
cessing of money transfer messages between banks. Another successful 
application of IE has produced a commercial online news extraction sys- 
tem called SCISOR (Jacobs & Rau, 1990) that extracts information about 
corporate mergers and acquisitions from online news sources. JASPER 
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(Andersen et al., 1992; Andersen & Huettner, 1994) was another IE sys- 
tem developed €or fact extraction for Reuters. JASPER uses a template-
driven approach and partial analysis techniques to extract certain key items 
of information from a limited range of texts such as company press re- 
leases. LOLITA (Costantino, Morgan, & Collingham, 1996) is a financial 
IE system that uses three pre-defined groups of templates designed ac- 
cording to a “financial activities approach,” namely, company related tem- 
plates, company restructuring templates, and general macroeconomic tem- 
plates. In addition, the user-definable template allows the user to define 
new templates using natural language sentences. Chong and Goh (199’7) 
developed a similar template-based financial information extraction sys-
tem, called FIES, that extracts key facts from online news articles. 
Applications of template mining techniques for automatic abstract- 
ing can be traced back to 1981 when Paice (1981) used what he called 
indicator phrases (such as “the results of this study imply that . . . ”) to 
extract topics and results reported in scientific papers for generating au- 
tomatic abstracts. Paice continued his work to improve on this technique 
and for resolving a number of issues in natural language processing (see, 
for example, Jones & Paice, 1992; Paice & Husk, 1987). Shuldberg et al. 
(1993) described a system that digests large volumes of text, filtering out 
irrelevant articles and distilling the remainder into templates that repre- 
sent information from the articles in simple slot/filler pairs. The system 
consists of a series of programs each of which contributes information to 
the text to help determine which strings constitute appropriate values for 
the slots in the template. 
Chemical and patent information systems have been the prominent 
areas for the application of templates for IE. TICA (Postma et al., 1990a, 
1990b; Po5tma & Kateman, 1993) used templates to extract information 
from the abstracts of papers on inorganic tritimetric analysis. The parsing 
program used in TICA followed an expectation-driven approach where 
words or groups ofwords expect other words or concepts to appear. Zamora 
and Blower (1984aJ984b) developed a system that automatically gener- 
ates reaction information forms (RIFs) from the descriptions of syntheses 
of organic chemicals in the Journal of the American Chemical Society. The 
techniques explored in the semantic phase of this work include the use of 
a case grammar and frames (Schank & Abelson, 19’7’7; Schank & Riesbeck, 
1981) to map the surface structure of the text into an internal representa- 
tion from which the RIFs can be formed. Following the same methodol- 
ogy, Ai et al. (1990) developed a system that generates a summary of all 
preparative reactions from the experimental sections of the Journal of Or- 
ganic Chemistry papers. This work identified seven sequences of events 
that were used for building templates for the text of an experimental paper. 
Chowdhury and Lynch (1992a, 199213) developed a template-based 
method for converting to GENSAL (ageneric structure language developed 
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at the University of Sheffield) those parts of the Derwent Documentation 
‘4bstracts that specify generic chemical structures. Templates for process- 
ing both the variable and multiplier expressions, which predominate in 
the assignment statements in the Denvent Documentation Abstracts, were 
identified for further processing. As part of this research, Chowdhury 
(1992) also conducted a preliminary discourse analysis of European chemi- 
cal patents that identified the common patterns of expressions occurring 
in different parts of patent texts. This work prompted further research 
(Kemp, 1995; Lawson et al., 1996) leading to the use of template mining 
in the full text of chemical patents. Lawson et al. (1996) reported their 
work using the template mining approach to isolate and extract automati- 
cally bibliographic citations to patents, journal articles, books, and other 
sources from the full texts of English-language patents. 
There is also some work that examines the development of specific 
tools and techniques for information extraction using templates. For ex- 
ample, Sasaki (1998) reported an ongoing project on building an infor- 
mation extraction system that extracts information from a real-world text 
corpus such as newspaper articles and Web pages. As part of this project, 
an inductive logic programming (ILP) system has been developed to gen- 
erate IE rules from examples. Gaizauskas and Humphreys (1997) described 
the approach taken to knowledge representation in the LaSIE informa- 
tion extraction system, particularly the knowledge representation formal- 
isms, their use in the IE task, and how the knowledge represented in them 
is acquired. LaSIE first translates individual sentences to a quasi logical 
form and then constructs a discourse model of the entire text from which 
template fills are derived. 
Guarino (1997) argued that the task of information extraction can 
be seen as a problem of semantic matching between a user-defined tem- 
plate and a piece of information written in natural language. He further 
suggested that the ontological assumptions of the template need to be 
suitably specified and compared with the ontological implications of the 
text. Baralis and Psaila (1997) argued that the current approaches to 
data mining usually address specific user requests, while no general de- 
sign criteria for the extraction of association rules are available for the 
end-user. To solve this problem, they have proposed a classification of 
association rule types that provides a general framework for the design of 
association rule mining applications and predefined templates as a means 
to capture the user specification of mining applications. 
Although numerous research projects have been undertaken, and 
some are currently ongoing, Croft (1995) suggested that the current state 
of information extraction tools is such that it requires a considerable in- 
vestment to build a new extraction application, and certain types of infor- 
mation are very difficult to identify. However, Croft further commented 
that extraction of simple categories of information is practical and can be 
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an important part of a text-based information system. This article high- 
lights some potential areas of application of template mining in a digital 
library environment. 
USEOF TEMPLATES ENGINESIN WEBSEARCH 
Gaizauskas and Wilks (1998) suggested that there is a contrast be- 
tween the aims of information extraction and information retrieval sys- 
tems in the sense that IR retrieves relevant documents from collections, 
while IE extracts relevant information from documents. However, the 
two are complementary, and their use in combination has the potential to 
create powerful new tools in text processing and retrieval. Indeed, IE and 
IR are equally important in the electronic information environment, par- 
ticularly the World Wide Web, and templates have been used both for IR 
and IE. Many applications of template mining mentioned above handle 
digital texts available on the Web, while search engines use templates to 
facilitate IR. 
Search engines are one of the most essential tools on the Internet- 
they help find Web sites relating to a particular subject or topic. Search 
engines are basically huge databases containing millions of records that 
include the URL of a particular Web page along with information relating 
to the content of the Web page supplied in the HTML by the author. A 
search engine obtains this information via a submission from the author 
or by the search engine doing a “crawl” using “robot crawlers” of the 
Internet for information. The most popular search engines include: 
AltaVista, Excite, Hotbot, Infoseek, Lycos, Webcrawler, Yahoo, and so on. 
Some search engines use templates to help end-users submit natural 
language queries used by search engines to conduct a search on specific 
topics. Two small sets of tests were conducted to see how this is done in a 
large search engine-AltaVista-and in a meta search engine-Ask Jeeves. 
The following section shows how these search engines use templates for 
natural language query formulation in their interfaces. 
USEOF TEMPLATES VISTAIN ALTA 
The Alta Vista search engine (http://www.altavist.com) helps users 
find information on the Web. One interesting feature of this search en- 
gine is that a user can enter one or more search termdphrases or can 
type a natural language statement such as “What is the capital of Alaska?” 
or “Where can I find quotations by Ingmar Bergman?” Taking the second 
option, a simple query statement, “Where can I find information on Web 
search engines?” was typed in the specified box of the Alta Vista search 
interface (see Figure 1). Along with the results, Alta Vista came up with 
two templates that contain natural language sentences related to the search 
topic (see Figure 2). By clicking on the box at the end of the statement 
“How do I (Internet skill)?” the system shows a box containing various 
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options (Figure 3),  any ofwhich can be chosen to complete the sentence, 
the default one being “search through ALL web sites.” By choosing this, 
or any other option from the box, a user can formulate a sentence-like 
query such as: “How do I search through all Web sites?” or “How do I learn 
HTML?” or “How do I use the Internet as a telephone?” and so on. 
AV Famil Fklter AV Photo Finder AVTools 
Entertainlent Health Holidav S h o m n q  Careers 
~~~~~~~ 
CATEGORIES NEWSBY ABCNEWS corn 
Automotive C Presidents Lawver Presents Final Word 
Bus,nes Finance bL Soace.walk Set For4PM EST 
Kevorkian Back in Couit 
Cornouterr &Internet @ Two Teens Are Bantam VVeiaht Nobeis 
Figure 1 .  The Search Interface of Alta Vista. 
Jum the best music drrcusiions on the Web at Dew News 
e AltaVista k n o w t h e  m w e m  l o  these questi 
’ Do Wsearch engine3 Y I O I &  copyright law 
How do I (Internet sk 11) /search through ALLweb E tes 
c AllaVWa found 2,521,876 Web pagesfor you Refine voursearch 
I Java Entertainment 
Surplus Auction Where Y o u  Set the Price The Java Room My 
Room Linux Stuff Current 
Figure 2. Output of a Simple Search. 
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el updates on the l a t ~ ~ trpec~ficationsfar the WrY 
earn about parental ~ 0 n t 8 0 I ion the Internet 
r Haw do I (Interne1 skill) 
1 * AlfaVmta found 2 521876 Web pagesfor p u  Refine vow search 
1. Java Entertainmen1 
Figure 3 .  Options for the “(Internet skill)” Statement Slot of the Template in 
Figure 2. 
The above examples show that the search engine uses templates and 
various options for the “(Internet skill)” slot in the template “How do I 
(Internet skill) .” By clicking on the “More answers” option (see Figure 
Z ) ,  a user can get more such templates (see Figure 4).  It may be noted 
that for many slots, such as “computing term,” “Internet term,” “search 
engine,” and so on (see Figure 4), there are various options that can be 
displayed by clicking on the appropriate box. Some of these options are 
shown in Figure 5. Thus, the search engine uses various templates and 
provides options to fill in the slots to prepare sentence-like queries. Once 
a user prepares a search sentence by choosing the appropriate option 
from the drop-down box and clicks on the “Answer” button, the system 
conducts a search and fetches the relevant hits. However, it may be noted 
that the format of the query templates, and quite obviously the contents 
of the box showing the various options for the slots, vary from query to 
query. For example, when the system was asked “When will the next World 
Cup Football Games be held?” the templates that came up on the output 
screen were different (see Figures 6, 7, and 8). However, the system does 
not always come up with natural language query templates. For example, 
when the query, “What is a hurricane?”was given, the system simply pro- 
duced a list of hits and no templates (see figure 9) .  
USEOF TEMPLATESIN ASKJEEVES 
Ask Jeeves (http://www.askjeeves.com ) is a meta-search engine that 
represents a model of an application using knowledge management 
techniques in order to better organize disparate information sources 
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Figure 6. Search Results of the Query "When Will the Next World Cup Football 
Games Take Place?" 
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Figure 8. More Templates for the Query Shown in Figure 6. 
Figure 9. Output of the Query Shown in Figure 6 ‘‘Whatis a Hurricane?” 
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(Stanley, 1998). It draws on the expertise of experienced human Web 
searchers and encapsulates this expertise in a database so that it can be 
put to use by others. Various questions and their answers are manually 
selected by human editors who scan resources on the Web on a daily basis 
to build up a knowledge base of information about sites which might be 
used to answer common questions. The questions and the Web pages 
which answer them are then stored as a series of templates in the Ask 
Jeeves knowledge base, and keywords and concepts in a search string are 
matched against them in order to retrieve the questions and their corre- 
sponding Web sites (Stanley, 1998). AskJeeves was asked a simple ques- 
tion: “What is a hurricane?” (see Figure lo) ,  and the system created a 
number of templates as shown in Figure 11. 
Figure 10. Search Interface of Ask Teeves. 
Figure 11. Output (Showing Templates) of the Query Shown in Figure 10. 
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Thus, the search engines use templates, though not for IE but for IR, 
more specifically to help users formulate a natural language query. How- 
ever, the way these templates are created is quite interesting. Human 
experts conduct searches on the topics and, based on the search results, 
organize them into different groups. These groupings could be on differ- 
ent topics such as “computing terms,” “Internet terms,” “Internet skills,” 
and so on. These are then created as slots in sentence-like queries, and 
the various options for the slots (each “Internet term,” “Internet skill,” 
and so on) are then presented in boxes for the end-user to select while 
searching. 
TEMPLATE LIBRARIESMININGIN DIGITA  
The British Library DL (digital library) Program (The British Li- 
brary ..., 1997) defines digital library as the widely accepted descriptor 
for the use of digital technologies to acquire, store, conserve, and provide 
access to information and materials in whatever form it was originally pub- 
lished. The Stanford digital library working paper (Reich & Winograd, 
1995) defines a digital library as a coordinated collection of services that 
are based on collections of materials, some of which may not be directly 
under the control of the organization providing a service in which they 
play a role. The contents of a digital library, being digital information 
sources, provide ample opportunities for applying template mining re- 
sulting in the extraction of valuable information in a number of areas in a 
digital library environment. Four areas of such an application have been 
identified and how this is done is discussed in the following sections. 
AUTOMATICCREATIONOF CITATIONDATABASES 
OF DIGITALDOCUMENTS 
Recently there have been some works on citation studies in the Web 
environment. Almind and Ingwersen (1998) introduced the concept of 
“Webometrics”-i.e., the application of informetric methods to the WWW. 
They have argued that citation analysis on the WWW has not been tested 
in practice. In another publication, Ingwersen and Hjortgaard (1997) 
discussed the advantages and disadvantages of using the WWW for 
informetric analysis and examined the pitfalls of online informetric analy- 
sis using the IS1 (Institute of Scientific Information) files. 
A quick and simple examination of some issues of the electronic 
journal D-Lib Muguzine (http://www.dilib.org/dilib) revealed that template 
mining can be used to develop citation databases automatically from the 
online articles. Such databases may contain information somewhat simi- 
lar to the IS1 databases, such as the citing author, address of the citing 
author, title of the citing article, keywords, and so on as well as the au- 
thors, titles, and bibliographic details of the cited articles. The simple 
template mining approach may be used to extract the information for 
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each of these fields in the citation database that can later be used for 
various citation analysis and other purposes. Analysis of the articles (they 
are called stories in D-Lib Mugazine) published in the nine 1998issues of 
D-LibMaguzine (January, February, March, April, May, June, July/August, 
September, and October) revealed a general structure of the articles (see 
Figure 12).  
Journal title D-Lib Magazine 
Issue Date Month Ear 
ISSN ISSN 1082-9873 
Title 
Author 
Address 
e-mail 
Abstract 
Keywords 
Text 
References References/Ribliography/No tes 
~ 
Acknowledgments 
Figure 12. General Structure of Articles (called Stories) in D-LibMuEuzine. 
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Figure 12 provides a general idea of the different kinds of templates 
that can be generated to extract information from the various sections of 
each article. Text that appears in bold in Figure 12 shows that the con- 
cerned text is constant-i.e., it appears in each article. Similarly, empty 
boxes indicate that texts appear there to indicate value for the given slot- 
e.g., title, author’s name, and so on. Texts in some slots appear in a spe- 
cific format, for example, in the “Issue Date” slot, the particular issue ap- 
pears in the format “Month Year”-e.g., “February 1998.” In some slots, 
the heading varies. For example, the heading used for references is usu- 
ally “References” but the headings “Bibliography” or “Notes” are also used. 
This preliminary study has shown that, although this is the general struc- 
ture of the articles in D L i b  iUugazinP, some articles may not have some of 
the slots-i.e, “Keywords,” “Abstract,” “References,” or “Acknowledgments.” 
The values for some of the slots remain constant while, for most of 
the slots. they vary from one article to the other. For example, in the 
“Author” arid “Address” slots, different patterns have been noticed. Ar- 
ticles may be written by only one author, by two authors, or by more than 
two authors. Again, when more than one author is involved, they may 
have the same or different addresses. Articles also differ in terms of lay- 
out for writing the authors’ names and addresses: while in most cases they 
appear vertically, one after the other, in some cases they appear horizon- 
tally, one after the other. The general structure of these slots is shown in 
Figure 13. 
Author 
~~ 

Address 

................
Author 1 Author 2 Author 3 
-b ................
Address 1 -b Address 2 -b Address 3 
Figure 13. Template for the Author and Address Information. 
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Similarly, the contents of the “References” slot vary significantly de- 
pending on the type of item referred to. Some articles have only print 
versions while others are available only in electronic form. Therefore, the 
citations relating to the sources vary: there may be journal title, volume 
number, and so on or there may only be the URL or both the biblio- 
graphic details and the URL. Although the general pattern of citations as 
they appear at the end of each article appears to be quite simple (see 
Figure 14),and therefore amenable to template mining, a closer look at 
the references indicates that there are a number of irregularities there. 
For example, different authors use different citation styles and, sometimes, 
within the same article, authors follow different citation styles for similar 
types of material (see Figure 15). If these irregularities are sorted out, the 
template matching technique can be used to extract relevant informa- 
tion, including URLs, from the citations. There are two ways to sort out 
these irregularities and to ensure a standard citation style. The first one 
could be to impose rigorous editorial practice, but that would be more 
expensive and time consuming, causing delays in publication. The sec- 
ond, and less expensive, approach may be to prepare templates for each 
type of citation and make them available online. Authors can download 
and make use of these templates for preparing the list of references. This 
will ensure a standard citation style. The same practice may be followed 
for the other parts of the article, and eventually the whole structure of the 
articles can be standardized, thereby facilitating the use of template min- 
ing. 
T I ;-yGr+Dm
[Serial No./Link] + Author 
Sample References from D-Lib Magazine 
[Chen et al., 19961 Hsinchun Chen, Chris Schuffels, and Rich Orwig, “Internet 
Categorization and Search: A Machine Learning Approach,” Journal ofvisual 
Communication and Image Representation, Special Issue on Digital Libraries, 
Volume 7, Number 1,Pages 88-102, 1996. 
[5] 	Harnad E., Print Archive and Psycoloquy and BBS Journal Archives 
<http://wvw.princeton.edu/-harnad> 
[ 1I] Trudi Bellardo Hahn, Text Retrieval Online: Historical Perspective on Web 
Search Engines, pp. 7-10, Bulletin of the American Society for Information 
Science, April/May, 1998. 
Figure 14. Simple Structure of References in the D-Lib Magazine. 
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[ieeePC97] 
Bacon J, Bates J and Halls D, Location oriented multimedia, IEEE Personal Com-
munications 4(5), pp 48-57, October 1997. 
[Phelps and Wilensky, 1996131 Thomas A. Phelps and Robert Wilensky, “Multiva- 
lent Documents: Inducing Structure and Behaviors in Online Digital Docu- 
ments”, Proceedings of Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences 
’96 (Best Paper Award, Digital Documents Track). 
[Salton, 1989lGerard Salton, Automatic Text Processing, Addison-Wesley, 1989. 
[Weiss et al., 1996lRon Weiss, David Gifford et al., “HyPursuit: A Hierarchical 
Network Search Engine that Exploits Content-Link Hypertext Clustering”, 
Proceedings of the Seventh ACM Conference on Hypertext, March 1996, 
Washington, DC. 
[Weiss and Indurkhya, 19931 S. Weiss and N. Indurkhya, “Optimized rule induc- 
tion,” IEEE Expert 8, 6, 61-69. 
IYahooIYahoo [http://w~w.yahoo.com/] 
[Zhu et  al., 19971 Quan Zhu et al., “Searching for Parts and Services on the 
Web”, Proceedings of International Symposium on Research, Development, 
and Practice in Digital Libraries, Nov. 18 - 21, 1997, Tsukuba, Japan. 
Tom Sanville of the OhioLINK consortium has noted in public presenta- 
tions a correlation between ease of access and use and the amount of use. 
TULIP: The University Licensing Program <http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/ 
tulip> 
Red Sage: Final Report <http://www.springer-ny.com/press/redsage> 
Harnad E. Print Archive and  Psycoloquy and  BBS Journal Archives 
<http://www.princeton.edu/-harnad> 

JSTOR httw //www.istor.org 
[Arms 19951 R. Kahn and R. Wilensky, A Framework for Distributed Digital Ob- 
ject Services, (May 1995). 
[Bearman 19981 D. Bearman and  J .  Trant,  Authenticity of Digital 
ResourcexTowards a Statement of Recluirements in the Research Process, D- 
LIB on-line magazine, (June 1998). 
C. Lynch et al., A White PaDer on Authentication and Access Manacement Issues 
in Cross-organizational Use of Networked Information Resources, 
(Note: The underlines in the last three references indicate that they are 
hyperlinked to the respective URLs) 
Figure 15. Sample References from Different Issues of D-Lib Magazine Showing 
the Lack of Standards in the Citation Style. 
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AUTOMATIC OF INFORMATIONEXTRACTION FROM NEWS 
ITEMSIN ELECTRONICJOURNALS 
Electronic journals often contain news items, and important infor- 
mation can be extracted for the creation of databases or for any other use 
by a simple template mining approach. A scan through the pages of the 
nine issues of D-Lib Maguzine revealed that there is a section called “Go-
ings on” that provides information on conferences/seminars/workshops, 
and so on under the heading “Clips & Pointers.” A scan through the 
items appearing under the heading “Goings on” in all the 1998 issues of 
D-Lib Maguzine revealed that the seminar/conference/workshop an-
nouncements follow a general pattern as shown in Figure 16. This shows 
that a simple template can extract information about the various forth- 
coming seminars, conferences, and so on. Particular information, such as 
the place, date, Web address, and so on, can also be extracted by such 
templates. However, once again such a template mining approach calls 
for a standard format and layout. Templates can also be generated to 
extract further information such as specific topics, contact address, dead- 
lines, and so on 
p - l + ~ - j - + ~ t + + p K l  

Web site or http:// ......................... 

Note: Sometime in the text the phrase ‘Web site’ appears that has a hyperlink 
and sometimes the U l U  appears; either of these can be used for template 
mining 
Figure 16. Simple Templates for Conference/Seminar/Workshop Announce-
ments. 
AUTOMATIC OF FUNDING/SPONSORINGIDENTIFICATION 
AGENCIESFOR RESEARCH 
A scan through the “Acknowledgment” section in the articles revealed 
that they contain information about the funding/sponsoring agency’s 
name, address, grant number, and so on. A study of the various articles 
appearing in the electronic journals can help generate a pattern, and 
thereby appropriate templates, that will be able to extract the relevant 
information for further use. Again, in order to standardize the practice 
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of providing these items o f  information, the editorial board of the journal 
can make appropriate templates available to the authors. 
INFORMATION USINGMETADATAEXTRACTION 
AND TEMPLATEMINING 
Metadata are data about data. However, this definition is too simple 
arid does not tell us their characteristic features. A better definition has 
been provided by Denipsey and Heerv (1998) according to whom metadata 
are data associated with objects which relieve their potential users of hav-
ing to have full advance knowledge of the existence of characteristics. 
Younger (1997) defined metadata as documentation about documents 
arid objects; they describe resources, indicate where they are located, and 
outline what is required in order to use them successfully. There are sev- 
eral metadata schemes created by library and information professionals 
over the years, the most prominent ones being the MARC formats, the 
AACRP catalog formats, subject headings lists (such as the LCSH), and 
classification schemes such as LC, DDC, UDC, and so on. Each of these 
schemes is constructed by experts in the field from an understanding of 
the specific domains, information resource needs, and the requirements 
for describing documents. While these schemes have been used for bib- 
liographic access and control for decades, there remains the question of 
how to catalog and index materials available on the Internet using these 
schemes. This has given rise to a thought that electronic documents need 
to be self-indexed (as opposed to the assignment of cataloging and index- 
ing tags and value added by cataloging and indexing agencies or library 
staff]. However, it is obvious that, in order for the documents to be self- 
indexed, a core set of metadata elements must be identified, and each 
creator of electronic documents should be able to implement it in the 
record that he creates. With this objective, a simple resource description 
set of data has emerged-the Dublin Core (http://purl.org/metadata/ 
dublin-core) . The Dublin Core metadata set prescribes fifteen elements, 
namely (http://ww.lub.lu.se/cgi-bin/nmdc.pl): title, creator, subject 
(keywords, controlled vocabulary, and classification), description (abstract 
and content description), publisher, contributor (other than the creator), 
date, type (category of the resource), format (HTML, Postscript, etc.), 
identifier (URL, string or number used to identifjr the resource), source 
(from which this resource is derived), language, relation (with other re- 
sources), coverage (spatial and/or temporal characteristics of the re- 
sources), arid rights (link to a copyright notice, etc.). 
Weibel (1995,1996) suggested that, in order to enable information 
creators to apply metadata, a mechanism for embedding the data within 
HTML documents had to be established. The Dublin Core looks at one 
aspect of metadata-i.e., the simple description-but, as Dempsey and 
Heery (1998) suggested, there is a need for more complex description for 
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particular specialist domains. In 1996, there was a conference organized 
by UKOLN and OCLC to examine the various metadata issues including 
the Dublin Core. This meeting gave rise to a proposal, the Warwick Frame- 
work proposal (Lagoze, 1996) (named after the place of the conference), 
calling for an architecture for the interchange of various metadata pack- 
ages. 
Metadata are an important tool for resource discovery from digital 
documents. They not only help users locate the required information 
resources, they also help in the examination and selection (or rejection) 
of the retrieved items. Various fields, such as subject, description, lan- 
guage, sources, and so on, can provide necessary information for examin- 
ing the relevance of the retrieved resources. Web search engines, as an 
aid during the examination phase, generally construct an information sur- 
rogate to display the search hits. These surrogates generally consist of the 
URL, title of the Web page, and some summary text that is derived with 
the aid of some heuristics (Lagoze, 1997). 
Lagoze (1997) argued that, recognizing the limitations of the cur- 
rent search engines, researchers are now actively pursuing both standards 
for descriptive surrogates for networked objects and methods for associat- 
ing surrogates with those objects. Such studies aim at developing a num-
ber of surrogate templates that would facilitate the resource discovery pro- 
cess. The template mining approach can be used effectively for the re- 
source discovery process. The metadata tags, such as subject and descrip- 
tion in the Dublin Core metadata format, for example, can be extended 
and be made more structured by specifying various templates. The fol- 
lowing section briefly describes how this can be achieved. 
USEOF THE PRINCIPLES INDEXINGOF PRE-COORDINATE 
SYSTEMSIN BUILDINGSUBJECTEMPLATES 
Information retrieval systems have used two different types of ndex-
ing systems, namely, pre-coordinate indexing and post-coordinate ndex- 
ing (for detailed discussions, see Lancaster, 1998; Foskett, 1996) Pre-
coordinate indexing systems-classification schemes like the Dewey Deci- 
mal Classification (DDC) (Dewey, 1996), Universal Decimal Classification 
(UDC, 1985), and Colon Classification (CC) (Ranganathan, 1965), and 
so on that use artificial notations or subject indexing systems such as rela- 
tional indexing (Farradane, 1980a, 198Ob), PRECIS (Austin & Dykstra, 
1984), and POPS1 (Bhattacharyya, 1981) that use natural language terms- 
represent the content of an information resource by synthesizing the vari- 
ous components of the subject and organizing these in a specific order. 
On the contrary, post-coordinate indexing systems do not rely on the a 
priori relations or organization of the constituent search terms; rather, 
retrieval is performed by searching through each individual term and then 
the output is generated based on the coordination of the terms at the 
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retrieval stage; for example, according to the principles of set theory. Most 
of the modern day IR systems, including the search engines, follow the 
principles of post-coordinate indexing systems. However, it is proposed 
that, for resource discovery from digital libraries or from the Web, one 
can use the principles of pre-coordinate indexing systems. The following 
paragraph suggests a simple approach to this. 
The basic tenet of this approach is that pre-coordinate indexing sys-
tems help indexers generate subject index entries that represent the sub- 
ject matter ofthe document concerned. This approach has been success- 
fully used in libraries for organizing library materials on the shelves based 
on classification numbers. These class numbers are created according to 
the principles of pre-coordinate indexing systems, and the notations repre- 
sent the content of the document concerned. Similarly, this approach has 
been used in preparing alphabetical subject index entries for documents in 
national bibliographies and in other bibliographic databases. One major 
drawback of these pre-coordinate indexing systems is that it is largely hu- 
man dependent because human indexers need to analyze the documents 
and prepare the subject statements, which are then manipulated by com- 
puters for generating multiple entries or are used to prepare the class 
number. In other words, this process involves a significant amount of hu- 
man expertise and time and therefore is a slow and expensive process. As a 
result, adopting this approach is almost impossible with a large collection 
and is impossible in the Web environment with millions of documents. 
The aforementioned problem could be solved if this task was accom- 
plished by the author or the generator of information resources. If au- 
thors can somehow indicate the key concepts treated in the documents, 
along with an indication of the appropriate categories where they belong, 
then subject statements or simple surrogates can be prepared automati- 
cally. A template can be provided to the generator of information re- 
sources-e.g., an author of an article or a report may fill in the various 
slots with appropriate information. Such templates can be generated us- 
ing the various categories proposed in pre-coordinate indexing systems- 
e.g., the fundamental categories of Ranganathan (1967), the nine rela- 
tional categories proposed by Farradane (see for discussion, Farradane, 
1980a, 1980b; Chowdhury, 1989), the various role operators proposed in 
PRECIS by Austin (Austin & Dykstra, 1984), the various categories pro- 
posed by Bhattacharyya (1981) in POPSI, and so on. The author or the 
generator of the information resource should be able to understand the 
connotation of each category and thus should be able to fill in the tem- 
plate according to the semantic content of the concerned information 
resource. For example, the author of a document entitled “Internet as a 
Tool for Management of OPACs in the Libraries in Singapore” is given a 
simple template created according to the PRECIS Role Operators (see 
Austin & Dykstra, 1984;Chowdhury, 1995). Now the author can fill in the 
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slots in the template according to the role of each term in the given docu- 
ment as shown in Figure 17. Note that the template shown in Figure 17is 
not the full implementation of PRECIS and therefore does not show all 
PRECIS operators; this is rather indicative of the kind of application that 
one can build according to the principles of any pre-coordinate indexing 
system. Which system is the best, and yet easy for an author to understand 
and apply, is a matter for further research. 
Location: SingaporeI I 

tion/Effect of action: Libraries 

Part/property: OPAC 

Action, Discipline, etc.: Management 
Agent/Performer of transitive action/Intake/Factor: Internet 
Viewpoint:I I 

Selected Instance, study region, sample population: I I 

Form of Document, target user: I I 

Figure 17. Simple Templates according: to the PRECIS Role Operators. 
Such templates, prepared according to the principles of any pre-co- 
ordinate indexing system or a modified version of that, can be used both 
for better retrieval and for the preparation of document surrogates. Bet- 
ter retrieval can be achieved because of the semantic values attached to 
the terms; this would help reduce the false drops. Document surrogates 
can be prepared automatically according to the prescribed rules of the 
concerned indexing system-e.g., according to the principle of generat- 
ing the index entries in PRECIS (Austin & Dykstra, 1984). 
CONCLUSION 
The explosive growth in our capabilities to collect and store data over 
the past decades has given rise to a new field of study, called knowledge 
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discovery in databases, that is concerned with the creation of a new gen- 
eration of tools and techniques for automated and intelligent database 
analysis. Raghavan et al. (1998) suggest that KDD refers to the whole 
process in the path from data to knowledge and to use descriptive phrases 
for specific tasks in the process, such as pattern extraction methods, pat- 
tern evaluation methods, or data cleaning methods. Thus, simply speak- 
ing, KDD is the process of deriving useful knowledge from real-world da- 
tabases through the application of pattern extraction techniques. The 
grand challenge of KDD is, therefore, to automatically process large quan- 
tities of raw data, identify the most significant and meaningful patterns, 
and present these as knowledge appropriate for achieving a user’s goals. 
This discussion has proposed that template mining, which is based 
on pattern recognition and pattern matching in natural language texts, 
can be used for extracting different kinds of information from digital 
documents or text databases. Citation databases can be built automati- 
cally based on the template mining approach, from digital documents, 
such as from articles in electronic journals. Template mining can also be 
used to extract different types of information, such as information about 
the funding/sponsoring agencies of research projects as they appear in 
the acknowledgments section of articles. Another application could be to 
identify inter-document links by tracing the hypertext links using the 
‘‘http://. ...” template, and thus a network of articles in a specific domain 
can be built that would be useful for researchers in the subject concerned. 
This article has also indicated that template mining can be used to extract 
various items of news from digital documents such as in the extraction of 
conference information froin electronic.journals, and so on. 
This article has also indicated that the template mining approach 
can be incorporated within the metadata format in order to facilitate bet- 
ter information retrieval and to enable automatic generation of document 
surrogates that would help the end-user filter the search output. This is 
very necessary, particularly in the W W ’  environment where a given search 
may retrieve several thousands, even millions, of records. This could be 
achieved by using the concept categorization and organization principles 
of the pre-coordinate indexing systems. Such pre-coordinate systems will 
improve the quality of the output of‘search engines that basically follow 
the principles of post-coordinate indexing systems. In other words, while 
post-coordinate indexing principles used in the search engines will retrieve 
digital information resources, the principles of pre-coordinate indexing 
systems may be used to filter them. 
However, all the above-mentioned applications will be possible pro- 
vided the digital information resources appear in standard format and 
layout. The first few applications of template mining mentioned above 
will require strict adherence to formats. This should not be too difficult, 
as authors are used to following author instructions issued by publishers/ 
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editors of printedjournals and publication houses. It should not be a big 
problem to implement the same in the electronic environment. The only 
requirement will be to formulate appropriate guidelines and, if possible, 
appropriate templates can be made available to the authors that could be 
used online while preparing the documents. For example, simple tem- 
plates may be prepared for each type of publication, and authors may be 
required to just click on the type of document, such as journal article, 
conference paper, online sources, and so on, to get the appropriate slots 
to fill-in with data for author, title, source details, and so on. This would 
not only ensure consistency in the reFerences but would also facilitate 
template mining applications. 
For the last application proposed above, much more work needs to 
be done. It may be incorporated as an element in the metadata format, 
or may be added as a required field in any digital document, or embed-
ded in HTML. However, some experiments must be conducted in order 
to determine which pre-coordinate indexing system will be more appro- 
priate and yct easy for the authors to use while preparing the digital infor- 
mation sources. This may be kept at a simple level just by creating slots 
for each category of the chosen pre-coordinate indexing system or may be 
made more complex by incorporating the phase relations proposed by 
Ranganathan (1967, 1987) as well. However, with the increasing com- 
plexity of the system, it may be more difficult, and therefore more inhib- 
iting, for the authors who are required to fill in the slots in the templates. 
Nevertheless, thisjob has to be done by the generators of digital informa- 
tion resources, otherwise it may be too difficult and expensive for any 
agency to analyze each digital document and fill in the slots as done in 
traditional libraries for classifjmg and indexing materials. Initially, it may 
seem an extra burden to the authors but, as we need to follow instructions 
from editors and publishers and follow HTML and similar standards while 
preparing hard copy and/or digital documents, we may have to do this in 
order to make our generated information more widely and easily avail- 
able to potential users. Eventually, all these additional activities may be 
incorporated within popular software and, as we can now use editors for 
creating HTML documents rather than coding them by hand, authors 
mayjust fill in the templates as part of their document creation task. De- 
tailed experiments are currently undenvay and, upon successful comple- 
tion of this research, we expect to devclop a model for template mining 
from digital information resources. 
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CINDI: A Virtual Library Indexing and 
Discovery System 
BIPINc.DESAI,RAIJAN SHINC~HAL,,NADERR. SHAYAN, AND 
YOUQUANZHOU 
ABSTRACT 
THISARTICLE DPSCRIBES A SYSTEM CALLED CINDI for cataloging and search- 
ing documents in a distributed virtual library. Mihen putting a document 
in the library, the author provides and registers metadata in the form of a 
semantic header for the document. The semantic header contains infor- 
mation on both the syntactic and semantic content of the document. An 
expert system simulating the expertise of a cataloging librarian helps the 
provider fill the semantic header according to accepted library practice. 
Later, if someone is searching for documents in the library, then this 
searcher is helped by another component of the expert system in properly 
formulating the query. This component simulates the expertise of a refer- 
ence librarian. The system then uses information provided by the seman- 
tic headers in locating and accessing documents wanted by the searcher. 
INTRODUCTION 
Avirtual library is a collection of electronic documents and resources 
distributed across a computer communication network (Saunders, 1993). 
These documents must be cataloged adequately so that a future inter- 
ested reader (searcher) can find and access them with relative ease. Many 
systems (Kahle, 1991; Pinkerton, 1994; Mauldin, 1995; Welcome, 199.5) 
catalog a document on the basis of words selected from it. They do not 
use the document’s semantic contents but generally use a program (called 
a robot, worm, spider, or crawler [Web robots, 19961) which traverses the 
network accessing the documents to be cataloged. 
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An efficient cataloging system calls for a precise description of the 
semantic contents of documents. A number of systems have addressed 
the problem of cataloging among which CORE (Cromwell, 1994), MARC 
(Byrne, 1991; Crawford, 1984; Petersen & Molholt, 1990), MLC (Horny, 
1985; Ross &West, 1985; Rhee, 1985), and TEI (Gaynor, 1994; Giordano, 
1994) can be mentioned. These systems, however, are mainly designed 
for professional catalogers. Creating indexes based on search robots has 
the following disadvantages: repeated attempts by robots to find new re- 
sources would increase the traffic on the network; the number of these 
robots is increasing and system administrators would likely disallow visits 
by robots; a robot-based approach would become difficult to justify if the 
network switches to a fee-for-use mode of operation (Brody, 1995; Brownlee, 
1995; Cocchi, Estrin, Shenker, & Zheng, 1991; MacKie-Mason, 1997). 
Searching with the more recent indexing systems (AltaVista, InfoSeek, 
Lycos, Yahoo) is cumbersome since the number of hits can be prohibitive 
due to poor selectivity of the supported search terms (Desai, 1997a). 
Metadata should be designed so as to provide the semantic content 
of an information resource and be better suited to support its subsequent 
discovery than the resource itself. In many cases, the resource itself may 
not be able to provide its semantic contents by its nature, or it may do so 
only after a fairly extensive and time-consuming computation. Examples 
of such resources are the following forms of information: audio, video, 
and collections of program codes. Our metadata takes the form of a se-
mantic header (SH) (Desai, 1994a). Details of SH and its comparison to 
the Dublin Metadata Element List (DMEL) are described by Desai (1997). 
The use of the DMEL in representing Web objects is given by Qin (1998). 
When an author puts a document on the net, she is the one who 
knows the document well and can semantically describe it best. Accord- 
ingly, she fills in the slots in the semantic header. For an efficient search, 
the index is stored in database registries distributed across the network. 
Since the document provider fills her own semantic header, costly profes- 
sional indexing is not required. 
In this article, we describe an indexing and discovery system called 
CINDI (Concordia INdexing and DIscovery System), which helps a docu- 
ment provider fill in the semantic header for her document and register 
it on the net (see Figure 1). Once registered, CINDI provides the facility 
for a searcher to locate the semantic header and then the document. 
CINDI thus allows a document to be searched not only on its syntax but 
also on its semantics. In this article, we use the term “provider” for one 
who makes a document available on the Internet; a “searcher” is one who 
looks for document(s); a “user” can be a provider or a searcher. 
The organization of this article includes a discussion of the knowl- 
edge discovery problem; an overview of CINDI; the registering and main- 
tenance of the semantic header; the expert and database system used; 
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and the communication process. Owing to space limitation, the last two 
sections describe briefly the searching and annotation features of CINDI. 
The current implementation status of CINDI and our future plans are 
given in the conclusion. 
DISCOVERYON THE INTERNET 
In June 1995, we made a series of tests on a number of then existing 
Internet indexing systems; these were ALIWEB, DACLOD, EINet Galaxy, 
GNA Meta-Library, Harvest, InfoSeek, Lycos, Nikos, RBSE, World Wide 
Web Catalog, WebCrawler, WWW, and Yahoo. The intent of these tests 
was to determine how many URLs to documents containing the target 
search strings Bipin (AND) Desai were indexed by these systems. The 
results obtained are given in Table 1which shows the number of hits, mis- 
hits, and misses (Desai, 1995a). 
In this table and the following tables, the number of hits is the count 
of the documents found to be relevant to the query. The number of du- 
plicates is the number of times the same document was retrieved by the 
indexing system using different components of the search criteria or when 
the same document is being served from more than one site. In the more 
recent search engines, the systems tend to eliminate the former form of 
duplicates; however, the same document accessible from more than one 
site is replicated in the result. The number of mis-hits is that of irrelevant 
documents, and the number of misses is the number of relevant docu- 
ments missed by the search system. 
Many of these pioneering indexing systems, existing in mid 1995, are 
no longer active. In the meantime, a number of new systems, such as Alta 
Vista, OpenText, Hotbot, and so on have emerged. Many workers in the 
domain of the digital virtual library feel that these newer systems have 
addressed many of the issues we raised in designing the CINDI System. 
Table 1. 
SEARCHSTATISTICS THE SEARCH BIPIN (AND) DESAI:.~UNE FOR USING TERM 1995 
Search System Number Number of Number of Number of 
of Hits Duplicates Mis-hits Items Missed 
Aliweb none 25 
DACLOD none 25 
EINet 6 0 4 23 
GNA Meta Lib. none 25 
Harvest none 25 
InfoSeek 7 0 0 18 
Lycos
Nikos 
231 
none 
2 222 18 
25 
RBSE 8 8 25 
W3 Catalog 
Web Crawler 
none 
7 3 0 
25 
21 
www 2 0 0 23 
Yahoo none 25 
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The next series of tests was done from September through October 
1997 to find the number of relevant documents that could be located by 
the then current search engines and to evaluate the usefulness of the index 
entries retrieved. Relevance ofa document could be,judged easily once the 
target set was known. M7e repeated the test performed in 1995 with the 
same search words. At the time of the test, some 325 URLs were known to 
contain the words “Bipin” and “Desai.” These represent Web documents 
pertaining to one of the authors of this article. The complete list of these 
URLs can be retrieved from the following URL: http://~~~~~.cs.concordia.ca/ 
$\sim$faculty/bcdesai/search-oct97/whereis-Desai.
h tml. 
The first set of tests, the results of which are given in Table 2, was 
done on the following search engines: Alta Vista, Excite, Hotbot, Infoseek, 
Lvcos, OpenText, and Yahoo. 
Table 2 
S E k R C H  ST4TISTlCs FOR U 5 I N G  THF SPARCH T ~ R M  SEPT. 1997BIPIN(AND) DE S h I  
S rmch  Number .umber of ,Vzcmbrr of Numbn of L\rumber of 
Szctrm of Hztr Dublaratry Mzs-hztc Drfunrt Itrms ilfztrrd 
Altclvl%Jtn/ 97 9 23 4 264 
Yflhoo 
Exczte 114 10 29 7 247 
InfoSerk 8 2 1 1 319 
Lyo7  57 7 15 14 297 
Hotbol 245 28 58 19 1.55 
OtienText 19 7 5 318 
As in the 1995series of tests, we have shown the results by noting the 
number of hits produced, the number of duplicates, number of mis-hits, 
arid the number of relevant documents not listed in the result; we have 
also included a column for the number of defunct URLs (which do not 
lead to any valid target Web pages). The duplicates are either the same 
document being served from two sites or the same document from the 
same site listed more than once. The latter errors seem to have been 
corrected in most search engines which do sufficient pre-processing of 
the result to eliminate obvious duplicates before presenting it to users. 
The documents missed could be due to the approximations used by 
engines such as Alta Vista when it finds a large number of hits. However, 
the fact that these search engines could not locate all documents indi- 
cates the difficulty of reaching isolated URLs by search robots. 
The bigger problem is the lack of selectivity and the measure ofuse- 
fulness of the documents found by the search engines. We have collated 
the results by following the trail of “next” sets of URLs, and these could be 
viewed by pressing on the number of hits for each search engine in the 
online version of Table 2 (Desai, 1997a). A glance at the abstract or sum-
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mary presented by the search engine indicates that they are not very re- 
vealing and, except for the most pedestrian needs, following the pointers 
would result in a drain of the searcher’s time. 
SEARCHSTATISTICS VARIOUS STRATEGIESFOR USING SEARCH 
In a third series of tests, we used a simple search with the search 
terms: Bipin Desai, the advanced search expressions “Bipin Desai,” and 
“Bipin C. Desai” respectively. These tests were made only on Alta Vista/ 
Yahoo. The results of these tests are given in Table 3. 
Table 3. 

SLARCHSTATISTICS SEARCH SEPT. 1997 
FOR USINGTHE VARIOUY TERMS: 
Search Numbm Number of Number of Number of Number of 
System of Hzts Duplarates Mzs-hzts Dpfunct Items Missed 
Alta Vasta/ 
Yahoo 4285 30-90% 10.80% 200+ 
Alta Vzsta/ 
Yahoo 29 2 13 3 312 
Alta Vzsta/ 
Yahoo 128 14 10 201 
The result for a simple search of Bipin Desai (row 1 of Table 3) shows 
a high number of hits (4,285 in the test reported here; there is a bit of 
variation due to Alta Vista’s method of abandoning a search after a suffi- 
ciently large number of hits is made). However, the simple search pro- 
duces very low selectivity and relevance. Most of the hits in the top 160 
entries are irrelevant, and a large number of relevant documents are not 
located. Most searchers will not have the patience to go through more 
than a few pages of the result, there being some 214 pages of the result for 
4,285 hits. 
The result for an advanced search expression for “Bipin Desai” (row 
2 of Table 3) gives a lower number of hits and relevance since the author 
prefers to include his middle initial in the name. Most searchers may not 
be aware of such details. 
The result for an advanced search expression for “Bipin C. Desai” 
(row 3 of Table 3) gives a relatively large number of relevant documents, 
some of which are duplicates, being accessible from more than one site. 
Some of the defunct UlUs are not deleted by the search engines, point- 
ing to the maintenance problem of the underlying database. However, 
this search still missed about two-thirds of the documents. 
These tests lead us to believe that a search system should support 
better semantics. It is our opinion that the semantic header-based system 
(see Figure 2) (Desai, 1997b), wherein the provider of the resource is 
responsible for generating the entry, would be a more useful scheme to 
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support discovery. The semantic header is designed to describe the 
semantic contents of the source information resource and is better suited 
to supporting knowledge discovery than the actual resource. Many for- 
mats of a resource may not be directly accessible electronically, be suitable 
for direct discovery, or may require a considerable amount of computa- 
tion and extremely slow response. The semantic header could also be 
used as a surrogate to express semantic dependencies inherent in a col-
lection, which is not possible to do with existing search engines. 
The quality and the reliability of the document could be expressed by 
including reviewers’ comments in the form of annotation with the seman- 
tic header. Such reviews are rarely accessible in traditional cataloging 
systems. However, in the CINDI system this, along with the abstract sup- 
plied by the authors, would be valuable in judging the suitability of a docu-
ment to a searcher. It  could also give feedback to the provider. The 
semantic header metadata also allow the server system to perform initial 
query processing and thus reduce the cost involved in accessing and pro- 
cessing irrelevant resources. 
OVERVIEWOF THE CINDI SYSTEM 
The overall structure of the CINDI system is shown in Figure 1. The 
workstation at the provider’s site contains the CINDI client software and a 
partial catalog. The client software is composed of a registering graphical 
user interface, the client portion of a distributed expert system, and the 
associated knowledge base. The semantic header information entered by 
the provider of a resource using this graphical interface is relayed from 
the user’s workstation by a client process to the database server process at 
one of the nodes of the SH Distributed Database (SHDDB). The node is 
chosen based on its proximity to the workstation or on the subject of the 
index record. On receipt of the information, the server verifies the cor- 
rectness and authenticity of the information and, on finding everything 
in order, sends an acknowledgment to the client. It also has a partial 
catalog of the thesaurus database. The function of these are described 
later in the section on the Semantic Header Registration System. 
The server node is responsible for locating the partitions of the the- 
saurus for the subject hierarchy or the sites of the SHDDBs where the 
entry should be stored and forwards the replicated information to appro- 
priate nodes. The server node is also responsible for providing the cata- 
log information for the search system. In this way, the various sites of the 
database work in cooperation to maintain consistency of the replicated 
database. The replicated nature of the database also ensures distribution 
of load and continued access to the system when some sites are tempo- 
rarily nonfunctional. 
The user interface for the CINDI system consists of three graphical 
interfaces: the SH index registration system, the search system, and the 
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Figure 1. Overall Structure of the CINDI System. 
annotation systems. The SH index registration allows a document pro- 
vider to fill in the slots of the SH. The search interface is used by a searcher 
to locate documents. The annotation interface allows a user to insert 
comments on a document in its semantic header. The indexing and search 
systems have an associated expert system that helps the providers and 
searchers in selecting appropriate subject terms to best describe the source 
document or the query respectively. These functions are described briefly 
later in this article. 
The SHDDB contains information on subject hierarchy, a thesaurus 
to help select controlled terminology from the subject hierarchy, the reg- 
istered semantic headers, and the associated annotations. An expert sys-
tem mimics the cataloging librarian and helps a provider make suitable 
controlled subject entries in the semantic header. When a searcher uses 
the expert system, it mimics a reference librarian in helping him locate 
the relevant subjects. The communication from a user workstation to the 
database site uses the client/server paradigm. 
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The slots of the SH, as seen in Figure 2 ,  contain the title of the docu- 
ment, its authors, the subject(s), abstract, and so on. The intent of the 
semantic header is to include those elements that are most often used in 
the search for an infomiation resource. Furthermore, the SH provides 
information on the organization of a document such as chapters, sections, 
or whether the document is part of or an actual collection. The registry 
containing all the semantic headers is much smaller than the actual col- 
lection of documents (Desai, 1997). A person searching for a document 
Figure 2. ComDonents of the Semantic Header. 
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first locates the appropriate SHs. Once these are found, the actual docu- 
ments can be easily accessed. Since the registry for the SH is smaller than 
the actual collection, and much of the query for the required search terms 
could be preprocessed, searching becomes faster. 
SEMANTIC REGISTRATIONHEADE  SYSTEM 
The Semantic Header entry and registration subsystem provide a 
graphical interface (similar to Figure 2) to facilitate the task of the pro- 
vider (author/creator) of a resource to register the SH for the resource. 
The system also offers help by means of pop-up selection windows and an 
expert engine to suggest controlled terms. This expert engine is intended 
to bring some of the expertise of a catalog librarian to the ordinary user 
(Chander, Shinghal, Desai, & Radhakrishnan, 1997). Many of the ele- 
ments in the SH can be extracted directly from the resource document if 
they are properly tagged (the Automatic Generation of Semantic Header 
project is currently underway at Concordia) .Once the information is cor- 
rectly entered, the provider can decide to register the SH entry in the 
database. When the SH information is accepted by the database, the pro- 
vider is notified. A user ID and the associated password is required when 
the SH is first registered and for all changes made to it. Since the user ID 
and the password are not accessible by anyone other than the original 
registrar (usually the provider) of the index entry, the entry can only be 
updated by persons who are cognizant of them. Changes that may be 
made could be due to changes made in the resource or its migration from 
one system to another. A copy of the SH is stored at the provider’s site for 
convenience in later updates. 
The subject for the document being indexed is selected hierarchi- 
cally. The provider first selects the general level, and a rule-based sys-
tem thereafter guides the selection of the corresponding lower levels. 
In case the provider is unclear about the subject area of the document, 
she can seek help by entering a string in the “search string” slot and use 
either the synonym or substring push button. A rule-based system is 
invoked and guides the provider in selecting the appropriate subject. 
The provider is not allowed to enter the subject terms directly, thus re- 
stricting the subject terms to a controlled vocabulary from the subject 
headings. 
Some of the slots can contain more than one value-e.g., the author 
slot can have more than one name and address to signify that the docu- 
ment has multiple authors. These multiple values are entered by using 
the NEXT and PREVIOUS buttons in the corresponding slots. Using this 
scheme, any number of values for such slots can be entered. 
When a new provider first creates an SH, she chooses, with the help 
of CINDI, her own unique user ID and password. These values are stored 
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in the CINDI database and are associated with all SHs registered using 
this pair of values. The values of the SH slots can be updated only by the 
provider of the SH. The only exception is the annotation slot: here, any 
user can insert comments. Only the provider is allowed to delete her 
semantic header. The deletion of an SH would not affect its user ID and 
password. 
Expert System Supportfor Repstering 
Expert and knowledge based systems have been used in various do- 
mains to provide users with the expertise of a domain expert. In our 
system, we need to guide the provider of a document in choosing the 
appropriate subject hierarchy from a controlled hierarchy (we use a hi-
erarchy derived from ACM, INSPEC, and the Library of Congress Sub- 
ject Headings [LCSH]). In many domains, the domain knowledge is 
encoded as a set of “ i f .  . . then . . .else” rules. Encoding knowledge in 
such a manner and checking the user input against such encoded rules 
has been found to be fairly inefficient. Our initial approach using CLIPS 
(Giarratano & Riley, 1994) to encode these rules proved this observa- 
tion. Furthermore, CLIPS imposed a considerable overhead on the sys- 
tem. 
In registering an SH, and for later searching, it is essential to employ 
the knowledge and expertise of cataloging librarians. However, employ- 
ing professional librarians may be costly, thus the need of an expert sys-
tem to model librarians’ expertise and guide users in cataloging and search- 
ing. The expert system would help users choose correct subject terms. It 
would also guide them to register, update, delete, and annotate SHs. The 
expert system is designed so that its query for resource searches facilitates 
efficient database access and reduces the number of incorrect results gen- 
erated. 
Expert systems have been used to encode the expertise of experts in 
well-defined domains. The system can then be used to guide users in 
reaching the same conclusion as the domain experts in a given situation. 
In our case, we need the expertise of a cataloging librarian to help users 
choose appropriate controlled terms using a knowledge-base encoded as 
a thesaurus of synonyms. 
A typical user wanting to create a semantic header entry for her docu- 
ment usually does not have precise knowledge of the exact subject head- 
ing hierarchy under which the document should be classified. However, 
she has a very good idea of the exact topic(s) treated in her document 
and knows the usual terms used in the relevant literature. Such terms 
may not be the same as the controlled terms established by a cataloging 
authority such as the LCSH. The cataloging system, mimicking a cataloging 
librarian, should be able to guide the user in a search for controlled terms 
from a subject heading hierarchy. 
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Checking for all input combinations using direct encoding of knowl- 
edge has been found to be very inefficient (Chander, 1995). Our first 
attempt was to incorporate the expert system rules by embedding an ex- 
pert system shell in the cataloging system. However, this approach was 
not only slow but increased the overall size of the system. Furthermore, 
the shell was not sensitive to the context under which a rule was to be 
tested and hence had to recompute the set of' rules to be tested. 
Our second attempt was to replace the expert system shell by distrib- 
uting the rules in the appropriate components of the system. This not 
only increased the context sensitivity of the system and reduced the size 
ofthe program code, but it also reduced the number of rules that had to 
be considered for each subsystem. This distributed system was encoded 
directly as C/C++ functions, thus further improving the system perfor- 
mance. In this prototype version of the system, we allowed the user to 
enter a term at any of the three levels of the subject hierarchy. If the term 
entered was found to be a synonym of a controlled term at the same level 
as the one entered by the user, then the system would show the controlled 
term and the corresponding higher level term(s) and prompt the user to 
confirm them. However, should the term entered by the user be a syn- 
onym of a controlled term at a different level of some subject hierarchy, 
then the system requests the user to resolve this conflict and warns the 
user of this inconsistency. Also, a term entered by the user at a lower level 
may not be a synonym for any term at this level of the current subject 
hierarchy. To avoid such confusion and the possible need to backtrack, 
we revised our scheme to take advantage of the interactive and graphical 
nature of the interface. 
In our final implementation, our strategy is to separate the subject 
hierarchy search into twoorthogonal components: (1)a strictly hierarchical 
Figure 3. Selecting Subject Level-1 Before the General Level. 
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subject entry system using context sensitive pull down menus, and 
(2) fiiidiiig controlled terms for a string or term entered by a user. In the 
first case, the user is guided by the system to first select a higher level 
subject before being allowed to select a lower level. In this component, 
the user is not allowed to directly enter a subject term as indicated in 
Figure 3 .  In this way, the search by the system for a lower-level is thus 
limited to the already selected controlled higher levels and avoids the 
confusion and backtracking. 
In the event a resource provider has a basic idea of a term in the 
subject hierarchy that she or he wants to use as a resource, the term could 
be entered in the search slot of the GUI and use the synonym substring 
feature to query CINDI for a controlled term. Terms entered in this man- 
ner by a user could be synonymous at any level of a subject hierarchy. 
This could also occur when a provider enters terms that are part of con-
trolled terms (substrings) and thus cause the term to match entries at 
multiple levels. If the provider enters a synonym such as system, which 
could occur at a large number of subject hierarchies, the expert system 
displays the result and suggests the provider enter a more specific syn- 
onym. The system, using a thesaurus of synonyms and controlled terms, 
finds subject hierarchies closest to a user’s entered term and presents these 
for selection. The displayed term could be at any level of the hierarchy. 
The result of the search is presented to the provider in a pop-up window, 
as shown in Figure 4; the provider would then make a selection at one of 
the levels indicated by the system or reject the choice to try another term. 
The provider views the matching subject terms for each matching level by 
selecting the corresponding push button in Figure 4. If the entered term 
maps into a controlled term at a lower level of a subject hierarchy, the 
system automatically selects the higher levels of the subject hierarchy and 
displays them for the user to make a selection. These are illustrated in 
Figures 5 and 6. 
The use of the GUI, along with the orthogonal separation of subject 
level entry in hierarchical order and by matching a synonym, has simpli- 
Figure 4. Example of’Sub-String Look-Up: Search String ‘‘Corn.” 
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Figure 5 .  Example of Sub-string Look-Up: Display Gencral Level. 
Figure 6. Example of Sub-string Look-Up: Display Sub-Level-l . 
fied the implementation of both the cataloging system and the searching 
system. By limiting the provider to enter a higher level subject before a 
lower level subject (see Figure 3 ) ,we have avoided many pitfalls that oc- 
curred in our earlier implementation and hence simplified the set of rules 
and the data that have to be retrieved. This improved the performance of 
the system arid allowed us to provide context-sensitive help for indexing, 
updating, and searching. 
Some fields of the qernantic header may have multiple or repeatable 
entry fields. The repeatable entry fields in the SH allow, for example, a 
document to be classified under more than one subject; an article could 
be written by more than one author; and the document can be identified 
by its HTTP, FTP, ISBN, and so on. We provide PRFV and NEXT push 
buttons (Figure 2) at the bottom of each block in the user interface to 
accommodate these entries. 
The PREV push button allows the user to view or modify the previous 
entry of a block and the NEXT push button allows the user to enter, view, 
or modifj the next entry of a block. To proceed to the previous or next 
entry, certain rules are enforced. For example, the NFXT entry button 
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action is not allowed until the current entry is completed and it has avalid 
value. The validity of all slot values is verified at the client site before the 
system allows the semantic header entry to be registered. 
CINDI Databas? SystPm 
The index entries registered by a provider of a resource in CINDI are 
stored in SHDDB. From the point of view of the users of the system, the 
underlying database may be considered to be a monolithic system. In 
reality, it could be distributed and replicated, allowing for reliable and 
failure-tolerant operations. The interface hides the distributed and 
replicated nature of the database. The distribution is based on subject 
areas and, as such, the database is considered to be horizontally parti- 
tioned (Desai, 1990). 
The database on different subjects in the CINDI system is to be main- 
tained at different sites of the communication network (as illustrated in 
Figure 1).The locations of such nodes need only be known by the intrin- 
sic interface and the database catalog used to distribute this information. 
Catalogs would also be used to store information about the location of the 
subject areas maintained in the SHDDB so that the client process at the 
user workstation can select subject hierarchies for indexing and retriev- 
ing semantic headers. 
The semantic header entered by the provider of the resource using a 
graphical interface is relayed from the user’s workstation by a client pro- 
cess to the database server process at one of the nodes of the SHDDB. 
The node is chosen based on its proximity to the workstation or on the 
subject of the index record. On receipt of the information, the server 
verifies the correctness and authenticity of the information and, on find- 
ing everything in order, sends an acknowledgment to the provider at the 
client site. 
The thesaurus database contains four object classes which represent 
the general subject of the subject hierarchy, the sub-subject and the sub- 
sub-subject, and finally the synonymwhich contains those subject terms (at 
any level) synonymous with the controlled terms. The registration sub- 
system at the server site is responsible for registering, deleting, updating, 
and annotating semantic headers. This subsystem uses an SHDDB area to 
store the SHs and other related objects. The database is an aggregation 
of three objects: SH, user ID, and word. SH contains all fields of the 
semantic header. Some of these fields are included in the SH object as 
attributes; others are objects which are components of the SH object. As 
an example, the author object is a part of the SH object which should be 
(partially) ordered. This is because, in the GUI, the first author field 
entered by the user would take part in the construction of the semantic 
header name (SHN). The SHN is derived from the following required 
elements in the semantic header: title, name of first author (or name of 
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organization, if the document or resource being registered is attribut- 
able to a corporate or organizational entity), first subject, creation date, 
and version. The SH also includes information in the Identifier object 
to access the corresponding online information resource. The UserID 
object contains both a user ID and a password entered by the user in the 
GUI. 
The SHDDB also contains the word object. It stores non-noise words 
appearing in those fields of an SH which may be used during the search 
operation. The word object corresponds to the SH objects where the value 
of the word object appears in the semantic headers. This object contains a 
fixed number of context objects equal to the number of search GUI fields. 
The semantic header database and the catalog database are imple- 
mented using the ODE (Object Database Environment) database system 
(Arlein, Gava, Gehani, & Lieuwen, 1993; Agrawal & Gehani, 1989; Agrawal, 
Dar, & Gehani 1993; Biliris & Panagos, 1993). 
Registm'ng the Semantic Header 
The graphical interface (see Figure 2) facilitates the provider (au- 
thor/creator) of a resource to fill in and subsequently register the biblio- 
graphic information about the resource. Once the information is entered, 
the provider can decide to register the semantic header entry in the data- 
base. The REGISTER push button allows providers to register the current 
semantic header into the CINDI database. To register a new semantic 
header, a user ID and password are required. Before an actual registra- 
tion request is made to the server, the client system would check the SH 
entry to ensure that all the required fields are entered. This validation 
ensures that the standard indexing scheme is enforced. 
When a semantic header is received at the database (server) site, the 
system performs a number of operations to register an SH. The first step 
is for a parser to verify the syntax of the input file and ensure that the 
mandatory fields of the SH have been entered. The non-noise words of 
the semantic header are stored in temporary variables and data structures 
for later use. The next step is for the database module to verify the status 
of the user ID and the password and ascertain that the SH does not al- 
ready exist in the database. Finally, the words and the semantic header 
are indexed into the database. The non-noise words would be added to 
the database and all attributes of the SH object would be initialized. Fi- 
nally, the unique SHN identifier is assigned to the newly added SH object. 
In a case where an error occurs, an error code would be sent to the client 
site which would be used by the client expert system to guide the user to 
correct the problem. 
When an SH is registered by the server, a copy of it is stored locally at 
the client site. Later, this could be loaded to update the semantic header 
as discussed in the section on Updating a Registered Semantic Header. 
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Client-Server Communication 
The communication between the user interface and the database is 
made using the TCP/IP protocol written in C. The server daemon runs at 
the server site. When a client, at the user site, is called by the user inter- 
face, it connects to the server and sends data in a file containing the query 
request. The server calls appropriate functions for parsing the file and 
transforming it into a database specific query (or queries). This query is 
sent to the database for processing. Finally, the server receives the result 
of the query in a file created by the database module and sends it back to 
the client using the TCP/IP protocol. 
Since a server may provide services to more than one client at a time, 
the server assigns a unique client ID to each file received from the client 
site. Each client ID is a concatenation of three fields. The first field is a 
fixed string used in all files. The second field is the value of time in sec- 
onds. The third one is the process ID of the child process responsible for 
serving a specified client. Thus possible client ID collisions at the server 
site are avoided. 
In a case where a network problem prevents data transmission, the 
server program provides a timeout mechanism to prevent the GUI at the 
user site from waiting for the server to respond indefinitely. If, after a 
specified period of time, the server fails to complete the process of trans- 
mitting data froni/to the client, the server sends an appropriate message 
to the client process and disconnects from the client process. Subsequently, 
the user interface receives the error code from the client process and 
displays an error message to the user. This way, the GUI does not freeze, 
and the user can carry on making other requests. 
Once a client has established a connection to a server, it issues a se- 
ries of transactions each of which is invoked by a function call. One such 
transaction actually performs the connection between client and server. 
With the exception of the connect transaction, each transaction gener- 
ates a sequence of actions as follows: a message identifying the transaction 
to be executed and the associate data are sent by the client to the server; 
the server process identifies the transaction from the associate data; and a 
message containing the response to the transaction is sent by the server to 
the client along with the ID of the original transaction. This is repeated 
until the client initiates a terminating transaction. 
Updating a Reylstm-ed Semantic Header 
The UPDATE push button (see Fi<g-ure 2) allows a provider of resources 
to update an existing semantic header. When there is a need to update 
the SH, it is loaded from a local saved copy into the GUT for registration 
through the use of the OPEN menu item in the FILE menu. The provider 
is not allowed to change fields corresponding to the SHN nor the re- 
viewers’ annotations (except for the annotations made at the time of 
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registration; the others are not stored locally in the original copy of the 
registered SH at the client site). The GUI rule system enforces this re- 
quirement by making these fields non-editable during the update phase 
and by giving appropriate warning messages if the provider tries to modify 
these fields. To register the updated semantic header, the provider has 
to enter the user ID and password that were used when initially register- 
ing it. 
The UPDATE button is disabled when a new semantic header is being 
entered. The REGISTER push button is disabled when a provider opens an 
existing semantic header for modification. 
Deleting a Registered Semantic Header 
The DELETE push button is used to remove a semantic header from 
the system. An SH can be deleted by the provider who registered it only if 
no public annotation were made in it after the SH was registered. The 
procedure of deleting an SH is similar to that of updating it. To delete an 
SH, the provider enters both a user ID and the corresponding password 
that match those entered when the SH was registered. Otherwise, an 
error message is relayed to the provider. The SH and the SHN main- 
tained in the word object with the value corresponding to each non-noise 
word are deleted from the database. If a word object, after such deletion, 
is found to be associated with no SHNs, it would be deleted from the 
database as well. The DELETE button is disabled when the user enters a 
new SH. 
SEARCHING 
In the current search system, we have incorporated the elementary 
expertise used by a reference librarian. Reference librarians are aware of 
the conventions used by cataloging librarians. They are conversant with 
the classification schemes, terms, indexes, structures, and resources avail- 
able for a user’s particular need. This basic expertise of the librarian is 
replicated to assist the users of our application in discovery and guides 
the user in entering the various search items in a graphical user interface 
similar to the one used by the registering subsystem (see Figure 7). The 
system is designed so that its query for document search facilitates effi- 
cient database access and reduces the number of incorrect results gener- 
ated. For example, the system aids the user in completing a given field 
entry based on the contents of the other search fields. As in the case of 
the registering sub-system, the expert system provides context-sensitive 
help in choosing appropriate search terms for index entries such as the 
subject, sub-subject, sub-sub-subject, and so on (Chander et al., 1997). 
When no SHs are found, the system suggests other alternatives to the user. 
The CINDI system offers a wide range of search criteria to allow pre- 
cisely targeted resource retrieval. Most widely used search fields are 
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Figure 7. Graphical User Interface: Search System. 
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included to allow the user to tailor the search and discovery needs. In 
most of these fields, the search can be specified to be performed using an 
exact match or substring of the word entered by the user. Most of these 
fields allow the logical operations and and or to refine the search. Paren- 
theses are also provided to allow nested logical search predicates. To trans- 
form the user-defined queries received from the client into database que- 
ries, we employ the reverse Polish (postfix) notation. 
Once the user has entered a search request, the client process com- 
municates with the nearest server which determines the appropriate sites 
of the SHDDB. Subsequently, the server communicates with these sites 
and retrieves one or more SHs. The results of the query can then be 
collected and a list in user specified block size is sent to the user's worksta- 
tion as illustrated in Figure 8. The contents of any of these semantic 
headers are displayed on demand by clicking on the title in the list. This 
is illustrated in Figure 9. The user can navigate to the other semantic 
headers by pressing the appropriate push buttons in this display. The 
system allows the user the facility to access one or more of the actual re- 
sources by connecting to a browser. A user can access the actual resource 
only if the selected item for access has an identifier which allows online 
access via a hrsruxr s t ~ h -as Nctscape .which-c~sld-be-used-t,:+ display-the 
resource. 
Figure 8. Result of a Search QJerv: List of' Semantic Headers. 
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Figure 9. Display of a Selected Semantic Header. 
We associate two counters with each SH to measure the extent of the 
disseminationof the SH and the resource it describes. One counter records 
the number of times a given SH was accessed in searches made by users of 
the system. The second counter indicates the number of accesses made 
via CINDI to the actual resource corresponding to a semantic header. 
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ANNOTATION 

The research community depends on peer review of documents sub- 
mitted for publication. Such review or annotation is often not published. 
However, comments to the editor made by readers ofjournals are usually 
published and are accessible to the community. Since many of the re- 
sources on the Internet tend not to be reviewed, it would be beneficial for 
a user to have access to annotations made by other users for a given 
resource. The proposed system allows users to add annotations to an ex- 
isting resource. 
These annotations are stored along with the index in the SHDDB 
(Desai, 1996). Peer reviews of electronically submitted papers could be 
implemented using such annotations. Authentication of reviews has to 
be done by an appropriate editorial board. 
The graphical user interface of the annotation subsystem is shown in 
Figure 10. The annotation subsystem is similar to the indexing subsystem. 
However, only a few of the indexing entries that uniquely identify the 
resource in question are required. An annotation made by any user can 
be entered and would be registered with the identity of the user. Such 
annotations could be valuable guides for future users. 
To avoid nonserious entries to the annotation by unscrupulous read- 
ers, we have separated the annotation entry from the search subsystem. 
In order to add annotations, the user has to save the semantic header 
when viewing it in the search subsystem using the SAVE push button. It is 
expected that the user would actually access the resource corresponding 
to the SH. If the user decides to make an annotation, he loads the saved 
SH from the local file system by pressing on the LOAD SH push button in 
the annotation form. 
The newly entered annotations, together with the annotator’s infor- 
mation, as well as his login name and host name, would be concatenated 
to the existing annotations when the annotator registers them. 
CONCLUSION 
Current index systems are based on harvesting the network for new 
documents. Such documents are retrieved and their contents used to 
provide terms for the index. The big disadvantage with this scheme is the 
unreliability of the index entries produced and the lack of an authentic 
abstract for the item. The current Dublin Metadata Element (Desai, 1995) 
list also suffers from the absence of the abstract. Furthermore, current 
index schemes are relevant for resources of limited protocol and are not 
applicable to other resources. CINDI has addressed these problems, giv- 
ing rise to the following advantages: (XNDI allows the indexing of resources 
accessible online or offline; CINDI requires that the provider of the re- 
source use controlled terms and provide an abstract (this is an improve- 
ment over extracting phrases from the first part of a resource or by simply 
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Figure 10. Graphical User Interface: Annotation System. 
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picking up terms by scanning a resource as is done by some of the existing 
systems), since the registration of the semantic header in the database is 
performed by the provider of the resource, it improves cost, accuracy, and 
efficiency; CINDI allows annotations by reviewers which enable future users 
to make better informed decisions regarding the relevance of the source 
resource; the size of the CINDI database is not limited since the database 
is distributed among a number of sites. Furthermore, the system lends 
itself to the well researched distributed query processing techniques to 
support discovery from these distributed database systems in parallel. 
The expert system support provided in our implementation is ob- 
tained by distributing the rules to be enforced in various parts of the sys- 
tem including the GUI. This method was chosen over using expert sys- 
tem shells such as CLIPS. While such shells facilitate knowledge engi- 
neering and rule encoding, we found in our trial implementation that 
they incurred a significant overhead. For example, for every rule firing, if 
a system such as CLIPS were used, its inference engine would recompute 
the set of rules that can fire. The distribution of the rules in CINDI im- 
proved performance since only a small number of rules had to be devel- 
oped in such an environment. 
CINDI, in its current implementation, uses an ODE database and an 
X-window based Motif interface (Heller, 1994). The client software for 
ULTRIX for Sun can be downloaded from: <http://cindi.cs.concordia.ca/ 
cindi>. We plan to port the client software to Linux. The initial decision 
to use a Motif-based interface was due to the limitation of HTML 
(Hypertext, 1997) in providing unspecified numbers of repeating fields. 
With the newer tools, such as XML and Java, we have undertaken porting 
CINDI to the Web. We will also port SHDDB to a robust commercial 
DBMS. 
CINDI, as do other self-indexing systems, requires the active partici- 
pation of the provider. To make this task easier, we are providing an auto- 
matic semantic header generation system. Preliminary results of this work 
in progress is encouraging, and it will be incorporated in our Web-based 
version. 
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Abstracts and Abstracting in Knowledge Discovery 
MARIA PINTO AND F. W. LANCASTER 
ABSTRACT 
VARIOUSLEVELS OF CRITERIA FOR JUDGING the quality of abstracts and 
abstracting are presented. Requirements for abstracts to be read by hu- 
mans are compared with requirements for those to be searched by com- 
puter. It is concluded that the wide availability of complete text in elec- 
tronic form does not reduce the value of abstracts for information re- 
trieval activities even in such more sophisticated applications as knowl- 
edge discovery. 
INTRODUCTION 
Abstracts were first developed to be read by humans, providing con- 
cise summaries or descriptions of published items suitable for inclusion in 
printed indexing services or in scholarlyjournals along with the articles to 
which they relate. When computers started to have a serious impact on 
information retrieval in the 1960s,abstracts became important as human- 
readable output from electronic databases. Later, as storage and process- 
ing costs declined, they began to assume a new role-that of computer-
searchable surrogates for larger bodies of text. 
Toddy, of course, it is economically feasible to store vast quantities of 
text in computer-searchable form. Nevertheless, this has not made ab- 
stracts redundant. They remain useful summaries to be read by humans. 
Furthermore, if recall and precision are both taken into account, they 
may still be optimum for retrieval purposes because the searching of full 
text will frequently cause an unacceptable level of irrelevancy. Several 
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investigators (e.g., Tenopir, 1985)have shown that searching abstracts may 
be more effective or more cost-effective than searching of full text, while 
Salton (1971) found that, while full text gave better overall results than 
abstracts in the type of automatic processing employed in his SMART re- 
trieval system, the differences were not great and the abstracts allowed 
more cost-effective processing. 
On the surface, one might assume that knowledge discovery opera- 
tions would be most likely to succeed when the complete text of items is 
processed. This is not necessarily so because full text can generate so 
many spurious relationships that significant and useful associations will 
be virtually impossible to recognize. Abstracts may still have great value in 
knowledge discovery activities as they do in many others. 
This article will review various criteria by which the quality of abstracts 
may be judged. It will then discuss which criteria apply most clearly to the 
value of abstracts in knowledge discovery applications. 
QUALITYIN GENERAL 
The word “quality” occurs frequently in everyday life and, in this gen- 
eral setting, stands for an idea that, while not necessarily exact, seems 
readily understood. On the other hand, in more formal and restricted 
applications-such as science, technology, commerce, and education- 
much less agreement exists on what “quality” really means and how the 
quality of something is to be measured and expressed. This is less true, of 
course, when applied to things that are concrete. The quality of many 
manufactured products can be precisely quantified. This results from the 
fact that they must conform to standards that are strictly enforceable and 
are precisely quantifiable-e.g., steel either meets a standard relating to 
its composition or it does not. In the manufacturing situation, then, “quality 
control” is not a nebulous idea-it relates to the extent to which products 
meet the required standards. 
In less concrete settings, such as those relating to various types of 
services, quality is less easily defined. For example, we may refer to the 
“quality of law enforcement” or the “quality of library service,” but these 
are notions that are more subjective than objective. 
Despite it being an imprecise idea in many contexts, it is obvious that 
the last decade or so has brought a great increase in concern for “quality” 
in virtually all areas of human endeavor. The growth of the literature on 
the subject is a tangible manifestation of this. 
Nevertheless, it is somewhat misleading to speak of quality as though 
it were a single idea. Instead, one may recognize various levels or perspec- 
tives, as illustrated in Table 1. At the one extreme, there is the abstract or 
transcendentaI idea of quality, one that is static, absolute, and existing 
only in philosophical and metaphysical speculation. At the other extreme 
is the “user” perspective, which is personal and even, perhaps, idiosyncratic. 
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It is also dynamic and “relative”-in the sense that it often involves a com- 
parison and the choice of one among several alternatives. Frequently the 
choice will be made on the basis of cost, which could be a cost in mon- 
etary form or in terms of time and convenience. 
Table 1. 

v4RIOUS POSSIBLP: LPVELSO K  Pk:KSI~F,:C:TIVESRELATTNG ‘TO QUALITY 

PQYspectiiYe Batis of judgment Charactmirtics 
ABSTRACT Philosophy Absolute 
Speculation Static 
ORGAN1ZATIONAL 
PROCESS Standards, regulations, Some processes may be 
norms strictly regulated; others 
not 
PRODUCT Standards For manufactured products, 
may be objective and 
enforceable 
SERVICE Standards or norms More subjective than 
objective; rarely 
enforceable 
USER/CUSTOMER Cost Dynamic 
L’alue Relative 
Personal value system 
Between these extremes, we have other levels or perspectives, identi- 
fied in the table as being “organizational.” Quality related to products 
varies greatly with type of product. For the many products that must be 
manufactured to conform to standards, quality can be considered close to 
absolute, at least relative to the standards, but not completely so since 
most manufacturing standards accept a range of values, albeit a very nar- 
row one in many cases. Intellectual products, such as various forms of 
publication, are less susceptible to true standardiLation. At least, this is 
true of their content. The container (paper, binding, and so on) can be 
standardized. 
The process perspective is heterogeneous. Some processes can be 
standardized. In fact, in some cases, processes may be subjected to abso- 
lute regulation-e.g., concerning cleanliness, safety, and other health-re- 
lated issues. Again, intellectual processes are not as susceptible to regula- 
tion or standardization. 
The service perspective falls midway between the product perspec- 
tive and the user perspective. Services can rarely be judged in absolute 
terms. Although some aspects of service can be quantified-e.g., number 
of seats per reader, number of students per instructor-the standards are 
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rarely completely enforceable so they tend to be normative values rather 
than true standards, and some services (e.g., associated with organized 
religion or with certain social agencies) seem not susceptible to evalua- 
tion against any type of standard. 
Nevertheless, approaches to the enforcement of quality within ser- 
vice agencies have become increasingly sophisticated in the last several 
years, culminating in adoption of the principles of total quality rnanage- 
ment (TQM), which include emphasis on customer satisfaction and on 
continuous improvement. 
QUALITYIN INFORMATIONSERVICESETTINGS 
Since information tends to be intangible, it is quite difficult to obtain 
agreement on appropriate measures of quality for most elements of infor- 
mation service. All of the various perspectives represented in Table 1, 
except for the purely philosophical, can apply in the information service 
environment. Quality can be considered in tangible terms for many as- 
pects of information products but can be quite elusive elsewhere, espe- 
cially in both the service perspective and the user perspective. Take, for 
example, the case of an electronic database. Quantifiable measures of 
quality can be applied when the database is considered as a produrt-i.e., 
its coverage of the literature within its scope, the average number of ac- 
cess points per item, up-to-dateness, and so on. Retrospective search and 
current awareness services derived from use of the database present more 
difficult problems. While certain measures of service quality can be objec- 
tive and quantified (e.g., average time elapsing from demand to delivery 
of response), the more important measures, such as those of recall and 
precision, are both subjective and difficult to apply. When the user per- 
spective is considered here, of course, the situation becomes even more 
subjective. For example, a database search can retrieve many items that 
match a user’s stated request or stored interest profile but may still be 
judged of little value by the user, because the actual information needed 
did not appear in the search results, because the items retrieved were 
already known to the user, because he considered them as insignificant 
contributions to the subject, or for some other reason that might be quite 
idiosyncratic. Moreover, if the user has to pay for the service, he may 
apply a purely cost-effectiveness measure to judge the quality of the search 
results-i.e., the cost per useful item retrieved. 
The process perspective on quality is not as nebulous as the user per- 
spective, but it is still an area in which it is difficult to apply true standards. 
This is because many of the processes are intellectual. While certain ap- 
plications can be standardized (e.g., form of name in catalog entries), 
others, such as subject indexing, are not susceptible to standardization 
except in very trivial aspects. Quality concerns applied to another intel- 
lectual process, abstracting, is the focus of our present discussion. 
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QUALITY APPLIEDCONSIDERATIONS TO ABSTRACTING 
From a psycholinguistic perspective, abstracting is more ambitious 
and complex than indexing: not only must the text of documents be 
analyzed in some detail but text (the abstract) must also be produced. 
This text must be coherent syntactically and semantically and, at the same 
time, be a reasonable summary of the original document. Abstracting is 
the most difficult of all operations normally applied in a document pro- 
cessing environment because, today at least, an abstract must act as both 
content description and retrieval tool. Fidel (1986) has shown that these 
two uses may not be completely compatible. 
A possible model of the abstracting process is presented in Figure 1. 
In actual fact, four levels of processing are represented. The goals are 
defined by the service or journal producing the abstracts and may be 
embodied or reflected in guidelines for the abstractors. The individual 
abstractor observes the goals by following these guidelines. The two pro- 
cesses, “content interpretation/selection” and “content transformation,” 
are directly equivalent to the conceptual analysis and translation stages of 
subject indexing (Lancaster, 1998). The former is concerned with under- 
standing what is discussed in the original text and deciding which ele- 
ments should be included in the abstract, while the latter is concerned 
with the composition of the abstract-i.e., how the selected elements are 
to be presented in the text of the abstract. 
The process headed “checking” is the process directly related to qual- 
ity. It has several possible dimensions: the individual abstractor may im- 
pose his/her own review of quality before submitting the abstract for fur- 
ther processing, the abstractor’s work may later be checked by an editor 
or senior abstractor before publication, and readers may apply their own 
quality checks relating to the intelligibility of the abstract and its value in 
predicting the relevance of the original item to their own interests. 
Figure 1suggests that the quality of the abstract is largely determined 
by the quality of the knowledge base of‘the abstractor. The knowledge 
base incorporates both linguistic knowledge (ability to interpret the lan- 
guage of texts in the subject area dealt with) and nonlinguistic knowl- 
edge: understanding of the subject matter, of the needs and interests of 
the audience served, and of the guidelines under which the abstractor is 
to operate. 
Despite the fact that their application in retrieval (as substitutes for 
or complements to sets of index terms) makes them more important now 
than ever before, especially in the Internet environment (Wheatley & 
Armstrong, 1997),there exist no generally accepted measures of the quality 
of abstracts. Of course, many writers have identified their desirable at- 
tributes. Borko and Bernier (1975),for example, regard abstracting as a 
form of writing that has a unique style (it is not a “natural” form); ab- 
stracts must be brief, accurate, and clearly written. Unlike Cremmins 
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Figure 1.Integrated Model of the Abstracting Process. 
(1996), they do not claim that they must have “elegance.” Lancaster (1998) 
suggeststwo broad criteria forjudging quality: are the major points of the 
article covered and are they represented accurately, succinctly, and unam- 
biguously? The latest English-language standard (National Information 
Standards Organization, 1997), while it gives guidance on style, makes no 
attempt to provide criteria that can be used to assess quality. Other writ- 
ers (e.g., Brown & Day, 1983) have focused on the art of text summariza- 
tion or on the skills needed by a good abstractor (e.g., see Endres- 
Niggemeyer, Maier, & Sigel, 1995). 
Interest in the evaluation of abstracts can be traced back to at least 
the late 1950s. For example, Edmundson et al. (1959) proposed several 
criteria: comparison with an “ideal” abstract, the retrievability of a docu- 
ment by the abstract, and the extent to which the abstract could be used 
to answer test questions as well as the use of intuitive subjective judgment. 
Payne, Munger, and Altman (1962) also suggested a test of the value of 
abstracts in answering questions, as well as a measure of the amount of 
text reduction achieved in an abstract, and the use of a consistency test in 
which the similarity of different abstracts, prepared from the same docu- 
ment, is compared. Vinsonhaler (1966) recommended use of a seven- 
point scale to determine the similarity between an abstract and the docu- 
ment it relates to; also proposed was a more conventional approach, one 
of predictive validity-the extent to which abstracts are able to correctly 
predict the relevance of documents. 
Mathis (1972) offered a numerical value, known as the “data coeff- 
cient” (DC), for the evaluation, expressed by a formula that incorporates 
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a data retention factor and a length retention factor. The value ofthe DC 
is increased by reducing the number of words in the abstract, by increas- 
ing the number of concepts (“data elements”) represented, or both. 
Several of these approaches have been applied over the years. The 
most favored is a test of the ability of an abstract to predict the relevance 
of‘a document to a particular information need. Investigators who have 
applied this to abstracts, or to extracts derived by computer, include Rath, 
Resnick, and Savage (1961); Resnick (1961); Kent et al. (1967); Dym 
(1967); Shirey and Kurfeerst (1967); Saracevic (1969); Marcus, Benenfeld 
and Kugel (1971);Thompson (1973); and Keen (1976). 
Hartley, Sydes, and Rlurton (1996) provide an example of a study in 
which abstracts arejudged on their ability to answer various questions; in 
this case, they were comparing “structured” abstracts with unstructured 
ones. Salton et al. (1997) used a variation of the similarity approach: the 
extent to which an automatically-derived extract resembles one derived 
by humans. 
Other approaches have assessed the “readability” of abstracts using 
standard readability formulas, comprehension measures, or both. Ex-
amples can be found in the work of Dronberger and Kowitz (19’75),King 
(1976), Tenopir and Jacs6 (1993), and Hartley ( 1994). More recently, 
Wheatley and Armstrong (1997) studied readability of a variety of abstracts 
drawn from Internet sources. 
A more “linguistic” approach was used by Salager-Meyer (1991), who 
analyzed a sample of medical abstracts from this perspective, finding al- 
most half to be “poorly structured” (i.e., having discoursal deficiency). 
Since “discoursal deficiency” can include such things as conceptual scat- 
ter (e.g., results reported in different places in the abstract), as well as 
omission of an important element (e.g., purpose of research) from the 
abstract, the author implies that abstracts flawed in this way will be less 
effective in conveying information. Elsewhere, Pinto (1992, 1994, 1995) 
has dealt in detail with the process of text summarization from the view- 
point of linguistic structure. 
It is clear that the various quality criteria proposed or used in the past 
look at ahstracts/abstracting from different perspectives. In fact, virtually 
all perspectives represented in Table 1 can apply to abstracts or abstract- 
ing, as shown in Table 2. 
The process perspective deals primarily with attributes of cognitive 
representation. Here analogies can be drawn between the process of ah- 
stracting and the process of indexing (Lancaster, 1998). The exhaustivity 
of the abstract relates to its breadth of coverage. In essence, it is a mea- 
sure of the extent to which all of the themes of the original text are repre- 
sented in the abstract. Clearly, an abstract is unlikely to include all the 
content of the original text (unless it is completely trivial) so the 
exhaustivity of the abstract can be considered as the extent to which all of 
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Table 2 .  

ATTRIBUTESOF QUALITY WITH DIFFFKENT PERSPECTIVES
ASSOCIATILD 
ON ABSTRACTSAND AB~TRACTINC 
Process f)ersbective Service bersbective 
Exhaustivity Customer satisfaction 
Accuracy Cost-effectiveness 
Readability 
Cohesion/coherence User perspective 
Cost cost 
Value 
Product bersbective 
Consistency Procesdbroduct bersbective 
Brevity Density 
cost Cost 
the themes (ideas, conclusions, or whatever) -judged important are cov- 
ered in the abstract. This implies that some group of people, presumably 
specialists in the subject area dealt with, can agree on what is important in 
the original and what is not. 
In an ideal situation, of course, an abstract should be tailored to the 
needs of a particular audience. This is most obvious in the case of one 
written for an in-house bulletin prepared, for example, to serve a particu- 
lar company or research organization. In this case, an exhaustive abstract 
would be one that covers all the themes of the original that are of poten- 
tial interest to the limited community. In an extreme case, this might be 
a single theme-e.g., results of applying a particular drug extracted from 
a medical article discussing multiple approaches to the treatment of some 
disease. Clearly, the writer of such an abstract must have a good knowl- 
edge of the needs and interests of the target community as well as famil- 
iarity with the subject matter dealt with. The more heterogeneous the 
interests of the audience served, the less likely one is to reach agreement 
on which themes to include in the abstract and which not: difficult in the 
case of general mission-oriented abstracts (e.g., serving the needs of an 
entire industry), more difficult still in the case of abstracts intended to 
serve the needs of an entire discipline. 
Accuracy refers to the extent to which the abstract correctly repre- 
sents the original text. A theme covered in the abstract could be an inac- 
curate representation of the original because of an intellectual error (the 
abstractor misinterprets the text) or an error of carelessness (the abstrac- 
tor records incorrectly-e.g., gives a wrong numerical value). The former 
should be relatively rare but could occur if the abstractor is not fullyfamil- 
iar with the subject matter or if the original text is somewhat obscure. A 
special case would be the situation of an abstractor dealing with a lan- 
guage in which he is not completely fluent. Accuracy errors of the second 
type would be attributable to personal characteristics of the abstractor 
(ability to concentrate, ability to transcribe correctly), including qualities 
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that could vary considerably from one day to the next, and to working 
conditions. Most significant of the latter would be pressures associated 
with required productivity, where an abstractor may be required to pro- 
duce a specified number of abstracts in a particular time period. Of course, 
once the abstract has been printed and distributed, it would be impos- 
sible to determine whether an error of this type was attributable to the 
abstractor or was introduced at some later stage of the production process. 
The readability of an abstract is determined by the ability of the ab- 
stractor to express himself clearly, concisely, and unambiguously, by the 
rules or guidelines under which he operates, and by the format of the 
abstract (e.g., some claim that abstracts structured into paragraphs with 
topical headings are easier to comprehend). To the extent that general 
tests of the readability of text (e.g., the Flesch Reading Ease formula) or 
of comprehension (e.g., cloze criteria) are applicable to abstracts, read- 
ability can be an objective measure and one that can be quantified. 
Cohesion/coherence is related to readability but is not identical with 
it. These properties relate to connectivity between different parts of a 
text. Extracts prepared by computer (selecting sentences on the basis of 
statistical, positional, or linguistic criteria) will frequently be lacking in 
these properties, even though the total extract may be a satisfactory rep- 
resentation of the principal themes of the original text. Salager-Meyer 
(1991) is perhaps the only author to apply such linguistic criteria to hu- 
manly prepared abstracts. A major measure used was that of conceptual 
scatter-the extent to which related elements (e.g., results) are separated 
in an abstract. Since structured abstracts (see Haynes, 1993; Hartley, 1994; 
Hartley, Sydes, & Blurton, 1996) are formatted into paragraphs with pre- 
established subheads (e.g., methods, results), they are less likely to ex- 
hibit such conceptual scatter. Factors affecting cohesion/coherence are 
the same as those affecting readability. 
The product perspective (see Table 2) relates to the technical ad- 
equacy of the abstract. The idea of consistency in abstracting is similar to 
consistency in subject indexing. It refers to the degree to which two indi- 
viduals produce abstracts that are similar to each other (interabstractor 
consistency) or the degree to which the same individual agrees with him- 
self when abstracting a document on different occasions (intra-abstractor 
consistency). In the indexing situation, a distinction can be made be- 
tween consistency in conceptual analysis and consistency in the transla- 
tion of the conceptual analysis into a particular vocabulary (e.g., terms 
drawn from a thesaurus). Consistency in abstracting, however, applies 
only at the conceptual level since it is unrealistic to expect different indi- 
viduals to use exactly the same words or grammatical constructions. Pre-
sumably, consistency will be greatest when abstractors work to precise rules 
as to what to include and what not. For obvious reasons, structured ab- 
stracts should be more consistent than others. 
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In abstracting, just as in indexing, consistency is not the same as qual- 
ity (Cooper, 1969). Nevertheless, if two abstractors (or indexers) consis- 
tently produce similar results, while a third agrees little with the other 
two, one is generally inclined to believe that the consistent abstracting 
(indexing) will be “better.” Salton, Singhal, Mitra, and Buckley (1997) 
justify their automatic procedures for selecting and linking pieces of text 
on the grounds that the summary thus produced is as likely to agree with 
a humanly-produced summary as one humanly-produced summary is to 
agree with another. In translating from one language to another also, 
consistency (similarities) has been suggested as an indicator of quality 
(Brew & Thompson, 1994). 
Brevity is an obviously desirable attribute of a good abstract, and it is 
susceptible to exact measurement. Moreover, length is one of the few 
attributes that the published standards can and do address precisely, at 
least in terms of a recommended range in number of words. Neverthe- 
less, brevity should always be secondary to other considerations such as 
exhaustivity and accuracy. Moreover, absolute standards make little sense 
since several factors would influence the brevity: length, complexity or 
diversity of the original, type of abstract (indicative, informative, critical), 
and accessibility of the original (one could argue that materials less physi- 
cally or intellectually accessible-e.g., published in obscure sources or 
unfamiliar languages-should be abstracted more fully). 
Cost can be related to abstracts at different levels: the intellectual 
cost of creating an abstract, the cost per abstract of producing a printed 
publication, the cost per abstract in distribution (e.g., as part of a current 
awareness service), and so on. Factors affecting cost differ from level to 
level. For example, abstract length has a major effect on the cost of pro- 
ducing a printed publication but much less effect on the inclusion of an 
abstract in an electronic database. Cost of writing the abstract in the first 
place depends most obviously on who the writer is, how much he/she is 
paid, and who is paying. The cost of abstracting can be looked at from 
several different perspectives. For example, use of author-generated ab- 
stracts is economical for database producers. From the much broader 
(society) perspective, however, they are very expensive since the time of 
such authors as research scientists can be considered to be so valuable 
that it is perhaps better spent on other things. 
Carried to its logical conclusion, of course, one could argue that the 
greatest cost associated with abstracting is the cost of the time spent by 
people in reading the abstracts (thus the importance of such factors as 
brevity and readability) and in taking actions based upon them (thus the 
importance of such factors as accuracy and exhaustivity) . Cost, then, is a 
multifaceted attribute when related to abstracts and abstracting. For this 
reason, it appears within all the perspectives illustrated in Table 2. 
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Density is a measure that relates the attribute of exhaustivity to that 
of brevity. It thus, in a sense, combines the process and product perspec- 
tives. Given that the abstract includes everything that should be included- 
all the topics of potential interest to the intended audience-the briefer 
the abstract the better providing, of course, that other requirements, such 
as readability, are not significantly degraded. Density, then, refers to the 
amount of information content provided by an abstract of a certain length. 
The density of an abstract can be considered related to its entropy-the 
extent to which uncertainty about the original document is reduced for 
the reader of the abstract. Standard tests of the relevance predictability 
of abstracts address this issue. 
The data coefficient proposed and tested by Mathis (1972) was a pre- 
cise measure of density, defined by the equation DC = C/L-i.e., the data 
coefficient (DC) is the “data retention factor,” C, divided by the “length 
retention factor,” L. The C value is the measure of exhaustivity as defined 
earlier in this discussion, while the L value is the number of words in the 
abstract divided by the number in the original. Clearly, the DC of an 
abstract improves as either exhaustivity or brevity increase. 
While the process and product perspectives consider abstracts as en- 
tities in their own right, the service perspective is obviously concerned 
with their application. Providers of abstracts, whether publishers and edi- 
tors of scholarly journals or producers of secondary databases in printed 
or electronic form, are presumably concerned with offering a product 
that the majority of their customers (journal readers, database users) will 
find acceptable. Customer satisfaction will most obviously be associated 
with the process and product parameters discussed earlier, perhaps most 
closely to accuracy, readability, and exhaustivity. Clearly, the providers 
will also be concerned with production and distribution costs so, ultimately, 
“quality” becomes a matter of cost-effectiveness-i.e., customer satisfac- 
tion at least cost. 
As mentioned earlier, the user perspective on quality will tend to be 
subjective, relative, dynamic and, perhaps, idiosyncratic. Users of abstracts 
will be likely to judge their quality in practical and pragmatic terms. They 
are unlikely to demand elegance but they will expect readability. Ulti-
mately, they will judge abstracts and abstracting services in terms of costs 
and value to themselves. Taking the user’s own time into account, the 
predictive validity of the abstract is of paramount importance. That is, 
users will be unhappy with a service whose abstracts frequently cause the 
incurring of costs associated with obtaining complete texts that turn out 
to be irrelevant. Nor will they be satisfied with one that frequently fails to 
lead them to sources that they would judge valuable if seen in full form. 
CURRENTMETHODS 
The automatic processing of text has increased considerably over the 
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years as computing power has increased, computing and storage costs have 
decreased, and more and more text has become available in electronic 
form, largely as a byproduct of various forms of publishing. The develop- 
ment of the Internet and the World Wide Web, which makes vast quanti- 
ties of text accessible to huge numbers of users, has made text search the 
norm rather than the exception. As might be expected from all of this, 
interest in automatic text processing methods has increased very greatly 
in the 199Os, in the research community as well as in government and 
commercial sectors. Current approaches to the processing of text, for 
information retrieval and related purposes, are well portrayed in the pro- 
ceedings of a series of conferences. Most important among these have 
been the Text Retrieval Conferences (TREC) organized by the (U. S.) 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (Sparck Jones, 1995; 
Harman, 1997), the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) ,the Con- 
ferences on Applied Natural Language Processing, and the International 
Conferences on Document Analysis and Recognition. The TREC and 
MUC conferences are particularly important for their methodology: all 
participating research groups must apply their text processing procedures 
to some common pre-established tasks, allowing performance compari- 
sons across the methods. 
Current methods of text processing for information-retrieval-likepur-
poses go beyond text search, automatic indexing and automatic extract- 
ing procedures (all of which have existed, to some extent at least, since 
the late 195Os), now including such activities as text linkage, text augmen- 
tation, and text generation. Nevertheless, while current approaches may 
achieve rather better results, they do not differ much in principle from 
those first introduced forty to fifty years ago, even though they may be 
given different names (“text summarization” in place of abstracting/ex- 
tracting, “text categorization” in place of indexing/classification, and so 
on) and may be more sophisticated in some respects (e.g., not just ex- 
tracting text but putting the extracts into a pre-established template). 
While some current approaches claim to apply techniques drawn from 
artificial intelligence research, and the term “intelligent text processing” 
is sometimes used to refer to procedures of this type (see, for example, 
Jacobs, 1992), it is doubtful that any can be considered to exhibit true 
intelligence (Lancaster & Smith, 1999). 
KNOWLEDGEDISCOVERY 
The great majority of the criteria of quality proposed and used in the 
past apply most obviously to abstracts intended to be read by humans. As 
mentioned earlier, if abstracts are intended primarily as useful document 
surrogates for search purposes, the quality criteria become somewhat dif- 
ferent. Unfortunately, a good abstract for search purposes is unlikely to 
be good for a human reader. Indeed, an abstract prepared solely for 
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computer searching, such as the telegraphic abstracts of the semantic code 
system (Perry & Kent, 1958),may not be readable by humans at all, and 
abstracts prepared primarily for search purposes, such as the mini-abstracts 
proposed by Lunin (1967), may be somewhat difficult for humans to com- 
prehend. 
For retrieval purposes, and especially in knowledge discovery tasks, 
exhaustivity and accuracy are extremely important, and the other attributes 
in Table 2 diminish in significance. In fact, for abstracts intended solely 
for search purposes, such criteria as readability and coherence/cohesion 
are not important at all, while other attributes are applicable in opposite 
ways. Most obviously, brevity is not necessarily desirable since the 
retrievability of an abstract will be directly related to its length (i.e., num- 
ber of access points provided). Nevertheless, for reasons mentioned be- 
fore, there is likely to be an optimum length for effective search and dis- 
covery operations. The data retention factor proposed by Mathis (1972) 
seems a particularly appropriate criterion in knowledge discovery applica- 
tions since it relates length to completeness of content coverage. Also 
undesirable for knowledge discovery purposes is internal consistency be- 
cause redundancy improves retrievability. That is, if a particular idea is 
expressed in different ways in an abstract (no synonym control), this in- 
creases the probability that the text will match an expression selected by a 
particular searcher or that meaningful relationships between related ideas 
will be revealed. 
CONCLUSION 
Text surrogates for larger bodies of text, whether one refers to them 
as “abstracts,” “summaries,” or some other term, have proved extremely 
useful in a wide variety of information processing applications for very 
many years. The increasing application of computers to text processing 
has not reduced their value (although criteria for judging their quality 
may have changed somewhat), and one has no reason to suppose that 
their value diminishes as more critical or sophisticated operations, includ- 
ing those of knowledge discovery, are applied to the text. 
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Knowledge Discovery in Spatial Cartographic 
Information Retrieval 
LIXINYu 
ABSTKACT 
LIBRARYCATALOGS FOR MAP COLLECTIONS are not well developed in most 
libraries. The cartographic information source differs from other kinds 
of information in that it is usually rectangular in shape and defined by the 
coordinates of the four map corners. This coordinate information proves 
difficult for many people to use, unless a certain user interface is designed 
and knowledge discovery algorithms are implemented. A system with such 
an interface and algorithms can perform powerful queries that an ordi- 
nary text-based information retrieval system cannot. This article describes 
a prototype system-GeoMatch-which allows users to interactively de- 
fine geographic areas of interest on a background map. It also allows 
users to define, qualitatively or quantitatively, the relationship between 
the user-defined area and the map coverage. The knowledge discovery in 
database (KDD) factor is analyzed in the retrieval process. Three librar- 
ians were interviewed to study the feasibility of the new system. The MARC 
record format is also discussed to argue that conversion of cartographic 
material records from an existing library online catalog system to GeoMatch 
can be done automatically. 
INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) has become a hot topic in 
recent years. The KDD method has been used in various fields, including 
spatial database analysis (Xu et al., 1997), automatic classification (Bell, 
1998), deviation detection (Schmitz, 1990), and clustering (Cheesman, 
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1996). This article explores the use of KDD in information retrieval by 
examining the nature and process of geographic information retrieval. It 
deals with the characteristics of Geographic Information Systems (GIS), 
Bibliographic Records for Cartographic Information, and a GIS-based car- 
tographic information retrieval system-GeoMatch. 
GIS AND FUNCTIONSRELATED TO THE GIs-BASED 
INFORMATIONRETRIEVAL SYSTEM 
The Environmental System Research Institute (ESRI) is the largest 
GIS software producer in the world. ESRI defines GIS in its menu (Envi- 
ronmental System Research Institute, 1991) as: “An organized collection 
of computer hardware, software, geographic data, and personnel designed 
to efficiently capture, store, update, manipulate, analyze, and display all 
forms of geographically referenced information.” Most words in this defi- 
nition can be found in definitions of many other information systems. 
What makes GIS special is the term geographzcally referenced data. GIS uses 
spatial location as the major link to organize and manipulate information. 
A typical GIS has two major functional components-a database man- 
agement system, which stores and manipulates the data, and a spatial en- 
gine, which performs special topological operations on geographic fea- 
tures. A common misunderstanding of GIS is to consider it merely a com-
puterized mapmaker. GIS is a powerful analytical tool that is far more 
sophisticated than a mapmaker. It is true that some GIS products on the 
market are simplified for naive GIS users to generate, view, and print maps. 
These “viewer”/software packages often support only limited data manipu- 
lation functions. They are not considered fully functional GIS systems. A 
GIS can perform network analysis, overlay, buffering, and many other 
operations that few other information systems can accomplish. As 
Burrough (1990) summarized, a GIS can answer such questions as: 
Where is 785 S. Allen Street in Albany, New York? 
In what census tract is the above address located? 
How many supermarkets are within three miles from the above address? 
A delivery truck needs to deliver items to 200 customers. What is the 
shortest route and sequence to make the delivery? If road traffic in- 
formation is available, what is the fastest route to finish the task? 
Given the population in a county, what is the population density? (GIS 
can calculate the area of the county precisely). 
A new shopping mall is going to be built in the city. The mall should 
be built at least five miles away from the existing shopping malls; next 
to a major street; surrounded by 5,000 residents within four miles; and 
no more than ten miles from the downtown area. Where is the best 
place to build the new mall? 
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There are many other questions that only a GIS can answer. One of 
the GIS functions that is highly related to the geographic information 
retrieval system is overlay. Some concepts need to be defined to under- 
stand the overlay process. 
In a GIs, a polygon is an enclosed area bounded by lines such as a 
census tract or a county. Consequently, polygons have areas and param- 
eters that a GIS can calculate. A layer or a theme is a concept for a single 
feature map in GIs. For example, a county map of Florida showing the 
average age of a population is a polygon layer. These single-feature layers 
can be integrated by GIS for analysis. 
GIS has the capability of building geometric topology. It can deter- 
mine which lines are crossing one another to create a node at the cross 
point. It can detect what lines are connected to create an enclosed poly- 
gon. GIS can then generate a polygon object with features like area and 
parameter. The topology in a GIS can be expressed as the relationship of 
points, lines, and polygons. GIS can do sophisticated spatial analysis after 
the topology is established. 
The process of merging multiple layers is called overlay, a unique 
function of GIs. For example, assume that there are two maps printed on 
transparencies-a map of census tracts and a map of a lake, all in the 
same county. If both maps are in exactly the same scale and the four 
corners of the two maps represent exactly the same locations, the two 
transparencies can be put together to make a new map-with both county 
boundaries and the lake shore. The new map is the so-called overlay. GIS 
is very powerful in performing this operation. It can overlay maps with 
different kinds of features (point, line, polygon) and develop new topolo- 
gies for further analysis. Burrough (1990) lists forty-four kinds of overlay 
analysis capabilities that GIS may have. Figure 1demonstrates the overlay 
process. The first map layer shows school district boundaries(District C 
and District D). The second map layer represents county boundaries 
(CountyA and County B) . During the overlay process, GIS combines the 
features from both map layers into a third layer that contains four poly- 
gons. In the third map layer, each polygon will have attributes from both 
the county map layer and the school district map layer. For example, area 
1will have its area, parameter, county name A, school district name C, 
and other data previously stored in the two map layers. Obviously, it would 
be difficult to integrate the school district data and county data like this 
using only database techniques because the data collected represent dif- 
ferent areas. 
KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERYIN DATABASES 
AND INFORMATIONRETRIEVAL 
Due to the less expensive data storage and increasing computing 
power, the volume of data collected by various organizations has expanded 
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Figure 1. Overlav Process. 
rapidly. This vast abundance of data, often stored in separate data sets, 
makes it  more difficult to find relevant information. On the other hand, 
the power of computers also makes it possible to integrate the data sets, 
compile the facts, and develop the information into “a collection of re-
lated inferences” (Trybula, 1997). This is why KDD has received such 
attention from both the academic and commercial worlds. According to 
Tuzhilin (1997), the number of papers submitted to the Knowledge Dis- 
covery Workshop increased from 40 in 1993to 215 in 1996. 
Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Sniyth (1996)define KDD as “the non- 
trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately 
understandable patterns of data” (p. 2). As Trybula (1997) summarized, 
the methods of evaluating data include algorithms, association, change 
and deviation determination, visualization, and sixteen other analytical 
techniques. No matter which method is employed, the key point of KDD 
is to uncover new, useful, and understandable knowledge. 
Information retrieval can be simply expressed as a matching process- 
_nlatchinga 1-Lse.rlsin-hrrna~ioncee.dwii%tb.c jnformatinn soimx~_l,Scho.ol. 
of Information Studies, 1998). In this process, a user must express his/ 
her information need accurately so that the system can retrieve the infor- 
mation. On the other hand, information sources need to be organized in 
such a way that the most important attributes, such as title, author, subject 
terms, keywords, publication year, and so on, are readily available. 
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Text information retrieval systems have become more powerful in 
the last three decades. The retrieval efficiency and effectiveness has 
been greatly improved through Boolean operators, truncations, proxim- 
ity, probability search, and many other search mechanisms. However, 
some attributes in bibliographic records can create difficulty for exact 
match in a search. Some attributes are even difficult for users to under- 
stand. For example, geographic coordinates are attributes in MARC 
records for cartographic data. Few users would want or be able to enter 
exact numbers to match those coordinates. Even fewer would know what 
the numbers mean. Despite these difficulties, however, could the coor- 
dinates be useful in information retrieval? Can they be processed to 
provide understandable and useful knowledge in selecting relevant in- 
formation? 
This article will demonstrate a prototype of a GIs-based cartographic 
information retrieval system and illustrate how such a system could in- 
deed generate new and useful knowledge during the retrieval process. 
CARTOGRAPHIC RETRIEVALNFORMATION 
CartoffraphicInformation Retrieval zn Libraries 
An access point is defined as “a name, term, code, etc., under which a 
bibliographic record may be searched and identified” (Glossary,1995). An 
ordinary information retrieval system usually has common access points 
such as author, title, keywords, subject headings, classification number, 
and information from other special fields. 
In addition to its spatial coverage, a cartographic information source, 
such as a single sheet map, shares most of the attributes other informa- 
tion sources have, including title and subject terms. A cartographic infor- 
mation source is different from other formats in that, as an information 
container, it is usually in the shape of a rectangle and contains the coordi- 
nates of the four map corners. Nevertheless, most current retrieval sys- 
tems do not use geographic coordinates as access points because this does 
not make sense in a text information retrieval system. Many libraries are 
still in the process of retrospective conversion from card catalogs to text- 
based online catalogs for their map collections. To study the feasibility of 
libraries adopting a GIs-based cartographic information retrieval system, 
long interviews with three librarians were conducted in two libraries in 
Tallahassee, Florida. 
During each interview, a prototype of a GIs-based cartographic infor- 
mation retrieval system (GeoMatch) was demonstrated. The librarians 
were asked to answer questions concerning the library’s map collection, 
user needs, retrieval tools, and searching procedures. The librarians were 
also asked to evaluate the usability of the prototype software and assess 
the usefulness of the system. 
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FLORIDASTATELIBRARY 
Most of the map collection in the Florida State Library consists of 
historical maps. Although the library is currently outsourcing the map 
cataloging to an organization associated with OCLC, the card catalog is 
still the major retrieval tool for the map collection. The library has added 
only 800 maps to its online catalog. The online catalog features keyword 
searching, which provides more retrieval power than the card catalog. 
The card catalog allows searching only from author, title, and subject terms. 
During the interviews, the librarians indicated that they had seen more 
patrons using the catalog since the online version was implemented. 
The library has no plan yct to digitize (scan) the maps. Patrons usually 
cannot find needed maps using the card catalog. Some patrons can locate 
their maps using the online catalog with keyword searching. Generally speak- 
ing, patrons primarily rely on the map librarians to find and access maps. 
Although the online catalog system cannot provide sufficient assis- 
tance for accessing cartographic information, every day many map users 
do search historic maps, railroad maps, and place names. Great reliance 
must be placed on the knowledge and expertise of the map librarians. 
FLORIDASTATEUNIVERSITYLIBRARY 
The Florida State University (FSU) library has a collection of 165,000 
single sheet maps, including U. S. Geological Survey maps, road maps, 
city maps, thematic maps, and historical maps. Records for most of the 
single sheet maps are maintained in the card catalog. The librarians have 
started the retrospective conversion of map card catalog records to online 
catalog records using OCLC. According to the map librarian, most of the 
records can be found in the OCLC database. During the conversion pro- 
cess, the librarian must make minor changes before adding the OCLC 
records to the library's online catalog. 
The librarians serve many map users everyday including' faculty, stu- 
dents, and users referred by other libraries. The map librarians are very 
familiar with the map collection and usually can find the maps needed. 
The situation at the FSU library is similar to the one at the Florida State 
Library-i.e., the map librarians are the most valuable source of informa- 
tion, given the fact that the catalog system for the cartographic data is not 
very helpful. 
In summary, map librarians in both libraries are the most important 
sources of information for users seeking cartographic data. 
Both libraries are in the process of converting cartographic records 
in the card catalog to the online catalog. The online catalog with search- 
ing capability has led to increased map use. 
Although most users can access the map information they need with 
the help of librarians, this situation needs to be improved, for several 
reasons. First, the map librarians are not certain whether or not they 
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actually find the maps that best match users’ needs. Second, none of 
the librarians think they can provide a complete list of maps that users 
might be interested in, especially in a library with more than 100,000 
maps. Finally, searching for the right information in such a system relies 
extensively on human expertise. As one librarian said: “It is at the 
librarian’s mercy whether the user can get a satisfactory answer.” If cur- 
rent map librarians leave their positions, it would take new map librar- 
ians years to familiarize themselves with the library collection. There 
exists a great demand for a powerful searching tool for the library map 
collection. 
STUDIESOF GEO-BASEDRETRIEVAL TOOLS 
A literature review indicates that more advanced cartographic infor- 
mation retrieval systems, designed for searching electronic maps, have 
been created and are still in the process of refinement. The Alexandria 
Project is probably the most well-known electronic library system dealing 
with topological relationships. 
Smith (1996) described the goal of the Alexandria Project Digital 
Library (ADL) as “to build a distributed digital library (DL) for geo- 
graphically-referenced materials. A central function of ADL is to pro- 
vide users with access to a large range of digital materials, ranging from 
maps and images to text to multimedia, in terms of geographical refer- 
ence” (http://www.dlib.org/dlib.org/dlib/march96/briefings/smith/ 
03smith.html). 
The Alexandria Atlas Subteam investigates “the design and function- 
ality of an atlas that would support graphical/geographical access to li- 
brary materials” (http://wwww.alexandria.ucsb.edu/public-documents/ 
annual-report97/node28. html#SECTION000513OOOOOOOOOOOOOO).As the 
Alexandria Web site indicates, “spatial searching has not been an avail- 
able service to library clients and it is not at all clear how ADL clients will 
react to having actual spatial data available over the Web” (http:// 
www.alexandria.ucsb.edu/public-documents/annual-report97/ 
node28.html#SECTIONO0051300000000000000). The team is studying 
such issues as scale, data registration, search result presentation, and fuzzy 
footprints. 
The Alexandria system supports geographical browsing and retrieval 
using a graphical map interface. An example of the interface can be 
found at <http://www.dlib.org/dlib/march96/briefings/smith/ 
03smith.htmlz. Users can zoom in and zoom out on the current view of 
the map. They can select the map features they wish to see on the back- 
ground map such as borders and rivers. Users can also select an area of 
interest and a mode of either OVERLAPS or CONTAINS. An overview of the 
system is available at <http://www.alexandria.ucsb.edu/adljigi/tutorials/ 
walkthrough l/walkthrou>. 
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The prototype of GeoMatch has some new functions in addition to 
those available in the Alexandria system. The initiative of testing GeoMatch 
is to answer the following two questions: (1) can a GIS/Graphic-based 
retrieval tool like the Alexandria project be used for nonelectronic 
cartographic collections in libraries? and (2) what new functions can be 
developed to improve the GIs-based retriebal tool? 
GEO-MATCH-A RETRIEVAL TOOLTHAT SEARCHES 
Figure 2 illustrates a query screen of the Geo-Match system. In addi- 
tion to specifying ordinary information needs such as year, title, publisher, 
keyword, and so on, this system allows a user to interactively identify the 
interested area using a mouse. It also asks the user to specify the topologi- 
cal relationship between the map coverage and the user-selected area. 
The system accepts containment and overlapping relationships as sum- 
marized by Cobb and Petry (1998). There are two possible containment 
relationships-the user-selected area falls entirely within a map coverage 
or the coverage of a map falls within the user-selected area. Users can 
make a selection. 
Figure 2 .  Screen Examplr of Geo-Match System. 
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If a user decides to select the overlapping relationship, more choices 
become available to specify quantitatively the degree of overlap. This de- 
gree includes the percentage of the overlapping area in maps and the 
percentage of the overlapping area in the user-selected area. If a user 
selects 85 percent as the overlapping criterion in the user-selected area, 
the user will find maps that C O V ~ J -most of the area of interest (Figure 3 ) .  
If a user selects 85 percent as the Overlapping criterion in the map cover- 
age, the user will findmaps that concentrate on the selected area (Figure 
4).  Users can specify how searching results should be ranked based on 
the degree of overlap. 
Figurr 3. The shaded overlapping area should cover at least 85 percent of the 
user srlectrd area. 
Figure 4 . The shaded overlapping area should cover at least 85 percent of 
the map 
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The key features of the prototype are its capability for the user to 
interactively identify the area of interest-i.e., to quantitatively specify the 
relationship between the user-defined area and the map coverage, and to 
rank the search results based on the degree of overlapping. 
USEOF GRAPHICSTO EXPRESSINFORMATIONNEED 
Cartographic information is geographically referenced-it represents 
locations and areas on the earth. Conventional information representa- 
tion using text and symbols is not very useful in describing the informa- 
tion included in a map; there are too many geographic features included 
in an area. For example, a railroad map in Florida can be indexed using 
the keywords railroad and Florzda. However, the map also includes all the 
railroads in each county in Florida. It indicates railroad construction in 
the Jacksonville area and demonstrates the railroad near Lake xxx. It is 
practically impossible to index all the place names included in an area. 
When a user draws a box to specify an area of interest, the information 
requested would require many words to describe it. A graphic interface 
can hide the coordinate numbers and present them in scalable graphics, 
which makes it much easier for users to discover the cartographic infor- 
mation resources of interest. 
In addition to the information representation issue discussed earlier, 
a graphic interface also avoids trouble for users when changes in place 
names and county boundaries occur or when they simply do not know the 
exact name to begin the search. 
LEVEL1 IN KD -SPECIFY~NG RELATIONSHIPSTOPOLOGICA  
QUALITATIVELY AREAB TWEEN THE USER-DEFINED AND THE 
MAPCOVERAGE 
As discussed earlier, the Alexandria Project can specify topological 
relationships qualitatively between the user-defined area and the map cov- 
erage in its electronic cartographic information retrieval system. This 
matching process goes beyond the exact matching in a conventional infor- 
mation retrieval system. The computer system will calculate the topological 
relationship between the user-defined area and the coverage of the maps to 
determine whether they overlap or one completely contains another. 
Cobb and Petry (1998) presented a model for defining and repre- 
senting binary topological and directional relationships between two-di- 
mensional objects. Such relationships can be used for fuzzy querying. 
Cobb and Petry (1998) summarize that there are four kinds of major rela- 
tionships-disjoint, tangent (next to each other), overlapping, and con- 
tainment. The assumption for GeoMatch is that users would find overlap- 
ping and containment most useful when querying the system. 
The operations involved in the above include conversion from screen 
coordinates to the real world coordinates and comparison of the coordi- 
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nates of the corners of the user-defined area and map boundaries. The 
new knowledge-whether two areas overlap-is generated in this process. 
The knowledge acquired can be utilized to lead users to the relevant infor- 
mation source. GeoMatch provides users with an additional choice beyond 
the Alexandria system with which to define the containment relationship. 
LEVEL2 IN KD-SPECIFYING RELATIONSHIPA TOPOLOGICA  
QUANTITATIVELY AREAB TWEEN THE USER-DEFINED 
(RECTANGLE)AND THE MAPCOVERAGE 
Specifying a topological relationship quantitatively between the user- 
defined area and the map coverage is a unique feature of the GeoMatch 
system. In this process, not only is the topological relationship of the two 
areas determined, more mathematical calculation is performed to esti- 
mate how much the two areas overlap. By combining the information 
input by users and the data stored in the database, the computer algo- 
rithm discovers new knowledge not explicitly represented in the database. 
Since the user-defined area is rectangular, the calculation involved is not 
overwhelming and can be realized using a conventional programming lan- 
guage such as Ct+or Visual Basic. 
This feature allows the system to achieve a higher recall and preci- 
sion than those systems without this function. Gluck (1995) made an 
analysis of the relevance and competence in evaluating the performance 
of information systems. He indicated that “relevance judgments by users 
most often assess the qualities of retrieved materials item by item at a 
particular point in time and within a particular user context” (p. 447). 
Using the qualitative topological matching technique described in Level 
1above, there could be a large gap between the relevance of the system’s 
view and the relevance of the user’s view. For example, users may find 
that some retrieved maps cover only a small part of the area of interest 
and in fact are useless, but these maps are relevant from the system’s view 
since they overlap the user-defined area. Users may also find that some 
retrieved maps cover such a large area that the area of actual interest 
encompasses only a small portion of the whole map. These maps are 
relevant too from the system’s view but, again, practically useless for users. 
The reason for such a gap between the user’s view and system’s view is that 
not enough “knowledge” is discovered and provided for users to describe 
their information need in more detail. The techniques employed in the 
quantitative topological matching can greatly reduce the gap of relevance 
between the two perspectives. In addition, Geomatch can calculate the 
spatial relevance of the maps to the area of interest and rank the results 
using the quantitative overlapping factor, while many systems fail to “pro- 
vide useful ordering of retrieved records” (Larson, McDonough, O’Leary, 
Kuntz, & Moon, 1996, p. 556). This function is particularly helpful for 
users when hundreds of maps are included in the result set. 
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LEVEL3 IN KD -SPECIFYING RELATIONSHIPTOPOLOGICA  
QUANTITATIVELY AREA(FREEBETWEEN USER-DEFINED 
STYLE)AND MAPCOVERAGE 
Specifying a topological relationship quantitatively between a user- 
defined area and map coverage differs from level 2 in that users are al- 
lowed to use the mouse to define an irregular area of interest rather than 
a straight rectangle. This feature can help users express their informa- 
tion need more precisely. For example, a user interested in the lake shore 
area of a lake can draw an irregular circle around the lake and perform a 
search. 
This process involves coniplicated topological calculations that are 
difficult to accomplish using conventional programming languages. The 
GIS overlay function introduced at the beginning of this discussion needs 
to be used to generate new polygons and calculate the areas involved. 
Although the GeoMatch prototype currently does not have this feature, 
this function could be implemented using a third party GIS software such 
as the Spatial Engine from ESKI. 
MARC RECORD E’OK CARTOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
RESOURCES 
Whether an information system can be adopted depends not only 
on its creativity arid usefulness but also on the degree of difficulty in 
converting the current system to the new system. MARC record format 
is studied to examine what new information needs to be collected to use 
GeoMatch. 
US MARC (Machine Readahle Cataloging), developed by the Library 
of Congress, follows the national standard (ANSI/NISO 239.50) and in- 
ternational standard. It is the basic format of bibliographic description in 
the United States. Most online catalogs have a MARC interface for data 
import and export. OCLC, the bibliographic utility, also provides records 
in MARC format for members to share. 
The current MARC format provides sufficient geographic informa- 
tion to support a more powerful searching tool such as GeoMatch. The 
most important field is Field 034-Coded Mathematical Data Area Field 
(Mangan, 1984). If a single set of scales is used, the first indicator is set to 
“1.”The siihfield codes include $b (ratio linear horizontal scale); $c (ra- 
tio linear vertical scale) ;$d (coordinates-westernmost longitude);$e (co- 
ordinates-easternmost longitude) ; $f (coordinates-northernmost lati-
tude) ;and $g (coordinates-southernmost latitude). The following is an 
example of the MARC record 034 field: 
034 1 a $b 7603200 $d W1640000 $e W70440000 $f NO900000 
$g NO40000 
The field above illustrates that the map covers an area from West 
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164°00'00"to West 044°00'00" in longitude and from North 090°00'00" to 
North O40"OO'OO" in latitude. This demonstrates that MARC records are 
capable of defining the scope of a map, and the data are usable in systems 
like GeoMatch. No additional value-adding operations are necessary un- 
less the bibliographic record of a map is not available from the OCLC 
database or no matching MARC record is available for the map. If a li-
brary already has its map collection in its online Catalog, all the records 
can be imported into GeoMatch automatically. 
FEEDBACKFROM LIBRARIANS 
Flomda State Library 
When librarians at the Florida State Library reviewed the prototype 
for GeoMatch, they realized that it could give answers to difficult ques- 
tions. For example, towns may disappear over time, county boundaries 
may change, and users might not remember an exact place name. In 
such cases, GeoMatch could be very helpful. 
Florida State Universaty Labrary 
The librarian showed interest in the GeoMatch system. She thought 
the system could be useful but should be integrated with the university 
library catalog system. When the librarian was asked whether the GeoMatch 
system could solve some difficult to answer questions, she provided the 
following example: 
Case Study-a man born in 1907wanted to find a map of his place of 
birth. He knew the name of the town and knew that it was located 
west of Jacksonville. He could not find his town on a current map 
since it has disappeared. He had no idea how to find a map showing 
the exact position of that town using the library catalog. 
In summary, librarians in both libraries confirmed the need for a re-
trieval tool with a graphic user interface facilitating location-based search- 
ing. Such a tool is especially important when a user does not know the 
exact place name but knows approximately the locations of interest or 
when the name of a place has changed. 
Nevertheless, while the librarians judged the system to be creative 
and potentially useful, they were not eager to implement such a system in 
their own libraries. 
CONCLUSION 
New spatial information retrieval tools are needed to improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of geographically referenced searching. The 
GeoMatch prototype demonstrates that a graphic-based interface can mine 
the geographical data buried in MARC records and other geospatial sources 
and visualize the new knowledge discovered in these data. Combined 
with the text retrieval capability, this knowledge discovery tool provides 
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users with greater flexibility in locating the information they need. Dis- 
covering knowledge in geospatial data is distinct from text information 
searching because it uses algorithms to convert coordinate information 
into user-understandable and useful knowledge. 
The main contribution of GeoMatch is the quantitative analysis of 
the relationship in the retrieval process. Not only can it help users to 
more precisely define their information need and adjust the searching 
strategy, but it can also be used to rank the results. 
The study of the MARC format shows that it supports the data re- 
quirements of GeoMatch, and no additional information is required for 
converting an existing online catalog to GeoMatch. 
Future research in geospatial information retrieval systems will focus 
on the usability of the system and the theoretical framework of spatial 
information retrieval, including: 
1. usability testing of GeoMatch to study the user friendliness and useful- 
ness of the system; 
2. 	field testing of implementing GeoMatch in a library catalog system; 
3. 	evaluation of the efficiency and effectiveness of the quantitative over- 
lapping function; 
4. 	design of the formula and algorithms to rank the searching result us- 
ing factors from spatial comparison and factors from text information 
retrieval such as keywords; 
6. 	application of such a system to information sources other than paper 
maps, including electronic images and information that can be geo- 
graphically referenced; and 
7. 	accessibility of such a system over the Web. 
Results from these studies could enrich the theories in spatial informa- 
tion retrieval and lead to more powerful and user-friendly information 
retrieval tools. 
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Librarians and Information Technology: Which is 
the Tail and Which is the Dog? 
HERBERTS. WHITE 
ABsTRAC T 
THISARTICLE WILL ARGUE, PERHAPS IN CONTRADICTION to the discussions 
which precede it, that providing end users with more information does 
not really address their problems and, in fact, does not even identify them. 
Users want information in order to do other things, and this means that 
they must not only have the best information, but also not have i t  buried 
in quantities of other information which may be wrong but are more likely 
to be irrelevant and thereby misleading. Most importantly, our users need 
some assurance that what they found is the best that could be found. Deal- 
ing with these concerns does not require access to more information, it 
requires a process to sift the chaff from the wheat. Computer programs 
used by the end user cannot do this, but computer use by qualified infor- 
mation intermediaries on behalf of, and to protect, the end user can. 
This growth of specialists has been consistent for any field in which both 
complexity and options have increased, and the suggestion that comput- 
ers can be programmed to do their own self-filtering effectively is at best 
naive. Peter Drucker has predicted that the most important profession in 
the next century will be knowledge workers, and knowledge workers are 
not the same as computer systems specialists. The most competent ones 
are likely to be reference librarians using sophisticated hardware and soft- 
ware, tools which the end user does not know how to use. 
This entire issue of Library Trends deals with knowledge discovery or 
data mining, a relatively sophisticated application of electronic databases. 
However, most database use is not wphisticated, particularly through CD-
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ROM and the Internet. This puts databases increasingly into the hands of 
people who are ill-equipped to search them, but who do not necessarily 
know how ill-equipped they are. Unfortunately, the impression has been 
created that anyone can find not only the right information but also the 
“best” information by simply sitting down at a computer terminal. Librar- 
ians have unfortunately promoted and encouraged these misconceptions 
by their own insistence that end users search for themselves and to stop 
bothering the “busy” librarians. In this exercise, end users may or may 
not find the “correct” information, but they may also find huge quantities 
of information which are, for them, irrelevant or misleading. End users 
will then use whatever they found without ever knowing because we refuse 
to use our expertise to help them. Based on my own experience over the 
past half century in dealing with a wide range of information problems 
and services, I will use this article to point out the problems inherent in 
such simplistic and abdicative approaches. 
I made the decision to become a librarian during my junior under- 
graduate year as a chemistry major in 1948. Part of the reason was my 
growing awareness that I probably faced very little of a future as a chemist 
except by working in a laboratory, and I didn’t really want to do that for 
the rest of my career. The other reason came from the growing reali/a- 
tion that neither chemistry students nor chemistry professors really knew 
how to find information in a university library. They would find “some- 
thing” and make do with that. Whether they had found the best informa- 
tion or all of the correct information they would never know, although 
they would never admit that they had not found everything they should 
have found. Students were occasionally caught in that deception, faculty 
never were. All research reported from the literature was claimed to be 
complete, and that claim was simply accepted as true. At the time, I knew 
virtually nothing about librarianship, except for the observation that most 
librarians were humanists and had not the vaguest idea what chemists 
were talking about, but that they discouraged such conversations in any 
case. Researchers “were supposed to” find their own information. If fac- 
ulty, but particularly students, were helped in anything but the most sim- 
plistic directional assistance, we were simply encouraging sloth. While I 
did not really know what librarians did, because I don’t ever recall using 
my high school library, I was blessedly unencumbered by that ignorance. 
I only knew what I felt librarians should do, at least for chemists, although 
I learned quickly that it also applies to other fields. Librarians could and 
should find the correct information to meet the specific needs of each 
patron, in part because these individuals were untrained and incapable of 
finding it for themselves, but primarily because they would rarely if ever 
admit that shortcoming. Students sometimes get caught in providing in- 
complete and erroneous information, particularly if the instructor only 
assigns what he or she already knows. Working professionals are rarely 
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caught in that deception, and the higher their level of prestige and im- 
portance, the safer they became. Indeed, if what they claimed to have 
found from their “research” was totally unintelligible to others, their claim 
to brilliance was safest of all. 
I had no way of knowing then how correct my totally unsupported 
hypotheses were but, in the almost half century since becoming a librar-
ian, almost equally divided between operational management and admin- 
istration in the area of scientific information and the academic pursuits of 
academic research, teaching, and administration, I have learned the truth 
of my assumptions many times over. What has surprised me, and contin- 
ues to surprise me, is the passionate unwillingness of many, if not most, 
librarians to assist the foundering (even if unconfessed) client to find 
what is really needed to meet an information need. Thus librarians who 
could carve out, particularly in an age of computerization, that which geo- 
metrically magnifies the amount of information (both useful and useless 
for the individual need), the crucial role of what I call information life- 
guards and Peter Drucker calls knowledge workers, stubbornly refuse to 
do so. They prefer to handle administrative and clerical details, to build 
“gateways” to knowledge, and in any case never to intrude into the 
researcher’s right to founder, thereby leaving us with the “rights,” as one 
researcher invited to speak at a sponsored library conference suggested, 
to build boutiques of information and, when necessary, sweep the floors 
(Rockwell, 1997). This is certainly riot any sort of professional agenda 
which a real profession, as described by Andrew Abbott (1988),would 
select for itself. There will be more about Abbott’s premise and our fail- 
ure to seek a road other than an insistently clerical one later in this ar- 
ticle. For the moment, it will suffice to note only that this strange reluc- 
tance to take professional responsibility for what we presumably know 
perhaps uniquely, but certainly better than our clients, serves neither them 
nor us. It is a philosophy wrapped in the professionally self-deprecating 
“give ’em what they want,” and I have suggested to medical librarians that 
our practice of simply showing clients to terminals and explaining how to 
use them without any attempt to determine how well they did in meeting 
their own needs amounted in their field to an encouragement of self- 
medication. It was the equivalent of saying to patients “Here is the phar- 
macy. Help yourself to whatever you want.” 
I learned very quickly, as a sci-tech librarian at the Library of Con- 
gress, the Atomic Energy Commission, and the aerospace industry, and 
well before my introduction to information technology by coming to work 
for IBM and later NASA nine years into my professional experience, that 
the scientific literature grew even more rapidly than I had assumed. State- 
ments that each day enough scientific articles were written to fill several 
complete sets of the Encyclopaedia Brittanica may have been inaccurate 
or even apocryphal but, even if they were close, they confirmed the 
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impossibility that any individual, but particularly individuals who sought 
necessary information for the purpose, not of its own virtue but to be able 
to do something else with it, a process which would also require time, was 
doomed to fail. On a more specific note, I recall that, during my own vice 
presidency at the Institute for Scientific Information in the early 1970s, 
this company annually announced and described 200,000 new organic 
compounds, and that wasn’t even all of them, only the most important 
ones. The literature growth in other fields may not have been as dramatic 
but, in any case, the “ease” of accessing information on computer termi- 
nals with which all now live has re-magnified this problem. Technology, 
whether in databases, listservs, or e-mail, brags about the large quantities 
of information we now receive. Whether or not it is good information is 
our problem as end users and, of course a growing problem as technology 
becomes “more efficient” in quantifying our access. Could librarians help 
here? Has it occurred to them to offer? Drucker has noted that, in his 
view, the most important profession after the start of the new millennium 
will be knowledge workers. Who are these people going to be? Drucker 
does not specify, but might they perhaps be the information lifeguards I 
call reference librarians? Or do they all have to have MIS degrees? 
I am indebted to my long term colleague Herbert Brinberg (1986) 
for a cogent and simple definition of why different groups of people need 
and want information, at least in a professional setting. Chat rooms, play- 
ing solitaire online, and browsing for pedophilic and pornographic litera- 
ture does not count, at least within the context of this article. Brinberg 
argued that basic pure researchers wanted only raw materials which they 
would then sift for themselves. Applied researchers and operational work- 
ers wanted specific answers to detailed questions. Upper level managers 
needed to know what their decision options were, and the implications of 
these options. Brinberg noted, quite correctly, that these different users 
required approaches suited to the individual need and not some overall 
policy. Some clients want only minimal help, others would happily turn 
the entire problem over to a librarian, if it is a librarian they trust. Twenty 
years in corporate information work has taught me that. 
Librarians tend to treat all clients as though they were basic research- 
ers, who only want to be pointed at information sources, although this is 
particularly true in academic libraries. However, even in the most presti- 
gious institutions, there is very little basic research going on. This has 
been noted by such diverse sources as the Chronicle of HigherEducation and 
humanist scholar/librarian Charles Osburn. My own confirmation comes 
from the Institute for Scientific Information’s publication of “Who is Pub- 
lishing in Science” (WIPIS). During the years (1970-1974) when I was 
connected with this publication, fully half of the authors cited for publish- 
ing in the literature wrote only one publication and never again. Even 
when they wrote more than one, it might well be the well-known process 
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of extending one particular piece of research (such as a dissertation) into 
as many satellite articles as possible. 
However, even if we prefer to deny the premise, well supported as it is, 
that only a few faculty members do a great deal of research and publishing, 
a great many others, particularly after they achieve tenure, do very little or 
none at all. However, even this research tends to become applied research, 
in the social sciences and humanities as well as the physical sciences, par- 
ticularly because of the increasing influence of government grants and con- 
tracts. Such work is applied precisely because it seeks to “prove” what the 
fiinding application postulated. Disproving your own hypothesis might 
be honest, but it would endanger the chances for additional funding. Most 
research is then decidedly applied because it seeks to accomplish two 
things: (1) validate the hopes expressed in the funding application, and 
(2) demonstrate the need for additional hnding. Most “research,” in- 
cluding academic research, does not seek raw materials. It seeks “proof’ 
for what we already “know” to be true. The finding of contrary informa- 
tion, whether by the researcher or a librarian, is not always accepted gra- 
ciously. As noted earlier, we can not only pretend that we found all of the 
needed information, but also that the conflicting data we did find was not 
found at all. This is not intended to be cynical, only an accurate observa- 
tion. In all of my years in the corporate and academic sectors, I know of 
no scheduled policy or decision making meeting which was ever postponed 
because the literature review was incomplete. We have what we have by 
the deadline, and whatever that is we claim to be enough. 
If librarians fail to serve applied researchers within the framework in 
which they work, they tend not to serve the administrators who seek to 
know what their options are at all, and we must remember that not only in 
industry but also in universities therc are powerful administrators who 
long ago stopped doing research, if indeed they ever did research, but 
who in any case make policy decisions which affect the status and opera- 
tion of libraries and librarians. Why librarians adopt stances and policies 
which are so consistently counter-productive is outside the scope of exper- 
tise of this writer and perhaps belongs instead in the field of psychology. 
One thing we have long observed about any information system users 
is that they want what they want, and they object to having this cluttered 
by what they do not want. Not all of them, of course, and it is observation 
that suggests that no library reference service policy is ever totally appro- 
priate. Different people want to be served in different ways, and the good 
thing is that, if we ask them how they want to be served, they will tell us, 
although that only works if we don’t edict policies which label those who 
really want to be helped as either selfish or lazy. If that occurs, they will 
perhaps do the work themselves or more likely abdicate it to an assistant 
or secretary, or most likely pretend they didn’t really need to know. That 
option is still open to them, as indeed it was in 1948. 
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However, one thing we should understand, because it is confirmed by 
operations research studies, is that individuals find the ideal information 
file to be the one that contains everything they want and nothing else. 
Faculty members who remove library books they might want to use again 
to that most relevant of all small files, their own offices, understand this 
instinctively. Since it is not usually possible to create an ideal world in 
which we have everything we want and nothing else, individuals react dif- 
ferently to the dilemma. In the 1960s,when I managed one of the earliest 
selective dissemination of information (SDI) systems for 600 NASA scien-
tists, engineers, and contractors, we found that some individuals happily 
tolerated lots of “garbage” to make sure they received everything they 
really needed. Others, who already felt they received too much, bridled 
at even one notification which they considered as outside their area of 
interest. We fine tuned profiles to meet these ranges of individual prefer- 
ences. That phenomenon of individual difference in preference exists 
today, even as librarians, and to some extent information technologists, 
insist that one size fits all as we buy information off the rack. 
If individuals who work for a living and need information in order to 
do something with it have not changed, then of course what has changed 
has been the growth of a technolocgy which brings more information di- 
rectly to people more easily and more rapidly. It can even be argued that 
the provision is also more economical. What is not more economical is 
the human process of sifting out the chaff from the wheat, no matter how 
many clever software programs are developed. If this sifting is to take 
place, who should do it? The more greatly stressed, untrained, and prob- 
ably more highly paid end user? Or one of Drucker’s specially prepared, 
and often more lowly paid (at least in the case of librarians), knowledge 
workers or information intermediaries? 
We can see an increasing reliance on intermediary specialists in many 
fields, if not in this one. Many of us recall the days when individuals spent 
Saturday afternoons working on their cars, including carburetor adjust- 
ments. Improvements in automotive technology, obviously for our own 
benefit, now make this impossible, although it is argued that the inconve- 
nience of having to take our cars in for diagnosis and service is far out- 
weighed by the advantage of having better performing cars. We have also 
seen this increase in specialization in fields such as medicine and den- 
tistry. My regular dentist recently sent me to an endodontist for needed 
root canal work because he did not specialize in endodontistry. That indi- 
vidual, finding he was unable to save the tooth, sent me to yet another 
specialist for the extraction. We can certainly recall when one dentist 
would have done all the needed procedures. 
The examples of automotive mechanics and dentistry are only two of 
what is really a wide range of examples which could be cited to demon- 
strate the growth of service specialist professions throughout the economy 
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to allow us to take advantage of the greater opportunities and options 
which more complex technology, in all areas, now affords us. As opportu-
nities become greater and procedures more complex, we rely increasingly 
on specialists, and economists confirm that the service sector-the people 
who do for us what we are now either incapable of doing or unwilling to 
do is the most rapidly growing field not only in the United States but in 
the developed world. That the particularly emphatic changes, growth, 
and complexity in the information sector should have given rise to a swell-
ing cadre of what Drucker calls knowledge workers, and what I prefer to 
call information intermediaries or simply reference librarians, seems com- 
pletely obvious. Indeed, it was obvious to Drucker, and his prediction may 
yet turn out to be completely true. The growth of management informa- 
tion systems (MIS) as an academic discipline is just one example of this 
phenomenon. However, what is disturbing, at least to me, is that the em- 
phasis here is not on adapting machines to people, it is rather adapting 
people to machines. The extent to which this has now become the opera- 
tional mantra of what once were called our library education programs 
may simply confirm not that the philistines are at the gate, but that they 
are in charge of our institutions. Certainly the emergence of a new class 
of educators in our fields, who not only have no idea of what libraries are 
and do, but who also see no need to learn, tends to confirm this fear. 
Why has the development of highly paid specialists who help the 
general public deal with new options, opportunities, and complexities, 
completely bypassed this field? How is i t  possible that, as both the quan- 
tity and the importance of information grow at a rapid rate, the number 
of reference librarians in academia, government, and industry declines 
(Abbott, 1988). It occurs to me that there are at least three reasons. 
The first is the fact, first noted by me in 1948 and since repeatedly con- 
firmed, that information ignorance does not need to be admitted and is 
usually not admitted. Whatever we have is “enough.” How, indeed, could 
we admit that we don’t know anything? As a consultant in the assess- 
ment of corporate libraries and information centers, I have found quite 
a few which were inadequate, some whose librarians realized they were 
inadequate, but none whose users felt their library service was bad. What 
complaints they utter concern collection access, but even these criti- 
cisms are muted. The reason is obvious. If I am doing a good job, and 
deserving of promotion, salary increases, and grant funding, I must first 
state confidently that I am doing well and that somehow I know every- 
thing I need to know. The process is not as simple in automotive repair 
and dentistry, because a car which still does not run, or a tooth which 
still hurts denies the premise that everything is fine. Since end users 
and upper management either genuinely do not know or at least refuse 
to acknowledge how inadequately information processes serve them, it 
is incumbent that the people who presumably do know, the professional 
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librarians, make the point not of how wonderful libraries are but rather 
of how inadequate they are and how good they could be. That librarians 
suicidally never made this point is, however, a part of my third reason 
and will have to wait. 
The second reason comes from the incessant propaganda with which 
the developers and sellers of computer systems, both hardware and soft- 
ware, constantly bombard us. These messages tend to fall into three cat- 
egories: (1) using technology is easy, (2) using technology is fun, and 
(3) using technology saves both time and money. This article will only 
cite one example of each of the first two because, thus prompted, the 
reader can certainly find his or her own. The best example for me of the 
argument that the use of technology is easy comes from a frequently aired 
television commercial for America Online. In it a young man urges his 
friend to come with him to a basketball game. The friend declines. He 
cannot go because he has to order airplane tickets, he must send a birth- 
day present to his mother, and because his child needs to go to the library 
to locate information on dinosaurs. The friend reassures him that this is 
all “easy” with America Online and, as we watch in admiration and fasci- 
nation, the tickets are ordered, flowers are dispatched to his mother, and 
the printer disgorges pages of encyclopedia information about dinosaurs. 
What the child is supposed to learn from all of this is not clear, but it is 
assumed the viewer will not notice. 
The second example of the point that using computers is “fun” is best 
demonstrated for me in a commercial for Hewlett Packard, which demon- 
strates ingenuity which I consider very effective. We are ushered into the 
plush office of a very busy executive through the use of an unobtrusive 
camera. We know he is an executive because the office is so large and 
tastefully furnished; we know he is busy because it is late at night and he is 
still hard at work on his Hewlett Packard computer. He rejects our inter- 
ruption by stating that he is very busy and has no time. Suddenly he 
moans in anguish. When asked solicitously what has gone wrong, he re- 
plies that he has hooked his tee shot into the lake. We all know, and 
managers have learned, that computer terminals behind a closed door 
are a potential for doing work and also for wasting time and playing games. 
Hewlett Packard would be foolish not to stress this second feature, be- 
cause it probably sells at least as many computers. I am not criticizing 
either company here for doing what obviously is intended to sell comput- 
ers. That is their primary responsibility to their stockholders. The prob- 
lem is not only that these advertisers have a lot of money (I haven’t even 
mentioned Microsoft), but primarily that there is no counter-strategy by 
those most negatively affected, librarians. 
The third argument, that the use of computers saves money, is of 
course nonsense, and even IBM had stopped stressing this advantage way 
back when I worked there in the early 1960s. It is both foolish and 
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unnecessary to claim that computer technology is cheaper, when it is far 
easier and far more important to demonstrate that the proper use of tech- 
nology (and even some of the improper use) is cost effective. However, it 
is wrong to make straight cost comparisons, because chis would be a com- 
parison between apples and oranges. Indeed, the use of technology is 
clearly potentially cost effective in libraries, primarily because it allows 
that far more effective wmrk be done. However, we must deal not only 
with the additional hardware and software costs, we must also deal with 
additional professional staffing costs to use the advanced technological 
opportunities more effectively. That is why I now have the “privilege” of 
paying three dentists instead of one. It is good for my dental health. I am 
certain that corporate, government, and academic administrators really 
understand this as well, but perhaps I arn wrong. Certainly librarians have 
made no attempt to make a point which should be easy to make-access 
to more information by more highly paid people who don’t really know 
what they are doing costs more. Obviously. 
The mystique that somehow having computers is enough to assure 
siiccess in information and in education is perhaps best exemplified by 
the present federal argument, expressed by Vice President Albert Gore, 
that the solution to our educational problems is making sure that all school 
children have computers. Presumably not librarians, because they are 
not necessary. Learning to use computers is both “easy” and “fun.” 
All ofwhich brings me finally to the third reason. I have always un- 
derstood, in many years working with information technology, that ven- 
dors prefer end user searching to librarian searching. End users have 
more money, there are more of them, and because they search more slop- 
pily they will spend more. I do not resent this stratqgy because it makes 
sense-for them. However, silent acquiescence makes no sense for us. 
The great problem for this profession is the lack of any sort of profes- 
sional philosophy about what libraries are and what librarians do. The 
issues are no longer discussed in our professional literature, and our li- 
brary education programs have moved away from any consideration of 
institutional management. Instead, we have become survivors trying to 
cope under a barrage of budget cuts which never consider the implica- 
tions of those budget cuts simply because nobody makes upper manage- 
ment face them. As an adjunct professor at the University of Arizona 
School of Information Resources and Library Science, I now teach a course 
in planning and evaluation precisely because I am painfully aware that, to 
an overwhelming extent, librarians do not plan. Instead, they react to 
what others have already decided about the future of the library. Plan- 
ning, by contrast, is an early process of pointing out to upper manage- 
ment the alternative implications of various decision options before those 
decisions are made. Librarians have largely abdicated any confidence 
that they understand what they ought to be doing far better than anyone 
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else, the essence of any professional discipline. Thus, the Baltimore County 
Public Library motto of “give ’em what they want” rather pathetically sums 
up the vision of many librarians. It is not “give ’em what they need” or 
even “make ’em aware of what they could have and should have.” 
Nor do libraries really evaluate. Instead, they rig questionnaires which 
only ask people already in the library, and therefore an obviously biased 
constituency, how they “like” their library. As compared to what? The 
responses may be predictable, but they are also not only useless but dan- 
gerous when we recall Drucker’s injunction that the essence of manage- 
ment communication is exception reporting-what ought to be happen- 
ing but is not happening. 
There are three distinct roles that libraries can play, and the later 
named ones are far more important and offer far more potential than the 
earlier ones. The first is the library’s role in recreation. It is the easiest to 
explain and to justify, and it is indeed the role, particularly for public 
libraries, that our clients most easily identify. It is also, of course, the most 
trivial and becomes the most dangerous during the budget review proce- 
dures which have become standard in all management operations. These 
reviews force the ranking of priorities, and recreational activities (parks, 
libraries) can never compete against the priorities of police protection, 
road repair, and public health. When libraries are judged in this environ- 
ment, the evaluation usually comes out as “of course we favor good librar- 
ies, but. . .”. In the context of the information world, this sometimes 
comes out as “of course information is important, but what has this to do 
with libraries?” 
The second role, in education, is the one which probably the major- 
ity of librarians embrace. In this context, we don’t so much answer ques- 
tions as teach students to answer their own questions. It is certainly a 
different approach from that practiced by plumbers and mechanics who 
are not likely to teach us how to fix our own leaks and transmissions. 
However admirable one might consider this role as an objective, it cannot 
succeed as long as the “other” educators, be they teachers or professors, 
fail to acknowledge us as partners of equal importance. 
This trivialization of our educational role can be easily seen, on the 
one hand, in the willingness of teacher unions to sacrifice librarians to 
retain teaching slots. On the other hand, we must recognize the failure to 
grant (as at institutions like Harvard) faculty status to librarians, and the 
constant pressure to take both faculty status and tenure away from librar- 
ians. That pressure sometimes comes from administrators, but I have failed 
to see it ferociously opposed by the American Association of University 
Professors (AAUP) . Finally, the failure of our “fellow” educators to accept 
us as full brothers and sisters can be observed in the traditional low, al- 
most invisible, status of library programs and particularly library research 
within the federal Department of Education and the research-oriented 
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Institute for Education. Educators have now neatly finessed this problem 
by transferring library programs to the Institute of Museums and Librar- 
ies, again with us in the junior positional listing and under the director- 
ship of museum experts. And yet nobody in this profession, in its leader- 
ship, and in its professional publications finds this objectionable, let alone 
intolerable. 
The third role, that of information intermediaries, is clearly the one 
which, in this age of growing information output, growing information 
access, and therefore growing information confusion, poses the greatest 
potential for this field, as Drucker recognized in his stressing of the im- 
portance of knowledge workers. However, acceptance of role number 
three causes a potential direct conflict with role number two, that of edu- 
cators. In role number three we do not teach end users to solve complex 
problems without us, even as that educational exercise is at best problem- 
atical because we do not know whether such users whom we have turned 
loose in the information ocean ever find what they need-no I did not say 
want. WANT is, particularly for the unprepared, as irrelevant here as it is 
in medicine. In accepting our roles as information intermediaries, we 
seek rather to make our clients dependent on our unique expertise. To 
place this into the context of a profession's responsibility and sense of 
expertise, I will now return to the writings of Andrew Abbott (1988), briefly 
mentioned at the beginning of this article, and his definition of a profes- 
sion. Professions, Abbott argues, have the unique responsibility of ad- 
dressing human problems amenable to expert service, and I interject only 
to note the words problems and expert. Abbott continues that professionals 
compete vigorously for existing and newly emerging problem jurisdictions, 
and that they strive to expand those jurisdictions by preempting the ac- 
tivities of other professions. 
The reader can certainly understand what sort of expanding jurisdic- 
tion, as well as amenable problem areas, computerized access to informa- 
tion represents, and it should be equally obvious what the other fields are 
at whose expense we should be expanding our jurisdictions. That the 
growth of computer-based information access not only provides opportu- 
nities but also changes the ground rules is certainly clear today. Indeed, it 
has been clear for thirty-five years. 
In 1964, in what can be argued to have been the very beginning of 
the technological information age, my friend and mentor, Mortimer Taube 
(1964), the president of Documentation Incorporated, noted that the de- 
velopment of the MARC system by the Library of Congress, and its reli- 
ance on what is now seen as rudimentary but was still exciting technology, 
allowed librarians to rethink and completely restructure their cataloging 
rules, particularly with regard to subject analysis. That analysis, Taube 
noted, was constrained by the economic problems of having to file 3"x 5" 
catalog cards, and this limited subject analysis to the perfunctory level of 
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perhaps one or two broad subject headings. Even the computer technol- 
ogy available in 1964 removed that limitation and allowed for analysis in 
far greater detail. Taube expressed the concern that the library profes- 
sion would fail to see this opportunity and simply devise techniques for 
computerizing the AngleAmerican Cataloguing Rules. And that, of course, 
is exactly what we did do. 
However, by far the greatest opportunities thirty-five years later lie 
in the expanded role for reference librarians to claim for themselves 
Abbott’s territorial role in doing what others should not do and, more 
importantly, could not do. That we have failed to seize this opportunity 
is most evident in the decline in the number of reference librarians, 
even as we are deluged by reports of growing information files, growing 
information needs, and growing information complexity. Justifying ad- 
ditional reference librarians as the most cost-effective strategy for deal- 
ing with this issue should be relatively simple. However, we continue to 
see the strategy of National Library of Medicine administrators of teach- 
ing medical practitioners to search for their own information online, 
even as we are also told that the development of Health Maintenance 
Organizations (HMOs) increasingly turns the doctor into an overworked 
production employee with neither time nor energy for undertaking in- 
formation searches at the end of a fourteen hour working day. Since 
medical librarians are both much cheaper and better trained for infor- 
mation searches, the solution should be obvious, yet no one sees and no 
one clamors for it. 
In the absence of management courses in our library education pro- 
grams, in the lack of professional discussion concerning our management 
strategies, and in the absence of research literature on this topic, it is 
difficult to understand why librarians insist on following a suicidal policy 
of shifting professional duties from their own desks to terminals to those 
of the end user, while they retain the routine activities which make them 
look like clerks. And yet they do. In reviewing grant funding proposals 
for the Institute of Museums and Libraries, I found numerous requests 
for additional money with which to purchase hardware and software for 
our end users. There were no proposals for funds to purchase tools to be 
used exclusively by librarians, to give them skills end users could never 
possess, and to make them more important. These are not disciples of 
Andrew Abbott. 
Just as Peter Drucker predicts, the growth in the role of information 
intermediaries or knowledge workers is certain, even as the part which 
librarians will play is not nearly as certain. Once we get past our fascina- 
tion with teaching children to play computer games on the premise that 
playing on computers is somehow more virtuous than playing soccer or 
basketball, and once we understand that having adults waste time on 
computers playing solitaire, surfing the Net aimlessly, or downloading 
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anything for any reason or for no reason is more educational than watch- 
ing soap operas on television, we will be left with the information needs of 
people who work for a living, and who need information in order to do 
this work. Herbert Brinberg (1986) has given us a clear indication of who 
these people are. 
In addressing information needs of end users, there are two things 
we need to keep in mind. The first is that here, as in any other segment of 
society, ~ve  delegate what we can delegate, and save for ourselves only what 
we must do ourselves. The development of terminals in executive offices 
has not reduced the number of administrative assistants, precisely because 
having niore assistants at our beck and call makes us more powerful. The 
second is that ignorance does not need to be admitted. Coniplete knowl- 
edge will be claimed whenever an admission to the contrary gets in the 
way o f  the primary objective. 
For end users to delegate to information intermediaries, there are 
still two additional requirements. The first is that the user milst trust the 
interniediai-y. Trust cannot be simply claimed, it must be earned. How- 
ever, once it is earned, it is freely and openly given. Good reference li- 
brarians, whom clients insist on using even if they have to wait until they 
come 011duty understand this and appreciate this, and their bosses should 
also understand that clients usually know who the good librarians are. 
The second requirement is one of convenience. Clients want to be helped 
on their schedule arid not the institution’s. However, technolo<q can be 
very helpful here. American Express learned long ago the virtue of estab-
lishing an 800 number telephone staff twenty-four hours per day. Who- 
ever answers the phone has complete access to your file and can help you. 
The Social Security Administration bas learned the same thing. Its 800 
number is staffed from 8 A.M. on the East Coast until 6 P.M. in Hawaii. You 
never get the same person twice, but it doesn’t matter. The person who 
answers the phone is well trained, has complete access to your file and 
organizational policies, and can either put you on hold or call you back 
while he or she seeks either clarification or approval from a higher level 
of management. Is this possible for an online reference service? Of course 
it is! 
Given acceptable options, clients will treat the increasing opportuni- 
ties and options in information access exactly the same way they treat 
increased complexity in automotive repair and financial investment deci- 
sions. We delegate to a specialist whom we trust, and who will work within 
our time frame. A high level executive made the point quite clearly. He 
was delighted at the improvements in air transportation, which now al- 
lowed him to fly far more rapidly without the delay of refueling in a luxu- 
riously appointed corporate jet. However, that did not prompt him to 
learn how to fly-not as long as he could hire a qualified pilot. 
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